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A POINT OF VIEW ON THE SCOPE AND WORK

OF THE IRRIGATION CONGRESS

By L. H. Bailey

Editor's Note.—This paper was delivered by the author before the National

Irrigation Congress at Spokane, Wash.

IRRIGATION profoundly affects
A

society and institutions; and

any person who is interested in rural

civilization must necessarily, there

fore, be interested in irrigation.
The best rural civilization will

develop out of native rural condi

tions rather than be imposed from

without. Irrigation makes a rural

condition. It provides the possi

bility for a community to develop;
and it must, therefore, color the

entire life of the community. As the

civilization of New England devel

oped about the town-meeting, and

that of the South about the Court

house, so will the civilization of

irrigation communities develop about

the ditch-meeting.

Irrigation communities are com

pact. As all the people depend on a

single utility, so must the community
life tend to be solidified and tense.

Probably no other rural communities

will be so unified and so intent on

local social problems. We shall look,

therefore, for a very distinct and

definite welfare to arise in these

communities; and they will make a

peculiar contribution to rural civiliza

tion.

The life of the irrigation community
will be expressed not only in institu

tions of its own, but in the literature

of its own. Much of the world's

literature does not have significance

to country-life conditions, and very

little of it has significance to an irriga
tion civilization. I look for poetry to

come directly out of the irrigation
ditch and to express the outlook of

the people who depend for their

existence on the canal and the flood

gate. It is most significant of a new

feeling in art and literature that we

have a national irrigation ode.

THE INTERESTS OF SOCIETY IN THE

WORK

The people have made it possible
for irrigation-reclamation to be de

veloped; for whether the work is

performed by the government directly
or by private enterprise, it neverthe
less rests on national legislation; and

this legislation expresses the consent

and the interest of society in the

work. All the people have not only a

right to an interest in irrigation-
reclamation, but they carry an obliga
tion to be interested in it, since it

reclaims and utilizes the fundamental

heritage of all the people. I take it

that society's interest in the work is

of two kinds; to see that the land is

properly utilized and protected ; to

see that persons desiring homes shall

have an opportunity to secure them.

Society is not interested in specula
tion in land or in mere exploitation.
In the last analysis, land belongs to

all the people. No man really owns

his land; society allows him to use it.

and to say who shall use it when he is
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done with it, and every man is under

obligation to society to maintain the

fertility of his land. Even a farm

is not a man's own, in the sense that

he has a right to abuse it without

check. More than that, he is under

obligation to use all the natural re

sources of the earth with a care for

those who are to come after him.

No man has a moral or social right to

denude the land of its forest, unless

he leaves the land in condition for his

successors to utilize it with satisfac

tion. The American practice of rap

ing the earth of its timber is inde

fensible not only in economics, but

also in moral obligation. In writing
this statement, I make no imputation
as to whether the fault lies with the

timber-man or with society in

general.
I hope that the irrigation people

realize their obligation to the society
Avhich makes it possible for them, to

develop their irrigation systems. Not

every person in the nation agrees to

the wisdom of national reclamation,

but society has given it a trial. The

people in the West are interested in

developing their localities and their

commonwealths, and in securing set

tlers to see them; and with this

feeling we all must sympathize. The

people in the East have a remoter

interest, but it is none the less real. I

have no fear that the irrigation-
settlement of the West will set up

disastrous competition in products
with the East, as many eastern people
anticipate; the areas involved in the

new irrigation projects are too small

and the development too slow for

that. But there is danger that the
producing-power of the land may not
be safe-guarded, and all the people,
East as well as West, must have con

cern for your use of western land.
The very fact that irrigation-farming
is intensive, increases the danger.
From an agricultural point of view,
the greatest weakness in this farm

ing is the fact that the animal, or

live-stock, does not occupy a large
place in the system. Other systems
of maintaining fertility must be

developed.

Society has a right to ask that

you be careful of your irrigated val

leys. They are abounding in riches.

It is easy to harvest these riches by
the simple magic of water. You will

be tempted to waste these riches and

the time will come quickly when you

will be conscious of their decline.

This seems remote to you now, but

the danger is real. Not even the

fertility of the irrigation waters will

maintain the land in the face of poor

agricultural practice.
It is the flat valleys of the great arid

West that will be opened by irriga
tion. These valleys are small areas

compared with the uplands, the hills,

and the unirrigable regions. Society
is interested also that you may be care

ful of your uplands and hills, for in the

arid regions they give small yield in

forage and in timber ; this forage and

timber must be most thoughtfully

protected. When the producing-
power of the irrigated lands begins to

decline, you cannot fall back on your

dry hills.

I am not contending that irriga

tion-farming is proceeding in a waste

ful way, or that systems are not

developing that will protect society;
I am calling your attention to the

danger and to the interest of all the

people in this danger ; and I hope that

you m.ay profit by the errors of all

new settlements thus far made in the

history of the world.

We are everywhere in need of bet

ter agriculture, not only that every

agriculturist may do a better business,
but also that agriculture may con

tribute its full share to the making of

a better civilization. Here and there,
as we learn how to adapt ourselves to
the order of nature, we begin to see a

really good agriculture in the process
of making. A good agriculture is

one that is self-sustaining and self-

perpetuating, not only increasing its

yields year after year from the same

land, but leaving the land better and
richer at each generation. This must
come to pass from the land itself and
from the animals and crops that one
naturally brings to the land, and not

merely by the addition of mined
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fertilizing materials brought from the

ends of the earth. Thus far in his

tory, it is only when the virgin fatness

begins to be used up, speaking broadly
that we put our wits to work. Then

the rebound comes. The best agri
culture thus far has developed only
after we have struck bottom, and we

begin a constructive effort rather

than an exploitive effort; and this

com.es in a mature country. This is

why so great part of the European
agriculture is so much better than our

own, and why in old New England
such expert and hopeful farming is

now beginning to appear. The East

is in the epoch of rebound. The East

is in the process of becoming -more

fertile; the West is in the process of

becoming less fertile. The Commis

sion on Country Life, in its examina

tion of the whole country, found less

complaint of declining fertility in the

far Northeastern region, than in any

other part of the Union.

In Western North America, the

business systems have been developed
to great perfection, and the people are

possessed of much activity and are so

far escaped from tradition that they
are able to do things in new ways and

to work together. I hope that this

great region also will apply at the out

set all the resources of business and of

science to develop an agriculture
that will propagate itself.

A BROAD RECLAMATION MOVEMENT

When all the lands are taken that

can be developed or reclaimed by

private resources, there remain vast

areas that require the larger powers,

and perhaps even the larger funds of

society (or the government) to bring

into utilization. One class of lands

can be utilized by m.eans of irrigation.
This form of land-reclamation is much

in the public mind, and great progress
has been made in it. There remain,

however, other lands to be reclaimed

by other means. There is much

more land to be reclaimed by the

removal of water than by the addition

of water. There are many more

acres to be adapted to productive
uses by forest planting and conserva

tion than by irrigation. There are

vastly larger areas waiting reclama

tion by the so-called "dry-farming"
(that is, by moisture-saving farming

completely adapted to dry regions).
And all the land in all the states must

be reclaimed by better farming. I

am making these statements in no

disparagement of irrigation, but in

order to indicate the relation of irri

gation to what should be a recognized
national reclamation movement.

But even though we should recog

nize a national reclamation move

ment to include all these phases and

others, it may not be necessary or

advisable in the interest of all the peo

ple, that every last acre in the nat

ional domain be opened for exploita
tion or settlement in this decade or

even in this century. The nation

may well have untouched reserves.

No one knows what our necessities

will be a hundred years hence. Land

that has never been despoiled will be

immeasurably more valuable to so

ciety then than now; and society holds

the larger interest.

When the pressure of population
comes, we shall fall back on our re

serves. The rain-belt states will fall

back on their wet Finds, their up

lands, and their hills. These hills are

much more usable than those of the

arid and semi-arid West can ever be.

The eastern and old southern states

have immense reserves, even though
the titles may be largely in private

ownership. New York is still nearly
half in woods and swamps and waste,

but practically all of it is usable.

New York is an undeveloped country,

agriculturally. The same is true of

New England and Pennsylvania and

great regions southwards. Forests

and sward grow profusely to the

summits of the mountains and hills.

Vast acres eastward are undeveloped
and unexploited. Even the regions
of the so-called "abandoned farms"

are yet practically untouched of their

potential wealth. I have no regret
that these countries are still unset

tled. There is no need of haste.

When the great arid West has brought
every one of its aATailable acres into ir-
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rigation and when population in

creases, the eastern quarter of the

country will take up the slack. It is

by no means inconceivable that at

that time the eastern lands, newly
awakened from the sleep of a century,
will be the fresh lands, and the older

regions will again become the new

regions.

SUPPLEMENTAL IRRIGATION

Let me say that irrigation is prop

erly not a practice of arid countries

alone. Irrigation is of two pur

poses,
—to reclaim land and make it

usable; to mitigate the drought in

rain fall regions. As yet the popular
imagination runs only to reclama

tion-irrigation. This form of irriga
tion is properly regulated by the

federal government.
Now and then a fore-handed farmer

in the humid region, growing high-
class crops, installs an irrigation plant
to carry him through the dry spells.
As our agriculture becomes more

developed, we shall greatly extend

this practice. We shall find that even
in humid countries we cannot afford

to lose the rain-fall from hills and in

floods, and we still hold at least some

of it against the time of drought as
well as for cities and for power. We

have not yet learned how to irrigate
in humid regions, for the practice of

drainage is equally involved; but we

certainly shall apply water as well as

manures to supplement the usual

agricultural practices. This Congess
devotes its attention to reclamation-

irrigation ; may it not properly devote
some of its effort to supplemental irri

gation ?

THE CONCLUSION

Now, inasmuch as irrigation-re
clamation is a national enterprise and

depends for its development on the

will of all the people, as it is one part
in a much larger plan for the utiliza

tion of land, as irrigation is properly
a practice for humid regions as well as
for arid regions, and as the people in

all parts of the country have a right to
ask for information, I submit that it

is not only wise but that it is the

obligation of this Congress to hold

sessions in the East as well as in the

West. The West cannot live to itself

alone; and the East needs the West.

THE NATIONAL IRRIGATION CONGRESS
'TPHE week of August 9 to 14 was a

momentous one, not only for

Spokane, Wash., but for the entire
United States as well. On those
dates, the most influential unofficial

body of men in the country assembled
to discuss a subject which is of im
mense importance to the people of

today and to the agriculture of to
morrow. Their ideas were directed
toward these four cardinal objects:
Reclamation of the deserts ; conserva
tion of the water supply; preservation
ol our great national forests; and the
making of homes on the land. What
these men are thinking about, working
over and accomplishing now, will
largely determine to what extent this
country can sustain the millions of
inhabitants which are bound to aug
ment the number of its present popula
tion.

To quote from a recent issue of the
Inland Observer: "The magnitude of

the enterprise can be better under

stood when it is stated that this con

gress represents private irrigation
enterprises that have already put
10,000,000 acres of arid land under the

plow, and government projects that
have put 3,000,000 acres under culti
vation. In addition, the congress
represents the future undertakings
that will reclaim the remaining 50,000
000 acres of arid land and So.ooo'ooo
acres of swamp land."

It is not our purpose here to give an
extended report of the congress.
That would be a matter of some

500,000 words. The public will have
it shortly, however, as it will be issued
very soon in the proceedings of the
organization. There were a few
speeches which we believe will be of
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special interest to the readers of The

Countryman. One of these, by Dean
Bailey, appears elsewhere in this

issue. There follow points from three
other addresses which we would like
to emphasize.
Dr. A. C. True, Director of the Office

of Experiment Stations, U. S. Dept.

Benjamin A. Fowler

Phoenix, Arizona.

President of the iSth National Irrigation

Congress to meet at Pueblo, Colorado,

in September, 1910.

of Agr., in his address on, "The Scope
and Purpose of the Irrigation Investi

gations of The Experiment Stations,"
said in part as follows:

"The act making appropriations for
the irrigation work carried on by our

office provides for studies along three

general lines:

(1) To investigate and report upon
the laws of the States and territories

as affecting irrigation, and the institu
tions relating to irrigation.

(2) Upon the use of irrigation
waters, at home and abroad, with es

pecial suggestions of the best methods

for the utilization of irrigation waters

in agriculture, and

(3) Upon the use of different kinds

of power and appliances for irrigation.
"To get started along the first of

these lines, a conference of prominent
men interested in the development of

the West was called. It was decided

that the condition of the Avater laws

was so chaotic that the investigation
of their operation was most needed.

This was made the leading line of the

work, and general principles were ad

vocated,upon which most of the states
concerned have based their neAv sys
tem of water laws.

"At present, the greatest need ^is

along the second line. The increase in

area under ditch has outrun the in

crease in population. Farmers from

humid regions are needed. They are

suspicious of advertisements, are un

informed as to the conditions. Our

department has answered in detail

many personal questions; it has pub
lished a series of bulletins presenting
information on irrigated lands in the

West, and another series describing
the best farm practices on irrigated
lands.

"The work along the third line

relates primarily to pumping. Pump
ing will become more and more com

mon as gravity supplies become more

R. Insinger

Chairman of Board of Governors and

Executive Committee, 18th National

Irrigation 'Congress.

difficult to acquire. Our department
is working along two lines in this

connection :

(1) Studies of present practice and

the supplying of practical information;
and (2) technical studies for the pur-
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pose of working out improvements in

pumping machinery.
"Our work is not confined to the

arid regions. We are conducting

experiments and collecting data to

determine the possibilities of irriga
tion on the Great Plains, where water

must be pumped from wells or secured

by storing local runoff.
"There is no question as to the value

of irrigation in the extreme east on

truck crops. There we are working
out cheaper and better methods, and

are attempting to secure their adop
tion."

F. H. Newell, Director of the U. S.

Reclamation Service in his address on,

"The National Irrigation Situation"

dealt principally with the law known

as the reclamation act signed by Presi

dent Roosevelt on June 17, 1902. He

said in part: "To use a well-worn

phrase, its object is to put 'the land

less man on the manless land.
'

Under

its seven years of operation, irrigation
works have been built in thirteen

western states and two territories by
which nearly 700,000 acres have

already been brought under irrigation.
The fund is derived from the proceeds
of the disposal of public lands acquired
a century or less ago and which

have been considered almost value

less. These funds are expended in

the construction of reservoirs and

canals, the water
"

from which is

sold at a rate sufficient to repay

the cost and to maintain the fund

undiminished.

"The nation is concerned in this

work, not only because of the resulting
internal development, but also be

cause of the improvement in citizen

ship and in stability of American

institutions. The nomadic herdsman,
the restless miner, and the wanderine

laborer add little to the strength or

safety of the community, but let one
of these men own a small farm which

is sufficiently productive to furnish his

family with needed subsistence and

comforts, and he becomes a citizen

who can be depended upon, in season

and out of season, to preserve those

institutions which we most highly
prize.

"Private capital has also made great

advances and possibly at present has

five or ten times as large an invest

ment in building irrigation works as is

being invested by the Government.

Much of this investment has been

made possible, or at least, stimulated

by the Government work.

"The Government has laid out sys

tems which will ultimately involve

the reclamation of several million

acres. The works now in hand will

require all of the reclamation fund for

several years. Each large work has

numerous divisions, each of which

requires considerable more money for

completion."
Mr. E. B. Kientz of Niles, California

delivered a very interesting address on

"Irrigation by Deep Well Pumping."
We quote from this speech because of

the fact that the impression is prev

alent here in the east, that irrigation
is only practicable where there are

numerous facilities for gravity systems.
In speaking of the pump he said in

part as follows: "The ordinary type of

double, deep-well, plunger, pump was

found to be impracticable for irriga
tion work because each bucket com

pleted its stroke at the instant the

other commenced and both were on

the dead center at the same time,

causing a stoppage in the upward flow

of the water and the necessity of

starting the long water column from

rest twice on each revolution of the

pump, and that both clappers must

close under full pressure of the water

column. These caused a heavy shock

on the moving parts and not only

shortened the life of the pump, but

wasted a large part of the useful power
applied. To overcome these obstacles

a type of pump was designed since

known as the double-plunger, con

tinuous-flow, deep-well, pump. This

type keeps the water column in con

stant motion upwards. This is

accomplished by a patented two sets

of eccentric gearing in eachpowerhead,
each bucket in the cylinder in the well

being connected to the crankpin of a

gear by steel rods. Each gear is on a

separate shaft, independent of each

other, and driven by a long double
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eccentric pinion. Both pinions are

keyed fast to the same pinion shaft.

Uniform revolution of the pinion shaft

produces uniform upward motion of

the buckets, but the down stroke is

made in less time than the up

stroke.

"As the upper bucket carries the

load up, the lower bucket, with clap
per wide open, travels down at a

higher speed, passes the lower dead

center and travels part of the upstroke
before the upper bucket has passed
the upper dead center. As the lower

bucket rises, it reaches a point where

its speed is exactly equal to the speed
off the upper bucket, when the lower

clapper closes and the lower bucket

takes the load. In this way the bur

den of the water column is taken by

r\N AUGUST 1 2th a Fairbanks
^^ Morse 12 Horse Power verticle

type gas engine and Gould centrifugal

pump with a 4 inch intake was instal

led on the shore of Lake Ontario at the

edge of an eight acre peach orchard

on my farm in the town of William

son, Wayne County, N. Y. From the

pump to the highest point in the

orchard, a head of about 20 ft., I laid

a 4 in. galvanized iron pipe in 20 foot

sections, which cost 7 cents a running
foot. At the high point of the or

chard a pool was dug about 18 inches

deep and about 10 feet in diameter.

From this pool ditches were run across

the orchard and from these ditches

other ditches were made along the

rows of peach trees two feet from the

trunks of the trees. All these ditches

were made with a single horse and

light plow. The water was then

pumped into the pool and allowed to

run out into the ditches. As soon as

the water reached the lower end of

the ditches small dams were made

about 6 feet from each tree, allowing

the lower bucket when they are both

traveling at the same speed; and it

follows that the load is taken Avithout

shock.

"The wells should be bored large for

two reasons : First, it gives more area

for the water to get into the Avell;

second, a larger cylinder can be used

which Avill deliver a greater amount of

water.

"I do not know that I could do bet

ter than to explain what deep well

pumping has done for California.

Land in that state sold at $5 to $8,

eight or ten years ago ; it is now selling
at $150 and $200 per acre, due to the

fact that they know by boring wells

and installing deep well pumps, their

water supply is assured and their land

made valuable and productiATe."

the water to overflow around the roots

of the trees, these dams being made

AN IRRIGATED PEACH TREE, IN THE

HIGHEST AND DRIEST PART OF

THE ORCHARD.

AN IRRIGATION EXPERIMENT IN NEW

YORK STATE

By F . L. Lamson

Registrar of the University of Rochester.
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THE ENGINE, PUMP, AND INTAKE FROM LAKE ONTARIO.

by a man AA'ith a hoe. This work

once done, the engine Avas run from

one to two hours eA'ery other day,
each time until the AA'ater had reached

the furthermost trees; one man with

a hoe was able to control the flow of

water so that each tree receiA-ed an

amount to moisten the ground suffi

ciently and yet not to flood it. This

plan has been continued until the

present time, September 13. The

amount of gasoline required for the

pumping during this period of time

has been 37 gallons. The cost for

labor has been the services of two men

for a total of five days.
In order to determine the effect of the

water on the fruit and trees, forty trees
at different places in the orchard haA'e

not been irrigated. The results of the

experiment as indicated at the present
time are: that the peaches on the

irrigated trees are from y'i to Vz larger
than the peaches on the trees that haA'e
not been irrigated; the peaches on

the irrigated trees haA'e a richer

color; the new wood on the trees is
more mature; the foliage a much
darker and richer green; and, although
the peaches are just ripening, the

na\x>r of the irrigated peaches is

superior to that of the unirrigated
peaches. Experienced 'fruit men in

the vicinity of Williamson haA'e

visited the orchard and pronounced
the experiment highly successful and

uniformly express surprise that such

a marked difference could be pro
duced by irrigation in view of the fact

that the experiment Avas begun so late

in the season. Commission men ex

amining the orchard offered 50 cents a

bushel more for the peaches on the

irrigated trees than on the trees that

haA'e not been irrigated.
It is the plan to carry on this ex

periment for three years, and another

year every field on tne farm (a farm of
100 acres) will be irrigated to deter

mine the effect of irrigation on field

crops and orchards, both on young
trees and bearing trees. It is be
lieved that by proper irrigation young
peach trees can be brought into' bear
ing at least one year earlier than thev
otherwise do, that bearing trees can

be made to produce highly colored
and fully developed fruit, "and that
field crops can be uniformly assured

thereby materially increasino- the
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value of all farming lands. If the
results of the experiment for the next
three years are as highly satisfactory
as they promise to be, and have been
thus far, there can be but one con

clusion and that is that the farming
interests of the State of New York

will demand that the government of

the State make it possible for every
farmer in the State to irrigate his

lands. On account of the droughts
during the present season the losses to
farmers in the vicinity of Rochester

would more than pay for the equip
ment of all the fire companies and the
maintenance of all the fire depart
ments of Rochester for a whole year.
No city at the present time would

think of doing without fire protection,
that isAvithoutmaintaining thoroughly
well equipped and efficient fire com

panies, and yet the State of New York

loses more by. the burning up of crops
on farms by drought than is lost by all
the fires in all the cities within its

boundaries, and the present experi

ment is intended to comrince the

people of the State of the necessity of

insuring against such enormous

losses.

A plan that seems feasible is for the
State to lay the necessary pipes and

provide the necessary reservoirs for

the storing and distribution of the

water, and then to arrange Avith the

various power companies throughout
the State for the necessary power to

pump the water to the distributing
points.
To illustrate, the Rochester Rail

way and Light Company is obliged to
maintain about 30,000 horse power of

generating apparatus, 10,000 horse

power of which is practically idle from

April, ist to October 15th of each

year, but this excess of power must be

provided in order to supply current

during the winter months when the

lighting and pOAArer loads overlap.
This surplus apparatus could be

utilized through the summer months

for the generation of power for pumping
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IRRIGATION ArS. NON-IRRIGATION.

IRRIGATED PEACHES ON THE RIGHT.

\yfUCH of the irrigating Avater in
■'--'■

the Western States is noAAr be

ing pumped by means of electric

pOAArer, and much of the future work

must be dependent upon pumping

systems. In many localities the elec

tric companies are selling more pOAA'er

for irrigation work than for all other

purposes, and a great many power

plants haAre been and are being
erected in fa\-orable positions, AA'hose

total output will be used for irriga
tion. At Wenatchee, Washington,
the Power Company is selling more

power to the farmers for irrigation and

general farm use than is being con

sumed in the city. Indeed, so heavy
is this load that owing to a temporary
lack of sufficient generating capacity
the irrigating pumps must operate

during the day only, and be shut

cloAA'n at night AA'hen the lighting load

goes on. This company generates by
AA'ater pOAA'er, and is arranging now to

receiA'e additional power from a

purposes, with practically no expense

except that for coal and attendants.
'

Throughout the year, both
in sum

mer and winter, there is a period from

n o'clock at night until 7 o'clock in

the morning, AA'hen more than 8,000

horse power additional would be

aA-ailable, making a total at such

times of 18,000 horse power AA'hich

would be available for the generation
of current to be used for irrigation
purposes.

All the machinery used for pump

ing requires little or no attention and

the pOAA'er for irrigation could be used

to advantage and at extremely low

prices between the hours mentioned.

The conditions AA'hich obtain in Roches

ter are coincident with all the larger
centers throughout the State.

1 larger water pOAA'er plant further down

the river.

: Near Garden City, Kansas, the

z United States GoA'ernment has instal-

l led an immense pumping plant that

irrigates some ten thousand acres in

Finney County. The AA'ater source

here is from deep wells, varying from

thirty to sixty feet in depth. The

;' plant consists of one large central

\ power plant, and twenty-three sub

stations, operated electrically. Each

sub-station has ten wells, fifteen inches

in diameter, and the AA'ater is pumped
by centrifugal pumps. The water is

conveyed by concrete flume over

four miles in length to the farmers'
canals and ditches. The farmers

haA'e organized a Water Users' Asso
ciation, Avhich pays the government a
fixed sum every year until the govern
ment is reimbursed, when the plant
becomes the property of the farmers
It is interesting to note that this

great electric pumping irrigation sys-

THE POSSIBILITIES OF ELECTRICITY AS

POWER FOR IRRIGATION PURPOSES

By H. Russell

Editor's Note.—Mr. Russell was appointed by Mayor Edgerton, Rochester, X. Y.,
as delegate from that city to the Xational Irrigation Congress held at Spokane, Wash.'

Aug. 9-14.
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tern is used in Kansas, a State where
the summer rainfall varies from 16 to

30 inches, and where, up to a few

years ago, irrigation was not con

sidered necessary. Also, that the
water is used almost entirely for field

crops, the principal ones being alfalfa
and sugar beets, where the profits per
acre will average about $30.00 to

$40.00. Obviously, the cost of irri

gation per acre to the farmer cannot

be high, and the Government Reports
for 1908 show this to be about $2.75
per acre. This plant cost $350,000.00
and is being purchased by the owners

of the land at a rate of $3.50 per acre

per year.

The Hanford Irrigation & Power

Company, of Seattle, Wash., at an

expenditure of more than $500,000.00,
have completed an immense power
and pumping plant located at Priest

Rapids, on the Columbia River.

Electricity is generated by means of

water power taken from the Columbia

River. This electric power is trans

mitted sixteen miles doAvn the river

by high tension lines to the pumping

plant, which in turn takes its water

supply from this same Columbia

River. Note the interesting features

—

using the river's power for generat

ing electric current, returning the

water to the riA^er, transmitting this

power to a point further down the

river where suitable farming lands are

located, and again taking water from

the river by pumps to irrigate the

land. A river made to lift itself by
means of a small copper wire! This

plant at present is 3,000 horse power

capacity, and waters about 12,000

acres.

At Williston, North Dakota, the

Government has another immense

electric pumping installation, which

will eventually supply water for

40,000 acres. The water is taken from

the Missouri River, and, owing to the

shifting formation of the banks, the

huge pumps used in the project are

located upon floating barges anchored

in the river. These pumps are run by

electricity generated at several power

plants upon the shore, the fuel used

being a lignite coal found near by.

The maintenance charge, that is, the
annual water charge to users, is as

follows: 70 cents per acre AA'hether

water is used or not, and 50 cents for

each foot pumped and deliA'ered with

in any year. The rainfall here is

15 inches, almost all from April to

September, which is about three-

quarters of that in Western New York

during the same months. Crops
grown are entirely field crops.
Did space permit many interesting

examples in Oregon, California, Mon

tana, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho,
Texas, and other States could be cited.

It is plain to one who has observed and

studied the development of irrigation
in the West that much of the future

irrigation work must be done with the

aid of pumping. Suitable gravity
systems haA^e been quickly seized and

developed to their practical limits,
and the combination of natural condi

tions that go to insure the successful

gravity system, such as sufficient

supply of water at suitable elevation,
within approachable distance of good
farming lands, is at best very limited,
and most of these haAre been or are

already beng developed. In many

cases a pumping plant can be installed

and operated cheaper than the interest
and maintenance on a A^ery long and

expensive graA'ity system..
The examples cited aboA^e of large

irrigation projects made possible by
means of electric pumping will con

vince the intelligent reader that the

use of electric power for irrigating

purposes is both feasible and cheap.
So much for what has been ac

complished. We come, then, to the

question, Should irrigation be prac

ticed on an extended scale in the

East? To an affirmative answer of

this question there are tAvo classes of

objectors. First: Those who say
—

"Irrigation isn't needed in the East,
the rainfall is ample if proper farming
methods are employed"; and second,

those Avho say
—"The cost of irrigating

in the East will not justify its ex

tended use." The first class are usual

ly those who haA'e not lived on the

farm ; those who haAre not stood help

lessly by and seen all their efforts go to
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waste and ruin by a long protracted

drought. I cannot remember a sum

mer m the East when at some time

during the growing season farm crops

have not suffered from want of water.

Sometimes the damage has been

partial, sometimes total. It should

be plainly evident that the farms do

need irrigation. If a man's barn is

on fire his neighbors rush in with pails
and buckets to put out the fire, but

when a man's farm burns up for lack

of Avater, we, in the East, stand idly

by and anxiously Avatch the clouds,

looking to the heaArens for relief.

Cities spend millions for fire protec
tion. Why not spend something to

protect our farms?1

Now, replying to the second class of

objectors. Can this water be supplied
to the farms of the East in sufficient

quantity and at such times as needed

at a cost that will not outweigh the

increased returns to be derived from

its application? It is the writer's

opinion that this can now be done

very extensiArely in all of the Eastern

States, and that, as time goes on and

conditions improve, regions now not

practically accessible will also come

within the range of possibility, just as
in the West at present, lands once

thought not possible of irrigation are

now receiving water. This opinion
is based upon the following facts and

reasons:

First : GoArernm.ent experiments and

tests made on many Eastern farms

have amply demonstrated that irriga
tion of truck farms, meadoAvs, and

small fruits, as practiced by many

individual growers, has been a finan

cial success, and this in spite of ex

pensive methods and lack of knoAA'-

ledge on the irrigator's part. I

would refer the reader to the various

GoArernment Bulletins on this subject,
especially Nos. 167, 148, and 87, pub
lished by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.

Countryman

Second: That the increased re

turns to be had from the land by

irrigation will justify the very much

higher cost for Avater per acre per

year than is commonly supposed pos

sible. Fruit orchards commonly re

turn even in the East under present

conditions $200.00 to $1,000.00 per

acre. With such values taken from

the land no grower can afford to risk

partial or total damage to his crop for

lack of sufficient \A-ater. In such

cases water at $50.00 or $100.00

per acre per year would be

cheap.
As regards the pOAA^er cost. Electric

power used for irrigating purposes in

the West costs from two to three and

one-half cents per kilowatt hour, and

there is usually added a fixed charge
per month of about fifty cents per

horse pOAA'er for readiness-to-serve.

An article published in the May, 1909,
issue of the Irrigation Age gives some

interesting facts and figures relative

to the cost of electric pumping for

irrigation. It is there shown that

the costs per acre foot per year for

power are dependent upon the price
of electric current, the head against
AArhich the AA'ater is pumped, and the

mechanical efficiency of the installa

tion. For example, AA'ith electricity
at three cents per kilowatt hour, costs

per acre foot per year vary from 25

cents to S2. 50, depending upon the

head pumped against. To estimate

the cost to the irrigator there must be
added maintenance, operation, and

fixed charges, and it is found that the

cost of irrigation by means of electric

pumping in the West A'aries from tAVO

to ten dollars per acre. The cost of ir

rigation by the gravity system, both

gOA-ernment and priA'ate, runs from

50 cents to $2.00 per acre per year.

Certainly these costs are in no way

prohibitive, and can be duplicated in

the Eastern States.



A WORKING, EASTERN, IRRIGATION SYSTEM

By N. R. Peet, 'io

"Water, water, everyAvhere,
And all the boards did shrink:

Water, water, everywhere,
Nor any drop to drink.

If plants talk, this is probably what

they have said many times, just as

despairingly, and how much more

uselessly than did the Ancient Mari

ner.

There are some farmers who haA'e

been keeping their eyes pretty closely

that they may enjoy as pleasant
and profitable an afternoon as the

writer did one day last summer.
Mr. Titus has for seA-eral years been

watching his garden crops. He has

seen his cauliflower plants wither and

die, (he has planted them in three and

four times some seasons), he has seen

his early potatoes go sometimes as

high as 50 bushels to the acre; has

seen his carrots, onions, beets and let-

THE POOL WHERE MR. TITUS GETS THE WATER WHICH MAKES HIS SUMMER CROPS.

SUCH A POND IS A PSYCHIC AS WELL AS FINANCIAL ADDITION TO ANY PLACE.

fixed on the uselessness of this condi

tion; it is to one of these men that I

wish to call your attention.

To the north and east of Rochester,

N. Y. ,
lies the township of Irondequoit.

The farms there are small and are, for

the most part, devoted to trucking.

On one of the farms lives one Dell

Titus, whose name I mention became

in that section,he is a pioneer irrigator,

and also, if any other of the readers
of

this article happen to be in that vicinity,

tuce refuse to grow ; and he has noticed

that all these misfortunes happen in a

"dry spell." He has remembered such

things and thought about them in the

winter, as he looked through his

greenhouses and saw the lettuce and

the tomatoes responding so readily to

the regular applications of water.

And then when the drought came, he

remembered these winter crops, (as
one would be apt to remember out-of-

season crops, five acres of them, and
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THE POWER HOUSE. BY MEANS OF THIS, THE BEAUTY OF THE LAKE IS TRANS

FORMED INTO LUXURIANT CROPS.

every one successful), and the water

that had made them possible.
This constant series of disappoint

ments in summer crops, eged on by
the knowledge of what was the -mat

ter, Avould be enough thinking to keep
most men busy. But not so with Mr.

Titus; Avith one hand on his pocket-
book lined by his successful winter

crops, and with the other constantly
writing checks to pay for his unsuccess
ful summer crops, he kept his two

eyes on a sink hole in one corner of his

farm, Avhich was usually fielded with

frogs and some Avater, and which

always had been an excellent breeding

place for mosquitoes, and Avhich con

tinuously rendered a couple of acres

useless for cultiA^ation. He looked it

all over and came to the conclusion,
"I will Avater those crops." He has

now a complete spray-irrigation sys

tem, as simple as it is successful, and

as independent as most city water

works.

Let us look again at his conditions;

brown-sugar sand, which is 8*2 feet

deep underlain with quicksand, and

whose fertility is almost in exact pro

portion to the amount of water and

manure applied to it; excellent loca

tion for market gardening and a desire

to remain there ; an almost inA'ariable

recurrence of drought and conse

quent loss in crops; a pool close to

hand fed by a feAV springs; and a de

termination to saA'e those crops.

What did he do? He first dammed

up the outlet of the hole so that he has

now a small lake which makes his

home more attractive and his farm

more productiA^e. He' then built on

the shore of this pond a cement engine
and pumping house and in it he has

installed a 20 h. p. gasoline engine,
whose faithful chug-chug gives the

place an air of industry and thrift.

The engine runs a triplex pump AA'hich

has a capacity of 3 50 gallons per min

ute. A line of 2 foot tile runs on a

level from the center of the pond, four

feet beneath the normal surface into

his engine house where it makes a right
angle and comes up safely higher than
the level of the pond. This gives him
a good, well-like intake.
The water is pumped into the Skin

ner System of distribution, being sub

stantially a series of overhead pipes,
spraying directly through holes or

nozzles in these pipes. The area

under outside irrigation is about nine
acres in extent and lies in one solid.

oblong chunk. The water leaves the
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pump house in a 6-inch iron pipe
underground. This pipe runs through
the middle, lengthwise of the place.
At intervals of about 60 ft. this main

is tapped by an upright galvanized
iron, 2-inch pipe about 8 ft. long. The

tops of these are connected with pipes
parallel to the surface of the ground.
These latter, twenty-two in number,
are each about 275 ft. long and each is

made up of three equal sections, each
section being a different sized pipe in

order to maintain pressure at the

farther end; the section nearest the

upright is of ilA inch pipe, the middle
section of 1% inch, and the last of 1

inch pipe. The openings occur along
these pipes at intervals of 4 ft.

The feature of the system is that the

whole 275 ft. of pipe can be rotated so

that, the holes being in line, the

water can be sprayed first to one side

and then to the other of the line of

pipe. With a pressure of 60 lbs. the

water is forced 30 ft. so that by turn

ing the pipe each line can be made to

coA^er a 60 ft. strip. The Avater is

spread entirely by the air ; this idea of

spreading is surprisingly successful, for

the thread of water, clean cut and

strong as it leaA^es the pipe, goes com

pletely into a mist, so entirely dissemi
nated that it doesn't eA^en come doAvn

in drops, and it covers eA^erything.
During the dry summer weather,

Mr. Titus irrigates twice or three times
a week according as the weather is

cloudy or bright. By means of the

stopcocks at the top of each upright,
a man can turn on three or four lines

and after they haA^e run for about fif

teen minutes, he rotates each one a

little, making about six tAvists to coA'er

the ground on each side.
Mr. Titus also has his fiA^e acres of

greenhouse piped so that he can Avater

his winter crops Avithout the use of the

proverbial hose. The nozzles in this

case are fixed so that a spray is thrown

by them instead of by pressure and air

friction; the same kind of a mist is

secured, however.

Does this pay? It would seem so

on this kind of soil and for these kind

of crops. IttooktAvo men twomonths

to install it and the total cost was

about $3,500.00. Mr. Titus told the

author that he was netting 20% this

year on his mwestment and that he

didn't have any shares for sale. It

looks like a paying proposition, doesn't
it?

THE SPRAY MAKING A SUCCESS OF THIS CROP OF CABBAGES.

CNote the hed°-e in back ground; evergreens make a better windbreak than board

fences The latter bv making a complete barrier forces the wind to scoop down between

them- while the former lets enough air sift through to prevent this scooping.)



WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED DURING

THE SUMMER OF 1 909 IN THE COLLEGE

OF AGRICULTURE

Reported by R. D. Anthony, 'io

E are so accustomed to the vaca

tion time that when we leave

college in June Ave think of the faculty
as packing up and going off to the

lakes and mountains for a well earned

rest. This, however, is not the case.

This institution is not only a college
but it is also an experiment station

and so each professor is both a teacher

and an experimenter. That only
a few of the departments have

been reported is no indication that

the others have not been busy. For

one reason or another it has been

impossible to secure notes from several

of the departments whose work has

been most interesting.
Extension Department. This being

the only College that has been doing
business throughout the summer, the

corridors have been well filled with

visitors at most times. This depart
ment has acted as a sort of reception
committee for these. In addition, an

inspection of the buildings was ar

ranged for the summer students just
before they left and four grange picnics
and family reunions have been held

here.

The extension's staff had charge of

the agricultural school at Chautauqua
during July and also ran a very succes-
ful "country life week" there in

co-operation with the State Depart
ment of Agriculture.
Arrangements have been made for

exhibits at fairs throughout the state

and from one to five departments have
been represented at the following
places: Wellsville, Trumansburg,
Genoa, Ithaca and Delhi. Prof. Tuck
has had charge of the College exhibits
at the state fair where practically
every department has been repre
sented. This year an entire hall in

the new state institution's building
AA-as giA'en to the College.

Soils Department.
—The task of

getting soil surveys of the entire state

will be advanced by two counties as a

result of this summer's work. Wash

ington County, comprising an area of

80 square miles, was completed in

August and Ontario County of over

650 square miles will be finished by
November first.

This work is being done in co-opera
tion with the Bureau of Soils of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Mr. G. H. Crabb and Mr. M. E. Carr

have been representing the Bureau

while D. W. Hallock, '09, and V. J.
Frost, '10, have been on the Avork for

the college.
Prof. Fippin, himself, has spent

most of the summer doing reconnais

sance work on a motor cycle ; he has

covered 1,000 miles byroad and 500

miles by train in Chautauqua, Cattar

augus, Erie and Alleghany counties.

This Avork has been undertaken in

order to get a broader knowledge of

the soil conditions of the state and to

study the relation of agricultural con
ditions to these. Considerable atten

tion was paid to swamp and muck

areas.

Department of Farm Management.
—

A farm census similar to that taken in

Tompkins County last year and the

year before,has been started in LiA'ing-
ston County in the Genesee valley and
five townships haA7e been completed.
Kutschback, Fisk, Scoville and John
son, all of '10, have been doing this

work under the direction of K. C.

LiA^ermore, '09.
In the office the tabulations of the

Tompkins County survey have been

completed and it is hoped that this
can be published as a bulletin bv
December.

Dr. White has spent the summer

studying pastures throughout the
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state. He has also started several ex

periments on pasture seeding, fertiliz

ing, etc. In work of this nature, of

course, results can not be secured for

some years.

Dairy Department.
—The simple

statement that this department has

made over 1,200 pounds of butter and
from 400 to 700 pounds of cheese per

day through the summer is sufficient

to show that they haA^e been busy.
In addition to this a year's record of

22 herds of cows have been completed,
showing the yield of milk and of butter

fat, and the cost of feed for OArer 200

individuals. Some striking results

have been obtained and it is hoped
that they can be touched upon in a

future article in the Countryman.

At the college, Mr. Guthrey has

carried on an experiment on the effi

ciency of various separators run under
conditions such as would occur in use

in creameries. At the east end of the

building a 200 foot Avell has been drilled
to furnish cold water for the creamery.

Prof. Stocking has started this sum

mer to keep records of all students

who have specialized in his depart
ment, in order that both the College
and the student may gain by cooperat

ing in this Avork.

Department of Horticulture.— In

floriculture, Prof. Judson and Mr.

Brown have been AA^orking Avith the

hollyhock, developing neAv ATarieties

and also studying methods in plant

breeding and inA^estigating certain

plant diseases.
In Pomology, Prof. Wilson has been

growing 80 acres of grapes as a com

mercial experiment in a vineyard near

Romulus, and has also, in connection

with the Department of Plant Path

ology, been studying the Black Rot of

the grape there.

As an aid to the students very com

plete bibliographies haA^e been made

of all the fruits and the cultural opera

tions.

The Pomology farm has been sur

veyed and a soil map made to facilitate

the planning and setting of orchards

and vineyards.
Early in the season an experiment

was conducted in strawberry varieties

and a number of large growers of

strawberries throughout the state

were visited and A^aluable cultural

data secured.

Poultry Department.
—Here advan

tage has been taken of the absence of

the students to make several experi
ments. In co-operation with Prof.

CaA^anaugh, Prof. Rogers has been

studying the influence of feeding
different color pigments on the

development, growth and feathers of

chickens and hens.

Miss Nixon and Messrs. Moir and

Krum have been testing the efficiency
of some different methods of feeding;
also cost of incubation and of

brooding. At the same time methods

of marketing ha\^e been investigated.

By placing colony houses out on

the athletic field, over 4,000 chickens

have been raised this summer. The

work of caring for these has been so

systematized that a single trip a day
with a wagon has been sufficient.

The entire work has not taken more

than one hour a day.
In several places throughout the

state the department has supervised
the construction of a new type of

colony breeding house, testing it out

as to its practicability. Reading
Course Bulletin 45, "The Importance
of Selecting for Constitutional Vigor
in Breeding of Poultry," has been

written and printed.

Department of Plant Pathology,
—

The excessively dry weather has

largely prevented the appearance of

Black Rot in grapes and Bean

Anthracnose. The experiments
for the control of these diseases had

therefore not yielded as definite results
as Ave had hoped to get.

A feAv late showers in the vineyard
at Romulus, N. Y., gaA^e sufficient

infections to demonstrate again the

effectiA^eness of Bordeaux mixture for

the control of this disease. The un

sprayed check plats show from 7 to 12

per cent. Rot, Awhile sprayed plats are

perfectly clean. Commercial Lime

Sulphur (Niagara Brand) 1-30 was

equally effectiA^e in controlling the Rot.
Dr. Reddick who has charge of the

Black Rot work is also doing the
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Pathological investigation in the

Chautauqua Experimental Vineyard
at Fredonia. He has the work there

organized and has made substantial

progress on his investigations of the

Necrosis and Black Knot of the grape.

Mr. CN. Jensen who assisted Dr. Red

dick on the Black Rot work, has also

begun a thorough study of the limb

and body cankers of Peach, Plum and

Cherry trees. He has isolated the

casual organism and reproduced the

disease.

Mr. M. F. Barrus has again demon

strated the efficiency of clean pod
selection for the control of Bean

Anthracnose. He has also made im

portant disco\^eries as regards the

habits of the fungus. He has demon

strated the casual relation of a Rhizoc-

tonia to the so-called stem disease so

destructiA^e in many bean fields, both

this season and last. The practicability
of controlling fire blight by cutting out

HpHERE are about 50,000 blind
•*•

persons in the United States,
and the sufferings and tragedies of

these unfortunates could have been

prevented. Think of it! A little

care and foresight could have avoided
all this misery. In a few cases, of

course, powder explosions and other

accidents caused the blindness; but

even in such cases they were due

usually to silly and dangerous Fourth-

of-July Avays of celebrating, and to

carelessness of many kinds in parents
and children. But of these 50,000 the

big majority are blind because the

doctor, the nurse, or the mother did

not do his or her duty in caring for the
eyes of the newborn baby. In all such

cases, usually Avithin a few days after
birth, but possibly later, the baby's
eyes begin to swell, get red, and run;
that is, there is a watery or pus-like
discharge from, the eyes, and the lids

swell so that the eyeballs can scarcely

and disinfecting, has been demon

strated by Mr. Stewart working on

nursery stock, and by Mr. Mitchell in

a large Bartlett pear
orchard.

Mr.W. H. Rankin and Prof .Whetzel,

Avorking on the diseases of Ginseng,
have completed the work on the

Blight and Mildew, two very destruc

tive diseases of this crop. A new root

rot of Ginseng has also been discovered

and quite thoroughly investigated.
The most important results of the

season's work have been obtained by
Mr. Wallace. Working with com

mercial lime sulphur as a summer

spray, he has demonstrated its value

as a substitute for Bordeaux. He has

shown that it is equally effective in

controlling apple scab, and has the

advantage of not russetting the fruit

in the least. It has also shoAvn marked

efficiency in the control of BroAvn Rot
of peaches. Mr. Wallace's results are

of course subject to next season's tests.

be seen. This disease has a long, big-

sounding name (ophthalmia neonato

rum) with the doctors, which means

the eye disease of the baby. It could

ha\^e been avoided if the doctor that

"borned" the baby, or the midwife,

or the nurse, or eA^en the mother, had

known what should haAre been known,

and if wise means of prevention had

been used when the baby was born.

One of the first things to do for the

little newcomer, right after birth, is to

wash his eyes with a little soft sponge

soaked in a warm, Aveak "antiseptic"
wash. (Bichloride of mercury, one

part to 3000 parts of distilled or boiled

AA-ater, is as good as any.) The lids

and the corners of the eyes should be

softly sponged, and some of the wash

squeezed into the eyes, twice a day.
This is before any swelling and redness
appear. After such redness, swelling
or discharge may appear, the eyes
must be treated more frequently ■

and

CARE OF THE EYES

By Dr. Geo. M. Gould

I. THE LITTLE BABY'S EYES
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the doctor or the nurse must do the

work and be held responsible for the

treatments. The baby's eyes may be

ruined by neglect, such as the common
useless and foolish custom of putting
in them "breastmilk," applying "tea

leaves," weak tea, witch hazel, etc.

Such things cannot stop the disease.

If the baby's eyes have a discharge
like pus, they can be saA^ed only by
thoroughly washing out the insides of

the lids very frequently with the anti

septic solution. If possible the doctor
should be called to do this. If this

solution cannot be gotten at once

there should be washing out and

"irrigating" all parts of the eyes under
the lids with lots of warm water that

has been boiled, every hour or two,

until the pus stops flowing and the

swelling is all gone. Great care must

be taken not to injure the eyeball in

washing and cleansing. The water

or antiseptic wash must be made to

reach the deep pockets or parts far up
under the upper lids. A little mop

may be used, made by wrapping a bit

of tin)7", smooth stick with absorbent

cotton. The greatest care must be

The word"Conjunctivitis" is applied
to a great many diseases of the eyes

that may or may not have much in

common. The terms "Pink Eye,"
"Red Eye," etc., as used by many peo

ple, are often as accurate or as in

accurate. Even physicians frequent

ly mistake the cause or nature of the

red or inflamed "white of the eye,"*
and call the inflammation conjunctivi
tis, etc., when the dangerous diseases

iritis, or keratitis, are the real ones

present. For the nonmedical person

and especially for the patient, it makes

no difference, what name is given. It

does make a great deal of difference,

however, whether or not the disease
is

treated rightly. But just here rises

the trouble. If an inflammation of

the iris causes the red eye, the eye will

almost certainly be ruined if it is

treated as if it were only a conjuncti
vitis. There is conjunctivitis, but it

is not the chief trouble, and treating it

observed that the bits of cotton used

in treating the eyes are immediately
burned. All dishes, towels, utensils,

etc., touched by the "matter" from

the eyes must at once be thoroughly
boiled and cleansed. The hands of

those attending the infant should be

scrubbed with soap and hot water both

before and after each treatment of the

eyes. The "matter" from the eyes

must not be allowed to run down the

baby's face, and beware of letting
any of it reach its mouth or touch the

mother's breast. If only one of the

baby's eyes is affected, every possible
precaution must be used to keep any

of the pus from touching the healthy
eye. Moreover, the least bit of the

infected material transferred to the

eye of another person will set up the

same disease and might perhaps result
in total blindness.

[Preserve each of this series of articles, as they are

designed to form a book of service to every person,

young or old. Next to life itself the most valuable

thing we can have is good vision. These articles are

to help you in getting or in keeping such vision. If

this number does not interest you, it may interest a

friend. And some one of the coming articles maybe

the means of saving your eyes, health, and happi

ness.
—Editor.

alone will not cure it. In all such

cases patients must aAroid advertised

or patent medicines or "eye drops."
Advertisements are to benefit the ad

vertisers, and patent medicines are

never "patent." Of course the wise

and proper thing to do for red eye is to

take the patient to the doctor. For

although the doctor may sometime-

make mistakes (only quacks and faith-

cure folks make no mistakes), he will

make fewer and less expensiA^e ones

than patients or parents that say "Let

it go," "Put on some tea leaA^es," "Get

some colored glasses," "It's nothing
but his eyes," and many such exas-

peratingly careless and foolish bits of

advice. No. When the eyes get red,

attend to them at once! Do the best

you can. If you can't at first go to or

send for the doctor, study, obserA'e,

think, read about the disease, and

aboA'e all be on your guard against

neglect that may mean partial or com-

II. CONJUNCTIVITIS
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plcte blindness, or the failure of an

entire life.

The eyes may be red because there

is a speck of dust or a "foreign body"
in them. They may be red because

there is poisonous matter in them;
because the insides of the lids have

granulations ; because of ulcers of the

lids; because the cornea is inflamed

or hurt; because the iris is inflamed;
or because glasses are needed to stop

On the train, in every machine shop,
foundry, etc., it is constantly happen
ing that people get a bit of dust, sand,
cinder, or some other scrap of foreign
substance in their eyes. This may

not do much harm if let alone, but

everybody seems determined to do

the eye harm in trying to get the dirt

out. In machine shops the person is

backed up against the wall, the self-

elected "doctor" gets out his knife or

takes a pin, and usually succeeds in

injuring the eye badly, sometimes

ruining it, in awkward attempts to

pick out or scratch aAA^ay the foreign
body. One that is not a physician
should neA^er be allowed to do this in

the manner stated. NeA^er touch the

eyeball Avith a metallic or hard sub

stance. If the "something in the

eye" got there from an emery wheel,
or in chiseling stone, etc.—that is, if
it flew in with great force

—it may be

best not to attempt to get it out; if

possible the patient should at once be

sent to the doctor. But nine-tenths
of all foreign bodies in the eye, are

"loose," not embedded, and they may
generally be removed with ease, and

without injuring the eye.
The first thing is to locate the speck.

To do this it is necessary usually that
some friend, shall be able to turn the

upper lid inside out, or, as it is called,
evert the lid. With a little deftness
and care one may learn how to do this.
First of all and in all cases before

touching an eye, Avash the hands

thoroughly clean, scrubbing with a

brush, and clean the nails perfectly
The nails should also be short and
smooth and blunt, If the speck is on
the cornea, it may be found or located
by placing the patient in a good li^ht

strain and hurting of the eyes. In

the next articles we shall tell more

about how to know and how to treat

certain of these several different
causes of "redeye."
*The conjunctiva is "the skin of the eye" over the

so-called "white of the eye." It is a filmy mem

brane, like the skin of an egg, over the sclerotic coat
of the eye. The cornea is the transparent tough
membrane like a flexible film of glass in front, over
the pupil and iris, set in the sclerotic coat in a way
very much like a crystal over the face of a watch.
The iris is the window curtain of the eye, or a colored
shade. It has a hole in the center, and this hole is
called the pupil.

and examining the eye without notic

ing the lids, by looking at the cornea

from different points of view, aided by
telling the patient to look a little up-

AA-ard, downward, and to the sides. If

it is not on the cornea, it may be inside

the lower lid; to examine, have the

patient look well upward, while you

pull the lower lid downward by press

ing downward on the skin below the

lid. In every household and workshop
should be kept some absorbent (or

doctor's) cotton. Twist a little wisp
of this cotton about the end and down

along a smooth little stick or a match,

and if the foreign body is inside the

lower lid, delicately remove it by
means of the wisp of cotton. If the

speck is on the cornea, twist a wisp of

the cotton into a firm roll one-fourth of

an inch thick and two inches long;
then double it, end to end, and twist

it on itself, grasping the ends, and

leaving a half inch of the curved

doubled roll free to place against the

eyeball. Have the patient look down

ward, the upper lid high up by pulling
the eyebroAA' upAA'ard with the fingers
of the other hand. Then gently and

quickly place the cotton against the

eyeball aboA^e the cornea. The eye

ball Avill promptly roll upward beneath
the upper lid, and almost always the

speck will be caught in the twisted

cotton fibers and be found there. If

not successful at first, wait a few

minutes and try again; perhaps a third
time. If the speck still sticks in the

cornea, send the patient to the doctor.
If the foreign body is not in the

loAver lid, or if it is not stuck upon or

in the cornea, it must be looked for
under the upper lid. To evert the

upper lid, have the patient look

III. HOW TO REMOVE
"

FOREIGN BODIES
"

FROM THE EYES
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sharply and constantly downward; there. The inflammation makes it

gently but firmly seize the eyelashes long feel as badly as before. This red-
ot the upper lid and draw the lid ness or inflammation may be cured by
downward and outward a little; then a drop or two, several times a day, of
place the finger or thumb of the other the following-
hand (not a stick!) above, and in the Borozinc Lotion

hollow below the eyebrow; there is Boric Acid gr. xxx

thus formed a sort "of brace against oT SulPyfte : Sr- "

which the border of the lid is rolled SlWat: V fif
hodv fn^^' T^ ^^ Tell the druggist to filter this twice.
body, if Present is easily seen and K a bottle^f this "lotion for the

A^r ttfn ^ X t
W1SP °f

C°^- e^'ln the house f°r ^e in the future.
After the speck has been removed the t shall often advise lts use m the
patient will persist m believing it still

several artldes that are tQ foUow>

IV. DISEASES OF THE LIDS.

Many patients and their friends crusty, or "scaly"—then home-treat-
find it difficult or impossible to get the ment may, at least for a while, prove
advice of expert oculist physicians. successful. In such conditions, put
It is for such especially that the a drop of the borozinc lotion (des-
present series of articles is written. cribed in a previous article) into each

Luckily many of the inflammatory eye two or three times a day; and
diseases of the eyes, at least in the besides this, after bathing the eyes for
beginning of the troubles, are of such a a minute with quite hot water, rub
nature that they may be treated, pre- carefully along the lid edges once a

vented, or cured by intelligent care of day, on going to bed, a tiny bit of the
the patients themselves or of parents following
and friends. But for a feAv diseases,
the services of a doctor are absolutely Ointment for the Eyes

necessary. Such diseases of the lids Yellow Oxid of Mercury gr i

are these : White Vaseline § iii

1. When the upper lid droops
down, or hangs too low over the eye- This will generally cure the lid

ball. trouble, at least for a while. If in

2. When the lid is turned in so spite of this the lid edges again become
that the lashes scrape against the eye- unhealthy, it is probably due to lack

ball and inflame it. of proper spectacles, which are needed

3 . When the lower lid is turned out to make the cure permanent. Do not

so that the tears run down upon the forget that you can hardly ever get so

cheek, or are dammed up, causing correct spectacles from the jeAveler,
unhealthy, unsightly, or dangerous the optician, or the traveling spectacle
conditions. seller. EA^en the doctor, even the

4. When the lid is stuck fast to the oculist, eA^en the professor or famous

eyeball
—the result of old inflamma- surgeon, may not giAre you the correct

tions, wounds, etc. glasses. But you should keep trying

5. When the lid is greatiy swollen, to get them.

making vision with the eye impossible,
and if pus or "discharge" also exists;

or if there is a great dread of light ; These bothersome things also gener-

then something more than disease of ally signify that scientific spectacles

the lid is present. only will finally and permanently cure

6. When there are fresh wounds, the causes. But repeated attempts

iniuries or burns, etc. may be made with the Ointment for

o T.-T.T „,,,,,
the Eyes aboATe described, and

"Scaly," Crusty, Sore or Inflamed J
.

'

LID edges
with the Borozinc Lotion used m

But suppose the edges of the lids the same AA'ay as for inflammed lid

are simply a little swollen, unhealthy, edges.



THE N. S. C. FELLOWSHIP

By H. H. Whetzel

Professor of Plant Pathology

ERRETT AVALLACE, M. S. A.

'npHE frequent injury to fruit and
-^

foliage resulting from the use of

Bordeaux mixture has for se\Teral

years emphasized the necessity for a

new fungicide. During the winter of

1908-9, there Avas an imperative de

mand on the part of the fruit growers
of this state for definite information

as to the fungicidal value of Commer

cial Lime Sulphur when used as a

summer spray.

The companies manufacturing these

solutions were quick to recognize the

opportunity and recommended their

goods for this purpose, at the same

time presenting little or no satisfac

tory evidence in support of their claims.

The writer contends that it is the

duty of these concerns rather than of

the state to provide accurate and re

liable information as to the use and

value of their goods. The Niagara

Sprayer Co., of Middleport, N. Y.,

recognizing the justice of this conten

tion, has during the past summer pro-
vided for a thorough and scientific

investigation of the AA'hole subject by
establishing an industrial fellowship

for this purpose in the Department of
Plant Pathology of this College. The

text of the foundation of this fellow

ship is as follows :

For the purpose of promoting useful

knowledge, the State College of Agri
culture at Cornell University accepts
from the Niagara Sprayer Company of

Middleport, N. Y., the foundation of a

Temporary Industrial Fellowship to

be knoAvn as the Niagara Sprayer
Company FelloAVship.
It is mutually understood that the

conditions governing this fellowship
shall be as follows :

The exclusive purpose of this fellow

ship is the investigation of the fungi
cidal value of lime sulphur mixtures
as applied to the control of diseases in

plants, to the furtherance of which

the holder shall give his whole time

and attention, with the exception of

three hours a week through the Uni-

A'ersity year, which time he shall giA-e

to the work of instruction in the

Department of Plant Pathology.
The fellow shall be recommended to

Executive Committee by the Director
of the College, the head of the Depart
ment of Plant Pathology and his next

highest associate; he shall be a man

who has shown research ability;
he shall haA'e been connected with the

University, and shall pay all regular
fees required in his course, AA'ith the

exception of fees for laboratory sup

plies, for which his instruction shall be

taken in lieu, unless in the opinion of

the appointers his demands become

excessiAre, in AA'hich case the donor

shall be expected to reimburse the

Department ; he shall work under the

advice and direction of the Professor

of Plant Pathology or his associate;
and he shall forward periodically
through the Professor of Plant Path

ology, reports of his work to the

Niagara Sprayer Co.
The fellow shall spend at least

eleven months of the year in the
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actual work of investigation, being
alloAved one month vacation, which
shall be taken at that time of the year
Avhich Avill least interfere Avith the

progress of this work. During the

summer months, from June ist to

October ist, the work of investigation
shall be carried on in a field laboratory
located in some section of the State of

New York, which shall in the opinion
of the Professor of Plant Pathology,
be most suitable for carrying on the

investigation work. The equipment
for this field laboratory shall be pro
vided by the Department of Plant

Pathology with the exception of such

spraying apparatus and materials as

may be necessary for carrying on the

experiments in the field. Such appar
atus and materials shall be supplied
by the donor, who shall also bear all

expenses for lease and labor required
for a proper carrying out of the experi
mental and demonstration work. The

company shall also pay all traveling

expenses, both for the fellow and head

of the Department of Plant Pathology
incurred in carrying on and overseeing
the investigation, but such expenses

shall not in any one year exceed

$500.00.
For the support of this fellowship,

which shall extend through a period
of tAvo years, the Niagara Sprayer

Company agrees to pay $1,000.00 per

year to the College of Agriculture in

semi-annual payments of ($500) five

hundred dollars each, beginning July,

1909. This sum shall be paid by the

College of Agriculture in monthly in

stallments to the holder of the fellow

ship.
It is understood and agreed that the

Niagara Sprayer Company may dis

continue this fellowship and all pay

ments which they agree to make on

account of same, at the expiration of

one year, provided they give notice

to the College of Agriculture and

holder of the fellowship, not later than

March ist, 19 10, and the College of

Agriculture has like option of termina

ting said fellowship upon notice to the

Niagara Sprayer Company and
holder

of the fellowship on or before March

ist, 19 10.

It is understood and agreed that any
matters based on the work done by
the fellow and to be published by the

company shall first receiA^e the ap-

proA^al of the fellow and head of the

department of Plant Pathology. It

is also understood and agreed that

during the tenure of this fellowship,
the holder thereof shall not publish

any results of his investigations except
with the consent and approval of the

Director of the College of Agriculture
and the Professor of Plant Pathology,
and that at the expiration of the fel

lowship, the holder thereof shall haA'e

completed a comprehensiA^e mono

graph on the subject of his research,

containing both what he and others

haA^e been able to discoA'er. A copy

of the monograph shall be forwarded

to the Niagara Sprayer Company, and
a copy shall be signed and placed in

the library of the College of Agricul
ture. Any part or all of this mono

graph shall at once be available for

publication by the college of Agricul
ture, if it so desires, or it may be

published elsewhere under conditions

satisfactory to the fellow and the Pro

fessor of Plant Pathology, under

whose direction the work has been

done, full credit being given in every

case to the Niagara Sprayer Company,
through whose benefaction the work has

been made possible.
It is further understood and agreed

that this fellowship may be discon

tinued at any time at the option of the

Director of the College of Agriculture
in case in his judgment, a competent
and suitable person cannot be found

to do the work, in which case any un

expended balance of funds advanced

by the Niagara Sprayer Company
shall be refunded to them.

In Witness Whereof, the respec

tive parties have hereunto set their

hands and seals the 31st day of July,

1909.

Niagara Sprayer Company

By Theo. Dosch, General Manager.

Cornell University

By E. L. Williams, Treasurer.

Errett Wallace, Felloiv.
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L. H. Bailey, Director of Xav
York State

College of Agriculture.

H. H. Whetzel, Professor of Plant Path

ology.

By the terms of this fellowship the

College of Agriculture is free to make

an unbiased investigation of the entire

problem for the benefit of the whole

people. It may publish any or all

results obtained whether favorable or

unfavorable to the company. The in

vestigations are to be conducted in

the orchard of some grower in the

state and are open to the visiting pub
lic at any and all times.

Mr. Errett Wallace, Cornell, B.S.A.,

'08, and M.S.A., '09, has been ap

pointed to this Fellowship and is now

in charge of these investigations. Mr.

Wallace has shown marked ability as

an investigator. His work on the

Bulb Rots of Gladiolus, presented as

a thesis for the Master's degree, is

practically the first contribution to

our knowledge of the diseases of this

ornamental.

His work on the fungicidal value of

Lime Sulphur was begun early in the

spring in our Field Laboratory on the

farm of L. B. Frear, near Ithaca.

The results of the first season's work

on Peach Leaf Curl, Apple Scab and

Brown Rot of Peaches, indicate a wide

field of usefulness for the lime sulphur
solutions and promise to establish its

value as a substitute for Bordeaux

mixture, for the control of many plant
diseases. Mr. Wallace brings to his

work broad fundamental training, a

By Charles L.

"LTOW can the life of the farm
A A

family be made freer from

drudgery, more comfortable, happier
and more attractive?" asks Mr. Roose

velt.

"How can life, on the farm be kept
on the highest level, and, where it is

good special training
and ability along

the lines of Plant Pathology. His

careful, painstaking and conservative

attitude toward his Avork, together
AA'ith his keen insight into the problems

presented and his scientific honesty in

drawing conclusions from the data

obtained, insures to the growers of the

state, results and recommendations on

which they may depend.
The writer believes this is the first

industrial fellowship ever established

for investigations along the lines of

Plant Pathology . It is certainly the

first industrial fellowship of any kind

ever established at Cornell University.
It is hoped that this is but the first of

a number of such fellowships to come

to the Department. For OA^er two

years growers of various crops in dif

ferent parts of the state have been

cooperating in a financial way with

the departments for the investigation
of the diseases of their crops. The

establishment of felloAvships in the

college which shall provide for a thor

ough investigation of a single disease

or the diseases of a single crop, means
more definite information and quicker
results to the grower. It also insures

his personal attention to the investiga-
tion and results obtained, for where

his money is, there, also is his interest.

It is hoped that the foundation of this

fellowship marks a new type of coop

eration between the department of

Plant Pathology and the growers of

the state which shall rapidly result in

the solution of our most pressing

plant disease problems.

Mulligan, '07

not already on that level, be so im

proved, dignified and brightened as to

awaken and keep alive the

pride and loyalty of the farmer's

boys and girls, of the farmer's

wife, and of the farmer him
self?

THE RURAL TELEPHONE—WHAT IT HAS

ALREADY DONE FOR THE COUNTRY

POPULATION
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HOW THE TELEPHONE ENHANCES A LONESOME SITE

"How can the desire to live on the

farm be aroused in the children who

are born on the farm ?"

These must be important questions.
A big commercial company features

them at the A^ery top of its display
ad\'ertisements in high-class maga

zines. And since more people are at

tracted by the magazine ads than by a

special message to Congress, it's not

such a bad way of driving home a real,
live thought.
The advertiser in this case doesn't

go so far as to state that the pump he

manufactures is the panacea for the

country's ills which so troubled the

great ex-President. Instead, he

states his remedy in four words: In

crease the Farmer's Self-respect.

Then he leads up gracefully and

gradually to his pump.

To increase the self-respect of the

farmer, that's a problem that is,

actuating the movements of a great

many people and of numerous and

diversified interests in these days.

"Keep the boy on the farm" is the

slogan of all who view with alarm any

exodus of farm-bred youths away from

rural districts to cities or any attempt
to fill their places AA'ith helpers trained

to city ways or perhaps not trained at

all. Roosevelt wrote in this connec

tion:

"If there is one lesson taught by

history, it is that the permanent great
ness of any state must depend more

upon its country population than

upon anything else. No growth of

cities, no growth of wealth can make

up for a loss in either the number or

character of the farming population."

Roughly speaking, one may concede

to the city the advantage of con

venience, and to the rural sections the

adA'antage of freedom. Yet is there

any real reason why farms should not

haA'e conveniences—modern improve
ments, public utilities, better oppor

tunities for business and social life:

The city people can't get the pure air

and the wholesome, outdoor existence

of their country cousins. But public
utilities can be brought to the farms,
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and agricultural America already has

found that with a little enterprise to

boast it along life in the country has

some big advantages, after all.

The extension of public utilities to

country homes has done more than

any other one thing, perhaps, to en

hance the pleasure and convenience of

life in the country. Notable among

these may be mentioned the extension

of steam railroad lines and long-dis
tance trolleys, the good roads move

ment, the rural free delivery bringing
with it the daily paper, and the rural

telephone. The two greatest, because

they reach the most people, are the

R. F. D. and the telephone.

Testifying before the Country Life

Commission, C. H. Starkweather, Jr.,
an expert of the Western Electric

Company, which has developed farm

telephone apparatus and has equipped

many lines throughout the country,
called the telephone "the farmer's

greatest servant." Among other

things he said:

"Good roads, rural free delivery
and the rural telephone as benefits to

the farmer, can hardly in equity be

compared, as they are not in competi
tion with each other. Good roads

have always been a benefit. Rural

free delivery from its start in 1897,
has been a great help to the farmers,

The showing of the middle west in

these figures is remarkable. Iowa in

1907, had 174,155 rural telephones
—

78.9 per cent, of its farms were "on

the wire." The census shows that

though there are comparatiArely few

rural telephones in the far AA'est the

movement there is spreading in a

manner truly western. It is in the

and in eleven years, acording to the

report of the auditor
for the Postoffice

Department, has grown to a total of

40,000 carriers. But the rural tele

phone, starting since that time, is

already outstripping both of these in

the number of farmers it is reaching
and the ways in which it is benefiting
them.

"The rural free delivery carrier's

route rarely exceeds 24 miles in length
and serves on an average about

seventy farms. A rural telephone
will operate as far as 40 miles with as

many as 30 or 40 telephones on the

line. Of course in the well settled

States the farmers haA^e both, but in

the vast sections of open country, it is

obvious that it will be some time

before rural free defivery can reach as

many farms as the rural telephone."
Statistics that have been gathered

from telephone companies all over the

country by the federal census-takers .

tell the interesting story of the growth
of the rural telephone. This develop
ment has all been within recent years

as the figures show. A census of rural

telephones was taken for December

31, 1907. With these statistics is

used, for purposes of contract, a cen

sus taken five years earlier. Some of

the more important totals may be

tabulated as follows :

south that the telephones are com-

paratiA-ely few. In the south and

west the missionary efforts of tele

phone boosters are now being exerted.
It is likely that the next telephone
census will show increases in different

directions. Some reports from down

south, where the real efforts to "in

crease the farmer's self-respect" are

No. of farms

(Census 1900)

Rural Telephone Stations
Per cent, of farms

with telephones Per cent.

increase

1902 1907 1902 1907

m s yrs.

United Slates

North Atlantic States. . .

South Atlantic

North Central

5-535,6n

666,832
93I,°53

2,120,726
1,586 829
229,904

266,966
18,706
11,268

226,606

7,829

2,559

1,464,773
164,932
64,149

i,o57,°43

n5,9o5

62,774

4-8
2.8'

1.2

10.7

°-5
1 .1

26.5

24.7

6.9

49.8
7-3

2 7-3

449

771

469

366
South Central

Western

367-5
235°
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now being centered, seem to bear this
out.

In Hancock County, Georgia, a

movement has been launched to put
telephone service into every farm
house. The merchants of the county
seat, Sparta, realizing that theirs will

be the advantage if every farmer can

get into communication with town at

a moment's notice, are contributing
part of the expense to make the thing
a success. Here is the real sort of

co-operation, and townsmen and

countrymen are said to be entering
into the movement with enthusiasm.
A farm with telephone service into

other farms and into villages and

towns, with perhaps toll-line exten

sions into the systems which reach so

many millions of subscribers through
out the country, is a very different

place from a farm which hasn't any

telephone. Distance, the bugbear o"f

country life, is annihilated if the tele

phone wires lead into the house. A

neighbor ten miles down the road is

just as handy af is he were on the

other side of some busy city street.

Business opportunities are better,
social advantages are more often at

hand, when there's a telephone around
the place.

Take for instance the marketing
question. Nearly every farmer raises

cattle, grain, hay or something else

salable. It's up to him to learn when

prices are at their best. The market

fluctuates ; to get the best of a bargain
a man must know just when to sell.

It used to be the rule for farmers to

driA^e into town with their produce.
Their only enlightenment concerning
the market came from hearsay or some
roundabout rumor. Now, before

hauling into market the farmer can

get first-hand, immediate information
OA^er his wire. He won't find himself

compelled to sell at a sacrifice or haul

back home if the price has dropped.
It is interesting to note the good

accomplished by the telephone AA'hen a

doctor, a veterinary, or some good
neighbors to help fight a fire, are

wanted and wanted in a hurry. The

value of the telephone in cases like

this can't be expressed in terms of

money.

Then there's the sociability aspect
of the telephone. "Good mornings"
are exchanged all the way across the

county; invitations are giA^en and par
ties planned; the latest choice bit of

("Concluded on page 33.)

GETTING AT THE RURAL SUBSCRIBER IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

THROUGH FOR TELEPHONE LINES.

PINE FOREST CUT
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Greeting

and "One

Word"

Another summer's

vacation is over.

To some it has

meant a good time ;

we greet you, and

trust that the

remembrance of that pleasant time

will serve not as a cause for absent-

mindedness or dreaming, but rather

as an incentive to concentration and

industry, for it is only those Avho

earn a good time who deser\Te to, and

really do, enjoy one.

To others it has meant hard Avork;

we greet you, and hope that the

thought of it will not engender a

determination to have a so-called

good time now and to ha\^e it as quick
and as long as possible; but rather

that it will leave a more sensible

knowledge of what hard work means,

a better appreciation of the benefits

of an education ; and that it will instill

Avithal a firm ambition to make the

most of our advantages here.

Upperclassmen ! we greet you.

Upon you will rest the responsibility

of perpetuating the Agricultural

College spirit, for it is you and you

only who understand that spirit and

realize what it stands for and accom

plishes. There is no need of giving an

exposition of it here; you understand

it all right because it is a part of

you. See that the underclassmen

come into a proper understanding
of it.

Underclassmen! we greet you, al

though some of you, the freshmen, we

do not as yet know. But we pre

sume you will not be much different

from other freshman classes.

You have probably been loaded down

with advice; you will be responsible

for adapting it to your conditions.

You may be tempted to throw it all to

the four winds. But before you do,

remember that, although you are

seemingly away from all restraining

influences, you are being Avatched.

Watched more, probably, than fresh

men in any other college. Country
folk want to know whether this sort

of an education is worth while or not.

They need proof of longer standing and

of a more personal nature than any

other class of people. Many of them

are not convinced as yet. You may

find it smoother sailing if you respect

their doubts and begin setting about

to disproA'e them. And noAV it is

time to "get busy." May AA'e haA'e

a happy and successful year!

Plans and

Forewords

The observant read

ers will notice that

this issue of The

Countryman con

tains several arti

cles directed in

some way at the subject of irrigation.
Attention is called to this fact, partly
to explain such a departure from a

custom established by six years of
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precedent, and partly as an excuse for

disclosing one of our plans for the

coming year.

It has been the custom, though
not the stated policy, ofThe Country

man to have each issue a more or less

evenly balanced one; that is, without

an appreciable emphasis on any one

topic at the expense of any other. It

has tried to give each of the several

parts of agriculture, dairy, poultry,
animal industry, horticulture, farm

crops, farm machinery, etc., equal
attention.

But this year's board feels that

there are several topics Avhich are of

vital importance to agriculture and

that these topics can be discussed

more effectually by devoting to each

one a separate issue than by wearing
out each topic with separate, dis

jointed articles one at a time in

several succeeding issues. The idea

of our plan is to concentrate in one

issue several articles on one topic
from several points of view. We be

lieve that in this Avay our readers

may more certainly deduct an intelli

gent opinion than as if, for instance,

Ave first enthusiastically boomed spray

irrigation and then in a succeeding
issue portrayed the benefits of a ditch

system.

This then is our excuse for devoting

the October issue to irrigation. We

hope to use this same excuse for de

voting succeeding issues to Drainage,

Cooperation, Fertilization, Forestry,

etc.

It is not our plan however to ex

clude from these special numbers all

articles which are foreign to the special

topic. We are primarily a students'

paper and intend to run articles by

students; if such articles are good,

are pithy and alive, they will find a

place in our columns although they

may not even be aimed at the subject

being emphasized. We are the official

organ of The Students' Association of

the New York State College of Agri
culture and of the Experimenters'

Leagues. We shall try to represent

them,whatever; and we have quite a

suspicion that the importance of such

a task will keep growing as the

organizations become more per

fected.

Another plan, and the last one Ave

are going to expose, the Farm

Health series, which had such a suc

cessful run last year, is to be extended.

We are congratulating ourselves that

it has been possible for us to secure as

a starter in this connection, a series

which opens in this issue on "The

Care of the Eyes," by Dr. Geo. M.

Gould of Ithaca.

Dean Bailey
and the

Directorship

There is a UniArer-

sity rule that each

full professor is al

lowed to spend one

year in seven away

from the Univer

sity. This alloAA^ance is responsible
for the fact that we are not to have

Dean Bailey with us this year; that

we are not to ha\^e that wealth of ideas,

and that inspiring, healthy enthusiasm

Avhich are so characteristic of "Our

Dean." We will miss you, Dean

Bailey ; we will miss the counsel which

you give so willingly when sought,

and which is prized so highly, for

ne\rer has it been found poor or eA^en

mediocre; we will miss the return of

the determined "I will," which

is certain to accompany each

new contact Avith your personality.
We will miss you too on the return of

those much anticipated occasions

we are pleased to call assemblies. In

deed ! Avhere AA^on't aa-c miss you ?
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But Ave are glad that Dean Bailey's

position is not to be left vacant, that

our college is still to have a head and

Ave, the student body, a leader. Dr.

Webber, Ave greet you as our acting-

dean. You may find that this posi

tion does not ahvays insure smooth

sailing at all times, but we feel that

A'ou haATe been AA^ith us long enough to

know that it is backed somewhat

solidly by the students. We trust

that you may always find us, the

student body, ready to give you our

heartiest cooperation and support.

We feel sure that such confidence,

once bestOAA-ed, will not haA'e to be

shifted nor withdrawn.

The National I'rri-

gation Congress is

.
an annual affair.

Irrigation T ,,
■

i
&

In 19 io, the eign-
° teenth session is to

be held at Pueblo.

Colorado. A place has not been

decided upon for the 191 1 meeting,
but Ave understand that Rochester,
X. Y. has asked for it and seems in a

fair way of getting it, although nothing
will be decided until the meeting in

Pueblo.

There are seA-eral reasons why the

Congress should come east. Amone
o

the foremost is the fact that the West

lacks the capital and political prestige
Avhich are so necessary to further the

irrigation systems already started, to

say nothing of the untouched schemes

Avhich look immensely practicable.

Another reason is that the East

needs irrigation. There can be no

doubt about it in the minds of those

Avho have investigated it. The East

lacks the enterprise, may we say the

ner\Te?, to start any sizable irrigation

project . The East needs the Congress,

the presence of the AA'e stern brothers

to inspire them.

Then there is so much to be said

about irrigation; questions as to

practicability, possibility, advantages,

disadvantages, and when these have

been satisfactorily disposed of, there

will come the questions on means,

manners, systems, etc. The East

needs the Congress for information.

We feel that the time will be ripe

for an eastern congress in 19 11. The

seAreral irrigation experiments in this

section will haA^e had a fair trial;

eastern markets will have tasted more

keenly the sharp competition AA'ith

AA-estern irrigated products; while on

the otherside, AA^estern capital will be

pretty well tied up; Avestern mana

gers will want eastern skilled labor,

eastern utilities and eastern brains to

develop more efficient machinery.

May 19 1 1 come speedily and bring
with it the 19th National Irrigation

Congress to the East.
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The Rural Telephone—What It Has

Already Done for the Country

Population
(Concluded from page 29).

village gossip becomes everybody's
property in five minutes instead of

waiting a round of visits. The young

people on the farm find it a great

thing, and it makes them more con

tented to stay where they are.

Telephone-building in crowded city
districts is always attended by a num

ber of difficulties. It won't do to

string too many wires in the air ; if the

lines go underground there is a lot of

bother about cables, conduits and

rights of way. When farmers want

to construct a line they cut their OAvn

poles and do the Avork of installing the
lines themselves. The cheaper rural
lines ground their circuits, and only a

single wire need be used. The co

operative plan is often employed in

starting telephone service. Many a

prosperous operating company of

today sprang from a group of farmers

who bought a few dozen instruments

and a little switchboard and announced

themselves ready to do business with

their neighbors.
Here is the way one of these "pro

moters" described it in a letter to his

favorite agricultural paper :

"You want to know how we or

ganized the rural system? Every

telephone exchange in this county,
Avith possibly one exception is an

independent exchange, owned by an

individual, or individuals, as an

investment. We have no co-opera

tive exchanges, but we have hundreds

of rural lines built on the co-operative

plan. For instance, a farmer living

eight miles from town buys a switch

board and puts it in a room of his

residence . He then runs a line to town

and connects with the town exchange

(free, on exchange basis). He then

next proposes to give his neighbors

telephone service at 50 or 75 cents a

month, if they will build their own

lines to his switchboard and buy their

own 'phones. Then several farmers

along a road go to work and buy a

co-operatiA^eline, dividing the expense

equally. In this way there is no

company to organize, unless you call

the farmers who go in together and

build a party line a company.

Witness the difficulties the Colorado

Telephone Company overcame in

branching out through wilds and OArer

canyons to reach its most remote sub

scribers. The hazards of railroading
are shared by the telephone people in

many parts of the country.

Yes, it is Avorking wonders with the

rural population, this telephone. The

farmers to be found in the middle west

today
—the big wheat and corn coun

try, as well as the big telephone coun

try
—

are not the hayseeds that one

sees in comic papers and on the stage.

George Ade, in describing the Taft

rally held on his Indiana farm last

season
—

they were all farmers and his

neighbors attending, mentions in pas

sing that "150 automobiles were

tucked away in his orchard."

There was a satire on the prosperous

farmer not long ago in the financial

notes of a big New York daily. Here's

what it said :

"Putting doAvn his Haviland break

fast coffee cup and folding his linen

napkin, the farmer takes up the tele

phone extension and calls his neigh
bor. 'Is that you, John? Well, John
in the pit gossip of your Chicago paper

you will see that the croppers haA'e

started this way again. Yes, Patten's

man and two others. One of them

ought to be in this morning. I'll run

over to the station in my car to see if

I can pick him up, I'll bring him back

through the meadow road so that he

can see that poor wheat over there on

Henry's place. Then I'll turn him

OA^er to you. ShoAV him the Avorst

wheat you've got, understand? Yes,

that's it. Pass him on to Jackson.
He hasn't anywheat worth looking at.

Telephone on doAvn the line. Goodby
—Oh, say, John! That one cylinder
car I told you about is a marvel. Oh,

forty miles. Be as pessimistic as you

can. There's a cropper out from New

York who represents a bear house.

He is coming to find the AA'heat. I'll

look out for him at this end. Good

by."
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Rather a revolutionary conception marketsjand automobiles and tele-

of a farmer isn't it? Yet that's the phones have lifted him out of the

-

v a ••reat many city people have pioneer stage into a realization of the

be.enn to look at him, now that stock power he holds.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

Ren. H. Rice, secretary-manager of '~pHE fourth annual National Dairy
the National Apple ShoAV, Inc., an-

A Show will be held at Milwaukee,
nounces that the single judge system Wis., October 14th to 24^,1909.
Avill be carried out in making awards This show is an exposition of the dairy
at the second exposition in Spokane, industry and the many branches re-

Wash., November 15 to 20, when lated to and dependent on it. Few

prizes and premiums of a total value of those engaged in any one branch of

of $25,000 will be distributed in 20 the industry realize how many others

classes, free and open to the world, there are.

ranging from a full carload to a single Speaking briefly, we have the dairy
plate. The chief prize is $1,500 in farmer who makes butter at home;
gold in the sweepstakes for carloads of the man who distributes the milk he

commercial winter apples, which car- produces to town or village customers,
ries with it the championship of the the man who delivers to the creamery,
world and the title of quality apple cheese factory, condensing factory, or

king of America. ships to the city dealer. There is the

It is also officially announced that creamery buttermaker, the ice cream

in awarding prizes on all commercial maker and the makers of the many

exhibits, unless otherwise provided, kinds of cheese, some eight or ten of

the judges will be governed by the Avhich are very common, while the less

rules and scoring points adopted by common ones number many more.

the American Pomological Society. Then there are the manufacturers of

No protest will be allowed. Professor all classes of machinery; churns,
H. E. Van Deman of Ferriday, La., cream vats, milk testers and ice

secured as chief judge, advocates cream freezers.

recognizing the commercial points of No branch of the dairy industry has

fruit, and in this he considers that the developed faster than the ice cream

chief points should have the same business in the last ten years, unless

relative values, as follows: Quality, perchance it is the milk handling busi-

20; color, 20; condition, 20; pack, 20 ness. In both of these branches there

uniformity, 10; size, 10; total, 100. has developed organizations doing an

"Professor Van Deman will haA^e a immense business Avith the increased

meeting with the associate judges economy that comes by such organiza-
before they begin their Avork," said tion. Our large cities have companies
Mr. Rice, "and he will suggest the running from fifty to four hundred

foregoing score card on commercial wagons distributing milk to the retail

exhibits. . consumer.

"With reference to values of varie- The milking machine is a new

ties, in which the rules and scoring aspirant for public attention. Many
points of the American Pomological are using it with success. The feed

Society also apply, it may be stated and litter carrier, the gasoline engines
that a number of varieties, Avhich have and separators, have changed the

since been brought to a high state of appearance of the ordinary barn.

perfection, are scored low, but this Today the dairymen's problem is one

probably will be overcome by a liberal of the application of business princi-
construction of the regulations by the pies, i. e. : exact knowledge of cost of
judges." production with its accompanying
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reduction in cost, of concentration
and organization. Recognizing this,
the dairy show will have a model dairy
herd at work and instructors to show

just how the daily cost of milk pro
duction is being determined. The

manufacturers of all classes of

machinery referred to above will be
on hand. It is reported that at the

last dairy show sales of from $20,000.00
to $40,000.00 were made during the

period of the dairy show to visitors,
which explains the reason why the

supply men can afford to make ex

hibits.

A national dairy exposition is not

completewithout the shoAv of products.
The National CreameryButtermaker's
Association will have charge of the

creamery butter exhibit. There will

also be a display of all kinds of prod
ucts such as the many varieties of

cheese, market milk, cream, etc. A

notable feature of this year's show will

be the number and variety of conven

tions held during the week. They
include the National Creamery Butter
makers' Association,The International
Milk Dealers' Association, The Rail

way Freight Ass'm, Official Dairy In

structors' Association, The National

Association of Ice Cream Manufact

urers, and others.

A students' judging contest, lec

tures on dairy cow selection, and a

working creamery will be part of the

educational work. The young man

who is educating himself for any place
in the dairy world can well afford to

make considerable sacrifice in order to

spend a few days at an exposition of

this kind.

campus notes

At the National Dairy Show to be

held at Milwaukee, some time in

November, there will be a student's

judging contest. A special class for

preparation for this contest will be

organized immediately upon the open

ing of the term and a team of three

men will be selected by competition.

A new building to be used as a club

house for the Telluride Association is

in process of construction on the south

side of West Avenue, just north of the

Delta Upsilon fraternity house. The

house will be three stories high aboA'e

basement and is to be built of yellow
brick and stone. It will be used as a

home for the members of this associa

tion doing graduate and undergradu
ate work in engineering.
Telluride Association is a western

commercial organization doing Avork

in this country and in foreign coun

tries. * * *

A A^aluable telescope was stolen this
summer from the field station of the

Department of Limnology which is

located in the marshes near the mouth

of Fall Creek. Professor Needham, in

reporting the theft to the police, said
that other burglaries had been com

mitted recently.

A portrait of the late Professor

George Chapman Caldwell, painted by
Professor O. M. Brauner, was pre
sented to the university this summer.
The ceremony took place in the

auditorium of GoldAvin Smith Hall.

There were appropriate speeches by
Dr. Andrew D.White and Dean Crane.

Professor Caldwell while connected

with Cornell UniA^ersity was Professor
of Agricultural Chemistry.

Under "Faculty Promotions," in

the Alumni News for June 23d, we

notice following promotions in the

College of Agriculture:
G. W. Cavanaugh, professor of

chemistry in its relations to agricul
ture in the New York State College
of Agriculture, promoted from an

assistant professorship.
H. H. Whetzel, professor of plant

pathology in the New York State

College of Agriculture, promoted from
an assistant professorship.

E. O. Fippin, professor of soil

technology in the New York State

College of Agriculture, promoted from

an assistant professorship.
G. F. Warren, professor of farm

management and farm crops in the

New York State College of Agricul

ture, promoted from an assistant pro

fessorship.
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W. A. Stocking, jr., professor of

dairy industry in the New York

State College of Agriculture, promoted
from an assistant professorship.

G. N. Lauman," professor of rural

economy in the NeAv York State Col

lege of Agriculture, promoted from an

assistant professorship.
One new appointment was made in

the College of Agriculture, namely:
that of G. W. Herrick, assistant

professor of economic entomology in

the New York State College of Agri
culture and assistant entomologist of

the experiment station, to fill the posi
tion rendered vacant by the death of

the late Professor M. V. Slingerland.
Mr. Herrick is a graduate of Cornell

UniA^ersity in the class of 1896.

The intercollege athletic champion
ship of Cornell University for 1908-09,
was won by the College of Civil En

gineering which receiA^es as a trophy a

handsome banner presented by
Junius T. Auerbach, '90, of Boston.

Score in points for year was as follows:
Civil Engineering, 49 ; Sibley, 40 ;

Arts, 34; Agriculture, 33-, Law, 30;

Veterinary, 17; and Architecture, 14.

Governor Hughes has appointed
five men as members of the University
Board of Trustees, namely: Frederick

C. SteA^ens, Henry W. Sackett, Almon

R. Eastman, Thomas B. Wilson and

John N. Carlisle. Of these Mr. East

man and Mr. Wilson are particularly
well known to the students of the

College of Agriculture.

A. R. Mann, secretary of the New

York State College of Agriculture has

this summer built a residence on Dry-
den Road. Mr. Mann recently moved
into his neAv home.

We noticed in the Alumni News for

June 30th, an interesting editorial on

the research work in Limnology which
AA'hich is being carried on by Prof. J.
G. Needham and his assistants.

Professor John Craig was one of the

speakers at the National Conservation

Congress held at Seattle during the

month of August.

Countryman

Numerous improvements have been

made at Percy Field this summer.

About $3,000 has been expended. A

new heating plant and neAV plumbing
have been installed in the clubhouse.

The steel stand and freshman bleechers

have also been repaired.
>\i jfc *

Dr. V. A. Moore, Director of the

State Veterinary College, spent

seA^eral wreeks this summer in Den

mark, Germany, and England. He

was investigating European methods

of controlling diseases of cattle.
* * *

A sabbatic leave of absence for the

year, 1909-10 has been granted to

Professor L. H. Bailey, director of

the College of Agriculture, and Pro

fessor Herbert John WVbber has

been appointed acting director of the

college to serve during Dean Bailey's
absence. Dean Bailey has not an

nounced his plans for the year of his

absence.

Near the intersection of Sage and

Central avenues the United States

Weather Bureau has erected a kiosk

of iron and glass for the permanent
exhibition of instruments used in

meteorology. It is a structure about

nine feet high and five feet square.

It contains a rain gauge, a max

imum and minimum thermometer, a

thermograph and a hygrometer. The

weekly bulletins of the bureau and

the daily Aveather map are also to

be posted there.

Among the speakers at the annu

al meeting of the Society for Horti

cultural Science, in St. Catherines,

Canada, in the middle of September,
AArere Director L. H. Bailey and

Professor H. J. Webber.

A neAv road is being built, starting
near the junction of South and Gar
den avenues and running eastward
around the brow of Kite Hill and

along the southern boundary of
Alumni Field.

Mr. M.P.Jones,' B.'s. A., 'o7, who
has been for the past year instructor
m Public Speaking and assistant in
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the Extension Department, was taken
very dangerously ill with hemorrhage
of the lungs while teaching in the sum
mer school at Chautauqua Lake. We

are glad to hear that Mr. Jones is

much better now. He does not

expect to return, however, to take up
his former position, in which case his

place will be taken by Mr. R. J.
Shepard, 'io, of Batavia, N. Y.

* * *

It may be of interest to some of our

readers to note the latest departure of

the Extension department. We

understand that Prof. C. H. Tuck

acted as judge in the baby contest at

the Tompkins County fair recently.
We are told that Mrs. Noble of End-

field, helped but that "Charlie" in

sisted on holding the candidates, one
at a time of course, as they were being
passed upon. The contest Avas very
successful as the judge was finally
able to decide upon one.

FORMER STUDENTS

'06, Ph.D.—Martin Joshua Irons,

horticulturist in the Government Agri
cultural Experiment Station died in

San Juan, Porto Rico, on May 17, of

typhoid fever. He was born on May
18, 1867. After graduating from

Cornell College, Iowa, in the class of

1892, he taught for several years and

took post-graduate work in the Uni

versity of Chicago. In the fall of

1904, he entered Cornell University to

take up the study of agriculture,

chemistry and geology, securing his

Ph.D. degree in 1906. During his

course in Cornell, he sang in the first

Agricultural quartette. At the time

of his death, his home was at Fort

Worth, Texas.

'oi, B.S.A., '02, M.S.A—E. J. Kyle,
Professor of Horticulture in the Texas

Agricultural and Mechanical Institute

has met with rapid advancement in

his chosen vocation and has found

time to give his valuable attention to

other interests as well. Having com

pleted his early training in the public

schools and a private school in Kyle,
at the age of twenty, he entered the

Agricultural and Mechanical College
in the fall of '96 and graduated from

tl e Horticultural course in June, '99.
In the fall of the same year he entered

Cornell and took his B.S.A. degree in

1 90 1. Immediately after securing
his M.S.A. degree in June, 1902, Pro

fessor Kyle was elected to the position
of Instructor in Horticulture in A. & M.

College of Texas, and assumed entire

charge of the Department of Horticul
ture. During the first fiAre years of

EDAVARD JACKSOX KYLE.

his connection with this college, pro
motion came every year, culminating
in a full professorship in 1907.

Though Professor Kyle's promotion
was rapid and must haA'e been secured

only by a close devotion to his work,
he neA^ertheless had time to give to

institute Avork and other interests

tending to improAre the general agri
cultural conditions of Texas. Com

mencing in the winter of 1903, he was

the first to agitate the movement for

the teaching of agriculture in the pub
lic schools and by means of a great
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many public addresses he was able to
arouse considerable public sentiment.
How effective this campaign was may
be judged by the fact that today, the

teaching of agriculture in the public
schools is required by law. Besides

all this, Professor Kyle has been able

to aid Horticulture in general. He

has given freely of his time and

assistance to institute Avork in every

section of the state. This man went

back to his native state where he con

ducted his work along such broad lines

that his influence for good has been

Avidespread and far reaching.
'Ex 94.

—L. A. Peters is located at

Pasco, Wash., where he is in charge
of the 317 acre farm of the Pasco

Orchard Co. At present, they have

25 acres devoted to three year peaches
and apples, 40 acres in alfalfa with the

balance to be put into fruit as soon as

possible.
'02, Sp.

—Harrison Sheldon William

and Miss Sarah Emma Kissam, Home

Economics Winter '09, were married

on Wednesday the twenty-eighth of

April, 1909, at Mineola, New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Williams are at home in

Blairstown, New Jersey.
'04, W.A.—Fred Bradt of Hillsboro,

Ore., writes that he recently met with

a serious accident, being attacked by a

bull which he was leading from the

paddock to the barn. Besides a broken

collar bone, he sustained external

and internal injuries. We are glad to

report a rapid improvement in Mr.

Bradt's condition and that he expects
soon to return to his home at Slinger-
lands, this state, having decided, as he

says, that the Empire State is good
enough for him.

'06, B.S.A.—W. G. Brierley is now

assistant horticulturist in the Wash-

ingston State College under Professor
Walter S. Thornber, '05. He has in

his charge the picking, packing, stor

ing, and marketing of all fruits. Mr.

Brierley's address is 1704 A Street,
Pullman, Washington.
'06, B. S. A.—Charles F. ShaAv was

married on June 19 at the Reformed
Church in Centre Hall, Pa., to Miss
Helen S. Hosterman, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. G. W. Hosterman of Centre

Countryman

Hall. Among the ushers were Ora

Lee, Jr., '06, Milton P. Jones, '08,
Lowell B. Gable, '06, and John H.

Barron, '06. Mr. and Mrs. Shaw will

be at home after September 20 at

State College, Pa.

'06, W. D—D. R. Nettleton is

creameryman for the Woodcrest Farm

at Rifton, Ulster County, N. Y.

'06, W. D .—C. D. Gaylord is milk-

testing, he has been for two months

at the Woodcrest farm, Rifton, N. Y.

'06, W. A.—Claude S. Smith, who

is working with his father on their

farms near Lodi, N. Y., was married

on March third to Miss Harriet

Howell of Lodi.

'07, B. S. A.—John B. Shephard,

formerly manager of an onion farm at

Breeze Hill, N. Y., has gone to San

Marcos, (near Austin) Texas, where

he is in charge of a farm. As soon as

Mr. Shephard has the farm properly

irrigated, he will deA^elop it into a

general farm for the raising of truck,

fruit and alfalfa.

'07, B. S. A.—Gordon D. Cooper is

with the BroAvn Brothers Company,

nurserymen, at Browns Nurseries,

Ontario, Canada.—Cornell Alumni

News.

'07, B. S. A.—W. J. Morse is an

assistant in the division of Agrostol

ogy of the United States Department
of Agriculture. His present address

is Rosslyn, Va.

'07, B.S. A.
—C. F. Kinman is first

assistant in the Department of Agri
culture Experiment Station at Santi

ago de la Cienfuegos, Cuba.

'07, Sp.
—Orrin F. Ross has recently

gone into co-partnership AA'ith his

father and brother. He has since

been acting as manager of their home

farm. He is building a set of neAv

sanitary stables for a special dairy
farm.

'08, Ph. D.—G. D. Schaefer is in

Lansing, Michigan, investigating, un
der the Adam's act, the effect of insec

ticides on insects.

'08, B. S. A.—L. A. Niven is in

Anway, Arkansas, teaching agricul
ture in the State Normal School hav

ing charge of an 80 acre farm.
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CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING

By W. H. Reid, Tennent, N. J.
Representing the Monmouth County Farmers' Exchange

Editor's Note.—This paper was delivered at a recent meeting of The American

Pomological Society. It is presented here by the courtesy of that society.

'"pHE idea of forming an organiza
tion of farmers for the purpose

of selling produce and purchasing

supplies had been agitated at times in

president, vice-president, etc., or

whether they wished the Board to

organize by choosing its own officers.

The vote was in favor of selection

our County for a number of years, by the Board. After the officers had

but nothing that produced practical
results was done till about a year and

a half ago. A few of the pioneers in

this movement met informally, with

the result that a committee of three

was sent to Onley, Va. to gather infor

mation in regard to the workings of

Eastern Shore Exchange. This com

mittee on its return reported that this

been chosen the general manager,

treasurer and other help necessary

to conduct the office work had been

appointed, a committee consisting of

the general manager and one of the

directors was sent to Onley,
— the

headquarters of the Eastern Shore

Exchange, to study the methods of

conducting the business, the form and

Exchange had not only been a boon to style of books used, and to learn as

its members in securing increased much as possible from their experience.

returns for their sweet and white

potatoes, but that it had
also been a

success in a business way; that its

stock, par value $5.00 per share,

after eight years of business was

worth $12.00, and that the organiza
tion had a capital stock of $40,000.00

and a surplus of $50,000.00.

The committee was cordially received

and given all possible assistance by
the officers of the Virginia Exchange.
Our General Manager on his return

visited or corresponded with dealers

wherever it seemed probable that we

would do business. Arrangements
weremadewith commissionmerchants

At a meeting of potato growers held of good and reputable standing in

after the return of this committee, different cities to handle any goods

steps were taken to form an organiza- that it might be deemed advisable to

tion to be known as the Monmouth have sold on commission; so, that

County Farmers' Exchange; counsel when the season opened, we had the

was employed, incorporation papers situation fairly well in hand. Offices

were secured, and other necessary

steps were taken to perfect the

organization. After committees for

soliciting stock had been appointed
and had done their work the stock

holders were called together and

organized by choosing a Board of

Directors consisting of all members,

and were then asked to determine by

vote whether they would choose

were erected at some nine or ten

shipping stations, and telephones

connecting with the head office were

installed by the Hudson and Middle

sex Telephone Co.

Loading agents were employed at

each shipping station; compensation
three cents per barrel or its equiva

lent in case of apples in baskets;
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agent to employ and pay all help and

report every night to head office.

We commenced business in a small

way about July io, '08, selling,

on commission. The first sale and

shipment in carload lots was made

July 21, and the last sale December 2,

but the bulk of the business was done

by November 1 .

"We handled and sold for our mem

bers 203,039 packages,
—principally

barrels of potatoes and apples,
—

charging 7K cents per barrel when

price did not exceed $1.50 net per

barrel and 10 cents per barrel when

price was more than $1.50. We sold

potatoes as far north as New Hamp
shire, as far south as Virginia, as far

west as Ohio, in 50 cities and to 121

customers. Our sales amounted to

$454,414.11. Lowest price $1.45 per

barrel, highest price $2.50 per bar

rel. Potatoes were shipped partly in

sacks and partly in bulk.
On July 30, our Manager had about

35 cars of potatoes on track and for

sale. At that time potatoes were

green, weather hot, and they had to

be shipped to New York or other

nearby points. He was well in

formed as to the market, and knew

that under those conditions there was

great danger of breaking the market.

He told agents to request members

to stop digging, shipped 22 cars and

held 13 over, and on Saturday August
1 cleaned out what was left, 13 cars.

It is my belief that our being organi
zed and in a position to stop digging
at this time, saved a crash in the

market.

While this has been a season of

short crops of potatoes and while the

price would doubtless have been above
the average, yet every potato grower
in our section that I have heard ex

press himself, (whether a member of

our organization or not), believes

that the Monmouth County Farmers'

Exchange has caused him to receive

from 25c to 40 c per barrel more for

his potatoes than he would have

received had there been no organiza
tion. It is our belief that a grower

with 2,000 barrels of potatoes and

the limit of stock $100, has already

Countryman

received 400% on his investment

even if he should never realize one

cent on his stock. Should we desire

today to turn our resources into cash

and clean up, we could pay a dividend

of about 20%.
As was to be expected in our first

year's business, we had our troubles

and made our share of mistakes.

This being something new some of

our members lacked confidence, and

being urged on by some of the local

buyers, collected pay for potatoes as

fast as they were delivered. We had

about $7,000 paid up capital stock,—

used about $3,000 for equipment,
leaving only $4,000 working capital.
As it required about 10 days from

date of shipment to get returns, and

with shipments ranging from 10 to

30 cars per day, you will readily see,

with members collecting as fast as

they delivered potatoes, our funds

were quickly exhausted. We re

solved that no member should leave

the office without his pay or have to

ask a second time for it. The

Directors came to the rescue and

financed the business by giving their

notes personally endorsed. We had

a number of losses on account of im

proper grading or sorting by some of

our members, and also from what

the trade calls "sun-pricked" pota
toes, caused by digging too far ahead

in hot weather and allowing them to

lie too long in the sun. Had it not

been for losses from these two sources,

we believe the business would have

paid fully 100% on investment.

We furnished our members with

about $35,000 worth of seed potatoes
from New York State and from

Maine.

We have ordered to date 559 tons

of chemicals for home-mixing and

about 300 tons ready mixed fertilizers.
In looking over the net result of the

first year's work of the Exchange, we
feel that, notwithstanding our mis

takes, drawbacks and losses, our

receipts have been increased fully
12%, and that we have gained the con
fidence of themajority of ourmembers.
We also feel that our worst and hard
est year is over, and that with our
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experience and increased capital we

will be able to forge ahead and get
better results each year.

The Eastern Shore Exchange has

just closed its ninth year, having
handled about 1,200,000 barrels of

sweet and Irish potatoes, and having
done a business amounting to about

$2,400,000. It has declared a divi-

FROM
the ''Declaration of Purposes

of the Grange" we quote:
"We propose meeting together,

talking together, working together,

buying together, selling together,
and

in general acting together, for our

mutual protection and advancement.

BUSINESS RELATIONS

"For our business interests we desire

to bring producers and consumers,

farmers and manufacturers into the

most direct and friendly relations pos

sible. Hence, we must dispense with

a surplus of middlemen; not that we

are unfriendly to them but we do not

need them; their surplus and their

exactions diminish our profits.
We wage no aggressive warfare

against any other interests whatever,

on the contrary, all our acts
and all our

efforts, so far as business is
concerned

are not only for the benefit
of the pro-

dend to its stockholders, and added

about $19,000 to its surplus, making
a surplus of about $70,000. In com

paring its first year with our first year,
we find that they did a business

amounting to about $400,000 as

compared with about $450,000 done

by us. We now have 525 members

and $30,000 paid uo capital.

ducer and consumer, but also for all

other interests that tend to bring these
two parties into speedy and economical
contact."

By this quotation it will be seen

that the original idea of the Grange
founders designed to make business

co-operation a fundamental principle,
and it has done so to a large extent;

that it is not more generally known,
is because it has gone about its work

in a quiet and unobtrusive way with

out great noise or great publicity, but
that it has done much, very much, is

an established fact. A standing com

mittee of the State Grange is now

tabulating some facts and gathering
some data that will astonish many

people when they learn of the magni
tude of co-operative buying and selling
within the Grange . We will no t antici

pate that committee's report but can

safely say that co-operative trade

"The Old and the New," as seen on the public market of our

large cities. The one representing the seller, the other the

buyer, tells the story of the city man's demand for fresh farm

produce.

THE GRANGE AS A FACTOR IN CO-OPERATION

By W. N. Giles

Secretary New York State Grange
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amounts to hundreds of thousands of

dollars in this state alone and millions

in the nation, and what it has done is

only a harbinger of what it might do.

As stated in the beginning, with no

war against the middleman, yet where

a Grange has learned to do with fewer

of them or with none at all, it has

resulted in a very great saving to them

and this has been done and is being

done to a great extent.

As our farming becomes less diver

sified and more specialized, farmers

are now extensive buyers from farmers
and it needs no argument to prove

that it is a useless waste to make their

exchanges through middlemen when

direct exchanges can be effected. These

direct exchanges are being made be

tween counties and states, and many

Granges are consolidating their pro

duce into jobbing quantities and sell

ing direct, and many more are con

solidating their orders for the grosser

products and buying in quantities that

insure substantial reductions in the

cost to the purchasers.
Successful co-operation requires an

organization composed of those of

indentical interest; this the Grange is

and has proven and is proving an im

portant factor in the working out of a

highly beneficial and much needed

enterprise.
As a factor in successful co-operation ,

the Grange has much yet to learn: Its

members must first be expert judges

of their products, then grade and sell

them upon merit ; a careless bunching
of all the hay or other products of

various qualities into a car and calling
it hay, and a pro rata division per ton

will not result in satisfaction, nor fur

nish an incentive to produce the best,
but a careful grading as to quality will

insure the best results and encourage

individual effort to produce only the

best.

The Grange has been an important
factor in thismovement, as it has sown

the seeds and developed the plan.
There are today many different organ
izations that are selling their products
co-operatively to their great advantage
but most or all of them were developed
by the Grange, or by individuals who

obtained their inspiration and original
ideas from the Grange. The Grange
worked out and carried to a successful

issue co-operative fire insurance, and

while many other organizations have

sprung up and are enjoying the bene

fits of co-operative insurance who^do

not owe any allegiance to the Grange,
yet the Grange idea made it.

So with co-operative selling of farm

products, which is now quite success

fully carried on, and which promises
great advantages to the producer and
consumer alike; the Grange has been
and is likely to continue an important
factor.

A city's interest (?) in the transfer of country produce from grower to con
sumer. Note well developed system of renting stands, bringing funds to citv
treasury. Note also attractive roof which protects buyers at the expense of
farmers' horses. This city charges to allow horses to stand here but i
poses a fine in winter if horses are found standing elsewhere.

"" '
' mi"
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THE HOOD RIVER APPLE GROWERS' UNION

By C. C. Vincent

Formerly Assistant Horticulturist, Oregon Agricultural

ONE
of the greatest problems con

fronting the individual orchar-

dist is the successful marketing of

his fruit. Many growers can produce

fancy fruit but to sell it is another

proposition. The single grower un

less engaged in the business on a

tremendous scale is at a great dis

advantage.
The question naturally arises : How

then is he going to alleviate this con

gested condition? The answer is

simple enough; by the formation of

co-operative unions or associa

tions.

The handling and marketing of

fruit were serious problems confront

ing the growers of the Hood River

Valley a few years ago . They realized

that horticulture was an art of the

highest order; and that the orchard-

ist must keep abreast of the times, if

he aimed to cope successfully with

the world at large. The result was

an organization; one that was not

perfected all at once, but by a slow,

sure growth.
To show what this association has

accomplished during the few brief

years of its existence I will present

the following figures: the Hood

River fruit growers in 1902 realized,

as individuals, only 85 cents per box

from the sale of their Spitzenburgs.
In 1903 the Hood River Apple

Growers' Union was organized and as

a result succeeded in marketing the

fruit for $2 per box.
Nor did they

stop at that; the good work went on,

for in 1904, $2.10 per
box was realized,

and in 1905, the fruit sold for $2.60

per box. Now, Oregon fruit is known

the world over, having obtained

recently a very strong hold in the

European markets. The grower has

reached the era of scientific manage

ment and development of his orchard,

can produce fruit of the highest type

and order, and through the union

receives remunerative prices for his

product.

College; now taking Graduate work in this College

Specialism is a hobby with the

growers of the Hood River Valley.
They realized that to achieve the

greatest financial success they should

have a specialty. Let us see if they
have accomplished their aim. At

the present time, only two varieties of

apples, the Spitzenburg and Yellow

Newton, are produced in quantity,
and only one variety of strawberries,
the Clark Seedling. Undoubtedly,
success has crowned the efforts of

these men.

A HOOD RIVER VALLEY PACKING

HOUSE.

The question might arise: How

did the Hood River Apple Growers'

Union push to the front, gain such

prominence, and achieve such great
fame over its contemporaries? Sev

eral factors were brought to bear in

the working out of this problem.
Hood River had won the distinction

of being able to produce an article

of quality and the growers had one of

the greatest of organizers, Mr. E. H.

Shepard, as manager of their Union.

This man was a thorough orchardist;
understood how to put up fruit in

fancy boxes for long shipments; was

posted on the demand and prices of

every market, and was familiar with

practically every fruit locality in the

United States. The success of any

organization depends largely upon its

manager, who must be a man of

recognized ability, and one who is
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honest and fearless in his dealings
with his fellow men.

The valley is blessed with having
about ninety college men in its midst.

These men are in the practical work,

applying the scientific principles of

fruit growing, as acquired during
their college career. We find Harvard

men, Stanford men, Yale men, Chi

cago University men, Cornell men,

etc. all striving for the same end; the

production of the large red apple and
the upbuilding of their community.

SOME HOOD RIVER APPLES IN

STANDARD BOXES.

Do we now wonder that the Union

has made such wonderful progress?
Any community supported by such a

body of men, as we find there is

bound to grow and prosper.

The Union has been instrumental

in holding biennial fruit fairs. These

fairs have been notable events, for

their exhibits have attracted world

wide attention and have stimulated

rivalry and interest among the grow
ers themselves. They have also been

instrumental in drawing buyers to the

valley, who buy the fruit, ship it east,
and exhibit it for two or three days in
some of the larger cities. This is one

of their principal means of advertis

ing:.
It may be of interest to many

readers to give an insight to the

workings of such an organization.
In the first place the methods are

very simple. All fruit packed by the
Union is put up by expert packers
under their employ, no individual

grower, who is a member of this

association, being allowed to pack

his own fruit. The enforcement of

this rule has resulted in putting up a

package that is absolutely uniform in

every respect. The apples are wrap

ped in paper, bearing an attractive

cut of Mt. Hood and the name of the

association, and then placed in the

standard or special box.
The grower not having enough

fruit to justify a crew of packers,
brings his fruit to the Union's ware

house, and receives in exchange for his

product a slip in the form of a re

ceipt. A duplicate of this receipt is

retained in the office and is entered on

the debit side of the ledger. After

the fruit is loaded into the car it is

checked up and placed on the credit

side. At the end of the season,

when the returns have come in, each

grower is paid his requisite amount

less the commission paid the Associa

tion.

With the large grower the method

is somewhat different. His fruit is

picked in orchard boxes, taken to his

business house, sorted and then

packed, as stated previously, by
packers hired by the Association.

Many different styles of packing
houses are in vogue throughout the

valley, varying from tents to wooden

ANOTHER TYPE OF HOOD RIVER

VALLEY PACKING HOUSE.

structures. One of the prerequisites
in the construction of such houses is

plenty of light. From the photo
graphs accompanying this article, a

fairly good idea can be had as to the
different types of houses used by the

growers of this valley.
To the small grower the Union is a

necessity because it enables him to
combine his produce with that of
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other growers to make up car lots.

The Union can do a business on a

wholesale basis, while the individual

can do only a small retail business, or

ship his fruit on consignment. Buyers
prefer to deal through unions and are

willing to pay better prices because

they are sure of a uniform pack, and

because they feel that the Association

will do business on straight business

principles.
While the advantages of a Union

are very obvious and it may be

superfluous to mention them, yet it

might be well to enumerate a fewT

to show what it has accomplished over
the individual :

i. The Union is in a position to

receive daily quotations from all

the markets of the world.

2. It has the power to change the

destination of a car enroute, in case of

a glutted market.

CO-OPERATION
as a means of

selling their produce is a subject
which has, up to the present time,

received very little consideration from

farmers, poultry keepers and others

in a similar line of business. What

has been accomplished in other lines

of business, such as the dairy in

dustry, should also be possible with

the poultry industry.
I have been requested to outline

what meed of success has attended

the Central New York Egg and

Poultry Shippers' Association, which

was formed about twelve months ago

by a number of poultry keepers at

Auburn, N. Y. We were dissatisfied

with prices received from the various

commission merchants, and conceived

the idea that by combining our

shipments and engaging our own

salesman, we could obtain for our

selves the profits received by the

3. It can handle the problems of

shipping and storing more cheaply
than an individual.

4. Icing of cars can be given
individual attention.

5. The Union has saved thousands

of dollars for its members in buying
spray material, paper, boxes, etc. in
carload lots.

6. It can do extensive advertising.
All these things an association can

do, with comparatively little cost to

its members while to an individual,
these same things would be impossible.
Thus, we see that the Hood River

Apple Growers' Union is a splendid
example of what can be accom

plished by systematic and thorough
work and it would be well for other

fruit growing sections of the United

States to emulate the work of these

people. What Hood River has done

can be accomplished in other sections

by perseverance and systematic work.

commission merchant. After various

meetings we decided to commence

business February ist, 1909.
Our returns the first week gave us a

shock, the prices realized being about
as low as the ruling price on Western

firsts. We found that Ave had to con

tend with lack of capital and the

same difficulties which attend the

beginning of practically every busi

ness enterprise, as well as to allow for

credits to the better class trade and

hotels, which expect a considerable

reduction for cash. We had inserted a

clause in the rules, allowing any mem
ber to fulfil existing contracts and

certain members took advantage of

this to resurrect old customers with

whom they had refused to make

contracts, pending the first shipment
to the Association. Certain others

discontinued shipments at various

times during the Spring, but in May

CO-OPERATION IN MARKETING POULTRY

PRODUCTS

By George Frost

President, Central New York Egg and Poultry Shippe's' Association
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and June some of the members re

commenced shipping on discovering

that Association prices were better

than those being paid by the com

mission merchants. These shipments
we were onlv too pleased to receive to

help defray expenses, although we

have a rule imposing a fine and prob
able expulsion for members shipping
elsewhere.

During September the shipments
were about the same as received dur

ing April and May in spite of the

natural decrease in production, but at

the present moment we are not

receiving quite sufficient eggs to fill

orders. What the winter will bring
forth is hard to foresee but we hope
to start the next season with renewed

courage and a large increase in

membership.
The purposes of this Association

are such as should recommend it to

any farmer keeping over ioo hens,

because bv means of it, he would be

able to realize just as good a price for

his eo-gs, when properly cared for, as

that received by the regular poultry

keeper.
The principal difficulty we are

having to contend with is lack of

necessary capital, for supplying funds

to enable us to give 30 days' credit or
more as required by most of the prin
cipal New York hotels, etc. If each

member would contribute a fixed

sum for ever}" one hundred head of

laying stock he keeps, we should have
a sinking fund which would increase

with the membership and by virtue of

which we could give credit to those

customers having a good rating.
The officers of this Association do

not receive any salary; nor is it

possible for the members to be liable

for any debt, new arrangements

having been made with our manager,
which obviate any debt occurring;.

FORTY YEARS AGO

By Xixon

I wandered to the college, Tom, where

you and I were mates

And crammed our heads with learning till

we nearly split our pates.
The tutors thought that quite the thing in

those old times, but, oh!

Thev don't do now the way they did some

forty years ago.

I sought the lonely campus, Tom, and

asked a cripple, "Where

Are all the students?"—"Well," says he,

"they're scattered here and there;
The ball nine's in Chicago, and the crews

are oft" to row."—

We couldn't get away like that some forty
years ago.

"The tennis team," continued he, "is doing
Brown to-day;

Our golfers are at Princeton, and the glee
club, too, 's away;

Our gun club and our archery team are

laying Harvard low."—

We missed a lot of fun, dear Tom, some

forty vears a°:o.

Waterman

"Our football men are in Xew York ar

ranging dates," said he,
"For this year's games." And then he

sighed: "I'm here at home, you see,

Because my back and legs are broke—

rough-housed me, don't you know?"
We didn't have such sport, dear Tom,

some forty years ago.

I said to him: "Well, anyhow, the facultv
is here?"

"You're wrong," says he, "thev've gone

along to help the rooters cheer;
But you might find the janitor.

' '

I said to
him, "Oh, no!"

And hurried from those scenes, dear Tom,
of forty years ago.

In those old days of grind, dear Tom, our
tutors were perverse;

Although we'd telegraph ourselves: "Come
home ; your mother's worse !

' '

The sly old "profs" would wink a wink
which meant it wasn't so,

And keep us grubbing in the books some

lortv vears aeo.

Things may be better now, dear Tom, than
in those days of vore,

When every fellow had to get of bookish
stuff a store ;

I hope the boys are happy now, but this
one truth 1 know,

I wish we could relive those days of forty
years ago.

—

Saturday Evening Post.
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THE PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANT

By A. D. Gail

President, National League of Commission Merchants.

HAT are the functions of the pro
duce commission merchant and

his relations to the grower and ship
per of products of the farm and

orchard? This is a question that is

often heard but too seldom not fully
or fairly answered.
The commission merchant is the

selling agent of the producer; the

commissary of the retailer, and acting
in this capacity, disposes of the

farmer's products and secures for the

retail merchant supplies for his trade.

Those, lacking full knowledge of the

conditions surrounding the market

ing of produce, may inquire why it is

not possible for the grower and the

retailer to deal direct without a

middle-man.

Such a plan has been here and there

put to test with the result, that it has

been shown more feasible in theory
than in practice. To make obvious

the reasons, therefore, it is necessary

to point out that of all the vast pro

ducing territory of this country, no

one section can furnish its products,
of whatever kind, for more than a

very few of the twelve months in the

year; whereas for economic reasons,

the produce merchant, in any market,

must, all seasons of the year, keep

supplies from numerous sections, as

available, to meet the many varying

requirements of an ever increasing

consuming populace.
To conduct direct sale of their prod

ucts to the retailers would require
that the growers of a locality, indivi

dually or collectively, establish, in

accessible markets, headquarters for

the display and disposition of their

goods during the short period of the

year, they.,would be available. That

such items as rent, equipment, in

surance, license, labor, etc., including

the accommodations for cold storage

for some commodities and accessories

for heating and ripening others,

(were these facilities obtainable for

short periods), would be profitlessly

burdensome in expense, must be

manifest. Moreover, the science of

farming is quite unlike the art of

selling and an adept in one rarely
qualifies in the other.
The commission merchant must

not only be a skilled trader, but must

systematically build up outlets for

his receipts and keep well informed

on transportation matters (about
which often too little is known by the

producer), Whereupon, comes the

necessity for the grower, availing
himself of the facilities and equipment
of the established commission mer

chant to best serve the interests of

the shipper and his own.
To earn a livelihood and maintain

profitably his establishment through
out the year, to keep his crops of

trained assistants and other help intact
and engaged, the produce merchant

must procure his shipments succes

sively as the season advances, be

ginning in the extreme south in the

early winter and ending at the most

northern border of the Union in the

fall.

The successful commissionmerchant

is he, who can acquire and retain a

substantial local and out of town

trade by having available at all

tim.es, supplies of seasonable products
to meet the demand of ordinary and

epicurean appetites. In doing this,
he so regulates his receipts of perish
ables, as not to incur loss through an

over-supply subject to deteriora

tion.

In the fruit and produce line, the

matter of meeting conditions of

supply and demand is probably the

most vexatious problem to contend

with. Careful study of the market

conditions and co-operation between

shippers and receivers tend greatly to

reduce the hazard of shipping to

overstocked consuming centers. The

market man is the best adviser of the

producer as to opportune shipping

periods.
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During unfavorable marketing
spells, the merchant will often direct

the movement of produce to other

than his own receiving center and

avoid unprofitable returns to the

shipper of commodities that cannot

be withheld.

The desirable selling agent must

necessarily possess a reputation for

reliability and responsibility. To

promote the interests of such mer-

DEER HUNTING IN

By F. B.

'TNHE annual pilgrimage of deer-
A

hunters is now on. The hunt

ing season allowed, by the laws of

this state, starts the sixteenth of

September and continues until No

vember first for all kinds of deer, and
until November sixteenth for the

male deer only. During this period
of time, thousands of men are drawn

from every occupation of life to the

extensive forest and waste land in the

northern part of our state, the

Adirondack region.

THE CAMP. LOOKS INVITING DOESN'T IT?

We are most of us familiar with the

so-called "camp life," but how many
have enjoyed the pleasures of two

weeks in a log cabin. Camp life, to
most people, means a few weeks or

perhaps all summer in a cozey little

cottage at some lake resort, where

chants and incidentally protect the

producers in their marketing, the

National League of Commission Mer

chants was established and has existed

for seA^enteen years. With a present

membership in practically all of the

important recei\ring and distributing
markets, that organization probably
has done more to encourage and up
build the perishable food industry
than any other element.

THE ADIRONDACKS

Kelley, 'io

the hum of motor-boats, the wail of
the merry-go-round pipe organ, and
the cry of the ice-cream-cone man,
fills the air in the day, while the

inciting music of the string orchestra

occupies the evening. Compare this
with two weeks in the woods, where

your nearest neighbors are at the next
camp, a couple of miles away across

the river. Where the hum of motor

boats, and the wail of the organ, give
way to the roar of the water going
over Biscuit Falls and the sighing of

the wind thru the trees,—sweeter

music never is heard. Here the

musicians never tire, day and night
they play on and on thru all the

changes of season; and if at night
you step outside of your cabin door,
you may hear the great northern owl

calling off the sets and the red fox

barking for an encore. "Lonesome
and weird," did you say? No in

deed, for on the contrary it is restful

and peaceful, and is conducive to a

complete relaxation of thoughts about
oucside work.

The daily schedule of camp life at
Mantle's camp on the Oswegatchie
river is something like this.—At five
in the morning, you will in a vague
sort of way, become aware that some
one is trying to awaken you. You
wonder what the trouble is, why any
one should wake you up 'when you
had just gone to sleep. But an un

mistakable odor of baked potatoes
fried venison, buckwheat cakes and
coffee brings to your dormant senses
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a feeling that that region wdiere the

stomach is supposed to be, is occupied

by a great vacancy. To get out of

bed, wash, and get to the table, takes

less time than is spent by the en

gineer making an eight o'clock, in

credible though it seems. The inner

man satisfied, big shoes or leggings
are donned with enough coats and

sweaters to keep out Jack Frost,—

and the party is out for the hunt.

Every hunter in the camp carries

with him, a couple of sandwiches,

matches, plenty of ammunition, a

knife and most important of all his

compass.

There are two methods of hunting
the deer, both successful, but one re

quires a better knowledge of the

country than the other, and is better

adapted to the born woodsmen of

that region. This method is known as

"sneak-hunting." The other method

and the one almost entirely used

by the parties of outside hunters, like

our camp, is called "driving." Driv

ing requires the whole party while

sneak-hunting means that each man

goes alone.

To sneak-hunt successfully, one

must be an expert at walking thru

the woods absolutely noiselessly (and
consequently slowly), watching ahead
all the time with an eye that must be
as alert as that of the deer itself.
One must work silently to the top of
a ridge, and scan the valley below
him in search of a feeding deer.
The average hunter who goes into
the woods cannot do this; he steps on
a twig that breaks with a sharp crack,
and any deer within a quarter of a

mile is instantly on guard, and is

generally away long before the hunter
sees him ; or it may wait until sure of
the source of the noise, in which case,
the hunter will get a glimpse of a dull
brown body and the decisive wigway
of a white flag disappearing over

the next ridge.
To drive does not require so much

caution or knowledge of woodcraft.
The party will split up, leaving two

"drivers" at the camp and the rest of
the party will go up the trail from

camp about a mile and a half to the

run-ways covering the first drive.
Here they sit down, each man taking
a separate position where he can

cover the most ground, and in this

fashion, perhaps four watchers may
cover a half mile of territory with
their respective ranges of eye and
rifle. Some think that a deer run

way is a well defined path where the
deer pass through the woods, but in

reality it is a place where the deer are
known to pass when alarmed; for

example, off the end of a long ridge,
or up a valley between two lines of

hills, or perhaps through a deep
canyon connecting two valleys. The
two drivers left at camp remain

there until the watchers have had

ample time to get settled on their

runways, and then they start in a

round-about way from camp, over

hills and through valleys in the

direction of the watchers. Separat
ing, they keep within shouting dis

tance of each other; and keeping
abreast they go through the woods,
barking like dogs, shooting their

guns at marks or at partridge in case

either of them carries a shot gun.
Of course the deer, if any are be

tween the drivers and the watchers,
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are alarmed and run away from the

noise, and may pass by a watcher

whose dutv it is to shoot.

Seems easy doesn't it? and very

simple, almost brutal in its simplicity.
The writer has been asked several

times, how he could shoot an inno

cent deer in such fashion. But to use

the words of our guide "there are

more holes in the air for the
bullet than

there are in deer." A tree, a twig,

almost anything will deflect the bullet

from the right direction and the deer

passes unharmed. Just to prove

that the so-called "annual slaughter"

of the deer is a myth, I may say that

four hunters out of every five fail to

o-et a deer. And in spite of the fact

that numbers are shot, the deer are

more plentiful today than they were

six years ago when we first went

hunting. A deer has ears and a

nose which seem to tell him instinc

tively where danger lurks; he may

double back around a ridge to the

rear of the drivers, and I have known

them to hide in a thicket until the

driver is passed and then jump out

and be away before the driver has

time to turn about and send a poorly

directed shot after them.

It would be a poor vacation indeed,

if the pleasure gained consisted of

getting a deer each time we went. It

is the wholesomeness of the air; the

freedom of the woods that allows you

to dress as you please, to sleep

soundly, to cook your own meals, to

shave when you want to, and
in fact

to do as you please, that makes the

trip full of good times and pleasures

long to be remembered.

CARE OF THE EYES

[continued]

By George M. Gould, M.D.

V. GRANULAR LIDS

"V/fOST people think that the tiny
^**

white scales clinging to the edges
of the eyelids should be called "granu
lar lids." But the little scales are

usually not dangerous, and are easily
made to disappear by application of

the "Ointment for the Eyes" describ
ed in the last number. True granular
lids is a very different thing; it is

dangerous, and most difficult to cure.

The greatest difficulty arises in

deciding whether the true disease,

granular lids, exists; whether it is the

beginning stage of the genuine disease ;

or whether it is only a condition

simulating it and the result of eye

strain. I shall describe, later in the

series, what is meant by eye-strain.
For the present, eye-strain may be

defined as the need of spectacles.
When a well-developed kind of true

granular lid exists, any one able to

turn the upper lid inside out can

make sure of it. At least one member

of e\rery family should learn to turn

the lid, as I have described in a

previous article. In the natural

healthy eye the inside of the lid is

flat, smooth, pinkish in color, and in

winking will slide without friction
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over the eyeball. If real "granular
lids" is present, the inside of the lid

will be red and rough, and with little

granular elevations, like sago-grains
or like the roughness of a nutmeg
grater. These produce friction by

chafing or rubbing against the globe
of the eye in winking, and they in

flame the cornea and the conjunctiva,
or skin, of the eyeball. If the inside

of the lid is red and like coarse vel

vet—rather than pimply or granular
—the difficulty is not true "granular
lids," and long persistent use of the

ointment and of the borozinc eye
lotion may cure it. If the sago-

grains or sponge-like elevations of

true granular lids exist, only long and

In some cases of red or inflamed

eyes the redness may be simply the

sign of worse to come, the beginning
of a disease that if not stopped will

destroy the eyes. The same or a

similar purulent or infectious disease

as that of the newborn infant may
arise in older children or in grown-ups.
The two chief signs of this infectious,

poisonous, or purulent conjunctivitis,
are swelling of the lids and a dis

charge from the eyes thicker and more

colored than the tears. When these

things exist there is great danger. It

is comparatively useless to inquire
what kind of poison has got into the

eyes, or whence it came. The all-

important thing is to fight it, fight

quickly, persistently, and intelligently.
Of course, the fight is best made and

safely carried on by a good physician.
The great mistake commonly made is

that nothing is done until it is too

late; the help that might be given
before it is possible to go to the doctor

is not rendered. Sometimes it is

next to impossible to consult the

doctor at all.

In all such cases there is one simple

way either of preventing fatal conse

quences or of checking the rapid
course of the disease until more expert

help can be obtained. Sometimes

this way may prove effective
and the

eyes may recover without calling in

the far-away physician. Freshly

expert treatment by a physician can

probably save from blindness.

But if the corners of the lid— that

is, the parts toward the nose and to

ward the temple, are red, slightly
pimply, or roughened while the

center of the turned lid is smooth and

pink, then the danger is not great;
and home treatment will usually cure

it. But to the home treatment must

be added scientific spectacles, for the

lack of spectacles is the chief cause of

the lid trouble. The home treatment

consists in the use of the borozinc

lotion two or three times a day until

the lids are found entirely smooth,

pinkish, and healthy.

boiled water is pure, and everybody
may have it; moreover with good
common sense almost any one can

learn how to cleanse an infected eye

without doing any damage. All that

is needed is a common little medicine

dropper with the little rubber bulb at

one end; the nozzle-end should be

small, blunt, and smooth. The task

is thoroughly to irrigate the eyes be

neath the lids with warm freshly
boiled water. Insert the point of the

dropper gently, and a little way
beneath the lids, and squirt the

water sharply and freely and lots of

times, especially beneath the upper

lid. By grasping the skin of the lid

between the thumb and finger of the
free hand the lid may be drawn away
from the eyeball, and thus the water

be made to penetrate all parts of the

pocket made by the lid and eyeball.
This manoeuvre should be repeated

every hour as long as any puslike
discharge comes from the eye. Every
good housewife should have in the

house (well-locked away from the

children) some bichloride tablets that,

according to the directions given, may
be thrown into warm water, making a

solution of any strength required.
For wrashing a sore, a cut, or a hurt of

the hand or foot, a i to 3000 solution

may be used. For washing out in

fected eyes a 1 to 5000 solution is

generally strong enough. So weak

VI. INFECTIOUS DISEASES OF THE EYES
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and comparatively harmless a solu

tion of the bichloride will usually be

effective in checking or in curing the

diseases of the eyes.

Again the caution is necessary that

In the great majority of cases

those that are blind became so from

ulcer of the cornea, usually during

babyhood, as has been explained in the
first article of this series. Occasion

ally the inflammation and ulcer of the
cornea occur at any time after baby
hood. These troubles are caused by
infectious disease of the conjunctiva
(see the last article), by bunglesome
attempts to scrape or pick specks off

the cornea, etc. Thus is formed an

ulcer of the cornea
— that is, a tiny

open sore or whitish spot interfering
with its transparency. The eye and

the cornea may get well; that is, the

redness of the eye, soreness, pain, etc.

disappear ; but the whitish scar re

mains, causing partial or complete
blindness. The aim of all care and

treatment in these diseases is to pre

vent this opaque scar or spot from

forming on the cornea. If a good
physician cannot be reached, blind

ness is either possible, probable, or

certain. The fight against this disas
ter should be carried on by methods

described in the last articles of this

series. The "ointment for the eyes"
should also be used twice a day,
inserting a tiny bit between the lids

and upon the eyeball.

Iritis

In adults a large proportion of the

cases of injured vision or partial
blindness is due to inflammation of

the iris, or "window curtain," of the

eye. This structure has the same

use as the diaphragm of your kodak;
it helps to form a clear picture of out
side objects on the retina. The pupil
is a round hole in it. The iris is

contracted by light and expanded by
shade and darkness. Nobody, not

even the best doctors, can tell in the

beginning of inflammation of the iris

whether the iris or some other part of
the eye is to suffer most. Among the

the infectious discharge must be kept
from other eyes. Hands must be

scrubbed, dropper and dishes cleansed

in hot water, towels boiled immedi

ately after use, etc.

symptoms in iritis are pain in the eye

ball, brow, or temple
—

worse at night
than in the daytime; the eye is ten

der and is hurt by bright light, by
attempts to read, etc. The white of

the eye around the cornea may be

come red. When the disease is more

pronounced it is easy to see whether or

not the iris is inflamed, because it

looks discolored; moreover the iris

will neither contract nor expand when

light is thrown on it or when darkened.
When the pupil is thus stationary it is

because it has by inflammation been

glued down to the lens on which in

health it touches and moves. In this

condition it may often be seen by
careful looking that the borders or

edges of the pupil are irregular,
looped, or with tags. When this is so

and if the eye is sensitive, painful, or

red, there is the greatest need of

prompt action to save vision. The

chief and absolutely necessary treat

ment of iritis— -by the physician if pos
sible, by yourself if a ohysician is not

possible
—is almost entirely by means

of

Atropine Drops

Sulfate of Atropine gr. iv

Distilled Water oz. i

One drop of this solution should be

dropped into the eye every hour or

two until the pupil widens broadly
and uniformly. After that the atro

pine drops need not be used more

than once a day. But they must be

continued for six weeks. The eye

may be protected from light by
"London smoke" flat or piano spec
tacles.

Glaucoma

This is one of the most ruinous of

diseases of the eyes, but luckilv it is

not very common. Usually
"

it is

chiefly, though indirectly, caused by
lack of spectacles rightly correcting
astigmatism and eyestrain. The es-

VII. INFLAMMATIONS AND ULCERS OF THE CORNEA, ETC.
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sential thing about the disease is over- out, the ball would become hard.

tension or hardness of the eyeball be- This extreme hardness of the eyeball
cause of prevention of outflow of the destroys nerve-action and the health

fluids of the eye. The eyeball may be of other parts
—kills the eye, in fact.

likened to a small rubber ball well- This disease can scarcely be recog-

filled with wrater: if more water were nized or treated by any one except an

being forced into it than could pass expert physician.

VIII. THE "ACCOMMODATION" AND "PRESBYOPIA"

There is a little mechanism within presbyopia, and during this time a

the eyeball, called the crystalline lens, person so handicapped is called a

which has a great deal to do not only "presbyope." It is a most costly and

with our happiness during all our life, foolish pride which many old people
but which is necessary for our daily have in reading without good spec-

work, efficiency, and health. Its tacles. If the presbyopic spectacles
name tells us that it is much like a are not changed every two or three

little piece of glass, similar to the glass years for higher power lenses, the

lens of your kodak or spyglass. It reading, writing, sewing, etc., becomes

has much the same use and action as more difficult and hurtful both to the

the kodak lens, but instead of moving eyes and to the general health. This

it back and forth as you do the kodak is because the paper, book, needle,

lens to make a better defined picture etc., have to be held too far from the

on the film, the lens of the eye has the eye, and the farther, beyond fourteen

power of becoming thicker or thinner; inches, they are held, the more minute

in this way the picture on the retina is the picture on the retina; a too

(the sensitive film or plate of the eye) small retinal picture wearies and hurts

is kept sharp and clear regardless of the retina and the brain, and injures
whether the object looked at is far or the general health, producing in-

near. This power of thickening or ability to do the work, headaches,

thinning the crystalline lens is called indigestion, nervous troubles, and

the function of accommodation. This many other bad symptoms.

thickening or thinning of the lens is The kind of presbyopic spectacles

brought about by a little ring-like first of all, depends upon whether

muscle surrounding the lens and con- there was any astigmatism present in

trolling its elasticity. In babies the the eyes before and during presbyopia;

lens is very elastic and enables the and there is always more or less of

child to see objects two or three inches such astigmatism in all eyes ; so that

from the eyes. The elasticity de- presbyopic lenses should also be

creases or lessens steadily throughout astigmatic lenses. If, therefore, any-

life so that at about forty years of age one sells you or orders for you,

one cannot see a small object with spectacles without the astigmatic

ease and clearness at less than about correction, you may be pretty sure

ten, twelve, or fourteen inches from you are being cheated, and are not

the' eyes. Hence it is that at about getting correct ones. Then the two

forty-five years of age almost every- eyes are most rarely alike, so if your

body needs spectacles (lenses outside spectacles have exactly the same

of the eyeball) to make them see to power lenses in both sides, they are

read wTrite, and sew. These outside not correct. It is usually impossible

lenses make up for the lost power of up to over fifty years of age to deter-

"accommodation" due to the lessened mine exactly the astigmatism, and the

elasticity of the lenses within the eye- difference between the two eyes ("ani-

balls This power of the
accommoda- sometropia"), except by the use of

tion continues to lessen from forty- a mydriatic, called "poison drops,"

five on so that stronger and stronger and hence anyone, optician or doctor

spectacle lenses are required about who sells you glasses or orders them

every two years. This weakening of for your eyes without using before -

the accommodation from about forty- hand such "poison drops" is not giving

five on to the end of life is called you correct or harmless spectacles.
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THE NEW GREENHOUSES AND FORCING

PLANT

By W. G. Stephenson, 'n

T
HE frame work of sash, pipes

and concrete walls now indenting

the surface of the sandy slope east

of the college are to become m time

the new greenhouses and forcing

plant. They will be a most welcome

addition to the fast growing equip

ment of the college and will add much

to the hitherto unsightly ground

between the filtration plant and the

dairy building.
In the main the entire plant will

consist of a head house and adjoining
corridor to which will be connected

seven glass houses. The two largest

of these are connected, one directly
and the other by a glass corridor, to

the main or large head house and the

remaining five, four of which are to

be built now, are attached by their

gable ends to a corridor which is an

east and west continuation of the

main head house and one story high.
The main head house will be two

stories and basement built of terra

cotta brick with concrete foundation

semi-iron construction of standard

type with iron eave-plates; the roof

being supported by pipe purlin and

supports and the walls held by iron

piping ; all pipes entering ground being
set in concrete. The ventilators are

of patent type with self oiling

gears.
The two large houses numbered one

and two in the diagram differ mate

rially from the others in construction

besides being much larger. House

No. i is 30 feet wide and 75 feet long
and is the only house running east and

west. It is spaced 3 feet 10 inches

from the head house B and connected

with it by a north and south glass
corridor A 12 feet wide and ^7, feet 10

inches long. The corridor and house

as well as house Number 2 are of the

iron frame type. They are so con

structed that the weight of the heavy

glass roof is borne by flat iron rafters

3 inches by yi inch which occur every

8 feet 4 inches. This makes possible
a lighter wrooden sash admitting more

30 feet wide and 70 feet long, roofed sunlight and making a rigid roof well

with Paroid roofing. The basement adapted to withstand the severe

will house the heating plant which is winds it is exposed to, no wind-break

steam of the most improved type, being provided. This type of con-

The ground floor will be divided into struction
,
while the best, was too ex-

an office, seed room, potting room pensive to allow its use in building all

and laboratory. The top floor is to the houses, it being deemed not

remain unfinished for the present, but necessary in the narrower buildings.
is intended for the use of the Lazy Club House Number 2 is as before stated

as a club room, as well as quarters for built with this same iron frame and is

the gardener and some space is to be 40 feet wide by 50 feet long running
reserved for photographic dark north and south and joining directly
rooms. to the head house B by a door.

The corridor running east and west In all there are' approximately
up the slope from the east end of the 93,000 square feet of space covered by
head house 150 feet is 20 feet wide glass as compared with 53,000 square
and of the same construction as the

head house proper but only one story.
It will connect with the gable ends of

the five smaller glass houses which
are placed on terraces the one farthest
east being the highest. All five are

23 feet 4 inches wide and 50 feet

feet in the old forcing houses. The

plans call for wooden top benches

with iron pipe frames set in concrete;

piping for steam heat and various

other equipment.
The Department of Horticulture

is to occupy the head house B,corridor
long spaced 6 feet apart. They are of A, and forcing houses 1 and 2. The
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Department of Plant Breeding is the new insectary on the roof of the

alloted the house numbered 3, and Auditorium.

the Department of Soil Technolo y The Department of Horticulture

he onenext to it, number 4. House plan many new experiments in their

number 5 will be used jointly by the new quarters for the coming year.

Departments of Plant Pathology and Extensive experiments will be carried

Farm Management. The house mdi- out in regard to the effect of some of

cated bv x will not be built until a the newer lights for forcing plants m

1'ttl later' winter, as the Tungsten electric and
1

Had the appropriation proved sum- Acetylene gas. More work will be

cient a more extensive system of done on the etherizing of plants for

houses had been planned and possibly
winter forcing and elaborate expen-

another -roup been built north of ments are planned on the fertilization

the present new colony where the two
of roses. Besides these and many

old nouses now stand. These would others considerable attention will be

be devoted to investigation and re- given to growing of winter flowering

search work leaving the other group sweet peas.
_

for the purposes of instruction alone. Dnscol Bros, of Ithaca have the

The amount asked for by the college contract and the greenhouses are from

was $50,000. $30,000 was appropriated the shops of the Lord & Burnham, Co.,

$3,000 of which was used in building Irvington, N. Y.

THE TRIP TO MILWAUKEE

By R. E. Deuel, '10

THE
Cornell Stock Judging team We left the building after getting

accompanied by Prof. H. H. our passes for the next day and re-

Wing, who had carefully coached mained at the hotel all the afternoon.

them, arrived in Milwaukee on the We met some men who were inter-

14th of October where the National ested in the show, from other states,

Dairy Show was being held from and passed the afternoon visiting with

October i4th-2 4th inclusive. them. After dinner we took a long
We arrived a little before noon and walk to see what we could of the city;

proceeded at once to the large but more important than sight-
Auditorium in which the Show was seeing, we walked to make ourselves

being held. We gained admittance sleepy so we could get a good night's
to the building without much diffi- rest.

culty altho it was not open to specta- The next morning we were at our

tors until evening. After some trouble place of business sharply at eight
in finding the secretary and mana- o'clock. Some of the other teams

ger's office Ave were informed that we were there ahead of us and the rest

were breaking one of the rules of the came soon after our arrival. The

judging contest and should remain management was not quite ready for

away from the building until the us, so each contestant had an oppor
tune set for the contest to begin, tunity to size up his opponents,
This regulation was instituted because which everyone did. This embarass-

the cattle which we were to judge ing position did not last long because
were stabled in the basement ; and it the fellows began to introduce them-
would have been taking an unfair ad- selves to each other. The next half

vantage for some one, or two, teams or three quarters of an hour was spent
to look over the stock and get their in visiting. Each fellow seemed in
show records for, when it came to good spirits and game for the problem
placing the animals, those teams which lay before him.
would not be showing their ability to About nine thirty, Mr. B. H. Rawl,
judge but rather would be merely head of the Dairy Division of the

mouthing some other judge's opinion. Department of Agriculture at Wash-
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The 1909 Judging Team

ington, called the teams together and

read the regulations of the contest,

after which he gave a little talk on

the purpose and objects for which we

had gathered in that city. He ex

pressed the desire that everyone live

up to the spirit for which the contest

was instituted for he said, "It is

better to lose in honesty than to win

by default."
When Mr. Rawl had finished speak

ing the contestants were divided into

four squads with no two men of the

same team in the same squad. This

arrangement gave no chance to do

team work. Each squad was put in

charge of a referee who kept the time,
watched each contestant to see that

he did not converse with anyone and

answered the questions that arose.

As we entered the judging ring we

were given two cards, a white one and

a red one. The white card was used

for memorandum notes which we

kept until we appeared before the

judge. The red card was for the

placing of the animals and was taken

up by the referee when time was

called. Fifteen minutes were allowed

us in which to make our judgment.
The first two or three minutes were

used in moving the animals after

which we were at liberty to handle

them and to take such notes as we

desired.

Time was called very promptly.
It was considered a breach to retain

the cards or attempt to do any writing
after the fifteen minutes were up.

We were led immediately to a side

room to give our reasons to the judge
for placing the animals as we did.

The placing counted 50% and the

reasons 50%. This made it not only

necessary to place the animals cor

rectly but to see correctly and to tell

what we saw. For example, if an

animal had a fault and the contestant

forgot to mention it in his reasons,

altho he had placed the animal cor

rectly, he would be marked down

considerably.
There was quite a difference in the

judges. Some would not keep their

eye on us, while others would try to

look us out of countenance, some

would ask questions if we did not make

our opinion exactly clear to them.

Three minutes were allowed for the

speech before the judge. This was

plenty of time if we did not have

plenty of material to talk about, or

had the feeling that the judge did not

agree with us; but, if we were talking
about a ring in which the animals

were quite different and the judge
seemed to approve of what we said,

the time passed very quickly.
The judging lasted until six thirty

in the evening, which made the day
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quite long considering the nervous

strain wTe were under, but when it was

over everyone seemed to be in about

as good spirits as they were in the

morning. We joked about the mis

takes and congratulated one another

on cases of good judgment.
The next morning we were awaken

ed by the elder member of the team,

who had obtained a morning paper

containing the results of the contest,

and who rushed into our room ex

claiming, "We won second place!"
It is hardly necessary to say that in

less than a second all eyes were on the

paper trying to find out how it hap

pened. We were delighted to find the

name of the New York State College
of Agriculture so near the top of the-

list; yet the regret was expressed
that we did not nose out the winner

instead of being nosed out, for the

scores of the first three teams were all

within fifty points of each other.

A closeness which can be best under

stood by the knowledge that a perfect
score was 2100.

The question might arise, does it

pay? Is it worth while for different

colleges and the Chief of the U. S.

Dairy Department, to go to the time

and expense that is necessary to

carry out such an affair?

The exact opinion of the Chief can

not be stated but the mere fact that

he has conducted and intends to

continue conducting the contests is

proof that there is something to be

derived from it. The Department is

not looking for unprofitable work and

the Chief is not going to expose him

self to criticism for managing a

useless enterprise.
As far as the colleges are con

cerned, if they stand for the develop
ment of the students, and there is no

doubt that they do, an affirmative

answer is the only one that can be

given to the question, "Is it worth

while to hold such a contest?"

In the first place the contest

makes an object to work for. It is

true that each college has ;its ad

vanced stock judging course in which

the student is supposed to get some

idea of judging; but the keen compe

tition to "make" the team, which

this contest makes possible,; brings
home to each fellow a direct applica
tion of this knowledge.

Again, such a contest tends to

uniform ideas about judging. Too

often is it said, that such a placing is

only a matter of opinion ; and that it

is a contest of judging the judge
rather than the animals. This can

be overcome to a considerable extent

by the gathering together of the

Professors of Animal Husbandry, the

practical stock judges, the breeders,
and the students who hope to be

come one of these three. Next the

training of the student in identifying
and remembering animals in detail is

wonderfully developed. It trains the

mind to be quick and accurate in

decision.

An assembling of students of the

various colleges at such an affair

cannnot help but make them better

acquainted with the conditions in

those different colleges. There is one

thing that the contest has done for

the College of Agriculture at Cornell;
it has shown that there is a

Department of Animal Husbandry
here that can rank with the

best.

There would be something decid

edly wrong with the students in our

College, if they did not make a good
showing; because we live in a state

whose dairies are more extensive

than those in any other in the Union.

We have been shown every kindness

by the breeders in the state. And
we have as head of the Animal Hus

bandry Department a man who is
second to no one in this particular
branch.
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VISIT OF HONORARY COMMERCIAL

COMMISSIONERS OF JAPAN TO ITHACA

By S. G. Judd, 'n

PART OF THE LINE OF AUTOMOBILES WHICH BROUGHT THE COMMISSION

"UP THE HILL."

'TNHE Honorary Commercial Com-
■*■ missioners of Japan are dis

tinguished Japanese bankers, educa

tors, merchants, financiers and expert
tradesmen who are visiting this

country as guests of various Chambers

of Commerce of the cities of the

Pacific Coast and also of a large pro

portion of the cities of the United

States. They are making an ex

tended tour of the United States,

from September 3 to December 7,

investigating practically every large
branch of American industry, com

merce and administration. Among
the very numerous subjects of in

quiry on their schedule are found,

Banking, Agriculture, Education,

Municipal Administration, Machinery,
American Tariff, Transportation.
The Commission is headed by

Baron Eiichi Shibusawa who is con

sidered Japan's foremost business

man and who, in addition to great

work in commercial lines, has held

several important positions under the

Japanese Government.
'

'It was

Baron Shibusawa that made the new

Japan in business; it is proper to call

him the father of business men

in Japan." (Yone Nagouchi in the

Independent for October 7, 1909).

i\ccompanying the Japanese Com

missioners are several American Trade

Experts, delegated from the Associa

ted Chambers of Commerce of the

Pacific Coast; from the United States

Government, and from Buffalo and

several of the larger western cities.

The Honorary Commercial Com

missioners of Japan and the American

Trade Experts came to Ithaca from

Rochester in their "Million Dollar

Special," arriving at Ithaca on Friday

morning, October 8th. They were

received at the station by a committee

representing both Town and Gown

and headed by Hon.Randolph Horton,

Mayor of the city of Ithaca. Associa

ted with the Mayor on the reception
committee were the former mayors

of Ithaca; the former presidents of

the village of Ithaca; Charles C.

Howell, President of the Business

Men's Association and the three

former presidents of this organiza
tion; the Japanese Club of Cornell,
Shiro Sano, President; representa
tives from Cornell University, namely:
Dean Charles H. Hull, Prof. Henry
H. Wing, Prof. Charles H. Tuck,

Prof. Ernest Merritt, Emmons L.

Williams, Treasurer, Prof. Othan C.

Guerlac, Prof. Henry N. Ogden,
Prof. Arthur W. Browne, Prof. Mar

tin W. Sampson, Roscoe G. Edlund,
President's Secretary. Paul S. Mills-

paugh acted as Marshall. A few of

the Commissioners did not come to

Ithaca the party having divided at

Rochester.

The committee had provided about

thirty automobiles which carried the

distinguished \dsitors up to the New
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York State College of Agriculture,
The party assembled in the audi

torium of this college about ten

o'clock where, in the absence of

President Schurman, Dean Hull wel

comed the Commission to Cornell

University. Baron Shibusawa re

sponded.
After this exchange of courtesies

the guests were shown through the

numerous departments of the College
of Agriculture. The members who

were especially investigating Agri
culture and Horticulture (agricul
tural implements, provisions, food

products) were Professor T. Minami,
T. Watase, H. Sakaguchi, A. Shito,

M. Ito, K. Kamino and K. Taki.

Assistants: W. H. Manss, Agricul
ture; C. H. Hyde, Food Products.

The party re-entered the automo

biles and were taken on a tour of

inspection of the other colleges of

the University and of the campus in

general.
While in the chemistry laboratories

some experiments were performed
for their entertainment. At 1 1 o'clock

Baron Kanda addressed a small

assemblage of students in Barnes

Hall on, "Technical Education in

Japan."
Luncheon was served in Sage

College dining rooms. Hon. Andrew

D. White addressed this assemblage
and Baron Shibusawa again responded
in behalf of his countrymen.

After luncheon the University
turned over the entertainment of
the

^

visitors to the townspeople.
Again the automobiles came into play
and the Commissioners were shown
all the city, visiting the Salt Works
and other principal industries of the

"Biggest Little City" as well as

inspecting the Ithaca High School.

As a fitting climax to a successful

day came the banquet given in the

Ithaca Hotel at 7:00 p. m. by the

Business Men's Association. Mayor
Horton acted as toastmaster The

room was very profusely and appro

priately decorated, Japanese decora

tions being predominant.
Never has a more celebrated foreign

delegation visited this Country and

the United States is gaining a reputa
tion for national hospitality by each

city outdoing itself to entertain these

visitors as was done in Ithaca by the

combined and harmonious efforts of

Town and Gown.

AS THEY LEFT US.

WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED DURING

THE SUMMER OF 1909 IN THE COLLEGE

OF AGRICULTURE
Editor's Note.—The Countryman regrets that this article could not be run

complete in the October issue: difficulty of postal communication combined with

brevity of time prevented it. We take pleasure in publishing the following addition

in this issue, however. While the portion devoted to the Department of Farm

Practice does not deal exclusively with the summer work in that department, we

feel justified in including a short history of what has been accomplished in the

recent years, in order to give our readers a comprehensive knowledge of what that

department had to do during the summer of 1909.

Plant Physiology. In this depart- special research or writing as the

ment, with interests along both in- experimental work would permit.
structional and investigational lines, During the past summer the work

the policy relative to summer work has necessarily been confined to

has been to give each member of the experimental studies along funda-

staff such time and freedom for mental lines in the laboratory.
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Some of the topics with which

most satisfactory progress has been

made are as follows : The Fixation of

Free Nitrogen by Soil-forming and

Wood-destroying Fungi; Stimulation
and Toxic Action, Stimulation and the

Keeping Qualities of Flowers, and
The Effects of Partial Shade Upon
Other Environmental Habitat Fac

tors.

A number of graduate students

were also in residence and occupied
with laboratory problems. Among
those taking major work the following
names and titles may be given: C. H.

Benedict, University of Cincinnati, A

Comparative Study of the Water-

Conducting Tissues in Old and Young
Plants; O. Butler, formerly of the

California Experiment Station, The
Production of Gum Diseases in Decidu

ous Fruits; M. M. McCool, The

Antitoxic Action of Mineral Nutrients

and other Bases; and F. J. Prit-

chard, The Histology of Regenerative
Buds in Flax. Several graduate stu
dents in minor work also took ad

vantage of the favorable season for

plant study and microscopic work.

Farm Crops. A variety test of corn.

During Farmers' Week last winter a

corn congress was held. One fea

ture of this corn congress was a

corn show, giving displays of corn

from all parts of the state. From

these displays Professor White se

lected fifty varieties of corn and made
accurate measurements and descrip
tions. One ear of each variety was

preserved, the remaining ears being
shelled and used for seed. This seed

was distributed among the following
institutions: The State School of

Agriculture at Canton; The State

School of Agriculture at Alfred; The

State Agricultural and Industrial

School at Industry ; The StateHospital
at Willard ; The County Farm at Delhi ;

The New York State College of Agri
culture at Ithaca. The varieties of

corn have been under test during the

past summer at all these places and

all have been visited and careful

notes taken.

The object of this work has been to

determine whether or not some of

the superior varieties of corn already
grown in our state could not be

more widely disseminated. At the

present time some of the results are

encouraging, but as thework is not yet
complete it is too early to draw con

clusions. However, it is proposed to

publish a report of the experiment
during the winter.

Department of Experimental Plant

Breeding. The summer work carried

on by members of the plant-breeding
department has been extensive.
Dr. Webber and Dr. Clark have

been kept busy taking many notes on
the plants of the Timothy Breeding
Experiment,which has been in progress
for many years. The different bio-

types which have been isolated show

remarkable powers of transmission

from self-fertilized seed. Many thous
ands of new plants have been started

for another year's work.
Dr. Webber's first generation pep

per, carnation and verbena hybrids
are presenting many interesting
studies of Mendelian inheritance of

unit characters.

Dr. Gilbert has spent many weeks

among his 6,000 second generation
hybrid tomato plants. These came

into fruitage this summer and have

furnished new light upon Mendelian

segregation. He has also been busy
with his study of the inheritance of

color of Phlox and Solpiglossis hy
brids. Many new combinations of

colors have appeared which are, as

yet, difficult to explain.
One of the most important lines of

work which this department is now

carrying on is the induction of

variation. This general line of in

vestigation is in charge of Dr. Love.

He has measured many thousands of

plants and plotted curves showing
their variation when grown under

different environments. Mr. Hum

bert has made a statistical study of

the induced variation, by means of

chemical injection, in the plants of a

large field of Silene noctiflora. The

field, in general, was very uniform,
but there appeared a few very

divergent plants; it is hoped that

these few plants will show a tendency
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November, 1909

We announced in

The our October issue

Marketing that we hoped to

Problem be able to devote

some succeeding is

sue to co-operation, in the limited

sense that we devoted the October

issue to irrigation. Perhaps it would

have been better had we used the

word marketing in place of co

operation, for the latter is but one

phase of the former, as a ditch

system is but one phase of irri

gation.

We present this November issue

then as our Marketing Number.

Our readers will find some articles on

Co-operation, they will also find one

on the commission merchant. We

have desired to publish the latter be

cause we believe that with all the

co-operation agitation that is preva

lent, a misunderstanding has arisen

concerning the commission merchant.

Our belief that there is such a mis

understanding was strengthened as we

read some time ago an article which

appeared in the September Every

body s. The thought came as we

read that article—"Are all commis

sion merchants rascals?"

It has been our personal experience

that there are to be found among

commission merchants men of as

high ideals, integrity, thorough busi

ness ability, and as courseous gentle
men as one would ask to meet.

There may be some scoundrels in the

business as there are in every business,
but it will be noted by the careful

observer that these men do not last,

they are caught just as certainly and

just as soon as other scoundrels.

The relative merits of marketing by
co-operation or through commission

merchants do not rest upon the

integrity of the one and the deception
of the other. The strongholds of

co-operation are the uniformity in

grades of immense bulks of produce;
the widespread knowledge among the

consumers of what they are buying
and the surety of their getting the

same grade of product they had

previously procured under that same

name or brand; their consequent
satisfaction and willingness to pay a

higher price; and the consequent

added returns to the producer.

Against these strongholds the com

mission merchant arrays for the

benefit of the public his personal and

business reputation, his uniformity of

grading (which must of necessity be

confined to relatively small quanti

ties) and his guarantee of satisfaction.

Any added price he can secure by
virtue of these items he is entitled to

possess. We must not find fault with

him for capitalizing his reputation.
The question of co-operation versus

the commission merchant is not one

of honesty, as we would be led to be

lieve by the vicious attack on the

commission merchant to which we

have previously referred. It is a
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question of who shall supply the

guarantee to the consumer and specu

late on the returns of that assurance.

We confess that the future outlook

for a vast commission industry looks

dubious; the farmer is becoming
interested in the markets of the w^orld

and with this interest is coming a

natural desire to secure some of the

profits made there.

But for dishonest commission men

we would agitate more rigid govern

mental inspection and law enforce

ment, and not the balm of co-opera

tion.

How many of our

An Attitude readers heard what

Toward Our Governor Hughes

College said about our Col

lege in the address

he delivered at the Tompkins County
Fair on September 2 2 ? Time and

events are moving so fast, we are

living so much in the present, that

anything which happened two months

ago seems worse than ancient, and

useless to recall.

But nevertheless, we are going to

brave the stamp of antiquity and the

impression of being out of material

to quote from that speech because we

believe that our readers should know

how the state executive stands in a

matter which is coming to be veryvital

to the future policy of our College.
"The State of New York has reason

to be proud of the provision it has

made for agricultural education in con

nection with Cornell University. The

state has reason to be proud of the

progressmade by that school under the

intelligent management with which

it has been favored. I want to say

that the State of New York is pledged

to the entire success of that school,

and we want no limitation put on its

progress. I wish to see the agri-

Countryman 6 7

cultural interests so developed that

no farmer's boy will come to the

Agricultural College and be told there

is no room for him."

Some day, and one not very far in

the future, this College of Agriculture
has got to be duplicated. There can

be no doubt about it. Figures are

usually stupid things but we can

present a few of them which will tell

the story of a growth as immense as it

has been sudden, and which bids fair

to be remarkable in its stability, be

cause it is backed by a force which

will not be denied, and which is

characterized by some admirable stay

ing qualities.
Last year the College of Agriculture

at Cornell University had enrolled at

this time 255 regular students, no

special students, and during the

winter gave instruction to 364 short

course m.en, a total of 729 students.

This year it has already enrolled 397

regulars and in specials, an increase

°f 39%- With this same rate of in

crease among the short course men,

and (judging from the number of

applications already received) this

is a very conservative estimate, we

will have 506 more students here on

November 30, a total of 10 14 or a

total increase of 285 over last year's
total. And the College was designed
with a capacity for 800 students.

With the awakening of agricultural
interests throughout the country, the

interest of influential business men in

affairs agricultural, the idealization of

rural life, the attractions to a young

man of a life on the farm; have we

any reason to believe that this impera

tive demand for an agricultural college
education is going to continue? and

that this rate of increase of students in

the Agricultural College is going to

keep up? Only those who have ex-
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perienced the enthusiasm, the spirit

and the interest, which is a part of the

Agricultural College and
which is due

primarily to the nature of the work,

can realize how insistent that demand

is and how certain it is to continue.

It is to the attention of these peo

ple, the present and former students

of the College of Agriculture, that we

wish to recall the words of Governor

Hughes. The country people of the

state of New York, the young men and

young women who are anxiously

clamoring for admittance to this

College of Agriculture, and the several

parts of agricultural interests through

out this state will be looking to you

for help. They will be expecting you

to exert the influence you possess and

by means of which you can bring to

bear such a pressure that the Legisla
ture will grant the funds that are to be

asked for this winter.

It augurs well that our state execu

tive is of the opinion his words would

lead us to believe he is. With such a

sentiment at the focus of legislative

power, and the not-to-be-deemed de

mand which is coming from the rural

districts (and the cities as well), and

which is but a portion of the appeal
which is making itself heard all over

the country, this college ought to be

doubled in three years. The time to

commence work is now. Let each one

add to the movement all the impetus

of which he is capable.

It is interesting to

The note the prominence

Thirteenth of agriculture in the

Census plans for the Thir

teenth Census,which

65,000 enumerators will start to take

on April 15, 19 10. It was shown by

the census of 1900 that the United

States is primarily an agricultural

Countryman

country, the total value of farm

property being more than twice as

large as the capital invested in

manufactures.

This fact has led -Congress to pro

vide for, besides the census of popula

tion, the collection of more detailed

information regarding the three prin

ciple productive industries, viz: agri

culture, manufacture, and mines and

quarries. The census of agriculture
is generally regarded as the of greatest

importance to the country as com

pared with all other subjects covered

by the census law. It is taken pri

marily for the benefit of the farmer,

though he may not see. directly how

it will help him.. But upon this cen

sus will depend most of the statistical

work and investigation of practical

problems which the federal govern

ment, experiment stations, and agri
cultural colleges will carry on for the

next five years.

The farmer can help by preparing
an accurate account of his farm

operations for the year ending Decem

ber 31, 1909 and by taking a careful

inventory of all his farm property on

April 15, 19 10. By doing this con

scientiously the farmer will do his

part toward the computation of im

mense quantities of data which will

be of inestimable value to himself and

the public at large.
It is a source of pride to the stu

dents in the College of Agriculture at

Cornell and to The Countryman to

know that the Professor of Farm

Management, and first editor of this

paper, was appointed by Director

Durand of the Bureau of the Census,

as one of a committee of four to pre

pare and formulate the various

schedules provided for by Section 8 of

the act authorizing the Thirteenth

Census.
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The recent judging
Inter-Agri- contest at Milwau-

cultural Col- kee marks the

lege Activities second installment

of the first inter

college activity among the agri
cultural colleges. It has proven

highly successful in making the fel

lows from the different colleges ac

quainted; in creating a more accurate

impression of the different schools;
and in boosting agriculture to a more

uniform science. What are we going
to do about the question of inter-

agricultural debating? We cannot

see how such an activity could help
but increase a fellowship between the

colleges, bring agricultural students

closer together, and teach them

organization and leadership—two

characteristics in which the farmer

is usually very decidedly lacking.
Would this tend toward an estrange

ment of this Agricultural College
from the Cornell University? We do

not think so. The chance to debate

on agricultural subjects, in which the

agricultural students are, as a class,

intensely interested, would naturally

bring out candidates who would

never think of going near a debating
club. By developing capable mate

rial in this way, such an idea might
even be the salvation of our Uni

versity debating teams.

We are looking forward towrard the

formation of a debating league with

other adjacent Agricultural Colleges.

There are many questions that need

discussing.

"Veni, vidi, vici."

The Not quite but al-

Judging most so, was that

Team the case with our

Judging Team,

which went to Milwaukee on October

14. To secure first place on one

breed, for one member of the team to
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make a perfect score in one class,
(and the only perfect score to be

made by-the-way), for another

member to secure third place in

individual score and for the team

to secure second place in the total

score, is a series of achievements of

which the team can be proud, and

for which we are proud of the team.

The Countryman wishes to take this

opportunity to congratulate them

upon their measure of success.

It must be a source of great satisfac

tion to them, as it is to us (the student

body), to note the advancement over

last year's record, and to know that

ours has not been a fluctuating

history in this line but rather one of

steady rise. We are looking for first

place next year.

It is a source of

Our deep regret that we

Business have to announce

Manager the resignation of

Mr. R. J. Shepard,

'10, as Business Manager of The

Countryman. With the beginning
of the college year, Mr. Shepard ac

cepted a position in the Extension

Department of this College: to be

asked to do which was in itself no

small honor. He did not see how he

could give The Countryman the

time and attention it requires, and at

the same time do what was expected

of him in his new capacity. It is on

account of this that his resignation

was accepted.

We wish to take this opportunity

to thank him for the faithful work he

did last summer; judging hy the

results accomplished, he must have

kept "everlastingly at it."

We have to announce at this time

the election of Mr. T. Bradlee, 'n, of

Lewiston, N. Y. to the position of

Business Manager of The Country

man.
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A farm of fifty acres at Bacon,

Delaware, has just been purchased by

the Pennsylvania Railroad
with a view

of establishing an experiment station

to exploit the advantages of the

Maryland, Delaware and Virginia

Peninsula for the benefit of the

farmers of that section.

Two such farms have been operated

by the Long Island Railroad for the

past four years with a considerable

degree of success. This policy is to

be followed by the Pennsylvania Rail

road. The farm purchased is "work

ed out" but was chosen for that very

reason in order that it might be

demonstrated how the fertility of the

soil can be restored and the farm

worked profitably. It is proposed to

start newT fruits as well as to improve
the varieties now under cultivation.

Forage crops of various kinds will be

sown, including alfalfa, and timothy.
Green houses will be built in order

that experiments may be made in

growing plants under glass.
H. S. Lippincott, a graduate of the

Agricultural College at Cornell Uni

versity has been appointed as superin
tendent. Mr. Lippincott has for

many years taken an interest in

experimental work, has done much

practical farming at his home in

Burlington County, N. J., and in

North Carolina.

Added interest in scientific farming
is one result that the Pennsylvania's
agricultural campaign is trying to

achieve; other results are wider

markets for the crops grown along its

lines, more people living along its

route, greater prosperity among the

farmers, and—for the railroad itself—

an increased freight and passenger

traffic.
^ ^ ^

The wholesale price of milk in the

26-cent freight zone was advanced to

3^ cents per quart, or $1.81 per 40-

quart can delivered in New York, at a

special meeting of the Consolidated

Milk Exchange held in that city.
What the actual winter rate will be

affords a considerable amount of

JLTURAL NEWS

speculation for the prices quoted are

what have been the average winter

prices. Competition for milk on the

part of manufacturers of condensed

products is keen, and prices of butter
and cheese are high and likely to go

higher. The time seems to be ripe for
a boom in the dairy industry.
At the Illinois State Fair, the

exhibit of dairy products this year
wras the largest ever made at this

fair, being an increase of more than

100% over last year's exhibits. Indi

cations from investigations of these

exhibits seem to prove that the

Illinois farmers are using the hand

separators more and more, and are

making their butter at home. ^
The State Food Commission has a

very instructive exhibit in the dairy
building, illustrating the work of the

Commission, exhibiting pure and im

pure foods on the market, including
those analyzed and found to be

illegally sold. The object of this

exhibit is to stimulate public interest
and force the production of high
quality goods.
Some very interesting and instruc

tive mottoes adorned thewall, such as

"Does your local Board of Health

test the milk supply? If not, why
not?" "The dishonest food manu

facturers hate publicity.
' ' '

'Study the
labels on food packages." "In the

breath of the people lies the strength
of the nation.

' '

"The pure food ques

tion is one of the greatest questions
before the American public. It con

cerns you." "Tell your dealer you

want no flies in your food."

Another interesting exhibit was

made of diseased lungs and liver

from a tuberculous cow.

From the Practical Dairyman we

learn that W. J. Frazer of the Illinois

Experiment Station spent the sum

mer in Europe studying the condition
of the dairy industry in various
countries and drawing conclusions for
American dairymen. The results of
his studies are embodied in a bulletin
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which the department is about to

publish.
Prof. Frazer finds conditions abroad

radically different from those prevail
ing in this country, and concludes that
there must be something wrong with

the American methods. He finds

European dairymen superior in four

essential points :

In the uniformly high quality of

the dairy cattle, economical feeding,
and the care taken of the animals,
and of the products.
It seems that we must go to Den

mark, Scotland, and Holland for

lessons to improve our methods. In

Holland, dairying is a grass and hay

proposition, a small amount of oil

cake in addition to the roughage be

ing sufficient to maintain the large
milk flow of the splendid black and

white animals. In Scotland the ex

cellence of the producing Ayrshires
and the high quality of the cheese

made on the farms are points of

interest to American dairymen. In

Denmark dairying is the chief occupa

tion of the people. There the in

dustry is conducted in a more inten

sive manner than in any other country

in the world. Butter is made in

co-operative creameries.

The cow-testing and co-operative
features of Danish dairying are being

introduced into this country and

promise to cause a revolution in the

industry. With a more careful study

of individual cows will come a demand

for better bred animals. In breeding

this country is in no way behind the

Europeans/ To be sure, we are still

importing breeding stock and shall

continue to do so immediately^ but in

intelligence, enterprise, and ability to

produce a practical, useful animal

the American breeder leads the world.

An interesting experiment to deter

mine the keeping quality of various

products, especially those
of the dairy

as well as fish, meat, etc., is being

planned by the German Agricultural

Department. The products are to be

sent on a trial trip to Australia and

return, after which they will be ex

hibited at the 24th German Agri

cultural Exhibition which will take

place July 2-7, 19 10. A large num

ber of premiums will be awarded to

such products, as have stood the test

most successfully.
* >'fi %

The Swedish strike of laborers in

the dairy industry has finally been

settled. The work in the dairy and

the city milk supplies were fortunately
not seriously affected.

CAMPUS NOTES

On Thursday evening, October 7th,
was held the first Agricultural Assem

bly of the year. The attendancewas al]

that could be desired, the auditorium

being filled. The full attendance of

freshmen was especially noticeable

and bodes well for the spirit of the class
of 191 3. The first feature of the

evening was the singing of Alma

Mater, led by the Glee, and it was a

feature indeed, for the Glee Club,
headed by Mr. Rogers filled the plat
form. Miss Nye rendered some piano
selections which were most enthusias

tically received. R. J. Shepard, presi
dent of the Agricultural Association,
in a few well chosen words spoke of

Dean Bailey's absence on sabbatical

leave and then presented Acting Dean,
Dr. H. J. Webber. Dr. Webber wel

comed both old and new students in

his characteristic heartymanner which
made everyone feel that they were

surely welcome and asked them to

stand back of the faculty this year as

they had always done before. The

Dean's figures on this year's registra
tion showed 381 regulars and 104

specials, an increase of 128 students

over last year. In addition there is

almost a certainty that the attendance

of last year's winter courses will be

practically doubled. After these

statements the Dean made a strong

plea that everyone interested in this

college do their utmost to influence

public opinion so that our equipment
should be increased by an additional

appropriation at the next meeting of

the legislature. "Hold out the help

ing hand to first year men," said Dr.

Webber, "and I think in this respect
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the Agricultural Colleges of the coun

try stand foremost.
' '

In summing up

Dean Webber said, "Have confidence

in your own ability and then go ahead

and work, believing in what your own

eyes see." A social hour followed the

Evening Song and everyone seemed to

act on President Shepard's advice to

get acquainted. Refreshments were

served by the members of Frigga

Fylgas.

On Monday evening, October 4th, a

"Get Wise" meeting was held in the

auditorium for the first year men of

the College of Agriculture. A. R.

Mann, secretary of the college, spoke
on the Agricultural Association; H. C.

Young, '10, captain of the varsity
track team, on University Athletics;

H. N. Humphrey, '11, on College

Athletics; F. S. Jacoby, '10, on the

Poultry Association; V. J. Frost, '10,
on the Attitude of the Freshman; R.

D. Anthony, '10, on the Lazy Club

and the Round Up Club; G. P. Sco

ville, '10, on the Honor System; T. J.

Mclnerney, '10, on the Mandolin Club;
H. N. Kutschbach, '10, on the Ag.
Tax and an inspiring talk in behalf of

the Glee Club by Miss Alice G. Mc

Closkey of the Nature-Study Depart
ment. After the program the fresh

men held their class election, resulting
as follows: E. S. Bates, president;
R. J. Lawrence, vice-president; G. C.

Van Hcesen, treasurer, and Miss E. C.

Conlin, secretary. At this election

President Shepard of the Agricultural
Association worked a novel and effec

tive scheme. The names of the

nominees were written on the black

board and then the candidates stood

under their names, thus giving their

fellow freshmen a chance to see who

they were.

Immediately after the Assembly,
October 7th, the three upper classes

of the college met separately and

elected members to the Honor System

Committee. The seniors elected were

W. W. Fisk, F. S. Jacoby and R. D.

Anthony; Juniors, A. L. Thompson

and I. C Jagger and from the sopho

more class, O. W. Smith. The mem

ber from the freshman class will be

appointed later by the
Honor System

Committee.

R. J. Shepard, '10, of the Extension

Department spoke in New York City,
October 5 th, before the National

Federation of Jewish Farmers. The

meeting was held in the building of

the Educational Alliance Club.
* * *

James L. Cowles, Secretary-Treas
urer of The Postal Progress League,
addressed the students of the Agricul
tural College in the auditorium on

afternoon of October 4th on behalf

of the Bennet Postal Bill, United

States House of Representatives
Resolution 1076, providing for the

improvement of the Free Rural Ser

vice. It is claimed that the enact

ment into law of this measure would

save scores of millions of dollars a year
to the Rural Public and to the Post

Office Department.
* * *

A tennis court was constructed this

summer a little north east of the Ani

mal Husbandry building. This court

is for the use of the girls in the College
of Agriculture.

Hobart Cone Young, '10, a senior in
this College, wTas recently elected cap

tain of the varsity track team. Mr*

Young is also captain of the varsity
cross country team.

In the October issue we ran a list of

"Faculty Promotions," which was

anything but complete. This issue

we intend to add all other promotions
and also the new members of the

faculty. Howard W. Riley promoted
to assistant Professor of Farm Mechan

ics; Cyrus R. Crosby promoted to

Assistant Professor of Entomological
Investigations; Harold E. Ross pro
moted to Assistant Professor of Dairy
Industry; Donald Reddick promoted
to Assistant Professor of Plant Pathol

ogy; Harry H. Love appointed Assist

ant Professor of Plant Breeding Inves
tigations ; ArthurW.Gilbert appointed
Assistant Professor of Plant Breeding;
Albert R. Mann appointed Secretary
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to the College of Agriculture. Of the

new members: Robert Matheson,
Assistant in Entomology; Anna C.

Stryke, Assistant in Entomology; Lee

B. Cook, Assistant in Dairy Industry;
M. W. Evans, Assistant in Farm

Mechanics.
* * *

M. P. Jones, 'o8, instructor in exten
sion teaching last year who was

seriously ill at Chautaugua last sum
mer is now at his home in Deerfield,
N. Y., and we are exceedingly glad to
note his continued improvement. He

writes cheerfully, "Every day I get

stronger. Spend most of the time

outdoors and find the days are all too

short."
* * *

The total registration of the Agri
cultural College up to October 12 th

was 500 students, including both regu
lars and specials but not graduate or

winter course students. Total regis
tration at end of first term last year

was 365.
* * *

The first meeting of the Poultry
Association was held Thursday even

ing, October 14th. The association

started in well with an attendance of

about forty students at its first meet

ing. The first number on the program

was a selection by a quartet from

Agricultural Glee Club, followed by an

address by Professor C. A. Rogers,

"Some impressions from the meeting
of the International Association of

Poultry Instructors and Investiga

tors,
' '

held recently at Guelph, Ontario.

Professor Rice gave an enthusiastic

talk on the "Aims and Work of the

Poultry Association," and told the

reasons why students interested in

poultry work should affiliate them

selves with this association. A social

hour followed the program, refresh

ments having been provided. Alto

gether it was voted
a most successful

gathering.
# ^ +

The Department of Entomology
is

constructing a "Roof Garden" to be

used as a place for breeding aquatic

insects. This structure is largely

made of glass having a type of con

struction very similar to that of a

greenhouse. It is located on the roof

of the auditorium and practically on a

level with the floor of the Entomology
Department. This "Roof Garden"

is divided into four rooms: Wet

Room, Moist Room, Dry Room,
Hibernating Room. The Wet Room

will be used to breed insects that live

in the water and will include a tank

for collecting and storing rain water;
the Moist Room is for breeding insects
that live in damp situations but not

wholly in the water ; in the Dry Room
will be bred other kinds of insects such

as caterpillar larvae, beetle larvae,
saw fly larvae, etc.; the Hibernating
Room is intended for wintering the

insects and is so arranged that it can
be kept at outdoor temperature.
This building will, to a certain extent,
be used for class purposes.

A photographer, working in connec
tion with the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, visited the Col

lege recently and tookmoving pictures
of the poultry students while engaged
in various phases of the poultry work.

These pictures will be valuable for use
in College and Extension work. This

use of moving pictures in agricultural
work is a new idea and we will en

deavor to publish an article on this

subject in some future issue.

The Department of Plant Pathol

ogy announces the foundation of

another co-operative Industrial Fel

lowship. This is established by the

C. W. Stuart & Co., nurserymen, of

Newark, N. Y. for the investigation
of the diseases of nursery stock,

particularly the Fire Blight. This

Fellowship will go to Mr. V. B.

Stewart, Wabash, '09, and a candi

date for the Ph.D. in the department
of Plant Pathology. The full an

nouncement of the purpose and

terms of this fellowship will appear in

the next issue of the Countryman.

A prize of fifty dollars was offered

last spring through the Department
of Farm Management for the best
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plan of management for the Smith

farm, located near Trumansburg.

This prize was competed for by

undergraduates in the farm manage

ment classes and was won by K. C.

Livermore, '09. The judges of the

contest were Professors Stone, Wing

and Wilson.
# # *

The E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Co.,

Prize Essays. The E. I. du Pont de

Nemours Powder Co. of Wilmington,

Delaware, have decided to offer

prizes for essays on "The Use

of Explosives in Blasting Stumps,

Boulders, Breaking up Hard-pan and

in Tree-planting," the awards to be

made amounting to $100 for first

prize and $50 for second prize, the

competition being open to the several

agricultural colleges. While various

agricultural colleges are expected to

write essays in connection with this

competition, it is to be clearly under

stood that the two prizes,
—$100 for

first prize, $50 for second prize,
—

are not to be awarded for the best

papers from all the colleges, but that

these two prizes apply to each college

entering the contest. Whether the

contest will be open to the students

of the New York State College of Agri

culture depends in a measure on the

number of students competing.

Therefore, all students of the College

of Agriculture desiring to compete by

the preparation of essays on this sub

ject are kindly requested to write

letters to the Director of such intention

by November 1, 1909. The company

offering the prize reserves the right to

decide finally what papers are en

titled to the prizes, but state that they

will have the essays passed on by

fair and competent judges. It is also

understood that all papers submitted

in this contest will be the property of

the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder

Co., and that they will have the right

to use any or all parts of the essays as

they see fit. The E. I. du Pont de

Nemours Powder Co. have
furnished a

skeleton outline giving an idea of the

way in which the competitive papers

should bewritten. This outline shows

the headings and sub-headings in the

order in which they desire to have

the papers or essays
constructed. In

giving these headings and sub-head

ings, however, they state that the out

line is only to be followed in a general

way, the essay covering the points
therein given, or other points that

seem desirable by the authors. All

essays to be considered for the prizes
must be submitted to the E. I. du

Pont de Nemours Powder Co. not

later than October 1, 19 10, and it is

expected that the award of prizes
will be made December 31, 19 10.

The New York State College of

Agriculture in considering the idea of

allowing students of the College to

compete for these prizes have under

stood from the E. I. du Pont de

Nemours Powder Co. that it is not

their expectation that students will

conduct experimental work with ex

plosives and base their essays on any

experiments definitely planned and

carried out for this purpose. It is

simply expected that the students

shall obtain information by reading,
by discussion with farmers and

friends, in fact, gathering information
wherever they can find it for presenta
tion in their essays. Copies of this

outline are posted on the bulletin

boards of the College or can be seen

by application to some member of

the Countryman Board.

former students

'88, B. S. A.—Leonard Pearson,
Dean of the faculty of Ve terinaryMedi

cine in the University of Pennsylvania
and State Veterinarian of Pennsyl
vania, died at the Log Cabin Inn,

Spruce Brook, Newfoundland, where

he was staying in an effort to regain
his health which had been failing for

the past two years.
Dr. Pearson, who was born in

Evansville, Ind., on August 17th,
1868, entered Cornell in 1884, taking
the course in Agriculture and gradua
ted in 1888 with the degree B.S. He

spent the two following years in

studying veterinary medicine in the

University of Pennsylvania where he
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received the degree V.M.D. in 1890.

Upon graduation, he went to Berlin

and spent a year there studying in

the bacteriological laboratory of Rob

ert Koch. In 189 1, Dr. Pearson

returned to this country and was

made Professor of Veterinary Medi

cine in the University of Pennsylvania
and Dean of the Department in 1897.
He was appointed state veterinarian

of Pennsylvania in 1895 and in 1896
was elected Secretary of the State

•

•■

' '

'EES

LEONARD PEARSON.

Live Stock Sanitary Board, both of

which positions he held at the
time of

i-»
-j c? ripfltn

After he finished his college course,

Dr. Pearson was identified with

many scientific societies and sanitary

movements. He was a member of

the American Public Health Associa

tion, the boards of health of Penn

sylvania and of Philadelphia and at

one time was president of the
Ameri

can Veterinary Medical Society and of

the Pennsylvania State Veterinary

Association. On several occasions

he was a delegate to international

congresses
on hygiene, tuberculosis,

and veterinary medicine. Besides

satisfying all these demands on his

time and attention, he was able to

contribute many valuable articles

to various medical and agricultural
journals as well as many other

scientific publications. Dr. Pearson

distinguished himself not only by his

great work as an investigator but also
because of his practical ideas and

executive ability. Dr. Pearson's

death is deeply regretted not alone by
the students and faculty of two

universities but by all who are ac

quainted with his work in the field of

science.

'01, B. S. A. '05, M. S. A.—Ralph
W. Curtis was made assistant superin
tendent of the Arnold Arboretum,
Harvard University, Jamaica Plains,
Mass., recently. His permanent ad

dress is 891 Center St., Jamaica Plain.
This position brings him in close

touch with Mr. Sargent the Director,
an opportunity which Curtis knows

well how to improve. Plans are being
considered for enlarging the immense

building, increasing the field collec

tions and emphasizing the value of

the arboretum.

'04.—Mr.and Mrs. Walter I. Thomp
son visited Ithaca and the college,
October 14th to 16th. "Tommy" is

in partnership with his father in the

milk business at Fairview Farm. He

continues to make good in the same

old way.

'06, vSpecial. Louis S. Aronovici

died on October 5th in a sanitarium

at Edgewater, Colorado, where he

had gone in an effort to regain his

health. During the time he was in

college, Aronovici hadmade up a large
number of the entrance requirements
and would have entered the regular
course in 1908 had he not been com

pelled to give up work on account of

tuberculosis. He was interested in

student activities having been organ

izer and leader of the Mandolin Club

of the College. The last year he was

in college, he held the position of

student assistant in the Department
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of Entomology. He was loved by

all those who got to know him inti

mately.
^^^^^^

'08, Ph.D.— -G. D. Schaefer is in

Lansing, Michigan, investigating, un

der the Adam's act, the effect of

insecticides on insects.

'08, B. S. A.
—Miss Ethel Gorvan is

teaching Entomology at Hampton

Institute, Hampton, Va.

'08, W. P.—T. B. Roberts has pur

chased the Highland Farms, located

at Norway, Maine. One of the farms

is devoted to dairying and the other to

poultry. The poultry farm has at

present a laying stock of over 1300

birds, 1 1 50 of which are pullets.

'08, W. A.—D. B. Knight is work

ing on the Charlton Industrial School

Farm at Ballston Lake, New York.

'08, W. A.—Charles McLean is run

ning his own farm at Arena, N. Y.,

Dairying is his specialty.

'08, W. A.—J. C. Maclay is engaged
in general farming and apple growing
at North Rose, N. Y.

'08,W.A.—Hubert Craft has charge
of a dairy at Smithville Flats with a

herd of pure bred Guernseys.

'08, W. A.—E. R. Coye is at Naples,
N. Y., engaged in general farming,
with the growing of small fruits as a

side issue.

'08, W. A.—H. N. Wells, president
of the 1908 class in General Agricul

ture, is practicing general farming on

his farm at Portageville, N. Y.

'08, W. A.—L. G. Gardeppe is at

South Glens Falls, N. Y. where he is

growing small fruits and vegetables,

also is keeping poultry and bees.

'08, W. A.—Frank J. Rhodes is

engaged in general farming at Albion,

N.Y.

'08, W. A.—Chas. L. Selter has a

farm at Three Mile Bay with poultry

as his specialty.

'08, W. A.—Otis Thompson is at

Ogdensburg, N. Y.,
where he is mak

ing a specialty of dairying.

'08, W. A.—Marshall H. Chappellis
helping his father on their farm at

Perry, N. Y.

'08, W. A.—Warren E. Van Zandt
is working on a stock farm at Cazeno

via, N. Y.

'08, W. A.—Irving S. Warren is

farming at Baiting Hollow, N. Y., and
raises several acres of cauliflower and

potatoes there every year.

'08,—John C. White is very suc

cessfully engaged in raising potatoes
on his farm at Sagopanack, L. I.

'09.
—Lee Barlow, since the death

of his father, recently, has taken

charge of the home farm where he

conducts a dairy and general farm.

'08. W. A.—James G. K. Duer is

now loacted at "Brookdale Farm,"
Brewster, N. Y. Mr. Duer, who is

secretary of the Stone Agricultural
Club, '08, wishes us to announce that

the committee in charge of printing
the class history hopes to have the

copies ready for distribution at the

reunion next Farmer's Week. This

is a good undertaking and all mem

bers should send in at once any in

formation that will aid the committee

in their work.

'08, W. A.— '09, Hort.—Harold

Seeleyr Wilson is in charge of the

horticultural department on a farm at

Monroe, N. Y.

'08, W. D.—Allen P. Houghton is

in partnership with his father, mak

ing a specialty of dairying and

poultry.

'08.—Mead Forbes is managing his

mother's farm at Frewsburg, N. Y.

where he is making a specialty of

dairying and Hampshire sheep.

'08, W. A.— '09, Hort.—W. J. Tous-
saint has a position with the Mahwah
Co. at Mahwah, N.J.
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FROM THE

STANDPOINT OF PRACTICE

By Bryant Fleming
Assistant Professor of Rural Art, Cornell University

TO
solve seven problems in six days
is not the unusual demand made

upon the landscape architect. You

start out on one of your consultation

or inspection trips. Monday, we will

say, you visit Toronto. You find

that your problem is the locating and

designing of a small rose garden for

Mrs, Jones, who knows she wants a

rose garden, and has not only mentally
chosen its site, but she has even

considered its detail. Your first duty
is to convince, not design; and if you

are successful, you come away agreed
that the garden shall open off the liv

ing rooms of the house, and not be a

detached idea floating about in the

midst of the lawn, and hurry off to

catch your five thirty train to Cobourg,

where you are creating a new country

place; new from the clay up.
In the morning you hurry up to the

work, locate your superintendent in a

sea of mud, and find him in the midst

of heavy grading work and the moving

in and planting of innumerable large

trees. They are forming the basis of

your picture; creating
its composition.

To be sure, it has been carefully

studied out on plan, but your day is

full; improving a grade here, more

carefully locating a new tree there,

considering even the smallest
detail so

as to better bring out and express your

original idea of what the arrangement

of the property should be; for, as one

of the great masters
of landscape de

sign has said, "The intent of your

design is not to be realized unless the

entire construction of it is under one

mind, which must have a perfectly
clear and definite conception of what

he wishes his finished product to be;

and, granted a careful and well studied

plan of the property has been made,

itmust show a zealous unalterableness ,

that no item, no matter how attrac

tive it may be individually, shall be

permitted if not in strictest harmony
with the prevailing spirit of the work.

One idea must prevail and all else be

made subordinate to it."

Your next destination is a small

town in the Laurentide country,

peopled entirely by the French, and

the home of one of the largest

paper mills in the world.
_

They
have retained you to give their em

ployees suitable surroundings ; a clean

well ordered mill yard with a luncheon

grove as one of its features; play

grounds for the children ; a small park
for the town; simple well designed

cottages, set in equally homely sur

roundings ; civically organized streets

and, in fact, make of their town a well

thought out and organized whole.

For good home grounds breed better

home life, and where men are well

cared for, and furnished with whole

some surroundings, labor troubles are

at a minimum.

You find upon arriving that much

devastation has been done in the

original settling of the site; a cold,

barren town has been made, streets

laid out regardless of contour, every

tree in sight wiped away, and a flimsy,

cheap, wooden architecture,
the result

of a hurried settlement prevalent
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everywhere. Your heart sinks until

you meet your employer, whom you

find to be a man of considerable vision

willing in the extreme to let you rip

apart what has been done and restore

original conditions.
As Charles Eliot said many times,

"Landscape architecture is the art of

preserving, enhancing or creating out

of doors beauty." And surely here is

your chance to do all three ; preserve

the beauty of the falls and their im

mediate surroundings, protect them;
enhance the beauty of the river banks

by carefully and fully restoring their

original conditions; and finally, to

create a new town in the full glory of

the old habitant character, minus the

galvanized iron steeple.
You stay here a couple of days

studying the conditions and needs of

your problem and outlining the

method of your procedure. Leaving
with a promise to send a surveyor
at once to obtain the information

necessary upon which to base your

future plans, you hurry south, this

time to Albany, where you are to

study the improvement and arrange

ment of a large farm.
You find the farm is located about

twelve miles below Albany upon the

west bank of the Hudson, almost ideal
in site, with splendid views up and

down the river, and off to the east,
where the Berkshire hills show up

strong upon the horizon. Your day
is spent studying the drainage and

water supply, the proper management
of the wood lot, the improvement of

the house and farm buildings, the

arrangements of the roads and lanes,
now in poor stony condition and upon

bad grades, and many other things
which make for a good agricultural
condition.

You find you do not need to recom

mend the making of plans here, for

what is needed is suggestion. Your

client a retired broker, perhaps, is

intelligent, and what is more, is going
to have some fun in the working out of

the problem. You visualize a house

in old field stone, which will pick up

all the fine distant views, and perfectly

express its use and surroundings.
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You do not see it all gardened up, but!
instead, overlooking the river, with a'
fine landscape pasture for its fore

ground, and the stables pushed back
behind a convenient clump of trees,
where they will be close by, but
screened a bit from view. You want

to draw a block plan of the house, in
dicating at once where the principal
rooms shall be located to best display
the offscape; and oh, you are so

anxious to convince the architect that
the house must be "farm-house"

colonial, and not Jacobean English.
It is your province merely to suggest
these basic ideas to the architect, to
feel and study out what is best for the
site, and the natural, unchangeable,
existing conditions, but not to design
his house to be sure. You remember

how your first employer, when you
were serving your apprenticeship in

Boston, used to tell you how hard it

was in his earlier experience, to even

get the architect interested in your

layout, let alone dare suggest to him

the character and arrangement of his

house. And how strongly he im

pressed upon you that youmust under
stand architecture, so as to be able to

intelligently recommend and consult

relative to it. At that time you could

not always see why youmust be trained
in the fundamentals of engineering
drainage, farm management, forestry,
and the like. Now, however, you

understand that the success of a land

scape designer depends not only upon
an artistic temperament showing an

inherent love of nature and apprecia
tion of beauty, but upon a knowledge
of plants, as elements of landscape; a

knowledge of architectural principles
and styles; a familiarity with certain

and various arts and handicrafts, such

as the making of roads, grading,
drainage, forestry, etc.; a knowledge
of the practical side of horticulture,

botany, agriculture, and other allied

subjects ; an understanding of the ele

ments of perspective, drawing, color

work, and freehand sketching; and

above all things, upon being a master

of the elements of both composition
aand design. These requisites have

all been demanded of you, even in the
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solving of this problem, and you thank
your stars that you know as much as

you do about them, which at the most
is not too much.

Tomorrow is Saturday, and you
have been away from the office an

entire week, yet your schedule reads
two more appointments. You are

building a cemetery in Northeastern

Pennsylvania, and are due for a visit
of inspection and consultation on

Saturday, and Monday you have

promised to buy garden ornaments

and furniture in New York with and

for, one of your most important West
ern clients, whose formal and elaborate

city garden you have just completed.
It had to be perfect, and after two

years of constant effort you find, like
a completed house, it is ready for its

furniture; a fountain, some benches,
and a statue or two.

Off you go to Pennsylvania, and all

of Saturday is spent on the work, and
a hard day it is too, not nearly asmuch
fun as yesterday. The acreage is

large, and the modern cemetery must
not only be a sanitary burial place,
but a park as well. You enjoy parks,
but hate cemeteries. You appreciate
and create them in the manner of

natural park scenery, full of landscape
composition, and interest, only to find

them marred in the future by innu

merable shafts of white, destroying
all sense of unity and repose. Surely
if ever there was a landscape problem
in which these two fundamental prin
ciples should be uppermost, it is the

cemetery. However you forget the

future, and try to convince yourself
that there will be no such disturbing-
elements. Your time is again spent
in interpreting your ideas and plan to

your engineer, teaching him, as you

go, to feel the governing natural fea

tures of the design; the building of

your picutres; the proper draining of

the land for burial use, and the laying
out of reoads over easy grades. All

formality of design is forgotten, and

your last words to your representative
and those in authority are, to remem

ber that a cemetery should be a park,
minus all annoying and distracting
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features. Peace with the world is not

suggested by gay and distracting
flower beds, but is indicated by a quiet
restful repose, only to be had by allow
ing and helping Nature to give you
one of her best landscapes.
It is quite a jump from the design

ing of a cemetery to the "Gay White

Way," of New York. On Monday
you put in a day spending so easily
some one else's money for things you
would give so much to own yourself,
and yet, which, you so gladly turn

over to his use on account of the

interest you have in your client's gar
den, for you feel that they are the

completion of the mental picture you
framed long before the garden was

finished.

Then you clear out for home and all

of Tuesday you are busy picking up
the things which have been accumula

ting during your absence. Letters

are to be answered, new appointments
considered, plans to be criticized in the

drafting room, and the time is all too

short, for in a few days you will be off

again ,
this time possibly to the

West.

You will see from the above, that
the practice of the profession is both

pleasant and arduous. It requires a

broad understanding of the needs of

people, their life and work. Varying
social conditions must be met and

understood, and the personal equation
must be reckoned with. A live in

terest in art must be maintained, for

surely a landscape design must be a

work of art. Too, a practitioner must
be not only aesthetic ; he must under

stand business and its controlling
principles. The work he is doing
costs money, and the finances of his

client must be handled with c?re and

good judgment. Especially is this so,

in order to help eradicate the now pre

valent notion that landscape architec
ture is a costly luxury, permitted only
to the few. Instead it should be an

art understood and obtainable by all,
for the saving grace of our country
lies not alone in its power and prestige,
but in the beauty and completeness of

its civic and domestic conditions.
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF INSTRUCTION

By G. E. Burnap
Instructor in Landscape Architecture, Cornell University

Teaching a professional subject must develop and create what the
means strenuous and steady appli- architect is working for in architec-
cation of theory to student minds that ture, a type of landscape art that shall
revolt at the least suggestion of peda- fare forth as essentially and individual
gogy and demand on the contrary

- •

work-a-daymaterial of a practical kind
that may be converted immediately
upon graduation into a windfall of

golden dollars. From the student

point of view theoretical knowledge
should no longer essentialize collegiate
training; scholarly attainment is to

the student a thing of the past and

cultural ideals in no way correlate

with business success.

The first aim of many an entering

ly American.

Doubtlessly this sounds visionary
to the average reader of this maga
zine. It may sound heretical in so

far as it intimates that the instruction
in landscape art is not holding the
student up to ideals and high stand

ards. The landscape architects in the
professional field will grimace at the
assertion on the writer's part that
there

_

is too great tendency toward

practical specialization and prepara-
class unfortunately is to acquire in as tion for office servitude in landscape
brief a space of time as possible an instruction at the present time and
exhaustive vocabulary of wise-sound- not enough attention is given to basic

ing, office catchwords and drafting principles and underlying laws of
room patter. '"Keen

"

design, design.
"Classy" detail, "Axed" motives are

phrases that roll off spontaneously,
phrases that smack of the professional
draftsman but are not essential to the

college graduate.

From the educational point of view,
the landscape graduate of today, be
cause of too close attention to business

demands, is inadequately prepared to

grasp the subject in a broad, compre-
The college graduate must aspire hen si ve, unbiased-by-petty-detail

rather to the fundamentals of the fashion, and consequently unprepared
profession he has chosen, to analytical to forward the ideals of the profession
appreciation of the elements of land- in developing landscape architecture

scape and the elements of architec- to a point where it shall be recognized
ture. He must acquaint himself with as an art rather than as a business.

the history of the landscape work that From the practitioner's point of

has been done in the past, with the view, on the other hand, the landscape
chronological development of garden- graduate of today iswholly unprepared
ing art from the time of the Egyptians ,

to accept responsibility or the brunt

the Persians and the Greeks; with the of immediate service as office assistant

modifications and innovations result

ant from the applied talent of the

Italians; he must be familiar with the

genius of LeNotre and the master

mind of English landscape, Sir Hum-

due to lack of familiarity with business

practice and business details. The

question has developed into a concrete

argument as to the value of theoretical

training versus apprenticeship train-

phrey Repton. He must study and ing, supported in the first part by the

examine American conditions, cli- professor, in the second part by the

matic, geographic and temperamental, practitioner with the student loud in

and with a mind well prepared to favor of the second part.

select and synthesize from a vast fund The profession of landscape archi-

of well organized information garnered tecture is a technical profession, not

from all the annals of the past, he an adjunct to, but coordinate, with
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the profession of architecture. Pro

fessor Pray in a talk given recently

before the Association of Landscape

Architects, expressed the opinion that

"the point of view of the landscape
architect is the large one, which tends

to emphasize the subordination of the

materials used to the principles of

their arrangement, making these

materials—the ground, plants, and so

on
—all subserve the effect of the

organized whole." In application,
his words would imply that the requi
site training for the profession should

be fundamental and early drill in the

arrangement and use of material

rather than in the specification of

material, training from the point of

view of the artist rather than from the

point of view of the builder.

All art is closely related. Professor

Joe at the bootblack stand is not pre

sumptuous in assuming the full title of

authority. It is an art to shine shoes

and to do it well. The bootmaker

may study the proportion of the

human foot quite as attentively as the

sculptor. The designer of clothing is

often the graduate of an art school

The design of a paneled ceiling,a lady's
breast pin, a terrace parterre may be

astonishingly similar. The pattern

might even be quite the same, involv

ing merely a difference of material,
the central motive varying from a

fountain or sun-dial to a chandelier or

a five carat diamond. Material is in

consequential from the standpoint of

design and, to continue the parallelism,
the landscape designer is differentiated

from his fellow artists merely by the

material he has chosen for his media

of expression, in his case the material

of the entire out-of-door world.

The same qualities that are de

manded of the followers of art in

general must be developed and vital

ized in the landscape student. The

course of instruction in landscape

design seeks always therefore in the

student inspiration of the enabling

qualities of the artist. No unique

personal endowments are necessary.

The student often attempts to dis

cover something unique and peculiar
in the work. The student about to
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decide whether or not to take the

landscape course is the most peculiar

thing about the course.
His demands

are the unusual. The freshman

thinks to see not what courses of in

struction are offered, but actual

samples of each.

In compliance of this demand, illus

trations from the student work of

several of the courses are contributed

with this article (see following pages).
Like Mark Twain punctuation, they
bear slight reference to the text. A

justification for their insertion, how

ever, may be advanced in that the

drawings may show how precisely the

problems are chosen with reference to

actual field conditions and require
ments.

There are three general qualifica
tions for a successful landscape archi

tect, namely:
Aesthetic Taste

Creative Ability
Executive Skill

Aesthetic Taste is a sort of delusive

quality hard to define. It is closely
associated with good breeding, if not

actually in-bred. The Greeks were

an aesthetic people in that they ex

pressed a uniform appreciation of the

beautiful. It seems implausible that
a man may possess a keen aesthetic

sense and not exhibit it to some extent

in agreeable personal appearance. To

be sure, the art galleries of Europe
teem with velvet-coated unkempt
looking individuals engaged in "manu

facturing" pictures. With souls burn

ing with aesthetic splendor, their per
sons present material for the carica

turist. This may be due possibly to

overconcentration or to a mistaken

premise in first entering the profes
sion. An artist may become so ab

sorbed in his chosen work as to neglect
all attention to personal appearance
The student, however, entering college
with unburdened mind, has no mitiga
ting excuse of over-concentration ; too

frequently the crudities of his dress
indicate the probable limitations of
his artistic ability. The student is
never observed for the comparative
expense of his wearing apparel but
in the design of the pattern and in the
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choice of color, the student ofttimes

places himself on record as quite de

void, in the beginning, of artistic

sense. Good taste may be developed
but it can not be inculcated.

Creative ability is latent in the soul

of every man. From little brother

Tommie, that starts in the whittling
art at the age of six and at ten con

structs a navigable kite, up to father,
that desires at sixty to build an ideal

bungalow minus architects' plans, the
inward longing to create exhibits it

self. Creative ability is not a quality
that must be developed but a terrible

potential force that must be controlled.

Perhaps one-third of all the work of

the landscape architect is concerned

with re-organizing the creations of the

amateur, or in over-ruling the creative

suggestions of the client who has suffi
cient inspiration but lacks the refining
influence of aestheticism.

Aesthetic feeling is a potential
power; creative ability is an active

agent. Aesthetic feeling is a value of

impression; creative ability is an

energy of expression. From the

educational standpoint, the influence

of instruction must, therefore, be

directed toward the development be

tween the two of an equitable relation

ship. Professional training, must

bring these two given forces into per

fect working adjustment, so that the

impulse shall never transcend the art.

The third qualification for an aspir

ing landscape architect is the one of

executive skill. Executive skill sig
nifies the ability to carry into reality
the definite, outlined specifications of

the designer. If the ambitious student

is to be kept from premature venture

into the field of independent practice,
it must surely be by postponing the

development of this skill until such

time as his fundamental training is

completed. The old Olmstedian sys

tem of apprenticeship developed in

office boys an ability to execute land

scape work of considerable intricacy,

but it failed to develop the ability to

consider problems from the standpoint
of design. Executive skill unsup

ported by or minus artistic creative

ability, is but the skill of the contrac

tor.

The recent agitation proposing an

alternation of office-training periods
with college term curriculum is ques

tionable in practice, in that it shortens
the student's college training just fifty
per cent. A graduate of a four year

course finds himself nominally fitted

for immediate independent practice.
Subtracting from the four years col

lege course the time he has devoted to

the required studies prerequisite to

his professional courses, and subtract

ing the large portion of time allotted

to apprenticeship work, just what pro
portion of the four years has been

devoted to theoretical, rudimentary

training ?

Would it not be better to ask the

practising landscape architect to open

his office to the college man for ap

prenticeship work after graduation?
Let the business man train up his

assistants as he may deem advisable,

starting with a graduate of refined and

educated taste rather than developing
up a boy that may never possess more
than a scant smattering of the sound

principles that underlie all artistic

work.

Familiarity with office routine and

executive methods and executive de

tail may be acquired with equal rapid
ity and equal ad\^antage after an ade

quate theoretical training, and thus

by advisedly postponing executive

training until after graduation, a two
fold object may be accomplished :

students in Landscape Architecture

may receive sufficient technical train

ing in college to be enabled with one or

two years supplementary office service

to fit themselves for professional prac
tice ; and secondly, what is of greater
educational significance, courses in

Landscape Architecture may be recog
nized as component with any college
curriculum, not as offering specific,
professional, narrowly technical train

ing, but as being closely allied with

broadly humanitarian ideals and

thereby offering to the college student

interesting work along lines leading to

liberal and cultural accomplishment.



The problem is

the designing of a

small, suburban

property. Survey
of existing condi

tions is shown to

gether with plan
of proposed im

provement. Par

ticular interest is

attached to the

landscape treat

ment suggested for

the old reservoir.

Problem in landscape Engineering
—Plan shows detailed information for

grading and wall construction.
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FROM THE

POINT OF VIEW OF AN UNDERGRADUATE

By Elizabeth Leonard,
'

To

Nearly everyone whom I consulted

in regard to taking landscape work

advised me not to do it—or at least

they did not encourage me. Now

that I have nearly completed the

course 1 am convinced that they knew

a good thing and wanted to keep it for

themselves.

I was once consulted in perfect good
faith by a venerable spinster as to the

advisability of a certain friend of hers,
who was a widow, coming to Cornell

to take Landscape Gardening. It

seems that the person in question had

nothing to do but spend her money
and as she was "fond of plants and

flowers" she thought she would like

our course. I felt like telling her that

perhaps if she was fond of pets she

might enjoy a course in Vertebrate

Zoology. I refrained, however, and

tried to give her an idea of the re

quirements and extent of the work

here.

I find that the majority of people
have no idea of what Landscape Gar

dening really is. I used to be asked

so many times what work I was taking
here and so often had to elucidate at

great length upon what it really was,

that I used to say modestly I was tak

ing "Ag." or even "drawing" or

"science." Having become hardened,
now I say boldly, "Landscape Archi

tecture." This is usually impressive
enough to silence the curious. My
purpose in writing this article is to

answer the many questions which I

have been so constantly asked by
people unfamiliar with the work.

As in everything else, one should

first have a liking for the subject.A

strong constitution and good health

are of prime importance inasmuch as

the actual work is usually widely
scattered and as one will be obliged to

knock about the country more or less.

A lot of perseverance and initiative is

also necessary; more so, I think, than

in any other course of study. As to

the things we ought to know, it makes

one gasp to think of it all.

The work is divided primarily into

three branches; the artistic side, the

engineering and the planting. The

first of these is the most important.
This comprises as its main subject
design, which deals with problems of

civic improvement, the planning of

parks, cemetaries and exposition
grounds, country estates, home

grounds, and everything which one

would be likely to encounter in actual

practice. Incidental to design are

architectural drawing, (including
shades and shadows, and perspective),
history of architecture, water-color,

lettering, pen and ink drawing, out of
door sketching, and everything which

would tend to develop the artistic and
aesthetic sense.

In the engineering work, we have

surveying, problems of grading, laying
out of roads and walks, profiling,
sectioning, estimates of cut and fill,
and all the practical construction

details of the work. We are advised

also to take the course in greenhouse
construction and one in municipal
engineering. The latter deals with

paving, sewer design and disposal, and

problems of city planning.
The a b c's of Landscape Gardening

are, of course, planting and horticul

ture. Do not let me give the impres
sion that because you may know

plants you are or ever may be a suc

cessful landscape architect. Nothing
is farther from my intention or farther

from the requirements of the profes
sion. It is taken for granted that you
know plants. It is not especially to

your credit, however, that you do

know them, though a distinct handi

cap if you do not. Landscape Garden
ing is concerned with the arrangement
and composition of plant material.
The planting material bears the same

relation to the well designed planta
tion as the wood or brickmaterial mav
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bear to a house. This is a point which
I wish to make especially clear. So

many people say that because their

Willie likes plants so much he should

certainly be a landscape gardener.
Stenography is a good thing to

know, that you may be of some use in

the office in one point at least, when

you start in. I was told this by a

landscape architect.
A certain amount of foreign travel

is always recommended before one's

education in landscape is in any sense

completed. In regard to this of

course I do not know at present but it

seems highly probable that much of

the inspiration for the work in this

country is derived from the splendid

examples of gardens found in the Old

World.

As to your opportunities after

graduation, do not expect to get rich

right away. The course does not aim

to fit a person for immediate practice.
For the first year or two you will

probably only pay expenses but I am

told that after one has shown marked

progress, he is able to command a

salary. What you earn when you are

working independently will depend

upon your individual ability.
When you begin the course youmay

perhaps expect to know something at

the end of your four years. When

you finish you will find that you are

PROBLEM IN PLANTING.

just ready to begin to learn. Do not

expect to go home and hang out your

shingle and wait for clients. You will

have to go into an office and work hard

and long before you will reach that

goal. Indeed, some of us will never

arrive at that point, I think. Some

do not make good at all, others de

generate into mere draughtsmen or

superintendents. It all depends on

your innate ability, preparation in

college, and your supplementary
training and adaptability in an office.

If you have any idea of entering upon
a pleasant occupation which will take

you out among the flowers, I say
—

,

"Don't." When you have stooped
over the draughting board for in

numerable nights and tramped day
after day over the country on all sorts

of surveying and observation tours,
have turned your hair gray wondering
how you can possibly get in all that is

in the schedule and the many more

things you want and feel you ought to

take, but which have been omitted

from the schedule for lack of possible
hours, you will realize that the life of

the prospective landscape architect is

no roseate one, and that you are pre

paring for a profession fascinating to

be sure and possibly lucrative, but one
in which success is dependent upon
constant amplication and hard

work.

PROBLEM IN DESIGN.
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THE ENGLISH LANDSCAPE DESIGNER
By Mr. Howard B. Grubb, '07

Faversham, Kent, England

? is said of Madam Patti that when, any of the money set aside for the gar-
in Western Australia, she sang to den left after the completion of his

a camp-full of miners of the joys of house, intrusts, without a qualm, the
"Home, Sweet Home," many an ad- destinies of his surroundings, either to
venturer, hardened and calloused by the nurseryman with his seed-bed-like

long years of frontier life in his fever- "massed plantings" of costly conifers
ish scramble for gold, burst into tears, and his billowy hummocks of rocks

transported to the scenes of childhood, and earth packed half-full of invisible

mother, and home amid the quiet alpines, or to the architect who, with

English landscape. all his ignorance of shrubs and plants,
It is inconceivable that an English- undoubtedly leaves the premises with

man should write impartially regard- a garden suited, in the main to the

ing his country on any subject con- house he has designed.
nected with landscape. An absence Amid all the turmoil, the Landscape
of two short weeks on the Continent is Designer holds his own, and although
sufficient to set his pulses throbbing, the profession is only just emerging
as, on his return, the train slides from the smoke of the battle-field

among the peaceful park-like pastures about which the two armed camps of

where the blue smoke from nestling formality and freedom have ranged
hamlet and homestead floats upward themselves, the standard of the real

through the trees. No room here for English garden has been upheld by
the crimson-robed cardinals of the

Medici or the stately courtiers of King
Louis' Quatorze. The thin veneer of

the Renaissance leaves little to choose

between the Elizabethan Mansion and

our homely Jacobean halls, while the

soul of the English Yeoman recoils

intuitively from the severity of an Imgo
Jones. The climatic and sociologic
peculiarities of our island kingdom
have inevitably left their impress
on every phase of our national art.

Man, like the chamelion, soon assumes
the color of the particular trunk on

which he finds himself and unfortu
nate indeed is the nation which is
unable to express in its handiwork the

peculiar atmosphere of its national
home.

The social status of landscape design
in England is undoubtedly below that
in America. The English public has
still to be convinced of the necessity of
the landscape designer, while his pro
fession, left to the tender mercies of
the nurseryman on the one hand and
the architect on the other, struggles for
a passage between Scylla and Cnaryb-
dis. The average 'English client,
when, as so seldom happens, he finds

those who were able to allow them

selves to be influenced in their design

by requirements of the site alone

rather than by foregone conclusions.

These are the men who have made a

plea for reason, law, and order.

"There is no such thing," said they,

"as a free curve. Every line must

obey the forces which produce it. It

is not enough to let the pencil follow

the dictation of hand and e\ e, it must

be followed in turn by reason, convic

tion and will." By this means alone

has that sense of orderliness, that

definite meeting of certain specified
needs been attained which is, and has

been the characteristic expression of

the best of our English gardens. By
this means alone can a garden receive

that indefinable atmosphere which

calls forth from some deep hidden

cranny of the soul a responding thrill

to the tangible expression of another

mind.

This is no place to take sides in the

long controversy to which I have

already referred." Be it far from me

to attempt the excavation of those
vast mounds of debatable material
which cover the foundations one
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would lay bare before attempting the the loving care of the man who is

raison d'etre of the English garden as really fond of his garden as a whole

one would have it. There it is as seen and of his plants individually. One

by the designer in his best moments cannot go through a garden without

when, undisturbed by all the weary feeling that to them the garden is as

pettiness and perversity of an in- intimate as the house."

credulous clien telle, he builds in rap- The citizen of Munich takes you by
ture, from the inner consciousness of the arm and points with pride to his

his soul, his pleasure house of design "Englischen Garten" while the modest
with its paved courts, its parapets and Frenchman standing before the result

its stately steps leading to level lawns of his monumental efforts apologizes
from which must open up long vistas for this "quelque petite chose" with

flanked with colour, backed by the deprecating waves of his expressive
luscious foliage of the yew. This is hands. The Englishman's home is

the real English garden, to me the unique, the pride of its owner and the

most beautiful in the world. As an envy of its visitors. So unique is it,
American writer has said, "With that the Britisher, intent on preserv-

English architecture the chief interest ing, at all hazards, his home as a

centres about the simpler work, the separate unit, and unable to keep pale

homely quality of which directly in his ideas with the changes brought

appeals to one ; so the smaller and less about by his removal from country to

pretentious English gardens seem in city life, has, in these latter days,

every way most perfect. There, one covered our suburban hillside with a

finds no question of the rival claims of motley sprinkling of respectable, self-

formal and informal schools, of Italian sufficing villas, each surrounded by its

French, or English styles, but merely respectable grounds, a unit in itself,

a natural common sense adaptation of disclaiming all connection with its

means to an end, a direct meeting of neighbors in design, fellow-feeling, or

needs. In the great Italian and French cooperation. This, however, is only

gardens one feels the presence of a a stage, and town-planning is a new

complete and studied scheme, and word in England. But the time is

also of a conscious effort for effect. coming, as visitors to our new garden
As exponents of the art and science of cities will agree, when the landscape

Land-scape Gardening, French and designer of England shall be celebrated

Italian examples are distinctly superior not only for his masterly arrangement

to the English; but for mere lovable of the surroundings of the individual

beauty, fitting to the needs of true family dwelling,but also for that larger

country lovers, nothing can approach call on his powers, the grouping and

the English garden. The thorough- unification into one orderly, artistic,

ness of the English garden is the very and complete whole of the numerous

root of its charm. The garden, whether and varying units required by that

large or small, shows care in every larger community which we call a

part, and not only care but generally town.

"31 ba golo it, in ibr logal ©rtering of darings, fym

nugljt tn bt (garoetia for all Hontlja of % frar in tntfcfc

Brttwallg, tilings of Irautg mag thrn far in aranon."
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FROM THE

STANDPOINT OF THE NURSERYMAN

By Chas. F. Boehler, 'op

*"pHE Landscape Department is a planting plan can be worked up in
■*-

very necessary adjunct to the the office.

complete organization of a nursery A neat and sketchy plan, even

company, especially with respect to though it be simple, with a definite

the disposition of nursery stock. figure for carrying it out is sure to

The work of the Landscape Depart- have great weight with the client and

ment is essentially contracting, in will usually inspire confidence and

which it differs materially from that secure the order where an agent
of the professional Landscape Archi- attempting to sell much less stock

tect. The profit is made on the stock would not be listened to.

supplied rather than on the work of It is more economical to the client

designing. In fact there is but little to have one firm do all the work

money in drawing plans to sell out- involved in the out-door improvement
right; it is more profitable to work and it is a great advantage to the

with the idea of selling stock in view. Landscape Department to be able to

Where the plans are sold without the handle such work as grading, road-

stock the work approaches that of the making, wall construction, etc. By
professional Landscape Architect, and being able to do this work, the Designer
it will be necessary to get the public not only has the whole treatment

in a different frame of mind in order under his own control but also comes

to get fair prices for the plans and in contact with more planting
such superintendence as would be jobs.
necessary. The work of the Landscape Depart-
When stock is supplied, therefore, ment may be placed in three general

planting plans should be made free of divisions:

charge or the charges in connection i. Getting the business. This of

with them should be very moder- course, becomes easier as the firm

ate. gets a reputation for good work. At

Residences are constantly being first, however, judicious soliciting and

built in the suburbs by business men advertising are essential.

of- moderate means, who desire as 2. Making. Plans. This includes

much as possible to be made of their making the necessary surveys and

property without the expenditure of working up the plans in the office.

too great an amount of money. It is also necessary to be able to make

Most of these are too small to employ , grading plans, details and specifica-
a professional landscape architect, tions for walls, pergolas, roads, arbors,
but still of sufficient importance to etc.

warrant the employment of artistic 3. The actual carrying out of the

methods of treatment. These are work. The success of any Land-

the problems that the Landscape scape Design depends to a large ex-

Department of the nursery company tent on the ability of the Architect to

can handle to best advantage. carry it out and the methods em-

A boundary survey with the ground ployed in the planting.
floor plan of the house is the usual Other branches of the work of the
basis of the plans. Terraces and Landscape Department which admit

existing tree growth, walks, roads, of great development are caring for

etc., can be located accurately enough the grounds by practical hardeners

by pacing. With these details and pruning, and big-tree moving
such other information as may be That the outlook for this line of
had from a personal visit, a suitable work is bright, is hardly questionable
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Success hinges on organization, fair

prices and good work. At first it is

to be expected that results will not be

great but the work is at hand and

V. P. STEWART

FOR
several years the writer has

been interested in the control of

fire blight in nursery stock. The

disease is frequently very destructive

once a good reputation is established,
and the confidence of the people is

gained the demand for such work is

sure to be great.

as witness the epidemic in the nur

series about Dansville, N. Y., during
1908.** Of the sixty nurserymen

scarcely one escaped serious losses

from this disease. In many cases

entire blocks of apples, pears and

quinces were completely wiped out.

In one of the nurseries of C. W.

Stuart & Co., of Newark, N. Y., this

disease has for some years taken a

heavy toll of trees. The company,

having had some success in fighting
this disease, bymethods recommended

by the writer, arranged for a more

thorough test last season by letting us

put a man on the ground who ma de it

his sole business to fight the blight.
The results of the past season were

so satisfactory that the company has

now arranged to continue the investi

gation and demonstration of the con

trol of this disease by establishing at

the College of Agriculture a temporary
Industrial Fellowship for that purpose.
This fellowship is known as the C. W.

Stuart & Co. FelloAvship. It is to

Comment by the Rural Art Dept.

The argument presented in the above article, is too widespread and recurrent at

the present time to pass over without comment.

Landscape design from the nursery standpoint is too often a means rather than

an end—a means to promote
"

the disposition of nursery stock." "The profit is made

on the stock supplied rather than on the work of designing." The more stock sold, the

greater the profit; a has with design and good taste!

Landscape design is comparable with architectural design in that its recognition
should in no sense be influenced by materials used.

Shades of Bacon, that plans should be drawn to inspire large orders, to influence

■clients to build largely rather than well!

"It is more economical to the client to have one firm (the controller of materials)
do all the work involved in outdoor improvement .

' '

Should the lumber and brick merchant

absorb the building contractor, or carrying the idea to similar extreme, should the lum

ber merchant establish a department of architecture ?

The writer of the above article unintentionally but happily has arranged the three

divisions o± work of the Landscape Department of the nursery firm in the correct order

of commercial valuation, of which the "getting the business" is of first importance and

the execution of the design of relative third-rate concern. With the professional
Landscape Designer, achieved ideals of good taste and successful expression of the

beautiful will often accomplish success.

THE C. W. STUART & CO. FELLOWSHIP

By H. H. Whetzel

Professor of Plant Pathology
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extend over a period of two years and

provides the necessary salary and

maintenance for carrying out the in

vestigations planned. The Fellow

ship calls, not only for investigations
of the fire blight, but also of other

nursery diseases. It is hoped that the

results may be of such benefit to the

nurserymen that the work may be

continued for several years until a

thoroughly practical study can be

made of the more common diseases of

nursery stock. The results of such an

investigation will be of value not only
to the nurserymen throughout the

State but to the purchasers of nursery
trees as well, since such an investiga
tion will eventually result, not only in
increased profits to the nurserymen,
but also in the eradication or control

of such diseases of fruit trees as origi
nate in the nurseries.

By the terms of this Fellowship, the

College of Agriculture is left wholly
free to appoint the man who will do

the investigating. The College is also

at liberty to publish any or all results

of this investigation as it see fit

from time to time. Mr. V. B. Stewart,
a graduate of Wabash College, A.B.,
'09, has been appointed to this fellow

ship. Mr. Stewart brings to his work

a thorough training in the fundamen

tal subjects, particularly botany and

chemistry. He devoted a consider

able part of his senior year to the

study of fire blight and was the man

who,last summer, successfully handled
the blight in the nurseries of the

donors of this fellowship.
The establishment of this fellowship

marks the culmination of a type of

financial co-operation with the depart
ment of Plant Pathology which has

been arranged by growers of different

crops throughout the State for several

years. For the past two or three

years the bean disease investigations
have been largely supported by the

Burt Olney Canning Co., growers of

canner's beans at Oneida, N. Y. One

of the largest growers of Gladioli in the
State has also contributed much

toward the study of the disease of that

ornamental. The investigation of

ginseng diseases has been supported
for several years to a considerable

extent by the growers, who last year,
raised a special fund of two hundred
dollars for prosecuting the work. The

fire blight in pear orchards was also

supported, during last season to a

very considerable extent, by Mr. Ira

Pease, of Oswego, N. Y. The investi

gation of fire blight in nursery stock,
which was supported by C. W. Stuart
& Co., last year appeared to them

worthy of their continued support in
the form of the Fellowship above out
lined. The problems of Plant Pathol
ogy, in the State of New York, have
now become so numerous that it is im

possible with the appropriations at

our disposal to properly undertake the
investigation of all of them. The
writer believes that with the financial

support of the growers and commercial
manufacturers of fungicides provided
in the form of fellowships, such as that
of the C. W. Stuart & Co. Fellowship
described in this article, the problems
may be most effectively and promptly
solved. A large number of well
trained men may thus be kept con

stantly on the job. Funds from the

State, for this purpose can be made at
least doubly efficient and the interest
of those for whom the investigation is

being carried out can be most earnestly
enlisted. It is certainly true that
where a man's money is, there will be
his interest also. More than this, the
problems of most importance, that is
those most affecting the financial
returns of the growers, will, by this
means, be singled out for prompt in
vestigation. The state should cer

tainly be able to provide the necessary
laboratory room and equipments for
meetmg such co-operative propositions
of this sort as may be made by growers

J^llTfTf °f COmm--al fungi-

be other than J^S Tth
growers of crops throughout the Stat
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TUBERCLE BACILLI IN A CITY'S MILK SUPPLY

By Dr. Geo M. Goler

Health Officer, Rochester, N. Y.

^pHE object of this paper is to pre-
■"■ sent a simple plan for the

examination of a city's milk supply to

determine its measurable infection or

freedom from infection with tubercle

bacilli. The reason for determining
the presence or absence of tubercle

bacilli from the market milk of cities

is not altogether that the supply of

market milk be drawn from herds free

from the power of transmitting tuber

cular infection to other cattle, and

thus continuing the existence of

tuberculous herds; but that we may

also be reasonably sure that the tuber

cle bacillus may not be carried to milk,

and thus act as an infective agent in

causing tuberculosis among our chil

dren.

For whatever part we may take in

the controversy concerning the infec

tive power of the bacillus of bovine

tuberculosis for men and women, we

cannot cast aside the experimental

proof of such observers as Schrceder,

W. H. Park, Hess and Theobald

Smith, whose work goes far toward

proving that milk infected with the

bovine type of the tubercle bacillus is

a factor in causing tuberculosis in in

fants. W. H. Park shows as a result

of 67 autopsies in infants- dying of

tuberculosis that in 23 % the bovine

type of the tubercle bacillus was re

covered. It having been proven that

the bovine type of the tubercle
bacillus

does cause disease and death in chil

dren, what are we as sanitarians
to do

in the matter? It is not sufficient

that we devote our attention to

establishing and conducting sanatoria,

day and night camps, schools and

classes, and preaching the doctrine of

open air, rest and all the other means

for the treatment of consumption that

modern curative medicine has devel

oped in the last few years. What

does it matter even if we preach and

work against city congestion, the bad

sanitation of a city, induced by bad

street car service, high street car fares,

and the high rents which compel con

gestion in the tenement and in the

block? We may talk and work against
bad municipal housekeeping, smoke,

dust, impure air and water, bad school

hygiene, impure food, and all that

goes to make municipal life less worth

living, but if wTe still permit direct

tubercular infection to take place

through the ingestion of infected milk,
our work is done merely in part. The

municipality that permits milk in

fected with the tubercle bacillus to be

fed to its children, does not provide
that protection which it is bound en

to give them. It is not only that the

city loses those who die, but it suffers

through those whose resistance is

sufficient to enable them to live, and

thus beccme less efficient members of

society. It is not the dead, but the half

dead, who are a menace to society. The

city that neglects to protect its chil

dren against milk infection with the

tubercle bacillus aids the men who

furnished this milk in continuing the

life of infected herds and delays the

day when the measurably infected

herd shall be stamped out. The dairy
man who holds even one infected cow

in his herd, not only maintains a

menace to the health of the munici

pality to whom he furnishes milk, but

is feeding an animal whose milk pro

ducing capacity, if not diminished

immediately, is ultimately lowered

because of her shortened life. The

tuberculous cow is therefore a loss to

her owner, and a menace to the health

and lives of the children of the State.

Hence the vital reasons for an effective

examination of the city's milk

supply.
The plan which fellows for determin

ing the condition of the milk supply of

a city is based 1 pon the work of

Anderson of Washington. It differs

from it only slightly in detail, and is so

arranged that it may be carried out by
even the smaller municipalities, or

where men, familiar with all the de-
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tails of modern laboratory technique,
may not be obtained.

In our work samples of one pint each
are collected from the retailer in

original packages and numbered serial

ly. Fifty c.c. of the milk is mixed

with 50 c. c. of sterile distilled water,

put in a conical glass and centrifuged
for an hour at two thousand revolu

tions per minute. The glass contain

ing the sample of milk is taken from

the centrifuge and a sterile platinum
dish is used to remove the layer of

cream together with enough of the top
milk to make it sufficiently fluid to

pass through a good sized hypodermic
needle. Five c. c. of the mixture is

injected beneath the skin in the groin
of one guinea pig; then all but 5 c. c.

of the remainder of the milk is de

canted from the glass, the sediment

well stirred with a sterile platinum

loop, and the 5 c. c. sediment mixture

injected into a second pig. A similar

procedure is carried out at the same

time with other samples; the injected
animals are then charted according to

color and markings and confined in

open pens, four to eight in each pen.

At the end of four weeks they are

examined for enlarged inguinal glands
and any other changes that may be

present. At the end of six weeks they
are killed, subjected to autopsy, and

the macroscopical condition of the

glands and viscera noted and recorded.

Before working up the samples of milk,
each specimen is chemically examined
and "counted," the animals having
died of acute infection before the six

weeks are up (amounting to 7% thus

far in our cases) ,
are replaced by other

animals subjected to like treatment

from samples obtained from the same

dealer.

When an animal shows by autopsy
the .well marked lesions of tubercu

losis, then smears are made and the

presence of the tubercle bacillus

proven absolutely. The retail dealer

from whom the milk was taken is

asked to come to the Health Office,
where the name of his producer or

producers have already been obtained
from the records. He is shown the

animal and the lesions; and the man

ner of their production is explained to

him, and he is told that one week will

be given him to have the herds, from

which he obtains milk, tuberculin

tested; otherwise the milk will be ex

cluded from the city. He is further

told that he may go with the milk

inspector, who will take the preserved
viscera and show them to his producer.
If the retailer agrees to go with the

milk inspector to visit his producer,
well and good; if not, the inspector
goes alone to the producer, shows him
the specimens from the infected guinea
pigs and explains the necessity for

having his herd tuberculin tested. If

the producer agrees to have his herd

tested, a form is given him from the

State Department of Agriculture,
which he is asked to sign. If he does

not agree to have his herd tested, the

Department is notified. The State

Department of Agriculture agrees to

test the herd, pay 8o%of the appraised
value of the animals that react and

show localized lesions, 50% of the

value of those with marked and more

general infection. The test under the

New York State law is made by a

State veterinarian, and is without cost

to the owner. This has been our

plan
—has it brought results?

Since January, 1909, 50% of the

retail dealers in Rochester have had

their milk subjected to the physiologi
cal test by having guinea pigs injected
with it. Out of eighty retailers whose
milk has been tested, samples from

five of them, selling approximately
2000 quarts of milk from six producers
having a hundred and eighty cows,

have shown in the reacting animals

marked naked eye evidences of tuber

culosis. Of these producers, two,

owning ten and fourteen cowts respec

tively, refused the test, and their milk
was excluded from the city. Four
other producers, owning one hundred
and fifty-six cows, had their herds

tested, and seventy of the cows re

acted; twenty-seven of them had the
disease disseminated, and their bodies
were tanked for phosphate
The City of Rochester has a popula

tion of more than 200,000 people.
Approximately eighty thousand quarts
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of milk are used daily. On a rough sent sufficient proof for the milk
physiological test of slightly less than dealer or producer. When we have
half the market milk, 2000 quarts or weeded out the markedly tuberculous
5% of the output is found infected, animals from the herds that give early
and this by using a test that depends and naked eye evidences of tubercu-

only upon lesions that are apparent to losis, we may then attack the other
the naked eye. If the microscopical end of the problem.
lesions had been determined and used Another important point in this
to exact the tuberculin test from the work as done by us is this: We hold
retailer and producer, or if the animals the retailer responsible for the freedom
had been allowed to live longer, or the of his milk from tubercular infection
infection of the guinea pigs had been If he buys milk that is infected, we

determined by the injection of tuber- give him a few days in which to see

culin as advised by Anderson, a much that his producer has his herd tested.
larger number of reacting animals,and If the herds are not tested, we exclude
therefore, more infected herds would the milk from the city, and notify the
have been found. But one of the Department of Agriculture. This is a

important points in our application of simple plan by which any city may
this test in the preliminary work is provide for the application of the

that we present only naked eye evi- tuberculin test to the cattle that sup-
dences of tuberculosis to the retailer ply it with milk.

and to the producer that they can Already as a result of this work

understand. Men engaged in the sale notices have been sent to the State

and production of milk are sufficiently Department of Agriculture for the

well acquainted with the appearance application of the tuberculin test to a

of the viscera of animals in health to number of herds which have not been

be able to note such marked depar- shown to be tuberculous by our test.

tures from health as are shown in the The farmer has been thus stimulated

bodies of guinea pigs when markedly to apply for the tuberculin test him-

affected by tuberculosis. The exhibi- self. He sees the importance of sav-

tion of such animals convinces the ing his herd. We see the value of

milkman every time. Microscopical keeping our children from such tuber-

evidences of the disease, no matter culous infection. May not the farmer
how plain to those conversant with and city official well join in the

laboratory technique, are not at pre- work?

LINES ON A SEAT AT THE END OF A LONG, STRAIGHT

WALK

Inscribed to Burke, whose comprehensive mind

The true Sublime and Beautiful dehn'd,
This walk an emblem of himself portrays,
Who scorning knave's, or Fashion's crooked ways,

The fair, straight, forward path of Honor trod,

Leading, through Virtue's course, to Virtue's God.

Humphry Repton, Esq., [1804].
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THE THIRD ANNUAL FRUIT EXHIBIT

By D. G. Woolf, '12

On Monday, November 1, the Col

lege of Agriculture began to assume a

holiday attire. Busy committeemen

were seen standing in perilous posi
tions on the top-steps of ladders deck

ing the halls, auditorium, and horti

cultural rooms with red and white

bunting. There was a reason. The

Fruit Show was coming
—the third

annual Fruit Show. By Tuesday

night everything was in readiness and

on Wednesday morning the exhibit

was thrown open to the public.
Before taking up the show itself, it

seems fitting to tell about the all-im

portant event, the central occasion of

the exhibit, the regular Assembly
meeting which took place Thurs

day evening, November 4. This affair

clearly demonstrated the great inter

est manifested in the Fruit Show not

only by the students in this college but

also by those in the other colleges of

the University. Every seat in the

Auditorium was taken while people
stood up in the galleries. In this con

nection it might be observed that

beside the- 3000 and some visitors,
even the trustees of the University
attended the exhibit, coming on Satur

day night and testing to their own

enjoyment many varieties of fruits.
The meeting was opened by the sing
ing of the Alma Mater, after which the
Glee Club and Mandolin Club rendered

several selections. These were fol

lowed by some very enjoyable vocal

music by Miss Blackman accompanied
by Miss Nye at the piano. Then Act

ing Dean Webber gave a talk to the

students, opening his remarks with a

discussion of several current topics
relating to the College of Agriculture,
such as the provision for a trophy

Note

GENERAL VIEW.

pears on either end of center table with grapes between Nut exhilVf •

,

in background contains comparative state exhibit
°n nght ; lonS table
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COMPARISON OF NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON STATE APPLES.

Allowance should be made for perspective.

room, the alarming growth of the col

lege, and the coming of the shorthorns.

The latter part of his talk he devoted

to the Fruit Exhibit. He traced the

origin of horticultural societies, laying

emphasis on the educational advan

tages resulting from their formation.

Demonstrating his remarks with types
of apples, he showed the effect of en

vironment on the same fruit,—for

example the difference in shape, size

and color in one type of apple growing
'in New York from one of the same

variety growing out west. He de

plored the fact that today people are

going westward where irrigation is

necessary and water is at a premium.

By logical reasoning, he showed that

our own state where rainfall is abun

dant is the best place for the farmer.

After the singing of the Evening Song,
the visitors turned their attention to

the refreshment tables and the exhibit

rooms. It was a gay crowd that tried

to wedge their way through the halls

and they were well repaid when they
at last reached the show.

The main room presented a dazzling

but beautiful appearance. The fruit,

arranged on plates, was distributed on

tables around the room, each county
in New York State and each one of the

other states which contributed—Col.,

Penn., Utah, Ohio, Washington, Mon

tana and New Hampshire
—

being
given a section of a table. In the cen

ter of these tables were red, white and

yellow roses, while green plants,
banked in one corner, contrasted

prettily with the prevailing Cornell

colors, which were prevalent in the

streamers of bunting stretched from

wall to wall.

The feature in which the visitors

were naturally most interested was

the collection of varieties of apples.
But of great educational value was the

exhibit of pears, consisting of forty-six
plates and twelve varieties, grown by
Mr. Bell of Rochester. A portion of

these were picked at intervals of five

weeks and the increase in size due to

the late growth was very noticeable,
the late ones being twice as large as

the others. Ellwanger and Barry,
also of Rochester, had a fine collection

of pears, consisting of forty-two varie

ties.
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There were to be seen great trays of

grapes, contrasting with each other in

color, which had been picked in vari

ous places from New York State

across the continent to California.

There was also an exhibit of persim
mons and figs from New Hampton,

Va., and a collection of nuts which

were shown as a result of a contest by
the boys and girls of rural schools and

clubs. In fact every kind of fruit was

in evidence except the "gooseberry as

large as a hen's egg, "which Dr.Webber

so graphically described.

But not only were the green fruits

to be seen. The display of jellies,
preserves, jams, and other fruit pro

ducts was well worthy of attention.

To appeal to the epicurean taste, a

table was devoted to the exhibition of

dainty dishes which can be produced
from our common fruits. No one

dared to look too long at the dish of

apple-snow which was there to tempt
the visitor.

In connection with the fruits, it is

interesting to note the lelative num

ber of premiums awarded to the coun

ties of New York State. Our state

was easily in the lead and received the
first premium as an exhibit. Penn

sylvania and Ohio finished second and

third respectively. We cannot help
but pride ourselves on the fact that

our own state could not be eclipsed by
any of the others. In the order fol

lowing, Monroe, Tompkins and Nia

gara took the lead in the rivalry be

tween the counties.

i st 2d 3d
Monroe 15 9 4

Tompkins 5 10 5

Niagara 7 3 4

Wayne o 5 2

Ontario 4 1 4

Fulton 5 0 0

Seneca 4 3 o

Orange 2 0 1

Columbia 1 1 2

Orleans 0 o 1

Dutchess 6 3 2

Of primary importance, it seems to

us, was the exhibit of the Department
of Plant Pathology. This showed

well-marked examples of the many

and common types of diseases which

are attacking our fruit trees and eating
such a large hole in the profits of the

farmer. The most interesting feature

was the application of Lime-Sulphur

as a fungicide for apples. Three years

ago it was first tried by men in Wash

ington, D. C, and in the state of Ore

gon. Only a year ago the Department
of Plant Pathology took up the work,
and, although it is still in an experi
mental stage, obtained wonderful re

sults. Application to a crop, reduced

the injured fruit from 21% to 5%.
Apples sprayed and unsprayed were

shown and the marked advantages
afforded the size and condition of the

fruit by spraying could be noticed.

There was also a comparison between

those sprayed with Lime-Sulphur and
those sprayed with Bordeaux, showing
very decisively the superiority of the

former. But there is yet much to

learn about this remedy. There are

two kinds of Lime-Sulphur—one of

which is called "Self-Boiled." This

is made by pouring sulphur into lime

during the slaking of the latter, the
heat from which operation boils the

sulphur to suspension. The other

kind is known as the "Commercial

Lime -Sulphur" in which the sulphur
is in complete solution. Both forms

have their advantages and disadvan

tages and neither can be said to be

decidedly preferable to the other. We

believe that the farmers who saw the

results accomplished at Cornell will

try this on their own farms and that

their experiences will greatly help in

the development of the cure. There

were also examples of other diseases

such as Brown Rot of Peaches, Fire-
Blight and Mildew of Tomatoes.
A report of the Fruit Exhibit would

not be complete without mentioning
the display of Chrysanthemums. It
is not often that a collection of these
beautiful flowers can be seen, and
those people who were fortunate

enough to see this exhibit before they
began to wilt certainly enjoyed a great
treat. The symmetry of the chrysan
themum combined with its attractive
colors places it in a distinctive position
among the flowers.
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THE COMMITTEE.

Hitchcock Vincent Bradlee Lewis

Prof. C S. Wilson Miss E. F. Genung Kelley

We hope that we have given enough
to impress the reader with the fact

that this exhibit was not merely to

show off the fruits which had been

contributed, and to award premiums
to those which seemed best to the

judges. It deals with the vital ques

tion which is ever present in the farm

er's mind—"How can I improve my

crop in appearance, in numbers, and in

quality?" It is a question of supply
and demand. It is a concerted at:

tempt to help the farmer throw off the

shackles of natural hindrances and

conquer those diseases and insects

which are encroaching on the food sup

ply of the world. It is another illus

tration of the fact that Agriculture is

the premier science in that it deals

with living things and living ques

tions, and in that the primary object
of the teaching of it as a science is to

help better the condition of man

kind.

wr.
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CARE OF THE EYES

[continued]

By Geo. M. Gould, M.D.

IX. CATARACTS

Besides growing stiff, or inelastic,

more and more incapable of making
us see to read and write, it is certain

that as we grow older, the crystalline
lens of the eye is likely to have another

bad habit when we get along in the

sixties and seventies. Suppose that

glass, your window panes, for in

stance, after use a long time, should

first get cloudy or as if "steamed,"
and finally become like "ground
glass," whitish, so that you could not

see anythingwhatever outside through
them! Well, that is what happens to

many old eyes; the crystalline lenses

of the eyes also slowly lose their

transparency, get discolored, whitish,

opaque, like "ground glass," and

although there is a good kodak-film
—

the retina—behind them, the picture
has no form, becomes nothing but a

confused blur, and finally one cannot

see plainly enough even to walk about,
much less to read and write. This

disease of the crystalline lens was

called "cataract" by the old-time

people and their doctors because it

seemed to them to be something
falling down over "the sight." When

cataract has grown somewhat "ripe"
(an odd word to use of a waterfall!)
you can see it in another person's eye.
It looks grey, or whitish, behind "the

pupil." A cataract is said to be ripe
when the lens has become so hard or

solid that when the eyeball is cut open,
the lens maybe squeezed out, entire,
without leaving any part within the

eye to obstruct the vision afterwards.

This cutting the eyeball partly open
and taking the cataractous lens out is

called the operation of cataract ex

traction. After it has been done, one
must wear real glass lenses outside

the eyes, as spectacles, to make up
for the loss of focussing-power of the
lens that has been removed from

within the eye. Sometimes the eyes
of the young are cataractous, from

wounds or blows, and sometimes from

bodily disease, such as Bright's
Disease," but there are few such

cases, most all cataracts being
"senile," or due to old age, as they say.

Now the point of the whole matter

is that this terrible affliction of old-

age cataract is entirely unnecessary,

and may be avoided. In fact a per

son of fifty-five or sixty years of age

is not at all "old," or need not have

had cataract if he had been suffi

ciently wise and prudent,
—if he had

been well advised. "Is this really
true?" you ask! Yes, it is really
true! Cataract ma}^ be surely pre

vented by scientific spectacles worn

for a long time before the usual time

of the coming on of cataracts. For

cataract is caused by the injury and

overwork of the eyes from "Eye
strain." You know a man may work

so intensely, lift so much, endure so

many hardships from twenty years

on that he is really old and "used up"
at forty. So it is that eyes which

have been strained and overworked,
because of farsightedness, astigma
tism, or presbyopia, or byr all three

combined, have been so injured and

damaged that the once clear crystal
line lens loses its required nourish

ment and its transparency and be

comes in a word cataractous. Avoid

eyestrain and you will avoid cataract.

I have never known a patient to have

cataracts who had worn the glasses he
needed long before the cataract age.

But remember that, usually, correct

glasses cannot be had without the use

of "poison-drops," and it by no

means follows that all glasses ordered

by doctors even after using "poison-
drops" are capable of relieving eye
strain or preventing cataract. After
the cataracts have been produced so

that vision is bad, no glasses will

prevent their "ripening." When

ripe, surgical operation is required to
remove the cataracts, and make one

see again.
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X. THE SIZE AND SI

You cannot understand how we see

well or badly, except you keep in

mind the idea of the kodak or the

photographer's camera. The eyeball
itself is like the box or case of the

kodak; the crystalline lens and other

near-by parts are like the lens of the

kodak; the iris and pupil act exactly
as does the diaphragm; and the

retina is the film or sensitive plate on

which the picture is made. The

crystalline lens in the eye, as we have

seen, is made thicker or thinner ac

cording as the object photographed is

near or far away; in this respect it is

better than the lens of the kodak

which has to be moved nearer or

farther from the film in order to get
the right focus of the near or far

object to be pictured. There are

many superiorities of the eye over

the kodak:—A new film for instance,
has to be put in the kodak for every

picture, but the same sensitive plate,
the retina, lasts for a lifetime, and all

the thousands and thousands of

pictures made on it every day do not

wear it out. This is because dark

ness resensitizes the retina every se

cond, by winking, and by a dozen

other mechanisms which shade or

darken it.

We saw previously that the lens of

the eye, by bulging or changing its

shape, helps to focus the light from
an object upon the retina and this

makes a clear picture of the outside

scene. But it is plain that all this

depends upon the accurate and

adapted size and shape of the eyeball.
Kodaks and cameras and lenses and

photographs are of many sizes accord

ing to needs of photographers. The

power of focusing the waves of light
depends upon the adapted size of the

eyeball, which in grown persons is

about an inch in diameter. If the

diameter is greater it is evident that

the focusing mechanism (the crystal
line lens, etc.), as ordinarily and

necessarily limited, would bring the

picture to a focus in front of the

retina; this actually happens, too

often in life, producing AA'hat is called

\PE OF THE EYEBALL

Myopia, or "near-sightedness." But
if the diameter is too short it is as

plain that the usual focusing device

will make the proper definition or

focus behind the retina; this occurs

much more frequently than the too-

long eyeball, and is called (or mis

called) "far-sightedness," or "hy
peropia," or "hypermetropia." Now

suppose that the front of the eyeball,
the cornea or clear part in front of the
iris and pupil, is not round, not

equally curved in all parts, not like
the butt end of an egg, but like the

side of an egg, a shorter curve up and

down, and a longer curve sideways—

it is clear that the picture formed

upon the retina will be distorted; the

whole picture and all its parts will be

"out of drawing," ovoid, and Ave

would never see things as they really
are. We would thus never act or

move accurately, and every step and

hand-action would be wrong and

even dangerous. Then there would

be no preservation of the body,
no precision in placing the feet or

hands, no flight or alighting of birds,
no successful fightings, games, or

work either of animal or man, if the

eyes were too imperfect and vision too
far from accurate. A majority of

human eyes are thus too imperfect
and, their vision too inaccurate. A

defect so small as ^--J-g- of an inch in

the diameter of your eyes may en

danger or even wreck your life.

The oculists' failure in placing the

axis of your astigmatism incorrectly

by so little as five or ten degrees may
cost you your happiness and health.

The attempts of the brain to see and

to carry on your life with such faulty
eyes, or with such inaccurate specta
cles as are usually worn, may produce
the severest diseases and suffering
both of body and of mind, and may

even kill you. The oculist who does

not realize this keenly, who is too

careless or too blundering to make

correct measurements of yrour

eyeballs is unfit for his Avork and

will do vou injurv instead of bene

fit.
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To the

"Shorthorns

In the first place,
we welcome you.

„
This college was in

stituted to fill an

agricultural need ;

you are part of the expression of that

need and we welcome you as students

in their rightful places.
In the second place, we want to

help you. We are as sincere in that

desire as we are frank in the statement

that you will need it. Your schedule

of daily life, your work, studies, the

people and methods will all be new to

you; you are to be here but a little

while; you cannot afford to lose any

time ; you will need suggestions ;

ask the other fellow and, by-the-AA^ay,

get acquainted.
In the last place, AA'e Avould Avarn

you. You have a difficult task ahead

of you for the next 3 months. It will

be up to you to absorb the Cornell

spirit (a task which takes some fel

lows a full four years to accomplish)
for Avhen you leaA^e here you will

be spoken of by your friends as

Cornell men. Those of us who have

clone any extension work out through

the state will recall numerous instan

ces of "Cornell" men being presented

and, come to find out, they were only

shorthorns. We say only Shorthorns

because they (the majority of them)
had not acquired the spirit which we

hope you will absorb.

It is a hard thing to classify such an

elusive attribute as spirit. But we

know positively that Cornell spirit

means push: not an enthusiasm for

every cause, worthy and otherwise,

but a discriminating and concentrated

zeal for every deserving motive. It

also means an inclination to give

rather than get, to help the other

fellow, and above all to be a gentle-

mam.

The Agricultural

Unfortunate! College and its stu

dents are contin

ually running up against the unfortun-

nate fact that the work undertaken

must be out of season. We must

study cultural methods when the

ground is under two feet of snow ; we

must study plant growth when vege

tation is dormant ; we must study in

sect pests and plant diseases not dur

ing the destructive period of their life

history but Avhen they are, if not

dead, at least in a quiescent state.

And so the Countryman finds it

Avith its Avork. Agricultural interests

are most vitally connected with plant

and animal growth. It must keep

hammering at those interests no

matter if the trees have gone into

winter quarters or the cows refuse to

give milk.

In this way Ave find ourselves in a

peculiar situation. We have under

taken a landscape number. We did

this because Ave felt there was a de

mand for more widespread informa

tion on that subject. We have
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devoted the December issue to it,

simply because we had plans for

every other issue. Hence the out-of-

season cover. WTe hope it will attract

but not confuse. Lest it may be

wilder, we have spoken.

Acknowledg

ment

The Countryman

desires to take this

opportunity to

thank the Rural Art Department for

the suggestions, photos and help
which have contributed so much to

the success of this issue. It also

desires to express its appreciation for

the interest and backing the members

of that Department have personally

taken in the Landscape Number.

Such a spirit is valued all the more

highly because it must come by the

free will of the giver, it can never be

obtained by solicitation.

The Countryman earnestly hopes

that the artistic advance shown in

this issue, and the knowledge that it is,

in good part, the result of their

interest, will be a partial reward to

that Department for their endeavor.

There seems to be a

A Contention difference of opin

ion as to whether

a Nurseryman should also be a Land

scape Architect or not. In ac

cordance with this state of affairs we

are. publishing in this issue, not only a

nurseryman's viewpoint, but also a

reply (which we are told might have

been a good deal hotter), from the

landscape architect's standpoint.
As to the relatiA^e merits of the

case the Countryman takes no stand.

We merely wish to give each party
an ample opportunity to "scrap it

out."

We believe that, if the parties

representing opposite views on certain

subjects can be induced to make

their claims public, the Countryman

cannot better serve its constituency
than by standing by and letting them

"go at it." May the better side win!

We trust that other subjects,
which are in dispute may be aired in

this way, for if both sides of the

question are presented, cannot the

undeclared public more logically ar

rive at a definite personal conclusion

concerning the disputes? And even

the avowed supporters of either side,

will they not become better ac

quainted with the arguments of their

opponents, and thus become broader-

minded?

The Countryman

announces the re

cent election to its

business staff of

George M. Butler,

'12, of New Haven, N. Y. and

Wade E. Malcolm, '12, cf Marion,

N. Y.

New Members

of the Board

^i
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

The Third Annual National Corn

Exposition will be held in Omaha,

Neb., on December 6 to 18.

The Expositionwas started primarily
as an Indian Corn Show and the first

one adhered absolutely to this idea.

Last year, howeA^er, the scope of the

Exposition was broadened to include

small grains and grasses. The Expo
sition also assumed a national aspect
with liA^e interests from Mexico and

Canada.

This year the Expositionwill be even
broader. Corn of course will play the

principal role. It will be exhibited in

every possible form and from every
section of the country again including
Mexico and Canada. Prizes will again
be awarded. A feature along this line
Avill be the aAA^arding of prizes to

Avomen and children in greater propor
tion than ever before.

Last year there were about 12 to

15 states represented, while this year
about 30 states have promised to send
attractive showings.
The Exposition is in charge of prac

tically the same competent men that
did so much to make it a success last

year. Many individual experts have

promised to be on hand. Among them
being the California wizard Luther

Burbank of Santa Rosa; Prof. W. J.
Spillman, Prof. F. B. Mulford, Prof.
James B. Rice, and many others.

* >;< %

This month will mark the comple
tion of a neAv $75,000 Animal Hus

bandry building at the University of
Wisconsin. This building was built
with the definite plan of providing a

place for large gatherings, for the

handling of large classes, stock sales
and shows, demonstrations, etc. It
is far in advance of anything'else of its
kind, in this country at least.
The building encloses a space 900

by 114 feet, with a stock judging tan-
bark arena, 164 by 66 feet, occupying
the central space. Around this arena
are seats to the number of 3 ,000 afford
ing room for a good-sized number of
people. The entire structure is of

reinforced concrete with brick ex

terior and a green glazed tile roof:
In the basement are provisions for

housing live stock, including 14 large
box stalls, 22 hitching stalls and a

large foaling stall for brood mares.

A clever arrangement is that of

separating one end of the building
from the rest by a tight door so that

it may be isolated in case of an out

break of disease among the animals.

In this part of the building is also a

large Veterinary operating room with

a dispensary on the floor above. The

basement is well supplied with win

dows and ventilated by the King
System.
The floors are all of concrete over

laid with wooden pallets except in the
arena which is tamped clay covered

with tanbark. There are two exits

for animals and five exits for the

audience . The building is well lighted,

skylights and large windows in the

gables supplying light by day and

numerous arc lights providing the

same at night. Large dressing rooms

are supplied the students. In the

front wings of the building are the

offices for the Farm Superintendent
and Animal Husbandman ; living quar
ters for the Veterinarian and other

members of the department of horse

breeding, as AA^ell as a large demonstra

tion room for the use of classes.

The facilities for storing feed are

especially comTenient,seATen large con

crete bins being provided to hold

grains and mixed feeds ; a root cellar

which holds seA^eral tons of roots and

hay moAArs AA-hich will shelter over 60

tons of hay and bedding.
In order to handle several large

classes of students at one time the

Auditorium is provided with two large

drop curtains which may be used to

divide it into three class-rooms.
>!< * *

A soluble sacchorate of copper and

lime, called Cucasa is coming into
use in Europe in place of the more

cumbersome Bordeaux Mixture. Cu
casa yields a solution of copper that
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has all the fungicidal properties of

Bordeaux Mixture with the added

advantages of affording a clear solu

tion and of keeping a comparatively
long time. Being a clear solution it

does not clog the nozzle of sprays and

much less of it is needed than of

Bordeaux Mixture for efficient protec
tion. A solution of Cucasa is uni

formly alkaline ; there can, therefore,
be no copper sulphate present in it

that would injure the foliage. When

sprayed on trees, the thin layer of the
solution is readily changed by the

atmosphere, as in the case of Bor

deaux to the insoluble film of copper

compound that has the specific power
of killing fungi. This film being thin

has the advantage of interfering all

the less with the important functions
of the foliage. It also sticks very

closely; in one case it was found

adhering three months after spraying.
Cucasa consists of the proper pro

portions of copper sulphate, slaked

lime, and cane sugar, being distin

guished from other copper and sugar

solutions by the proportions in which

the constituents are present in order

to produce a clear, alkaline, fungicidal
solution. Its inventor is Dr. C.

Rumm, of Stuttgart, Germany. It

is put on the market ready for easy

use, in packages to make a stated

number of gallons of solution.

(Quoted.)

CAMPUS NOTES

The November Assembly wras held

Thursday evening, NoA^ember 4th, and

again the capacity of the auditorium

was taxed to the utmost. The Annual

Fruit Exhibit which was in session at

this time was also open during the

evening. The Glee Club started the

program with Alma Mater and this

Avas followed with a selection by the

Mandolin Club. The playing of the

Mandolin Club was undoubtedly the

best ever heard from the College
Mandolin Club and congratulations are

due the leader, D. J. Mclnerney, '10,

and the members of the Club. A

most delightful vocal solo was ren

dered by Miss Blackman, a student in

Countryman I0*

Ithaca High School, accompanied by
Miss Nye. Miss Blackman has a voice
of unusually pleasing qualities and her
selection was most enthusiastically
received. President Shepard in intro
ducing Acting Dean Webber likened
the Dean to the father of a large fami
ly. In opening Dean Webber said "I

like the comparison of this Assembly
to a large family party but my family
tonight is somewhat larger than I am

accustomed to. I guess by this time

we have all found our places and set

tled down to work. I want to con

gratulate the students on their musical

clubs, on the Fruit Shoiv and their

numerous other activities. These

student activities are a vital part of

our College life and also connect

us with our later Avork. Our motto in

this college should be "Good Will"

and I want everybody to hold out the

hand of Avelcome to the short-course

men, who will soon be with us, and

make their stay here just as profitable
as it can possibly be made. These

men form our constituency
—let that

be enthusiastic."

In speaking of the proposed trophy
room Dean Webber said: "We haA^e

got to have a trophy room and will

haA^e one as soon as space can be found

for it." The Dean's final figures on

registration shoAved a grand total of

585 students and again he emphasized
the fact that we haAre nearly reached

our imits. "Before we can extend our

capacity Ave must increase our facili

ties. This lies with the State, but it is

the duty of eATery one of us to expaln
our conditions to the people of the

State."

"In the death of Senator McCarren

the College has lost a true friend and

one who realized the importance of

agricultural training. He has been

called a machine politician, but to his

efforts, secured by no undue influence,
was largely due the success of the Act,

establishing the New York State Col

lege of Agriculture at Cornell Univer

sity." Dr. Webber next spoke of the

A^alue of fruit shoAvs and gaATe a little

of their history. Then taking sam

ples of fruit from the table in front of

him he gave an exceedingly interesting
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talk on apples, their evolution and

improvement, relating also many in

teresting incidents in the evolution of

some of our other fruits. The fact

that NeAv York fruit compares favor

ably with that from the West was

strongly emphasized. In summing

up the Dean said, "Let us all work

together in pushing New York."

After another selection by the

Mandolin Club followed by the Even

ing Song the program gave way to the

customary social hour to which the

Fruit Exhibit added much interest.

Cider, doughnuts and apples were fur

nished in abundance.

The Agricultural Soccer team or

ganized this fall with A. L. Rhein-

gantz,'io, as captain and J. C. 0. Laue
as manager. At the close of the

series C. E. stood first with Agriculture
a A^ery close second. The cup which

was won by Sibley last year thus goes
to Lincoln Hall. Following is a list of

games played by the Agricultural
team Avith the resulting scores:

Ag- 0PP.
Agriculture vs. C. E. o 2

vs. Vet. i O

vs. Arch. i O

vs. LaAv i O

a^s. Arts 2 O

vs. M. E. O O

It is interesting to note that in the

only game lost the Agricultural team
was represented by only six men

against a full team from C. E.

_

A meeting of the Agricultural Asso
ciation was held Tuesday evening,
October ioth. The attendance was

unusually good. Professor Craig gave
an interesting talk, illustrated by lan
tern slides, on his tour through Europe .

During the business meeting shingles
were awarded to the members of the
athletic teams of the College and to
the members of the Cornell Coun
tryman board. There was an en

thusiastic discussion over the matter
of having a trophy room and also a

lunch room in this college, resulting in
committees being appointed to inves
tigate these subjects. Revision of

some parts of the constitution of the

Honor System was also discussed.

After the business meeting Professor

Rice gave one of his characteristic

talks which never fail to arouse enthu

siasm. He especially commended the
idea of having a trophy room. The

program Avas further enlightened

by music from the musical clubs.

Refreshments were enjoyed through
the generosity of the senior class. As

the result of this meeting the following
committees were appointed by Presi

dent Shepard: Revision of Honor

System, V. J. Frost, 'io, chairman;
G. P. Scoville, 'io, and N. R. Peet, 'io.

Lunch Room Committee : Miss

Genung, chairman, Mr. R. D. An

thony, 'io, and Mr. H. B. Rogers, '12.

Trophy Room Committee: J. H.

Rutherford, '10, chairman, R. E.

Deuel, '10, and H. N. Humphrey, '11.
* * *

The Committee for the revision of

the Honor System at a recent meeting
recommended that Article V, Section

(c) which reads: "It shall be the duty
of the Committee if they shall find a

student guilty to require his with

drawal from the University for such

length of time as they may deem just,
and in case of failure to comply with

this request to present findings of the
Committee to the proper authorities,"
be altered to read: "It shall be the

duty of the Committee, if they find

the offense of sufficient gravity, to

require the withdrawal of the student

from the University for such a length
of time as may be deemed just. But

if the offense be less serious, or the

circumstances ameliorating, the stu

dent may be depriA^ed of credit either

for the course or for the examination

in question. And in case of failure to

comply with the decision, the Com

mittee shall report the case to the

proper authorities."

During the past summer a A^ery im

portant part of the dairy extension

work has been that of the butter and

cheese scoring contests Avhich have

been conducted jointly by the New

York State Department of Agriculture
at Albany, in charge of Commissioner
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Pearson, and by the Dairy Depart
ment of the College of Agriculture.
Each month during the summer some

thirty cheese and butter-makers

throughout the state sent in samples

of their cheese and butter to the Col

lege. Here it was judged, scored and

criticised by judges representing both

the commercial and educational sides

of the business. Commissioner Pear

son supplied one judge each month,
and the members of the staff of the

Dairy Department assisted. The edu

cational score cards were used. After

the butter and cheese had been scored

criticisms were sent to the manufac

turers with suggestions for remedying
defects and making improA^ements.
Moisture tests were made of the butter

each month by Mr. H. C. Troy, State
Chemist. The advice given to the

exhibitors has resulted in a great im

provement in the quality of both

cheese and butter, and many letters

have been received from the makers,

showing their appreciation of the

work. As an inducement to the

makers to send in their butter and

cheese, a diploma of merit is awarded

to all cheese makers who have an

average score of 95 or over for the sea

son, and to all butter-makers who have

an average score of 93 or over. Those

who will receive cheese certificates

this year are:

Maurice H. Mann, Mount Morris,

N. Y.; W. L. Brownell, Addison,

N. Y.; W. W. Barnum, Portville,

N. Y.; Edward Miller, Constableville,

N. Y; C. R. Owens, Freedom, N. Y.

Butter certificates: Howard Bundy

Meridale, N. Y. ; FrankWright, Etna,

N. Y.; W. J. Emerson, Poplar Ridge,
N. Y.; Ayer & McKinney, Laurens,

N. Y.; T. E. Rutherford, Madrid,

N. Y.;' C. H. Dickson, Mount Vision,

N. Y.; H. J. O'Driscoll, Burke, N. Y.;

W. C. Mosher, Interlaken, N. Y.;

W. & I. Mekeel, Jacksonville, N. Y.;
E. Bouck, Jasper, N. Y.; C. O. Smith,

Upper Lisle, N. Y.
* * #

A meeting of students of this college

interested in Cross Country was held

on the evening of November 3d. N.

R. Peet, captain of the team which in

1907 won the championship for this

Countryman IOn

College, gave a short talk. F. H.

Hahnel, '11, was elected manager, the

captain to be elected later. A squad
is now running from the armory eA^ery
afternoon at five o'clock. Date set

for Inter-College Cross Country race

is December nth.
* * *

Dr. H. J. Webber, Acting Dean, at
tended the banquet of the Raihvay
Business Association held in New

York City, November ioth, at the
Waldorf Astoria. Dr. Webber and A.

R. Mann, secretary of the College,
represented this institution at the

Conference on County Work of the

International Committee of the Young
Men's Christian Association held in

New York City. Morning and after

noon sessions were held on November

nth, and in the evening the 28th

Annual Banquet of this committee.

At the meeting of the Forest City
Grange, Noa^. 6th, Professor C. S. Wil

son gave an exceedingly interesting
and profitable talk on "Fruit Growing
in New York State

,
and especially in

Tompkins County." He compared
this region with the west as a fruit

growing country, illustrating his argu
ments by samples of fruit from both

sections.
* * *

Professor H. H. Wing Avent to

Watertown, November 9th, to arrange
for a meeting of The New York State

Dairymen's Association at Watertown

the week of December 13, 1909.

Mr. H. J. Moore, gardener of the

Horticultural Department, has re

signed his position at Cornell Univer

sity to become superintendent of Queen
Victoria Park at Niagara, Ontario.

His address will be 36 Cataract Avnue,

Niagara, Ontario.

FORMER STUDENTS

'94, Sp.
—W. B. Van Alstyne, be

sides managing his two hundred acre

farm at Kinderhook, N. Y., is showing
those interested in the purchase of

farm and orchard land some of the

rare bargains in Columbia County
real estate.
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04 BS A.—Walter S. Brown,

writes from Corvallis, Oregon, that he

has just bought 270 acres of splendid

fruit land one and one-half miles from

Corvallis. He has organized a stock

company to handle the proposition

and will plant 100 acres of pears and

2 s acres of apples this fall. After

graduating he Avent to the University

of Wisconsin as Assistant Horticul

turist. In 1907 he moved to the

Winona Agricultural Institute, at

Winona, Indiana, as an Instructor m

Horticulture and Forestry.

'04, Sp.—Moseley Hale has just

been heard from. He is now with the

firm of Carson & Hale, haberdashers,

Greenfield, Mass. He has given up

the peach business. He Avrites his

usual cheerful letter and wanted to be

remembered to everyone in sight.

'07, Ph.D.—J. Eliot Coit has re

signed the position of horticulturist at

the Arizona station and accepted that

of Assistant Professor of Pomology in

the University of California. Profes

sor Coit's work at first will be in con

nection Avith the citrus industry in

Southern California and the date

culture in the Imper ial valley. Later

he will take up general pomological
work as fast as funds and assistance

are available.

'07, B.S.A.—John B. Shepard is

now in San Marcos, Texas, and has

just been placed in charge of two more

farms in addition to the
' '

Home Farm
' '

which he has managed for some time.

Lately, Mr. Shepard has been made

secretary and treasurer of the San

Marcos Utilities Company into which

the former water, light, ice, and sewer

companies have been merged. This

promotion is well deserved and we

congratulate Mr. Shepard.
'08, B.S.A.—P. 0. Wood, who is

AA-ith the Bureau of Soils, United

States Department of Agriculture is

now in Meridan, Wisconsin, making a

soil survey.

'08, B.S.A.—W. H. Alderman now

on the staff of the Geneva Experiment
Station attended the Fruit Show. He

was accompanied by Mrs. Alderman.

'08, B.S.A., '09, M.S.A.—B. H.

Crocheron is in Philopolis, Maryland,
where he is principal of the agricul

tural high school a part of the Balti

more county public school system.

'08, B.S.A.—Royal Gilkey has re

cently won first prize offered by the

Country Gentleman for the best essay

on eliminating tuberculosis.

'08, B.S.A.—Clarence Lounsbury
now with the Bureau of Soils, United

States Department of Agriculture is

located in Iowa County Wisconsin

assisting in the soil survey of that

county.
'08, W. A.—H. W. Brooks is work

ing with his father on his farm at

Olean, N. Y. Mr. Brooks is chiefly
interested in poultry.
'08, W. A.—Wm. A. Coon is en

gaged in general farming at Batavia,
N. Y.

'09, B.S.A.—S. F. Willard, Jr., is

with the Vaughn Seed Store and at

present is located with the greenhouse

department at Western Springs, Illi

nois. Mr. Willard was business mana

ger of the Countryman during his

senior year.

'09, Ph.D.—Donald Reddick was

married to Miss Emma Brill of Brutus,

Michigan, on Wednesday, October

twentieth.

'09
—E. W. Mitchell has just pur

chased very promising fruit farm at

Stuyvesant Falls, N. Y. The farm is

on the line of the Albany and Southern

railroad and has upwards of 1000

apple and pear trees in bearing. This

place is one of the oldest places in the

state and there is located on the farm

a colonial brick house over two hun

dred years old. Mr. Mitchell is to be

congratulated on his bargain and we

wish him success.

'09, B. S. A.
—C. Morris Bennet and

Miss Theora Lillian Trautman Avere

married recently at Ovid, N. Y., where
both resided. Mr. Bennet has ac

cepted a position with the United

States Department of Agriculture and

is stationed at Madison, Wisconsin,

where he is working in co-operation
with the Wisconsin State Experiment
Station in conducting an investigation
in farm accounting.
'09, B.S.A.—E. E. Eldredge is now

located at Madison, Wisconsin, where
he is assistant bacteriologist in the

experiment station.
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NURSERY TREES. PEDIGREE-SELECTION
By George T. Powell, President
The Agricultural Experts' Association

\\^ITH the very active interest that
vv is widely growing in the de

velopment of orchards, and especially
of the apple, much more thought is

being given to the character of the

trees that are purchased from nursery
men, the growers of trees.

With the higher values that have

been received for fruit for the past
four or five years, there has been more

or less discussion upon the value of

better grown trees and of those that

have certain character or quality,
the result of breeding, or which pos
sess pedigree power or influence.

There has been some advertising by
a few nurserymen of pedigree trees

who have used the term "pedigree
trees" or "pedigree stock" in a mis

leading manner. Pedigree means lin

eage, line of ancestors from AAdrich there

are descendants, the history of AAdiom

may be traced or known.

In order to obtain a tree of pedigree
quality, of certain fixed characteristics
a cross would have to be made be

tween two varieties, Avith a definite

purpose in vieAv, to secure in a fixed

form the special qualities of one or

both of the varieties selected. The

seedlings from this cross Avould haA^e

to come into bearing, and those that

showed in their fruit the characteris

tics or a tendency in that direction

would be selected and again crossed

to obtain a higher degree of approach
toward the standard desired ; and this

method, which requires years of care

ful, painstaking work in cross

fertilizing and selection, is not to any
extent attempted by the nurserymen
in our country.
This work is done mainly by indi

vidual horticulturists, who from the

love of their occupation and loA^e for

investigation give years of patient
toil and study and keep careful record

of the processes employed and the

results obtained.

The late Stephen Underhill of

Westchester County, N. Y., though
beginning late in his life, produced
somemost interesting results in obtain

ing seedlings from crosses made from

the Roxbury Russet, Newton Pip
pin, Northern Spy and Rhode Island

Greening A^arieties. His main object
AA^as to produce if possible Ararieties

that AA^ould possess or have intensified

the high quality in flavor of the

present kinds and to haAre better

adaptation to the locality where they
were produced. The Northern Spy
while one of the best flaArored of all

AA'inter apples Avith its crisp, juicv,
tender flesh is of no value in Southern

NeAAT York, or in any section where

the autumn temperature is mild and

prolonged. Under such conditions

the fruit ripens prematurely and is of

little ATalue.

On one occasion Arery late in the

spring, Mr. Underhill gaATe a specimen
of a cross made betAAreen the Roxburv
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FIG. XO. I A PEDIGREE KING TREE

Russet and Xewton Pippin to an

Irish AA-orkman on his place for his

opinion. After eating a portion of

the apple, he replied AA'ith true Irish

wit: "An certainly it is very foine;
it has the dryness of the russet and

the juiciness of the pippin."
While the AA'ork of tree breeding is

A^ery limited there is A-alue in using the

principle of selection in the propaga
tion of nursery trees. Trees represent

individuality and of the same variety
they differ in many points. This

difference in character of groAA'th,
productiA-eness, quality of fruit, and

hardness, is in obedience to the law

of A'ariation that is eA'er asserting it

self in the deA'elopment of plant life.
Bud A^ariation may be greater upon an

individual tree, according to its en-

vironment, exposure to the sun and

the abundance or deficiency of plant
food aA-ailable. Nurserymen haA'e

here a field of immediate A'alue in the

propagation of nursery stock, by
selecting their budding material from
trees that represent the best deA'elop
ment in constitutional vigor, in pro-

ductiA'eness, in uniformity of produc

tion and in the quality of fruit pro
duced. Persistence in bearing or in

approach to annual bearing is an

important quality and one of large
A'alue in orcharding. Where there is

this tendency, aided by nutrition

liberally supplied, the propagation
from individual trees of known quality
and record through this principle of

selection makes it possible for the

nurseryman to build up a stock of

trees that will haA'e much higher value
than those that are propagated from

any kind of immature trees standing
in the nursery roAA's AA'ith large vari

ableness in seA'eral points.
In going through a bearing orchard

of any variety of apples, it is surpris
ing to note the A'ariation in the

form of the trees and fruit that will

frequently be seen. In the develop
ment of young orchards, indi\ddual

trees may be found that begin to form

fruit spurs, and to set fruit freely at

three, four and five years of age,
AA'hile others of the same variety will

require tAA'ice that time. In the
selection of buds from these individual

trees, AA'ith AA'hich to propagate nursery
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stock, the chances are that a certain

percent of the trees so propagated
will have the quality of early produc
tion accentuated.

While studying and working with

10,000 trees at "Orchard Farm"

where we have orchards of different

ages and stages of development, I

have noticed great difference in trees

of the same age and under the same

conditions of soil and culture. We

are now working to obtain a higher
production per acre by more uniform

bearing of the trees. At four years

from time of planting, using generally
two year old trees from the nursery,

a number of trees will begin to form

fruit spurs freely, while others will

not, and we are following a system
of selecting buds and grafts from the

individual trees showingmarked quali
ties. The King was thus worked

upon Northern Spy trees and in

twenty years there has not been a

branch attacked by Canker, the chief

cause of the losses that are heavy in

orchards of this variety. Fifty per

cent of the trees in a King orchard

will die from this disease in twenty
years, as they are ordinarily prop

agated from the nursery.
The types for this work AA'ere

obtained from an individual tree in

Tompkins County that had reached

thirty years of age and Avas then in

good condition.

In Illustration No. 1 a tree is shoAvn

that at seven years produced a Arery

heavy set of fruit. This tree AA^as

worked with grafts taken from a tree

of very strong individual character

istics, producing heavy annual crops.
The AA^ork of selection has been

carried out with Sutton Beauty to

the third generation. Illustration No.

2 shows the second generation top-
worked with scions from an ideal tree

and they show much uniformity in

many points, while the tree in the

third generation shoAvs the good

qualities intensified.

Figure No. 3 is a Wealthy tree but

four years planted which produced
nearly }4 bushel of perfect apples.
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FIG. NO. 2. UNIFORMITY OF SUTTON BEAUTY TREES

All descendants of same ancestor
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In the cultivation of the Wagener,
certain trees AA^ere observed that be

gan to bear fruit at three years of age

and continued to fruit annually, the

apples being thinned each year.

During 1908, one young tree top-
worked with scions taken from the

best of the individual trees produced
from over two hundred sets, one

hundred and thirty-six perfect apples,
the fourth year from the time the

scions AA^ere set, the tree being two

years old when topworked. While

the Wagener is a variety that bears

early, there are trees five years

planted that have not yet borne

fruit.

It is along this line of selection that

a most interesting field is open to the

nurseryman and some are already
making long journeys and expending
considerable money to find ideal trees

with strong, individual qualities from
which to take buds to transfer to their

nursery stock. With millions of trees

being planted annually and with vast

acreage of orchards coming into

bearing, less apples are produced than

ten or fifteen years ago.
While from

36,000,000 to 69,000,000 barrels of

apples have been produced in a year,

we have been keeping down in the

range of 23,000,000
to 33,000,000

barrels for a number of years.

These facts in the face of the

demands of our rapidly increasing

population, together with prices so

high as to preclude the masses from

the use of apples, are giving rise to

some serious problems affecting con

sumer and producer alike.

While nurserymen cannot spend the

time or the money required to obtain

and produce pedigree trees or valu

able neAA^ A^arieties or seedlings, the

field is a most valuable one for young
men to enter, for, with the changing
conditions of soil and climate, and

with the effects that are produced

by the ravages of insects and diseases,
there is need for a class of trees that

will be better adapted. In the mean

while propagation from selection will

be a present help and has in it

possibilities for largely increasing
the productive capacity of orchards.

FIG. NO. 3. A FOUR YEAR WEALTHY
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GARDEN VEGETABLE SEED GROWING

By Burnet Landreth

Bloomsdale, N. J.

nREVIOUS to the American Revo-
* lution there does not exist any
record of seed growing in this country,
but now this branch of agriculture is

of the greatest importance, both as

regards the acreage and the product.
Any gardener or farmer can save

the seed of any kitchen garden vege

table, ornamental floAver or other

plant which naturally matures its

seeds in his climate, but seeds saA^ed

by an inexperienced person are not

reliable for many reasons, prominent
among which are the following :

First:—However good the source

of the seed saA^ed in this way, its

blood may be badly mixed with that

of another type of the same family
but of different shape, size, color,

period of ripening or of other habit;
for example, one form of cabbage a

pointed sort, may be intermingled
during the blooming stage Avith a

flat-headed form, producing a blood

admixture which is called a cross.

Second:—A person inexperienced
in approved type of kitchen garden
vegetables and flowers will gather
seed from individual plants which

should have been thrown out of the

crop before blooming, for after bloom

ing the seed from the good plants may
be infected with the blood of un

desirable sports or reversions.
'

'rogues'
'

as they are called. Experienced seed

savers detect these at once, and throw

them out before blooming.
And even the professional seed

grower cannot always produce abso

lutely reliable goods. There are some

problems confronting him which are

inevitable: but the professional
grower has the advantage over the

inexperienced one in that he is posted

right up to date on all the informa

tion bearing on this subject. These

problems and the high grade to which

scientific knoAvledge about them has

been perfected, are very interesting.
A discussion of these problems and

the natural laAvs which cause them

may be AA'orth Avhile.

In plant life there is always notice

able in broad fields, even by a half

critical observer, a disposition among

individual plants to fly off at a tan

gent, due on the one hand to a

reversion to remote ancestors, and on

the other hand the result of accidental

cross-breeding; but further, to A^ery

critical students there is often ob

served a general change of character

throughout the entire field. This

change coA^ering an entire crop is

seldom the result of accidental cross

breeding for that only noticeably
affects a few particular plants, but

the entire crop alteration is caused by
some past circumstance of climatic

conditions under which the parent
seed was developed and har\-ested.

No causes are so productive of

changes in the behavior of plants as

continued rain or prolonged droughts ;

either of these conditions start func

tions to work which haA^e been in

operative under normal circumstan

ces. Excessive rain or irrigation turn
the groAvth to the making of stem and

leaA^es, while excessive drought dimin
ishes the stem and leaA^es and develops
bloom.

To illustrate ; this season on Blooms-

dale Farm a tAventy-acre field of

radishes of the same variety and the

same identical strain, one-half being
from Bloomsdale seed crop 1907, the

other half from Bloomsdale seed crop

1908, Avere sown in equal halves of

ten acres each. The older lot of seed

was grown during a continuously AA^et

summer, and the others grown during
a continuously dry season. There AA-as

observed in the foliage of plants grown
from seed matured during the AA^et

season a vigor of groAA^th fifty per

cent stronger than that of the plant
groAvn from seed ripened during the

dry season, yet in both cases the

roots AA'ere about the same.
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Particular habits of plants can be

established or fixed over the entire

crop by growing for a number of

years under an influence which causes

that crop to produce variations in

habit. There thus is open to the

students an almost illimitable field

for interesting experiments. On a soil

of extraordinary fertility or on soils

kept exceedingly moist by irrigation
the foliage grows thin as tissue paper,

or on the other hand on soil dry to the

verge of destruction of the crop,

the foliage develops a thick succulent

habit. GroAvers of alfalfa in the West

notice a difference in the crops pro

duced from seed groAvn on irrigated
and unirrigated land, the latter being
more resistant.

Most gardeners familiar with the

normal size of bushes of egg-plants
and peppers will be astonished to

observe these same plants in the West

Indies, AArhen grown from seed pro

duced for successive generations in the

tropics. There the egg-plants and

peppers sometimes reach five or six

feet in height, and tomato plants
groAAr to the dimensions of a large

grapevine, all of them making solid

wood and having changed from an

annual to a perennial plant.
Metamorphoses in inflorescencemay

be observed in the smallest garden
and by this AA-e mean one of the organs
of a plant taking up the functions of

another organ, and a special struc

ture and habit being evolved, of

AA'hich the changing of certain flower

ing branches of the grape to tendrils

or climbing organs is a good
example.
Double floAA^ers are metamorphoses

often brought about by the process of

starA^ation, a check to the vital forces.
Carnations grown in plots AA'here the

roots are confined, and the atmosphere
very dry, produce more double floAA'ers

than AA'hen grown in the open garden.
The English single flowered daffodils,
habituated to the damp climate of

England, AA'hen taken to the dry
climate of Southern Italy, ahA-ays turn
double, Avhile on the other hand a

reverse condition appears AA'hen plants

habituating dry climates are taken

to a wet one.

All forms of garden vegetables dis

play a disposition to change in habit

seldom for the better, but generally
for the worse, and it is the business of

the intelligent seed grower to keep
them in their proper place. A very

familiar example of this falling

away from their original size and

merit is noticed in the peas, Pride of

the Market, and Strategem, which

are not half so shoAAry now as they
were years ago. In truth most stocks

of those now sold are no more like the

original than the moon is like the sun.

What can be done in development
of species by intense cultivation and

selection has been clearly demon

strated in Europe in the case of the

sugar beet. Previous to 1790 when

it was first practically promoted as a

sugar producing plant, it only con

tained seven or eight per cent of

sugar now the sugar content has

been brought up to twenty and even

twenty-two per cent. While it has

taken one hundred years to develop the

high sugar content of the beet, the same

thing can be done in ten years with

the sweet potato, because much

more is definitely known respecting

vegetable physiology, cross-breeding
and plant nutrition. Barley and

wheat in England, and field corn in

this country, have been greatly im

proved by selection and hybridiza
tion.

Any gardener, however small an

operator, can undertake the improve
ment of any particular vegetable or

flower, for example, among garden
vegetables, egg-plant and salisfy
might be greatly improved. An ama

teur can make these improvements as
well as a professional gardener.
Seeds are A^ery different from other

commodities, for if a farmer purchases
adulterated sugar, tea or coffee, or a

piece of inferior machinery, the harm
is done through the final use of the

poor article, but with seeds it is

radically different since they per
petuate themselves and the good
or bad qualities are continued.
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THE NURSERIES OF THE NETHERLANDS

By Ant. Goossens

Newark N. Y.

/^NE hundred years before Christ
^ the first inhabitants settled in

the Netherlands (or Holland, so called

more generally since the 16th and 17th
centuries). The settlement or coloni

zation of those natives took place in a

location about twenty to twenty-five
miles from Rotterdam, eastward be

tween two rivers, the Rhine and the

Meuse. On account of its fertility,

they called this location, "bat-ouwe"

(good soil or ground) and they, them

selves, were called, "Bat-aves," AAmich

might be translated as, having good

ground. North of the Rhine they
found bare, unfertile soil, and called

it, "Vale-ouwe" (bad ground); this

soil consisted principally of an un

fertile sand which qualified as heath ;

the other soil was clay, a thick mud

solution, separated from the waters

which carried it from Switzerland,

Germany, Northern France and Bel

gium. An analysis proAred that the

Mosel mountain ranges, which a-

bounded in a variety of slate, greatly
contributed to the furnishing of this

mud.

The lands surrounding the river

banks, being loAver and quite flat,
were overflowed by those AA'aters at

regular intervals of ebb and flood-tide.
The almost imperceptible but gradual
deposit of this alluvium soil upon the

shores of the streams or the sea has

formed the greatest part of Northern

and Western Netherlands. Sea-

bound, as was the land in those direc

tions, it will be clear that near the

shores sea-clay was deposited, the

fertility of which is greater than that

of river-clay.

Courtesy of The National Nurseryman

A BED OF HYACINTHS BOSKOOP DISTRICT, HOLLAND
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Time came and with it civilization.

The Crusades were the basis on which

the bond slaves became free citizens;

and, although before that time dykes
had been put along the river banks

to prevent repeated inundation, now,

with the increase of population, the

work was set about more forcibly.
The sea, however, cooperated in a

simpler but slower Avay. The range

of dykes on the sea-shore are called,

duinen, and have been thrown up by
the North Sea from Cape Skagen

(Denmark), north-western part of

Germany, the Netherlands, and Bel

gium to the north-western part of

France. The dominating west winds,

at ebb-tide, whirled up the dry sea-

sand and threw it up towards the land

and in time formed hills; this range

of hills extended for the above stated

length AA'ith a width of from one to

four miles, the highest point to be

found near Harlem, the headquarters
of the bulb district.

The lands, once protected from

inudation, were laid out in polders,
ditches and canals were dug in order

to carry off the Avaters which are

thrown into the streams by means of

wind-mills. The Netherlands have a

AA-et climate and consequently, those

flat polders lying under sea and river-

levels get an abundance of rain-water,
which has to be carried away artifi

cially. The expense of the prepara

tions for farming will be well under

stood, but the fertility of the soil

abundantly rewarded the pains taken,
and the capital invested produced a

high interest. Cattle-raising was the

principal business and up to this time
the farmers have been able to main

tain their reputation for first class

cattle .

Nurseries are not found extensively
in those polders, although Limes,
Elms, Maples, Horse-chestnuts, Lo

custs and fruit trees thrive well. A

special culture is, however, found there,
namely, the Boskoop culture of Aza

leas, Rhododendrons, Aucubas, Buxus,
Hesc, Conifers, and other plants
AArith earth-bulbs, besides Roses, Clem
atis and other climbers. Most of

these plants may be grown just as

well in a sandy soil, but nature has

produced here a soil better fit for this

purpose. And why is it better?

Where the water could not move

freely, especially in lower parts of

the ground level, grasses and aquatic
plants grew up, which died annually
and sunk to the bottom. Their de

cay was prevented by the water itself

through which the air could not

penetrate freely; after centuries of

this alternate growing and dying
process a mass of from three to

twenty feet in thickness was formed.

After the polders were laid out and

the waters carried off, the aquatic
plants gradually disappeared and

grasses alone remained, which at the

present time forms the principal food
for the cattle. Air and sun-warmth,
after plowing and digging the surface,
decayed those plant remains and fur
nished an excellent soil. This re

mains damp all the time, for the sur

rounding ditches and canals are kept
at a certain water level, the wind

mills only throwing out the super
fluous water. Since these polders
are below sea and river leA^els, water

may be run onto the land from the

said canals and rivers Avhen necessary,

by a simple opening of the sluice-

doors.

The bulb district is, however,
bound to a certain locality, near the

sea-dykes, a stretch of country which

extends between two cities, Leiden

and Alkmaar. This soil is called in

the Holland language, "geestgrond,"
a mixture of the sea-sand and the

under ground. The breadth of this

strip of land is from four to six miles.
Science may eventually reveal the

secret of that wonderful adaptation;
experiments are being carried on for

this purpose in other parts of Hol
land AA-ith partial success, but not

with the profit that these bulb growers
secure.

The enormous kinds and varieties
in the ornamental line : Hardy Orna
mentals and Forest Trees, ornamental
shrubs, Conifers, and other evergreens
are found on the sandy soil, or more
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accurately a mixture of sand, humus

and loam. These ornamentals are

abundant in the eastern and south

eastern parts of the Netherlands and

also on the heath and clay-strips
along the smaller rivers.

Although the Netherlands are a

small country, these three nursery

districts are well worth inspection.
Visiting Holland, the bulb district

may be reached from Rotterdam, via

THE
first Congressional appropria

tion for the distribution of free

seed Avas made in 1839. A certain

amount of seed had been, hoAvever,

donated before this date by indi

viduals, and distributed through the

Patent Office, there being no Depart

ment of Agriculture at that time.

There was an urgent need in those

days for the distribution
of improved

varieties of corn and grains, as well

as improved agricultural implements
to the more isolated parts of our

country. At that time transporta

tion facilities were slow and so limited

that improved varieties of seed and

new implements for cultivation were

little knoAAm outside of the locations

in which they originated or were

manufactured. Conditions, hoAvever,

changed rapidly, and for many years

now it has been possible, eA^en in the

the Hague to Leiden in about one and

a half hours. One may see the

Boskoop culture by traveling from

Leiden by rail to Alfen, thence by
boat to Boskoop. The Ornamental

Tree, Shrub, and Conifer district may
be visited from Boskoop via Rotter

dam to Oudenbosch. Well arranged,
the trip Avould not last more than four

days, especially when nurserymen get
notice of the arriA^al of parties.

most remote localities, to purchase all
varieties of seed from local dealers,
or from mail order seedsmen through
their catalogues.
Nevertheless, the appropriation for

the purchase of seed did not diminish,
but rather increased from year to

year until 1865, when it amounted to

$61,000. It was at this time that

the Department of Agriculture was

organized, and the distribution of

garden seed was turned over to the

Commissioner of Agriculture by the

Commissioner of Patents. The ap

propriation continued to grow and in

the next twenty years ranged from

$81,000 to $100,000. In 1905 it had

reached $290,000, and for 19 10 the

appropriation reaches the high mark

of $317,960. This enormous appro

priation has been made in spite of

the strong opposition which has

Courtesy of The National Nurseryman

THE CONGRESSIONAL FREE SEED

DISTRIBUTION

By S. F. Willard, Sr.

Wethersfield, Conn.
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sprung up in the last five or six years.

This opposition and desire to have it

done aAvay with is wide spread:
from the Department of Agriculture

itself, also the State Experimental
Stations, some State Legislatures,

practically the entire Agricultural
Press, the National Grange, and

other farmers' organizations, to men

representing the various agricultural
interests of the country, including
Seed Merchants and Seed GroAvers.

Who then is in favor of this seed

distribution? Congress is, and Con

gress alone. That being the case,

Congress can be doing it for none

other than political reasons. It is

because the practice enables Congress
men to keep in touch Avith their rural

constituents, many of Avhom are no

doubt pleased to be remembered in

this AA^ay by their Congressman.

Strange as it may seem, Congress
men, especially those from the rural

districts, consider this distribution a

valuable political asset. They are,

therefore, anxious to distribute these

petty packages of common garden
seed in as many different communities

as possible. This year (the 19 10

Distribution) each Senator and Repre
sentative will be alloAA^ed 20,000 pack
ets of garden seed, and 2,000 of flower

seed. Some are so eager for these

seeds that they often borroAv from

their fellow Congressmen part of their
allotment.

It is a well known fact to all who

are in any way interested, or familiar
AAdth the situation, that it is not neAv

or rare varieties which Congress pur
chases, but rather the cheapest and
most common sorts, so that there

shall be the greatest possible bulk.
There is no attempt made to procure
even reliable stock, a good germina
tion being the only requirement.

The seed distributed is often im

properly labeled, both as to the

variety and kind of seed. Packets

labeled Cucumber, have been found

to contain Spinach seed, and fair

specimens of Kohl Rabi have groAvn

from seed labeled Cabbage. This is

possibly due to careless handling of

seed bags before filling the packets;
an explanation which is, hoAA^ever,
not an excuse. Think for a moment

of the injustice to seeds merchants

by the free distribution of this enor

mous bulk of seed to the very people
whose patronage they are continually
soliciting. It is true that quantities
of this seed are never planted, and

thus to some extent the distribution

is simply Avasted. The figures given,
howeA^er, do not represent the total

expense to the government ; the Post

Office Department has to handle

this great bulk and gets no revenue

from it. This is in part the cause of

our large annual Postal Deficit.

Of course, as far as expense goes

free seed distribution is considered by

Congress a pettymatter, hardly worth

a passing thought. A few, however,
are ready to discontinue the practice,
because of its absurdity and useless-

ness, but the great majority demand

the appropriation and are very jealous
of their (rights?), the real purpose of

the distribution seems to be entirely
lost sight of. With the trend of

public opinion so against the practice,
and with the splendid way in AAmich

other agricultural interests are so

efficiently looked after by the Depart
ment of Agriculture, State Experi
mental Stations and the Agricultural
Colleges of the various states, this

ancient humbug might well be abol

ished and become a thing of the past,
to be forgotten as soon as possible.
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NURSERYMAN vs. PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPE

DESIGNER

"The Retort Courteous"

Rochester, N. Y.

Editor, Cornell Countryman,

Dear Sir :

The several articles on Landscape
Architecture in your December "Land

scape Number," I have read with
much interest and pleasure. I trust

you will continue to devote some

space regularly to the purpose of the

further education and enlightenment
of your readers in the matter of land

scape development.
Should you do so, I should like to

take up the issue, not in defense of

Mr. Boehler, who, I feel, needs none in
his admirable presentation of the

nurseryman's position in landscape
work, but, rather ,to reply to the

appended comment of the "Rural

Art Department" and its wholly
unprovoked assault upon Mr. Boeh-

ler's subject.
It first assumes and asserts what is

not even implied by Mr. Boehler, and
in such assertion and assumption,
displays not only a gross ignorance of,
but a blind injustice to, the methods

pursued by the nurserymen in pro

moting business through a landscape
department.
The "Rural Art Department" seems

to have "gone into the air" instantly
with the impression that any essay
on the part of a nurseryman into the

field of landscape designing and con

struction should be squelched at all

costs, and without consideration or

hearing. The mere thought of it

seems to have the effect of a red rag
to a bull. It savors strongly of petty

jealousy, but I am disposed to attrib
ute it to a more creditable cause,

the defense of professional ethics.

Surely there is ample opportunity
for the nurseryman in this field with

out encroaching upon the province
of the reputable landscape architect.

Such a one need not feel, neither, I am

sure, does he feel, the least concern
that his future is threatened,butwould,
I believe, regret the ill-advised at

tack on the nurseryman in his en

deavor to increase business by purely
legitimate methods.

Note the thoughtlessness and in

consistency of the statement that

anyone undertaking to build up a

business based on the results of

developing their own designs should

neglect the element of good taste!

The keynote of any degree of success !

The nurseryman of today who has

achieved any measure of success

in his landscape undertakings, has

necessarily earned such success purely
on merit. He is either himself a

trained, technical man, who has com

bined his profession with the nursery

business, or lacking this, has sur

rounded himself with those who could

supply these requirements.
Therefore, logically, the designer of

the landscape department of a nursery
is just as careful in the display of

good taste in his designs as he could

be were he in business for himself.

It is just his ability and taste that

will determine the success of his de

partment in bringing increased busi

ness for the firm. He could not

afford to jeopardize future business

by taking advantage of any oppor

tunity to "stuff" an order by using
more stock than would be consistent

with good taste.

The designers of the nursery land

scape department are recruited largely
from the same schools that produce
the professionals. They are pro

fessional designers by training; com

mercial only by occupation. In this

close relation Avith the nursery they
surely do not lose any of the benefits

of their training; they are pursuing
exactly the same methods and is it

not reasonable to assume they are also

adding to their practical knowledge of
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horticulture more than would be

possible in a purely professional
pursuit ?
Shades of Ham! (and surely they

should be darker than those of Bacon)

after graduating a student with the

usual quota of the alphabet affixed to

his name, are you, Mr. "R.A.D."

going to denounce him as a fakir be

cause he offers his wares in the most

profitable market ?

One does not think of criticizing

any firm that sends out salesmen on

good salaries to get increased busi

ness. One doesn't feel that he has

to pay more for their goods because

of this. Why then, should not the

nurseryman employ good designers to

also increase his business? The de

signs are the salesmen; the better

they are, the more business they
make. If the nusreryman believes it

is to his interest to extend this service

to his customers gratuitously, why
infer this goods will cost you any

more?

In the success of the landscape de

partment of the nursery as ex-

THE
fruit shoAA-, AA'hich was held at

the New York State College of

Agriculture early in November, was

such a tremendous success not only in

quality and quantity of fruit dis

played but also in its educational

features, that the idea AA'as conceiA'ed

of putting it on Avheels and showing it

to a part of the groAvers in the State.

As the plan de\reloped, it seemed

most feasible to invade the premier

apple region and to shoAA^ it to the big
groAA'ers in the Lake Ontario region.
Accordingly, the Fruit Special, the

third farm train to be sent out from

this college, left East Ithaca on Mon

day, December 6 to begin its 584 mile

trip. It did not return to the

"LoAA'er Station" until Friday eA^ening,
December 10, AA'hen it had made

emplified by several of the large

nursery concerns, one can read the

judgment of the public. It has been

most convincingly proved that there

are, all over the country, many of

those who are glad to take advan

tage of the offer of the services of a

skilled landscape designer to help

them in properly developing their

property; who believe that in their

particular case their interest will be

as well served by this method. On

the other hand, there will always be

many others who will, for various and

obvious reasons, employ the pro

fessional.

So as I say, there is room enough

for all, without resorting to crimina

tion or incurring ill feelings, and sug

gest that Mr. "Rural Art Department"

put his little hammer right away in

the tool-box.

A. L. Rose,

Mgr. Landscape Department,
Brown Brothers Nurseries.

Dec. 15, '09.

76 stops and had shoAAm itself to

: 15,000 people.
1 The frontispiece illustration shows

only one of the exhibit cars,

and can in no AATay illustrate how at-

L tractive this fruit looked. In the

L foreground is the A'ariety collection;
; one hundred and fifty varieties gotten

together from all over the United

I States. In front of the second two

boxes are a few plates of grapes,

I AA-hich made a very attractiAT-e addi

tion and at the same time divided the

i variety collection from the compara-
1 tive state exhibit AA'hich is located a

- little beyond and down to the third set
3 of boxes. Numerous varieties from

3 Washington, Oregon, Colorado, Mon-

, tana, Utah, Michigan, Ohio, NeAV
2 Hampshire, and New York State are

THE FRUIT SPECIAL

By A. N. Observer
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THE CREW

there. The idea of this part of the

exhibit is summed up in the word

comparison. And every honest judge
must say that New York State, as

shown by its best fruit, not only

equalled any other State, as shown

by its best fruit, but was far in ad

vance of most other leading fruit

states. This comparison AA^as cal

culated to reencourage the Ncav York

State farmer, to make him see that

he can grow as good apples as any

other American citizen, and to

strengthen the faith of other NeAv

York growers who really knoAv what

this State is capable of, but whose

belief possibly may have been weak

ening.
There seems to be an idea more

or less prevalent, that NeAA^ York

cannot compete with some other

states in the production of apples.
It may be that in thinking of New

York State apples we keep in mind

the small, misshapen, wormy fruit in

the center of the barrel (if Ave are

buyers), or (if AA^e are groAvers) we

may remember the big percentage of

scabby, undersized, chop apples that

our neighbors produce, and remem

bering all this, we unconsciously
assume an average and label it New

York State Fruit. And then we are

prone to compare it with the uniform,
first class, apples which we see placed
on the market in such attractiA^e shape

by our Western brothers. Is it any

wonder that so many farmers, who

are fruit producers in a small Avay,

sit down on their jobs and disconso

lately AA^atch the codling moths eat

up their money, or go to sleep over

dreams of Oregon orchards? (Ely-
sian gardens to them.) This train

Avas calculated to AA^ake them up:

and some 15,000 of them at least

heard the alarm clock.

In the background of the picture is

another variety collection, this time

entirely from New York State, and

includes quinces and pears as well

as apples.
The boxes, arranged so attractively

and yet systematically out of reach,

show New York State fruit in Cali

fornia standard, boxes. They were

the feature of the train. It seems

to be the opinion of some growers

in this state, that their apples
cannot be packed in these boxes;
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that their fruit is not the right size,

hasn't good enough color, or for some

other outlandish reason, isn't capable

of being put up in boxes. But these

twelve boxes did a lot to dispel that

notion; they created a stir. To

follow up this commotion, in the
next

car a professional western apple

packer demonstrated how these boxes

were packed and the necessary

bulge obtained. He showed the dif

ferent methods of wrapping the apple,
the different kinds of packs and the

number of apples each pack would

accommodate.

In the other seat-removed car, the

Departments of Economic Entomo

logy and Plant Pathology showed the

visitors all kinds of bugs and insect

pests as well as several prevalent
diseases. The codling moth and the

San Jose scale where shown from their

troublesome naked infancy to their

treacherous senility. Fire blight, ap

ple tree canker, fungus and apple
scab were exhibited and explained in

all their awfulness.

Here, as in theVther car, (but to a

less marked degree) two classes of

visitors were noticed: those who

were primarily orchardists and who

came to discuss specific problems;
and those who were only incidentally
fruit growers who came into this car

to learn to recognize the insects and

the diseases. For the former, the

use of lime-sulphur as a combined

fungicide and insecticide seemed to

be the most prevalent subject for

discussion, and we feel sure they got
some valuable information. To the

latter group were shown specimens
of the more common, injurious
insects and diseases. The cause and

emedy were the two ideas which

those in charge tried to connect

in those minds. Recognition was

strongly impressed upon them for

obvious reasons.

Was the train worth while ? Some

say it wasn't. It has been criticized
from several standpoints. The most

prevalent complaint is that the stops
were too short; and in some cases

this was true. The time ahWed for

some stations was such that as soon

as everyone had been ushered in at

one end, it immediately became

necessary for some member of the

creAV to shout a warning, "All out."

at the other end. Such performances
could be but little short of farcial.

It is to be deplored that the railroad

officials, who made out this schedule,
were not horticulturists and thus

could not see the necessity of taking
much longer at some of these towns

than was necessary for a "transfer of

orders," a "stop-on-signal," or merely
a "whistle for siding." It might
have been better to even have cut out

some of the stations, so that more

time could have been allotted the

other and more important ones.
Another objection, and one closely

allied to the one above, is that real

scientific knowledge was not im

parted. We must admit that this is

true, but it could not be done not

only on account of lack of time, but

also on account of the lack of seating

capacity, and other circumstances

which were alike obviously prohibi
tory. This train was not meant to

supplant the Farmers' Institute, nor

yet to supplement it. Its educational

value was bound up in its capacity to
make an impression and to bring
home practical problems, not in the

abundance of scientific theories ex

plained.
Looking at the train in this way it

was a tremendous success. It ac

complished results AAdiich could not

have been effected in any other way.
It stimulated the lagging interest in

horticulture, it revived faith in New

York State fruit, and if it did not

mark a new era for pomology, it at
least announced that one is coming,
and coming fast.
It reached some classes of people in

a way that could have been done by
nothing else. It appealed to farmers

that never would go near an Institute

or Extension meeting; its novelty
aroused their curiosity, they came

and AA-ere impressed. In a very

cursory manner it hit the problem of

keeping the boy on the farm; it
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perchance, opened his eyes to the

possibilities, fortune and success in

fruit growing in this state, and did

much toward attracting him back

into a contented state of mind. The

fact that influential business and

railway men were interested to the

extent of sending this train to help
him face his problem, did more than a

little toward strengthening his faith

in an occupation over which he may

have been, just then, much dis

couraged.
It reached the school children;

they came by grades and even entire

schools, their teachers piloting them

around. They entered the car boist

erously, eagerly anticipating a feast

of fruit. But once inside where they
could see the magnificent display,

they were so awed that they did not

even think of asking for an apple.
Was not this a sign that they were

impressed? That their opinion of

their father's business was raised?

that an ideal apple for them was some

thing grander than they had ever

known before? Whatever ideas they

got, they will keep as long as they

live, for they saw at the most im

pressionable age.
The train reached the city people.

Stops were made for big crowds

in Oswego, Rochester, Batavia and

Geneva: the Syracuse, Rochester and

Buffalo papers were full of it. The

city folk were interested and they
heard all about it. Was not their

opinion of the rural life and its

present and future social status raised
?

The train did much toward command

ing their respect for the farmer:

and this interest and respect are

exceedingly worth while. Has not

the fact that city folk looked down on

farmers in the past been one of the

greatest causes for the migration of

our country population to the city?

Anything which tends toward an

annihilation of this feeling is in

tensely worth while.

Besides the direct benefits from

this interest aroused, the train drove

home some intensely practical ideas.
The box idea created more than a

stir. And the specimens of San Jose
scale and Fire Blight exhibited in the

second car brought the growers up

standing and face to face with their

problem. One old farmer was heard

to observe as he left the car
—"What

a durned fool I am! Here I've been

selling my apples in barrels for the

last forty years. A box would fetch

as much as a barrel and hold only one-

third as much fruit. Just think of

the money I've lost! If I had it now

I could lift that mortgage.
"And that San Jose scale, why I've

had it now for two years but thought
it was just dirt, you know we've had

dry seasons for a couple of years back,
and I thought perhaps the trees

hadn't gotten washed off clean."

Another benefit which this train

accrued, justifies it if nothing else

does: and that is the benefit derived

by the members of the faculty and

the students present from the infor

mal, contact with the practical grow
ers. The professors in this college
have an immense influence all over

the country and the students who

graduate from under them are bound

to acquire prestige. There is a good

big chance for them to get one sided,

too theoretical, out of sympathy
with the practical men whom they are

in duty bound to assist. What

could be better than this informal,

bare-fact association and discussion,

necessarily to the point because of the

brevity of time? It cannot help but

inspire confidence on both sides;

we can stand more confidence and

willingness to be open to conviction.

Was the train a success ? We have

little doubt of that when we note that

men like B. J. Case, Samuel Frazer,

and E. W. Cathpole gave two days of

their valuable time to accompany the

train and assist in the good work.

Was the train worth while? We

sincerely believe it was. We are

looking now for an animal hus

bandry train.
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CARE OF THE EYES
[continued]

By George M. Gould, M. D.

XI. PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL OPTICS

Light, the sensations of light and

color, are caused by the tiniest of

ether-waves started by the sun,

electricity, burning oil, coal, gas, etc.,

and are reflected into the eye from

every object upon which they strike.

These light-making ether waves fly
at the rate of about 186 thousand

miles a second and they are so small

that figures help but a little to make

us realize the facts. The color of an

object depends upon their size or

frequency,
—that of red being caused

by waves striking the retina at the

rate of about 400 millions of millions

per second; the higher colors of the

spectrum, blue and indigo, are made

by AvaA^es passing about 700 to 750

millions of millions per second. The

dimensions of these waA^elets run from

about .00007604 cm., for red, to about

.00004059 cm., for blue. Bundles of

these rays are gathered by the eye

into a focus upon the retina and make

the pictures we know of external

things. The eye does not see, it is

merely an optical tool for the brain

and mind to see with. Light and

color do not exist outside of the brain

and mind; only ether-waves are out

side of us, of different lengths and

frequencies, out of Avhich the sensa

tions of light and colors and pictures
are made, AA^e haA^e scarcely an idea

how. The film and diaphragm of the

best kodak cannot act so quickly as

the retina which recognizes or re

sponds to the stimulus of light lasting
only the 0.00144 of a second. The

retina is therefore made up of separate
little mechanisms, in order that they

One of the strangest things in the

wrorld is the common indifference to,
and ignorance of the dangers to the

eyes from diseases of the eyes them-

selves, from their abuse and OATeruse,

may feel these tiny wavelets and

respond to them individually. The

retina may be likened to many mil

lions of finger-tips, all bunched to

gether, of a million handed giant, held
out to the ether-waves ; upon these is

laid the warm picture of the ether-

waAres by the eye, and we feel or see

how the outside object or scene is

shaped and colored. The eye can see

an object 1 / 1000 of an inch in diame

ter. The little fingers or nerve

points ("rods and cones") are from

1/10000 to 1 / 14000 of an inch in

diameter, and a million of them are

croAA^ded together in the space of one-

tenth of an inch,—all holding their

tips out to receive the light. From

the retina to the brain run as many as

425,000 nerve fibers, each a little

telegraph Avire, insulated so its mes

sage may not get mixed Avith that of

another. But this nerA^e-force going
from the eye to the brain with its

innumerable messages travels only at
the rate of a little more than a

hundred feet a second,—quite a dif

ferent thing from the sun's rays

traA^eling at the rate of 186,650 miles

per second. We are AA^onderstruck

and groAv almost dizzy when AA^e try
to understand or eAren imagine how

this is done, and hoAA^ it Avas all con

trived with such infinite ingenuity
and kindness. Our aAA^e should serve

to keep in our mind that the proper
use and care of a mechanism so

beautiful and beneficent as this should

be guarded as the most precious of the
gifts of life.

from poor and unequal vision, etc.

Parents are constantly saying, "O,
it's nothing but the eyes, don't
bother about them!" School teachers
have punished and whipped thou-

XII. ATTEND TO THE EYES OF THE CHILD
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sands of children, supposedly for

laziness, naughtiness, or stupidity,
when in reality the child could not see
the blackboard, could not read the

book, at all, or only with pain, etc.
The greatest duty of us all is to get the

child started rightly and healthily in

life. The worstmisfortune and handi

cap is ill-health, so fixed and certain,
that when manhood or womanhood

has been reached one cannot compete
with the others in the life-race.

After good character, our chief con

cern should be to outfit a boy or girl
with the soundest body possible.
The evils and trials, the pOA^erties and

sufferings, even the early deaths, of

millions could all be aA^oided by at

tention to their beginnings in youth.

Every observant physician knoAvs

well enough that in the young the

cure of ocular and other diseases is

much easier than in those who are

older; he knows also that the chief

causes of ill-health, invalidism, and

life-long wretchedness are likely to

show themselves in youth ; he is also

beginning to learn that, as a rule, these

causes and all their effects may be

stopped, if the right methods are

taken in youth.
This is especially true of the

diseases of the eyes, themselves, and

of diseases of the body due to diseases

of the eyes. Everybody knows and

yet nearly everybody fails to appre

ciate to the full the old fable of "the

belly and its members." One can

scarcely have a disease of one part or

organ, alone, leaving every other part

entirely uninfluenced. This is em

phatically so concerning the eyes;

their faulty shapes, and bad working-
are indeed the greatest of all the

sources of ill-health and misery.

We have in previous articles urged
that merely as instruments or tools

for seeing with, the e)^es may become

unfit, injured, or blinded, in many

ways too commonly overlooked and

disregarded. We haA'e AA^arned as to

the care of the eyes of the new-born

baby, as to diseases of the lids, of the

"white" of the eyes, of the cornea,

and of other parts. A word may be

added as to crossed, or turned in

eyes,
—"strabismus," or "squint" as

this trouble is also called. This is

altogether too common; it is un

necessary, and in childhood, it is

curable. That is, it is curable if

intelligently treated Avhen it begins.
It is due to the fact that the eyeball is
not mathematically correct in dimen

sions or shape. It is curable by
glasses,

—if these are of the accurate

kind needed. Don't let anyone per

suade you to "let it go for a Avhile," or

that a surgical operation is necessary.

An operation cannnot make the visual
acuteness any better even if it does

bring the eye "straight." Only spec

tacles will do that, and if these are

ordered early enough, they will make

the eye or eyes straight, and will also

secure the necessary sharpness of

sight. WheneA^er an eye habitually
turns in toward the nose, take the

child at once to an oculist AArho says

he can straighten it by glasses, and

without operation. EA'ery week pas
sed in neglect injures the A'ision still

more, and more, and before long the

lost sight can neA^er be made good

again by any means whatever. Do

not permit the boy or girl to become a

one-eyed "grown-up." The good eye,
that not turned in, also needs glasses
to keep it a good eye!
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THE 1 909 NATIONAL APPLE SHOW

By W . G. Brierley ^
'06

HpHE second Annual Apple Show
■^

was held in Spokane, Wash.,

during the week of November 1 5 to 20,

1909. The main building, the Na

tional Guards Armory, was used

primarily as headquarters for the

officials and judges, for the meetings
of the different societies and organi
zations, and for the plate display of

varieties. While a vacant lot on the

opposite corner diagonally across the

street, together with the intersecting
thoroughfares, was covered with a

huge spread of canvas sheltering

approximately two and one third

acres. Under this tent were placed
all the different kinds of bulky ex

hibits, especially the large exhibits of

apples as they not only needed the

room, but also the cooler tempera
ture afforded by the tent.
The judges for this Show had to be

selected with great care, as the large
prizes at stake and the keen rivalry
between sections demanded a judging
staff of rare tact and ability, men who

were also familiar with the special
conditions found at such a show.

Prof. H. E. Van Deman was chosen

as presiding judge and his associates

were: Mr. George J. Kellog, of Lake
Mills, Wisconsin; Prof. W. J. Green,
ofWooster, Ohio; Mr. A. P. Batetrain
of Mosier, Oregon; and State Senator
H. M. Dunlap, of Iowa. These men

ably carried out their task, giving
entire satisfaction to all.

While the Show aimed to be Nat
ional in its scope it was hampered
by other fruit exhibitions in other

sections, so that it really represented
only the North West section compris
ing Oregon, Washington, British Co

lumbia, Idaho and Montana. Most
of the important districts in this sec

tion were represented in the various
exhibits, but the ones most promi
nently represented were,

—the Yaki
ma, Wenatchee and Chelan Countries
in Washington, and the Rogue River

Country in Oregon. The Palouse

Country of Washington also had

prominent displays, but not so note

worthy as the ones first mentioned.
The many classes or divisions under

which entries were made included

car-load lots, booths, a "special," or

individual display, ten box, five box,
and one box limited displays, the

variety plate exhibit, the fifty apple
display, the big apple contest, etc.
The car-load exhibits were by far

the most conspicuous features of the

show. They were arranged in the

center of the large tent-covered area

on long, A-shaped racks built strong

enough and large enough to hold the

weight of two car-loads of six hun

dred and thirty boxes each. Each

car-lot represented a gross weight of

about fifteen tons, so of necessity
these racks had to be rather firm and

on solid ground. In most of these

displays the six hundred and thirty
boxes were arranged in long rows of

ninety, side by side and seven tiers

high. All of the thirteen carloads

entered were very attractively dis

played, being artistically and tastily
decorated in colors which harmo

nized with the colors of the apples.
Indeed, they were so tempting that it
became necessary to protect them

from the crowd by wire screens in

front. These exhibits w^ere judged
on the merits of their general ap

pearance, uniformity of grade, per
fection of pack, color and freedom

from imperfections. A car-load of

Spitzenbergs from the Rogue River

Country exhibited by Trouson & Co.,
won the first prize of $1,000, while the
second and third prizes went to

Yakima growers.
The booth exhibits were arranged

around the outer walls of the tent,
and being judged chiefly upon their

artistic effect you may be sure they
made a very attractive display.
Most of the apples shown in these
booths were packed in what is called
a "quarter-box" Avhich is of the same
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size as the ordinary box except that
it is deep enough for only one tier of

apples. Some booths did not have

many of their apples in boxes, but
had them otherwise arranged to give
a decorative effect. One booth in

particular, exhibited by the Walla
Walla Commercial Club, gave a very
unique effect by having the apples
arranged in rows all of one color and

gradually changing from dark red at

the base to yellow at the top of the

stand.

The ten-box exhibits were placed
on racks much the same as those

supporting the car-load exhibit. The

only restriction in this class was that

the ten boxes should all be of

one variety, but a grower could

enter several different varieties in

separate entries if he cared to do so.

As the competition was based and

judgment given on resemblance to

variety, type, color, shape and uni

formity of grading and packing, these
exhibits showed some very excellent
work along those lines.
The five box and one box exhibits

were very similar to the ten box dis

play and showed very high class work
in grading and packing, and in selec
tion for true variety, color and shape.

^

The "special" exhibits or individual
displays attracted a great deal of atten
tion and received very favorable com

ment, although there were not more

than a dozen entries. This exhibit

was not limited to any one variety,
but had to include two barrels, two

boxes, two baskets, two plates, and
two jars of apples. Illustration (2)
shows how one of the many and attrac

tive decorative schemes worked out by
the exhibitors. They were scattered

around throughout the whole ex

hibit at the ends of the racks of ten-

box and five-box displays, or wherever

they could be shoAvn advantageously.

A PORTION OF THE CAR LOT EXHIBIT

The car on the left (Yakima Spitzenburgs) took second prize.
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The plate Exhibits, five specimens
to a A'ariety, were displayed around

the edges of the main hall in the

Armory, and some very fine speci
mens of apples were shoAvn here.

Taato other special classes Avere, the

fifty-apple display, and the big apple
contest. The fifty-apple display had

to shoAAr, as its heading AArould indicate,

fifty apples of one A'ariety competing
in size and uniformity. The smallest

apples in this exhibit AA'ould AAreigh
well OA^er twenty ounces. In the

big apple contest, an apple AA'hich

FIG. NO. 2. "SPECIAL" EXHIBIT

Note section of Ten Box Exhibit on the right

Aveighed less than tAvo pounds had no

chance for first honors. The prize
AA^ent to a Spokane Beauty which

AA'eighed forty-one ounces.

At various places, Avhere they could
be shown to advantage, the spray-
pump people had their machines on

exhibition, and some of the local
nurseries had a display of specimen
seedling and budded trees.
One feature of the ShoAV which

caused many cirticisms was the pre
sence of some of the side-shoAvs and
fakirs from the A. Y. P. Exposition

at Seattle. They had obtained some

of the best locations AA'hich might
have been used otherwise for booth

displays; they made such a racket

with their "barkers" and "Free

ShoAvs" that many exhibitors said

they would not enter next year if this

feature were to be allowed again.
On the whole, the packing as shown

Avas very high class, although some of

the booth exhibitors had trouble with

their shallow boxes. An important
decision was rendered by the judges
in regard to the square pack. They
scored doAvn at least ten per cent on

the car-lots Avhich had over tAventy

per cent of their boxes packed in this

style. The judges pointed out that

Avhere this pack was used, the apples
coming directly over each other,
afforded no chance for the taking up

of the pressure of the cover without

bruising all the apples in the end

rows.

A lot of about thirty boxes AA'hich

had been shipped West in barrels

from a New York Commission House

and hurriedly repacked in Spokane
Avere set up AA'here they could not

easily be overlooked. They AA'ere

badly bruised, AA^ormy, and not at all

AA^ell graded. None of them AA'ere as

good as can be raised in Western

New York, so it would appear that

they AArere on exhibit to give a contrast

advantageous to Western apples.
It AA'as interesting to note the dif

ference in color betAA-een the apples
grown on Ioav and high levels. The

high-level apples AA'hether irrigated
or non-irrigated did not have the

rich, high color common to the apples
grown on loAArer levels. This is caused

chiefly by the more sunshine and less

humidity of the lower levels. The

A-ariation was so gr^at at times that

two specimens of the same variety
coming from different sections AA'ould

appear to be of entirely different

varieties.

For novelties of note the ShoAV

produced the Red Gravenstein, Sur

prise and a neAA' "Coreless." The red

Gravenstein is simply a red "sport"
of the common Gravenstein, but oav-
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SOME OREGON BOXED APPLES, SHOAVING DIFFERENT SORTS OF PACKS

ing to its more attractive coloring-
would appear to have possibilities in

the future. The Surprise is a rather

small apple, highly colored, and dis

tinguished by a well marked suffusion

of color all through the flesh. The

"Coreless" was apparently a seedless

apple of fair quality in which the

core was partly eliminated. It will

have to stand a longer test than the

Show afforded before being accepted
as a valuable A^ariety.
The Show was unfortunate in

having two very wet days. This

caused the exhibits under the tent

to become damp, the paper around

apples in boxes so packed swelled,

forcing the bulge too high, sometimes

causing the apples to roll out of posi

tion, knocking others out with them

and badly bruising the whole lot.

Another unfortunate happening Avas

the giving way of the supports under

one car-lot allowing almost the whole

exhibit to crash down into the aisle in

a tangled mass. The damage was

repaired with the loss of only thirty
boxes, however. f\

In all other features the SIioaa7 AA-as

a decided success. OArer tAA'enty-fiA'e
thousand dollars in premiums Avere

awarded to the exhibitors and a safe

estimate of the amount of fruit on

exhibition would be betAA^een twTenty
and twenty-five thousand bushels.

The attendance was all that could

be desired as the hall and tent were

crowded nearly all the time.

In summing up, it AA'ould seem that

the ShoAV was of great benefit to the

groAA^ers in the sections represented.

They all met in competition and

were all alive to any new ideas shown

by any other grower. It is generally
understood that the strength of the

Western groAvn apples on any market

lies chiefly in their rigid grading
and careful packing. This Show,

being in its A^ery nature a competition
in grading and packing, cannot

help but raise an already peerless
standard along these lines.
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VALUE OF CO-OPERATIVE COW RECORDS

By IT. .4. Stocking, Jr.

Professor of Dairy Industry, Cornell University

THE
first association in this country,

whereby a number of farmers

agreed to keep a record of the pro

duction of each cow in their herds,

was organized in Michigan in 1905.

The first association in New York

State was organized in Delaware

County last spring, and is now in

active operation. The dairymen are

reporting valuable results already.
Their purpose is to enable the

dairyman to knoAA' the relatiA^e A^alue

of the animals in his herd. This is

entirely distinct from the testing
which is being carried on for the

purpose of establishing records for

full blooded stock, in AA'hich case a

part at least of the benefit of the work

is that it enables the breeder to sell

his animals at better prices. It is

not intended to help the farmer sell

his animals at an increased price,
but simply to show him the actual

value of his cows as producers.
The usual plan is for a number of

farmers to organize a testing associa

tion and agree to pay one dollar a year

for each cow in his herd. With the

money thus obtained a man is hired

to do the testing Avork. This tester

spends one day per month at each

farm. He usually arrives in the

afternoon in time to wreigh and

sample the milk of the cows at night
and obtain records of the feed con

sumed. After taking the records in

the morning the samples are tested

and the results for the month figured
up, and a copy left with the dairy
man. The dairyman then carries

the tester to the next herd, and so on

during the month.
Several other plans haA'e been tried

but the above has proved to be the

most satisfactory, principally because

of the fact that it is the business of the

tester to do the work at a definite

time each month, whereas, if it was
left for the dairyman to do, the temp
tation to neglect the AA'ork in the busAr

seasons is so great that usually the

results are incomplete and not satis

factory. Another advantage in hav

ing a special man to go from farm to

farm lies in the advice which he may

be able to give the farmer in regard
to the feeding and general care of his

herd.

In order that an association of this

sort may have sufficient funds for its

AA-ork, it is desirable to have from

300 to 500 cows, distributed in not

more than 26 herds, one for each work

ing day of the month.

The cost of this AArork to the farmer

is not large, and if it results in finding
out one or two "robber" cows in his

herd, it will more than repay him

for the cost.

So far as known to the writer, the

first systematic work done in obtain

ing records of herds in New York

State was begun by our department
of Dairy Industry May ist, 1908.
At that time the department arranged
with twenty dairymen to send a

representative to their herd one day
each month to weigh and sample the
milk and obtain a record of the feed

GOOD DAIRY TYPE

Lbs, milk, 7.054; lbs. fat. 284.4—Profit, $53.48
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given the cows. This has been con

tinued since that time, and the

results obtained are of much interest

and value. In order to show the

nature of the results obtained from

this work the record of a representa
tive herd is given below.

five years' records, and his herd was

an exceptionally good one AA'hen he

began the AA'ork. He noAV states

that he would not think of keeping
a dairy without a record of the

production of each cow.

Another man has increased the pro-

HERD NO. 151

No.

of Cow

Age
Yrs.

Breed

Months

in

Milk

Lbs.

Milk

per

year

Average
per

cent.

fat

Lbs.

fat

per

year

Money
rec'd for

fat

Cost of

feed

Diff. be

tween

cost of

feed and

money

rec'd for

fat

Cost of

feed to

produce
ioo lbs.

milk

Cost of

feed to ]
produce
i lb. fat

139—

141—

138—

144r-

142—

140—

143—

14.5—

8

6

10

4

6

6

5

3

Gr. Dur.

Gr. Jer.
H. & J.
Gr.Dur.

Gr. Jer.
H.&J.
H.&J.
Gr. Dur.

11

10

10

10

9

10

8

9

5696.4

4682.5

3996.5

3992.8

3488.9

3482.5

4008.6

3461.2

4.66

5.36

4.32

4.05

4.26

3.91

3.32

3.44

265.76

251.33

173.00

161.90

148.71

136.36

133.21

119.11

$ 77.52

74.89

46.66

43.93

43.91

35.43

33.13

32.51

$ 30.43

30.81

27.89

25.22

26.09

25.99

24.95

26.89

$ 47.09

44.08

18.77

18.71

17.82

9.44

8.18

5.62

.534

.657

.697

.631

.747

.746

622

.776

.144

.122

.161

.155

.175

.190

.187

.225

Total . . 77

9.62

32809.4

4101.17

33.22

4.36

1389.38

173.67

387.98

48.49

218.27

27.28

169.71

21.21

5.410

.676

1.329

Average
.116

It is interesting to note that one

cow gave a profit above the cost of her

feed of $47.09, while another gave a

profit of only $5.62. One cow pro

duced a pound of butter fat for 12.2

cents, while with another it cost 22.5

cents to produce the same amount.

In other words the one cow gave a

profit of 10.3 cents for every pound of

butter fat more than did the other

cow. The same general difference is

shown in the food cost of producing
100 pounds of milk.

The owner of this herd might better

sell the last four cows and take what

money was necessary to buy one co vv

like the first one in the table. By

doing this he vvould have a greater

cash income and save the feed and

labor of three cows.

After the poor cows are known,
the

owner can then dispose of them to ad

vantage, and either replace them by

buying better ones or by raising the

heifers from his best producers. The

writer knows of one dairyman who

increased the average yield of his

herd by more than 2000 pounds of

milk per year per cow as a result of

duction of his herd, since beginning
to keep records, from a little less than

4000 pounds of milk per cow to over

12,000 pounds per coav per year.

The ideal method is for each dairy
man to keep a record of the produc
tion of each coav, and men who have

done this feel that they cannot

afford to do otherwise. Many men,

however, do not believe that the

benefits will equal the increased cost

in labor, and prefer to pay a small

amount to a special man who will do

the Avork for him. For this reason an

association employing a special tester

will usually give more satisfactory

results, and this Avork is being agi
tated in seA^eral communities in NeAv

York State, and it is probable that in

the next few months a number of

associations will be formed. There is

no reason why the average produc
tion of cows in New York State should

not be higher than in any other state,

and it is probable that this will be true

Avithin a very few years if the dairy

men recognize the value of knowing

the productive capacity of their indi-

vidual coavs.
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There can be no

The Boxed- doubt that the box-

Apple ed apples on the

Situation recent Fruit Train

made an impres
sion. They appealed to the city man

who is tired of the lottery of buying
barreled apples. The consumers' sen

timents all expressed a welcome for

the establishment of such a custom

here in the East: a custom AA'hereby
the buyer is assured of first class fruit

all the way through.
The boxes impressed the farmer

also and it is their attitude especially
that Ave wish to discuss. Many
prominent growers declared them

selves for the box and not a few of

them have decided to pack some apple
that way next fall.

So far, this is all well and good.
The train succeeded in creatine- a

demand among the consumers, and

in waking up the growers to the ad-

A-antages of the box. But noAV comes

the question, isn't there a possibility
that the box idea Avas overworked?

It is a common saying that the boxed

apple is coming to the East, but the

important question is, "Will it stay?"

What will result if the growers deter

mine to put a big proportion of their

fruit into boxes?

We \7-ery much fear that these men

will be surprised, yes discouraged,

by the really small percentage which

they can conscientiously pack in

boxes. There is no room for mis

shapen, lopsided apples in the box;

undersized fruit will not fit; eA^ery

apple AA'hich goes into this container

must be a prize winner. If the grov^er

lets this revelation of the small

amount of really good fruit he raises

overwhelm him, he will, instead of

seeking improved methods of produc

tion, yield to the temptation of filling

in the center with one or two layers

of wormy, scabby or fungoused fruit.

And such a practice, we firmly believe

will forever kill the boxed apple in

Western New York.

One can hardly blame a disconso

late groAA'er for putting in this inferior

stock, it is but human nature. The

fault comes in his getting discouraged.
He must not do that. And to this

end AA'e AA'ould recommend that eA'ery

groAA'er resolve to diA'ide the number

of boxes which he has mentally
decided upon, by at least four.

We AA'ould not recommend that

fewer groAA'ers take up the idea of

boxing their fruit: in fact we would

strongly urge more growers to be

come enthused. But AA'e Avou.d mc:e

emphatic the necessity of pu ting up

only prize winning stock in this

package.
The AA-isdom of such a course will

soon become eA'ident. The growers
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will investigate how they can produce

more boxing stock. The barrel con

taining no prize winners, will loose its

lottery enchantment, will readily fall

into quality's disfavor and create a

demand for the boxed apple.
Meamwhile let us sort most rigidly

and pack most conscientiously. Let

us keep the motto, "Quality," con

stantly before us in this matter. If

necessary, let us not hesitate to

emulate our successfulwestern compet

itors by governmental enforcement

of honest packing. Above all, let us

grow better fruit.

We are a 1 av a y s

The Status of pleased to have

Agriculture in someone of another

America profession express

a sincere interest

■ in our calling. And when such an

influential man as Wm. C. BroAvn,

president, NeAv York Central Lines,

reA^eals such deep concern in Ameri

can farming as he did in a recent

speech before the Raibway Business

Association, Ave feel a reneAA^ed con

fidence in the profession Ave haA^e

chosen. It augurs well for the future

of agriculture to have such men

champion its cause.

What did he say? He traced the

wave of population from the Grecian

colonies along the Mediterranean a

thousand years before the birth of

Christ, Avestward to the eastern shore

of the Pacific. He showed that

nearly all the arable land on the earth

has been taken up, "no longer can the

hcmestead be had for the asking."

Mr. Brc vn quoted statistical figures

showing that the yields of crops per

acre in the United States are steadily

and very rapidly diminishing. He

pointed out that, even though we

pride ourselves the granary of the

Avorld, the United States is producing
less than half the yield per acre

that England, Germany or the Nether

lands are: and this is so in spite of

the fact that we haA^e the most fertile

soil and faAdorable climate in the world.

With no more new land and an ever

increasing population we will some

day come face to face with the prob

lem, Avhat must we do to be fed?,

Avhich was so clearly defined by
Mr. James J. Hill in a recent issue of

The World's Work.

We are exporting less and less.

Mr. Brown showed a A-ery interesting
set of curves Avhich had been charted

from statistics of production and

home consumption since 1868. "If

the conA^erging lines of production
and consumption in the United States

continue to approach each other as

they haA'e during the past ten years,

before the middle of the next decade

the last A-essel loaded Avith the agri
cultural product of this country will

haA^e left our shores, and this great

nation, like those of the Old World,

will be looking for a place to buy the

necessaries of life."

He pointed out that the natural

solution of this problem of getting

food is to increase the efficiency of our

farms: the value per acre of our crops

might easily be doubled by proper

methods of seed selection, fertiliza

tion and cultivation. "The first requi

site is a thorough awakening of our

people to a realization of the startling

significance, the overshadowing im

portance of this condition, then a

systematic perseA'ering campaign of

education." He AA-ould push the re

clamation movement : he recommends

model farms OAA'ned by railroads and

deA'Oted to the practice of the most
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advanced methods: he advocates

more governmental farms instead of

more battleships: he is thoroughly in

sympathy with Belgium's required

experimental plot in connection with

every school. "I would make our

agricultural colleges in fact what they

are in name by limiting admission to

young men who want to study and

school themselves in scientific agri

culture to the end that graduates of

these colleges should be first class

farmers thoroughly equipped for, and

vitally interested in that most honor

able profession."
We trust that the Legislature at

Albany has heard all about this

speech . We are wondering howmany

more men like ex-President Roose

velt, Gov. Hughes, James J. Hill,

Wm. C. Brown, and L. H. Bailey it

will take to make them see the neces

sity of larger equipment for agricul
tural education in New York State.

If more men of this caliber are needed,
we are looking for them.

The Inter

college Cross

Country

Victory

ElseAvhere in this

issue our readers

will learn how the

"Ags." did it. We

wish to call atten

tion here to the reason why it was

done. Organization plus plenty of

enthusiasm is sure to accomplish
results and this was no exception.
The squad, and it was a goodly sized

one, ran every night in a bunch:

and it was a remarkable fact that

they kept in a bunch during the race ;

they got off together, ran together and
finished reasonably well together.
It is an ancient plea for athletics

that they teach team Avork. We

wish to cite this race as an example of
the advantages of that lesson. This

team has learned what the race would

teach ; the lesson of organized effort.

We trust they will put the experience

thus gained to good use: there are

numerous student affairs in the col

lege AA'hich need some team work.

They are looking for you, meet them

half way.

The Countryman

A Correction desires to correct a

mistake Avhich oc

curred in the December issue. The

article entitled "Tubercle Bacilli in a

City's Milk Supply" was Avritten by
Dr. Geo. W. Goler and not Dr. Geo.

M. Goler as stated. A correction of

proof, which did not, through an un

avoidable mistake, reach us until too

late, showed that the figures in W. H.

Park's investigations were 57 au

topsies, and 20 per cent bovine results

instead of 67 autopsies and 23 per

cent results.

An Artistic

Editor

The Countryman

is to have an artis

tic Editor. An a-

mendment to the

constitution provid

ing for one Avas passed at a meeting of

the Countryman Association, Dec.

14, 1909. Competition for this office

AATill run until February 15, 19 10 when

the best artist will be elected to the

board. All who would like to enter

this competition will register Avith the

editor at. once and obtain further

particulars.

Index to

Volume VI

The Countryman

announces that the

Index to Vol. VI

is finished. It will

be sent free to subscribers requesting
it : a charge of ten cents to non-sub

scribers has been affixed.
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

Pure Insecticides and Fungicides

At the last session of Congress a bill
Avas introduced in both the Senate
and House providing for the govern
ment control of the purity of insecti
cides and fungicides in much the same
manner as the purity of foods and

drugs is now controlled. With the

increased use of manufactured insecti

cides and fungicides it has become

very necessary that their quality
should be standardized so that definite

recommendations for their use may
be made with accuracy and so that

adulterated and inferior articles

may not be imposed upon the farmer.

Practically all of the large manu

facturers of insecticides and fungi
cides are heartily in favor of the

measure which is drawn to protect
the legitimate interests of both the

consumer and the reputable manu

facturer.

The measure has been again intro

duced at the present Congress in the

House (H. R. 2218) by Hon. E. A.

Hayes of California and has been re

ferred to the Committee on Inter

state commerce. Practically all the

leading horticultural and agricultural
organizations of the country have en

dorsed the measure. At the last

session of Congress the bill was

favorably reported by the senate

committee on agriculture but pressure
of business prevented a vote at the

short session. It seems probable that

the bill will be passed by Congress at

this session if the members of Con

gress become convinced that the

people wish and need such legislation.
We hear very frequent complaint

of impure or ineffective insecticides.

In many cases these complaints are

unwarranted and lack of success is

due to improper usage rather than

poor quality, but there is no question
that inferior goods are on the market

as shown by the publication of

analyses by some of the experiment
stations. In the last Yearbook of

the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture it is

stated that the Bureau of Chemistry
has analyzed samples of arsenate o"f
lead Avhich were practically nothing
but white arsenic. This would of

course be quite injurious to foliage.
The sale of such an article is not only
unfair to the consumer but hurts the

sale of properly made arsenate of

lead, than which there is no better

arsenical insecticide. If the fruit

and truck groAvers and farmers of the

country desire such legislation for the

control of the purity of insecticides

and fungicides they should let their

congressmen hear from them in faA^or

of the passage of this measure (H. R.

2218) at once and make their position
clear as to the need of such a law.

If you are interested in this write

your Congressman at once stating that
the bill is before the Committee on

Interstate Commerce and you Avish

their influence toAvards faA^orable re

port by the committee and prompt
action by the House.

Themanufacturers of oleomargarine
will make a determined effort at the

coming session of Congress to so

modify the existing laAvs noAV in force

in regard to its manufacture and sale,
as to remove the tax of ten cents

per pound now imposed on colored

oleomargarine. The purposed legis
lation specifies regulations as to the

size and shape of packages and the

handling of the same but makes no

provision preventing its appearance
on hotel or restaurant tables, once

the Avrappers are remoA-ed, in the

place of butter. This Avould not only
enable the manufacturers of oleos;-

margarine to obtain a higher price for
their product but it would also take

the place of the pure dairy product.
Prof. H. H. Wing of the Department
of Animal Husbandry, president of

the New York State Dairymen's
Association in a letter to its members

explains the above situation and calls

for combined assistance of all the

members and others interested to
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prevent a change in the present law.

A committee has been appointed
from the Dairymen's Association of

this State to co-operate with a similar

committee from other states. In

order that the Avork of the committee

may be effective, funds are necessary.

Prof. Wing has estimated that if

each person in this state interested

would contribute one cent for each

cow that he owns, to this cause, the

committee Avould have ample funds

for this work.

>fi >fi '■'

Secretary Wilson in his annual

report says that the farm crops this

year are AA-orth $8,760,000,000. This

has giA^en the daily papers another

chance to publish two column ac

counts of the farmers' wealth. But

the secretary has somewhat tempered
the breeze of prosperity by proving
where some of this money goes to.

By investigation of the markets in

about fifty of the large cities it was

found that the retail price of beef

AA'as about 31 p2r cent higher than

the Avholesale price. Then the dif

ference betAA^een the wholesale price
and the price the farmer gets is

about thirty-five per cent more.

So when you take the farmers share

out of that $8,760,000,000 and divide

it by the number of farms the farmer

doesn't get so much after all.

* * *

The sale of potash in Germany has

heretofore been conducted by a syndi
cate called "The German Potash

Syndicate" which handled the output
of all the mines on a form of co

operation. As new mines have been

opened and taken into the syndicate
the individual sales of each mine
has decreased so the demand did not

deA^elop as fast as new mines did.

Consequently the mines could not

work but six hours a day instead of

tAventy-four hours as formerly. Dis
satisfaction resulted and several
mines Avithdrew from the syndicate
and a rate cutting war ensued.
About July 1, 1909, American interests

bought up large quantities of potash
at prices forty per cent lower

than that paid the syndicate the

year before. Negotiations by the

newly formed fighting syndicate, as it
was called, AA^ere started with the

idea of cancelling, either by indemni

fication or by coercion the purchase
made by American firms. This fail

ing the syndicate managers have

threatened to haA^e the German goven-

ment equalize these purchases and

make the cost to the Americans come

up to the syndicate prices, either

through an uneven export tax or a

graduated producing tax on the

product. If this is brought about it

will be a direct attack on American

fertilizer interests and will be dis

criminating against the American

fertlizer manufacturer and against
the American farmer, meaning that

the American buyer would not re

ceive the goods he had purchased in

good faith from the German miner at

prices he had agreed upon. The

total value of the potash imported
into the United States yearly is

seven to eight million dollars yearly
and the reduction in price would be

approximately three million dollars.

This means much to the German

miner but Germany cannot afford a

tariff war on just this one product
since under our new differential

tariff, the President is instructed to

apply the maximum tariff if any

country discriminates against the

United States directly or otherwise.

Potash Salts are noAAr admitted to

the United States duty free as under

the old tariff. Therefore, there should

be a considerable reduction in the

price of potash to the American

farmers for the year 19 10, AA'hether in

the form of potash salts or as a

constituent ofmixed fertilizers.
* * *

"Care of the Food in the Home" is

the title of Farmers' Bulletin No.

375, issued last month by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture. It dis

cusses the micro-organism which cause

molds and other deterioration of

food. The formation of poisonous
ptomaines and the bacterial changes
which induce decay are explained in

an interesting manner.
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CAMPUS NOTES

On Wednesday evening, December

first, a "Get Wise" meeting was held

for the Short Course students. En

tertainment in the musical line was

furnished by a double quartette from

the Agricultural Glee Club and by the

Mandolin Clubs. R. J. Shepard, '10,

President of the Agricultural Asso

ciation, told the neAv comers about

the Agricultural Association, about

our regular monthly assemblies and

outlined in general the student activi

ties in this College. Professor A. R.

Mann gave a talk on "The Attitude

of the Short CourseMan on the Farm,"

after some short talks on various

subjects by the following students:

G. P. Scoville, '10, "The Attitude of

the Short Course Man While in Col

lege;" N. R. Peet, '10, "The Cornell

Countryman;" F. S. Jacoby, '10,

"The Poultry Association;" H. N.

Kutschbach, '10, "The Round Up

Club;" R. D. Anthony, '10, "The

Lazy Club;" The attendance was

very good, practically all of the Short

Course students being present.
>k >k &

The third Assembly of the year

was held Thursday evening, Decem

ber 2nd. This was the first Assembly

that Ave have had the 1909-10 Short

Course students with us and they were

out in full numbers. The attendance

of Regular students was rather small

but can be largely accounted for by

the conflict with the concert given by

the University Orchestra in Sibley

Dome. The auditorium was very

attractively decoratedwith evergreens,

illuminated at interA^als by candles,

giving to the meeting a decided

Christmas atmosphere. In accord

ance Avith custom the Glee Club

started the program with Alma Mater ;

next came "Lucky Jim" by the

quartette as an encore, folloAAred by
some A^ery pleasing A^ocal selections

by Mr. Millard, a student in the

Veterinary College, accompanied by
Miss Nye.
Dean Webber in welcoming the

Short Course students to Cornell,

said, "We extend to you a hearty
welcome and the hand of good fellow

ship. Our pride is Good Will and

Good Cheer Avhich I feel is accentuated

tonight by these Christmas decora

tions. You will learn many things
here that are not in books and you

will profit by the good examples

you see set on every side. Above all

we want you to grasp something of

the Cornell spirit of Avhich we are all

so proud. The Director is expected
to preach, so I say be orderly,

cleanly, prompt, and be careful of

this property which the State has en

trusted to your care. We agri
cultural students are often called hay
seeds and we may feel proud of it,

however, let us always show that we

are true gentlemen."
After reading a few passages from

"The Training of the Farmer," a

recent book by Dean L. H. Bailey, the

Director said, "I wish and I urge

every one of you students
to read this

book."

Continuing, the Dean referred to

the recent interest taken in Agricul
tural education by prominent busi

ness men as an exceedingly important

factor in agricultural extension; ho
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alluded to, and quoted from the

recent speech of President Brown of

the New York Central Railroad at

the banquet of the Railway Business

Men's Association and frorn the

article by James J. Hill in World's

Work. In contrast to these the

Dean read a resolution on education

by "Buster Brown."

As his part of the program at the

next Assembly the Dean announced

that he would not preach but would

simply tell stories, stories about the

early history and development of

Florida. At the conclusion of the

Director's address the Glee Club sang

"Cornell," the solo part being taken

by G. C. Van Hoesen, '13. The

Mandolin Club next entertained and

in response to hearty applause played
the medley of patriotic airs which

made such a hit at the last Assembly.
FolloAving the EA^ening Song came

the usual "Get Acquainted" hour

AA'here each person tried to outdo his

neighbor in eating apples.

The students taking the Short

Course in Horticulture met on De

cember 3d, for the purpose of organiz
ing the "Craig Club" for 1909-19 10.

A constitution was drawn up and

the folloAA-ing officers AA'ere elected:

President, Geo. H. Sprague; vice-

president, W. D. Hill; secretary,
Mrs. Burton Emmett. W. T. Ackert
was appointed reporter to the

Cornell Countryman.

On Friday evening, December 7th,
the Craig Club met in the Lazy Club
rooms and listened to a talk by
Professor Craig on "The Opportuni
ties of the Man who Elects Horti
culture as a Calling.

' '

Professor Craig
outlined the various branches of
Horticultural Avork, and his talk was

voted most interesting and instructive.
Mr. Barrett spoke briefly on "Farm

Opportunities."
"

f
* % *

At the meeting of the Round Up
Club on December 6th, H. C. Young,
'io, gave a talk on "Horse Breeding
Laws." He outlined these laws as

they exist in many states and em

phasized the great need for such laAvs

in New York State.
* *

The Junior class in the College of

Agriculture held a meeting Tuesday
evening, December 7th, for the pur

pose of getting organized. The fol

lowing officers were elected: Presi

dent, T. Bradlee; vice-president, F.

H. Hahnel; treasurer, H. C. Wheaton;

secretary, Miss G. L. Bennett. A

committee Avas appointed to consider

the advisability of drawing up a

constitution. The next meeting of

the class Avas called for Tuesday
evening, December 14th.

^ % ^

The Poultry Association held a very
interesting and profitable meeting
Thursday e\^ening, December 9th, in
the auditorium. The program started

with three musical numbers; Alma

Mater, led by the Glee Club Quar
tette; a selection by the Mandolin

Club and a selection by the Glee Club

quartette. After these numbers,
AA'hich AA'ere enthusiastically received,
H. N. Kutschbach, '10, gaA^e a talk on

"Poultry on New York State Farms."

Mr. Kutschback did some Farm

Survey work this past summer and

Avas thus able to present some interest

ing facts. Mr. W. G. Krum next

gave an illustrated talk on his recent

visits to seA^eral "Successful Poultry
Farms.

' '

Some fine views Avere shoAA'n

of the Angola farm and also of seA^eral

smaller farms. Following Mr. Krum,
H. B. Rogers, '12, spoke briefly, em

phasizing the present croAArded condi

tions existing in the Poultry Depart
ment and showing the need for the

additional appropriations AA'hich will

be asked for at the coming session of

the State Legislature. Acting on

Mr. Rogers' suggestion and motion a

committee AA'as appointed to draw up
a set of resolutions representing the

present existing conditions of the

Poultry Department ; a copy of these

to be sent by each member of the

Association to the Senator and As

semblyman from his home district.

At the close of the regular meeting all

present collected in the Seminary
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room to enjoy refreshments and the

usual social hour.

Among the many numbers on the

program of the Sixth Annual Meeting
of the American Breeders Association,
held as the guest of the National Corn

Exposition at Omaha, Nebraska,
December 8, 9 and io, we noted the fol

lowing: Wednesday evening, "Report
of Committee on Breeding Poultry,"
Prof. James E. Rice, chairman; and

also "Data on the Direction of the

Cross with the Domestic Fowl,"
Prof. C. A. Rogers, Ithaca, N. Y.

Thursday forenoon, address, "Some

Problems in Plant Improvement,"
Dean H. J. Webber, Ithaca, N. Y.

Thursday evening, "Report of Com

mittee on Theoretical Research in

Heredity," Dr. H. J. Webber, chair

man.

* * *

The Department of Rural Art will

conduct this winter a Rural Improve
ment Winter Course including the

following lectures :

Jan. 9. What Rural Art can do for

the Farm.

Jan. 16. Rural Architecture and

Farm Buildings.

Jan. 23 . Improvement of the Home

Grounds.

Jan. 30. Gardens.

Feb. 6. Inexpensive Ornamental

Design.
Feb. 13. Chalk Lessons in Design.

These lectures will be illustrated

by occasional lantern slides.

The following program was enjoyed

at the meeting of the Lazy Club on

December 13th: "Our Present Status

in Plant Breeding" by Professor
H. H.

Love. "Some Ecological Notes on

Apple Varieties" by Mr W. W.

Bonns and "The News" by Mr. G. M.

Cosh.

On Saturday afternoon, December

nth, the Cross Country team of the

College of Agriculture won the Inter

college Cross Country championship
for 1909 by winning the annual four

mile race between the different colleges
of the University. The total num

ber of points scored by the Agri
cultural team was 42, the nearest

competitor, the College of Civil En

gineering, scoring 52 points. By this

victory the College again gains pos

session of the Ehrich Cup for a year.

It was Avon by this college in 1907 but

lost last year to the College of Me

chanical Engineering. The silk ban

ner also given as a trophy for this

race is permanently retained. The

individual Avinner of the race Avas

Jones, '13, who ran under M. E.

colors. S. H. Stevenson, '12, captain
of the Agricultural team took second

place. Following are the men who

scored for the Agricultural College
and the positions in AAdiich they
finished:

S. H. Stevenson, '12 (Capt.) 2nd.

W. D. Haselton, '12, - - -

5th.
W. H. Welker, '12, - - - 7th.

J. L. Kraker, '12,
- - - ioth.

F. C. Shaw, '13,
-

- - - 18th.

Total, 42.

* * *

The Stone Club, representing the

students in the Winter Course in

General Agriculture, organized on

December 16th, for the winter of

1909-10. The following officers AA^ere

elected: President, N. W. Munger;

vice-president, E. F. Gibson; secre

tary, E. R. Zimmer; representariwe
to the Cornell Countryman, A. L.

Shepard. The club consists of 160

very progressive young men and its

members expect it to be the best

of the Short Course Clubs this AAdnter.

The schedule for Inter-college bas

ketball has been posted and includes

five games for the team from the

Agricultural College:

Dec. 18. Agriculture vs M. E.

Jan. 15. Agriculture vs. Vet.

Feb. 1. Agriculture vs. LaAv.

Feb. 8. Agriculture a-s. Arch.

Feb. 15. Agriculture vs. Arts.
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FORMER STUDENTS

'oi, B. S. A.—D. S. Van Dyne since

his return from the Hawaiian Islands,

has spent the entire season in an

entomological survey of the cane and

rice fields of the South, as a result of

which there has been established a

laboratory for the special purpose of

studying the insect pests of these

two crops. Mr. Van Dyne will have

charge of the laboratory which is

conducted by the Bureau of Ento

mology, United States Department

Agriculture in direct co-operation
with the Louisiana State Sugar Ex

periment Station at Audubon Park.

'04, B. S. A.
—

J. G. Halpin has been

appointed Assistant Professor of Poul

try in the University of Wisconsin.

'07, B. S. A.—J. Louis Roberts is

now located in Hood RiA^er, Oregon,
where he has a place of thirty acres

with several in bearing apple trees.

He expects to buy twenty acres more

in the spring.
'08, B. S. A—Vaughan McCaughey

and Miss Janet Harriet Brooker were

married on last Thanksgiving Day in

Honolulu, HaAvaii. While in college,
Mr. McCaughey contributed several

articles to the Countryman. We ex

tend our heartiest congratulations.
'08, W. P.—John B. Wilson is

taking up the Winter Agriculture
course this year in order to qualify
for a position as farm manager.

Since completing the Poultry course in

'08, he has been in charge of Frederick

W. Vanderbilt's poultry farm at

Hyde Park, N. Y.

'08, W. A.—Amos Augustus Barnes
and Miss Grace Jennie Willitts Avere

married at the home of the bride's

father in Danby, recently. Mr. and

Mrs. Barnes will reside in Danby.
We AA'ish to correct a mis-statement

appearing on page no of the Decem

ber Countryman. We stated:
"

'08, B. S. A—Royal Gilkey has

recently Avon first prize offered by the

Country Gentleman for the best essay
on eliminating tuberculosis." The

prize in question was offered by the

Dairy Products Department of the

NeAv York State Fair.

'08, B. S. A.—Joseph Davis AA'as

successful in winning two first prizes
for the best essay on "How to Form

the Most Profitable Dairy Herd on a

Farm of 120 Acres, with an Outlay of

$500 for Stock" and for the best

amateur plans of a sanitary stable for

24 cows.

'09, Ph.D.
—C. D. Jarvis has writ

ten a bulletin published by the Storrs

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station. The title of the bulletin is:

"Proprietary and Home-Made Mis-

cible Oils for the Control of the San

Jose Scale," and is exhaustive

study of the preparation, methods of

use, adaptibility, and efficiency of

miscible oils. Mr. Jarvis deserves

great credit for his thorough work on

this subject.
'09, B. S. A.

—E. L. Baker writes us

in a cheerful letter that he and his

father, in partnership, have pur

chased a farm of one hundred and

seventy-eight acres located near Bliss,

Wyoming County, where they will

make a specialty of dairying and

potatoes. About thirty-five acres is

taken up by a groA^e of first growth
sugar maples.
'09, Sp.

—Stuart A. Cody is mana

ger of the poultry farm H. C. Swart -

wut, East VieAv Farm, Penn Yan,
N.Y.

Mr. L. S. Relyea writes that he has

just purchased Spring Lake Farm at

Elkton, Maryland where he intends to
breed some of the best S. C. Reds that

have yet been grown. He wishes to

be remembered to his friends and ex

presses considerable interest in the

development of the College.

'09, W. P.—Mr. Noble E. Keeney
of Johnsonburg, N. Y. and Miss Ella

A. Bacon both of the Winter Poultry
course, '09, AA'ere recently married.

Mr. and Mrs. Keeney will reside in

North Lansing, N. Y. This is the

first intermarriage of any of theWinter

Poultry course students.

Ex. 'io—Albert W. Peters has a

most attractive farm of eighty acres,

all in two and three year old apples,
for which he paid $800 an acre, in

Hood RiA-er, Oregon
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THE FORESTS

By J. S. Whipple
Commissioner, New York State Forest, Fish and Game Commission

THE necessity for the conservation

of our natural resources is un

questioned today. Twice the Govern

ors of all the States have been called

together by request of the President

to consider ways and means of check

ing the waste of natural resources.

Influential societies have been or

ganized for the purpose of disseminat

ing information as to the seriousness

of the conservation question in this

country. Speakers are about the

land delivering from the public plat
form educational exhortations and

prominent publications are urging

careful use of our valuable public
assets. All over the nation the cry

has gone up that we must halt our

onward rush to disaster, inevitable if

we continue the course thus far pur

sued. We must turn back up the path
of our debauch and rectify the mis

takes made by the avarice and ignor

ance of our people.
The wealth of this nation has been

wrung from its natural resources.

The most important of these is the

forests. This rich El Dorado we are

plundering from the bosom of the

earth without heed to the interest of

future generations. This is a great

nation; I sometimes think as great m

its vices as in its virtues. It is

difficult to determine just what per

cent, of all our natural resources

have been wasted through igno

rant methods of utilization. Sta

tistics prove that more than one-

half has been lost. In the case of

forests the percentage is still greater.

And one wonders how much more pre

eminent we would have been if these

invaluable possessions had been prop
erly handled from the time our nat

ional career began. Here the thought
obtrudes, what suffering have we im

posed on following generations by

destroying resources that belonged to

them? What humility have we

brought to the future prestige of the

United States ?

How much have Ave shortened our

national life? What achievement,

judging from our present high position
as a factor among nations, would we

have attained had we utilized the lost

equivalent of our present prosperity?
We have thrown away an American

nation in making one. Our resources

should be preserved and perpetuated,
if possible, by wise handling; not

wasted. The dissipation of one's

health is like the dissipation of natural

resources by the body politic, it leads

to desuetude and disaster. It means

commercial oblivion. It is civic sui

cide. During recent years the princi

ple seems to have been "After us the

deluge." We cannot proceed farther

on that proposition without making
ourselves unworthy of our ancestors

and our posterity.
Man's ingenuity might devise sub

stitutes for every natural asset now in

process of exhaustion sooner than an

equivalent for our munificent forests

could be found. Nothing to take the

place of forests has yet been discoA^ered,

although many countries have needed

a quid pro quo for the ruthlessly

destroyed trees, as they have needeh

nothing else in their history.
Forests must always prevail, or we

cannot. Forests had to precede tde
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advent of man The last man will be pled and thousands of men thrown

ll nfX 'lfl.t tree The ruins of out of employment. The history of

affl n doit e" maTk the denuded the world proves that such conditions
aDanuuneu ^

invariably follow the de-

[Reproduced by permission of the Forest Service,

United States Department of Agriculture].

WHITE PINE PLANTATION 30 YEARS OLD. SPACING OF

TREES A LITTLE TOO WIDE. CLOSER SPACING

WOULD REDUCE SIZE OF BRANCHES AND

HASTEN NATURAL PRUNING.

lands of other countries. A nation

bereft of its forests will lose its integ

rity among nations. Without a rea

sonable woods groAvth properly distrib- our own supply or come pretty near

uted, Avater will disappear from the going without.

nudation of forest areas.

Here in theUnited States

we are absolutely wasting
our timber. Only about

thirty per cent, of the

timber which stood fin

the forests is utilized

after it is cut. We take

from our forests each year,

not counting the loss by

fire, three times their yearly

growth . We take thirty-six

cubic feet per acre for every

twelve cubic feet grown.

We incite misuse of our

forests by over-taxation

and thereby award a pre

mium on waste land.

Taxes should be so adjusted
as to encourage the plant

ing and maintenance of

forest land. You cannot

expect a people at large to

plant forests where future

profit on the investment is

so far distant that it seems

almost intangible; especi

ally when a heavy tax

renders a return on the

investment doubtful.

The world's supply of

timber already has reached

the point where we have

to depend upon our own product for

what we use. With the exception
of some finishing woods we must grow

land as it does from the roof of a build

ing. Valuable wild animal and bird

life must to a large degree perish.
The product of fish life amounting to

many million dollars would be mater

ially reduced. Without Avater the

productiveness of our farm land must

greatly depreciate and might finally
be lost altogether. Farms that need

no irrigation now would become bar

ren. The health of our cities would

be jeopardized. Great manufactur

ing interests taking their power from

the ri\7ers of the State would be crip-

In New York State we are cutting

timber five times as fast as it is being

reproduced. In twenty years we will

not have a sawing stick left in the

State. We know that this result is

found to folloAv from a careful study
made of the supply, reproduction and

consumption of timber. The end is

insight. If we do not heed the warn

ing we shall reap the whirlwind as

France did and as China does. The

Chinese Empire never recovered from

the staggering blows dealt her by im

pecunious generations. The Chinese
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today are hiring German foresters in trees, the dead and decaying debris
an attempt to prevent the soil of their upon the ground, the little hollows or
mountainous country, bared by de- basins between the trees and this
forestation, from eroding into the sea. humus are all parts of this perfect
The only way to do this is to cover reservoir, built on nature's plan de-
the soil again with trees, just as Na- taining, holding and keeping back the
ture once covered and protected it. water, allowing it to soak into the
It takes from fifty to one hundred ground to feed the little springs thence
years to grow a tree but when the soil the creeks, and keep the water flow-
is gone it may come back in a thousand ing from the hills all the year
years or never.

Without forests we can have no

wood. Lumber has doubled in price
in a decade. The scarcity of wood

takes money from the pocket of every
human being. Without forests, es

round.

On the other hand when the forest

is cut away, the basins are broken

down, all obstructions to the Aoav of

water are removed, the humus is

destroyed and Nature's reservoir is

pecially in a country like the State of swept away, allowing the Avater to run

New York, we can have but little quickly into the larger streams, caus-
water. Before our woodlands were ing destructive floods. Many times,
so badly cut, we did not need storage great damage and unhealthful condi-
dams. God, in his wonderful plan in tions follow. When the storm is over,

creating the world and providing it the flood subsides, the water is soon

with forests, planned for, and nature gone, and dry creek beds appear.
built, a reservoir neA^er

surpassed in usefulness.

A study of this natural

reservoir proves the import
ance and imperative neces

sity of preserving our

forests. The trees, the

leaves, the twigs, old logs,
limbs and fallen debris are

part of it. All these catch,

delay and hold back the

rain drops as they fall. If

you will observe the condi

tions of the forest floor yon
will notice that between

the trees there are little

basins in the ground,
caused by the roots of the

trees holding up the soil.

These basins catch and hold

the rain. Then underneath

it all, formed from decay
ing leaves, twigs, limbs and

logs for a thousand years,

is a black mold called

humus. This humus has

greater power to take up

and hold moisture than any
other known vegetable or

animalmatter. The humUS [Reproduced by permission of the Forest Service,
.1 1 , United States Department of Agriculture.

is the principal component
r f\E3>

' A WELL ARRANGED WOOD LOT, SHOWING CLEAN

part ot God s reservoir.
timbers resulting from natural

Then the leaA^es, limbs, pruning.
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Nearly every person can remember

some stream close to his boyhood
home, covered and protected by beau

tiful trees, its Avater supporting fish

life and running nearly full banks all

summer long. Since then the forests

on the watershed have been removed,
and now when he visits his old home

the well-remembered swimming pool
is dry, the trout brook is a dry creek

bed, and the forests, which kept the

cool water constantly running from

the old hills are a thing of the past.
These evidences are to be seen on every

hand all over the State.

The Mohawk last August was a

rivulet with ugly mud bars sticking
out all along its winding course. The

same conditions prevailed in the upper
Hudson. That river had not more

than two inches of water where once

it flowed deep and strong the year
round. The water last August in

Lakes George and Champlain was a

foot to a foot and a half lower than

eArer before.

Why thi:_. condition? Why reser

voir agitation? The reason is plain:
the old hills are uncovered; the val

leys are bereft of their protecting
forests; God's reserA^oir under the

trees has been destroyed. Therefore,
without forests, we cannot have water

except in flood time. Without forests

there is no home or breeding place for
birds or game animals; without cool
and constantly supplied water we can
have no fresh water fish life and much
of that valuable product must be

destroyed . Withoutpermanent
forests we cannot have lumber.
You will remember that there are

not more than four rivers of impor
tance in the State, which have their
source in the State, that do not rise in
the Adirondack and Catskill regions.
Therefore, these particular sections of
the State should always be coA^ered
with a good forest.

While we are trying to preserve our
woodlands and thereby the water of
the State which they protect, we must
not forget that quantity ofwater alone
is not all that is required in this

respect. The water should be pure.
Polluted and impure AA^ater is constant

menace to the health of people and all
animal life that drinks it. There are

in the State of New York 6,000 manu

facturing plants of every kind and

description, all pouring the refuse,
much of it poisonous and dangerous to

health,into the streams and ponds and
lakes near which the establishments

are located. The sewage from a thou

sand cities and villages, and the refuse
of all kinds coming from these places
is run into and thrown into the creeks,
rivers, ponds and lakes of the State,

polluting and defiling the water, mak

ing it unfit for domestic purposes. It

is almost criminal negligence on the

part of all persons having the power to
in any way better the present condi

tion not to move in the direction of

purification of the water supply of the

State.

Then, too, we must have forests

because they regulate the tempera

ture, affect rainfall and protect from

winds. In these respects the value of

the forest to agricultural lands is very
apparent and important. Forests are

very important regulators and equali
zers of the temperature. Slight ob

servation will convince a person, who

will take the pains to examine this

question, that large forests or a large
number of small forests, to a consider

able degree lower the temperature in

the heated term and raise it in the

winter. If you will test the tempera
ture of a tree in the forest when the

thermometer anywhere in the vicinity
of the tree registers ninety-five degrees
in July, and the test be applied to the
tree three feet from the ground, you
will find the temperature of the tree

body to be at least five degrees lower
than that of the temperature about it.
The reason for it is plain:
The tree in a way has a circulation

like that in a human body. The tree

gathers its sustenance from the cool

ground, draws the moisture into the

body of the tree, it circulates by capil
lary attraction through its whole

length to its branches, and is evapora
ted largely from the under side of the

leaves. The tree constantly throw

off moisture as well as large quantitie
of oxygen. This circulation lower
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the temperature of the body of the

tree. When thousands of trees stand
close together on a tract of land it

must decrease the temperature of the
air not only in close proximity to the
forest but far removed therefrom.

Then, too, the thick covering which
the leaves in summer afford to the

ground, scarcely allowing the sunlight
to penetrate to the forest floor, pre
vents rapid evaporation, excludes the
heat, and in that way, materially
lowers the temperature in and about

the forest. The moisture being re

tained in the ground more steadily
and longer, helps to keep the ground
cool and to cool the air that circulates

above. This is, undoubtedly, largely
the cause of much lower temperature
in the Adirondacks than we have in

the cities of the Middle, Southern and

Western part of the State. If anyone

imagines that the reason for a twenty-
five degree lower temperature on the

average at Lake Placid in summer is

due to the fact that it is a hundred or

even two hundred miles north of a

given point in the State and that alone
is the reason, they are very much mis

taken.

Forests sensibly affect the rainfall

of a locality. Moisture is being thrown
off constantly through the lea\^es ; the

air about the woods is much cooler

than far away from them ; the higher
elevations loom up cool in the atmos

phere. The hot winds charged with

moisture are blown across the cool

ridges ; the moisture is condensed as it

comes in contact with them and is

precipitated in rain.

Space will not permit going further

into the subject in its thousand im

portant phases. But the immediate

increase of forest lands on a large scale

is vitally urgent in this State. The

road to a lumber camp.

only lines to work along to prevent
what has occurred in other countries

from occurring more is to plant trees;
to promulgate stricter laws governing
the manner of cutting timber ; to hold

out some inducement to the private
owner for reforesting his waste land

by lifting the tax burden, to some ex

tent, from his property; and last but

not least important is the protection
of the forests from their greatest

enemy, fire.

If these things are done they will

conserve our streams as well as our

forests. If they are not done, the use
fulness of our streams will decrease no

less than the usefulness of our forests.

Game and bird-life will vanish from

the land and we will loose the great
beautiful gardens of recreation that

thousands delight to visit for health

and recuperation, the value of our

property will decrease while the cost

of living will materially increase and

history will haA^e repeated itself.

+- + -+■
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THE PROTECTION OF FISHERIES

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES [COMMISSION AND THE PROTECTION OF

FISHERIES

David Starr Jordan
President Leland Stanford University.

HpHE International Fisheries Com-
■*- mission represents a most in

teresting effort to settle at once a num
ber of problems in International Law,
in Constitutional Law, in Conflict of

Laws, in Equity, and at the same time
in Biology, for no statute for the pres
ervation and propagation of fish can

be effective unless the nature of the

individual species, its food, its distri
bution and its habits, is primarily and

persistently kept in view.

The boundary waters of the United
States and Canada include two of the

greatest fishing areas of the world.

The Great Lakes constitute the great
est body of freshwater belonging to

any single system, and it is richer in

fish life than any other. Puget Sound
and the adjacent waters are part of
the great Alaskan system, the region
of all the world richest in salmon.

In these boundary waters the

statutes of the Dominion of Canada,
those of the different provinces and

those
_

of the different states of the

American Union are more or less at
cross purpose with each other. Over
Lake Erie, for example, the richest of
the lakes in fisheries, four states and
one province claim jurisdiction, with
the greatest variation in theory and

pra ctice of fish protection.
In the treaty of April u, 1908, an

attempt is made to remedy this condi
tion of affairs by the adoption by Great
Britain and the United States of iden
tical statutes relating to the fisheries,
these statutes to hold for a period of
four years without change, except by
the joint action of both nations.
Under this treaty two commissioners
have been appointed to draw up this
code of fishery statutes. These are

the Hon. Edward E. Prince of Ottawa
as representative of Great Britain and
the presentwriter as the representatiA^e
of the United States.
The code of regulations, adopted on

May 30, 1909, will become law, when

promulgated jointly by the President

of the United States and the Premier

of Canada.

This treaty involves a number of

interesting principles. (1) Joint in

ternational a ctions in the case ofmigra

tory animals moving from waters of

one nation to those of another in place
of national control on the two sides of

the boundary. (2) Substitution of

international legislation in this regard
for that of the several provinces, states
and counties. (3) The code of regu

lations must depend on the nature of

the different species of animals it is

designed to protect, the matter be

coming, at bottom, one of natural

history.
In nearly all cases the final key to

the situation is found in artificial

propagation
—the development of the

hatchery. This demands, however,
men who are willing to study their

business and to learn through the

nature of the fishes concerned, the egg,
the fry, and the adult. Artificial

hatching is not a process. It is an art,
and like all arts it must rest on science.

How much of the money spent on

hatcheries has been wholly wasted no

one can tell, but the amount is con

siderable. And the value of any

hatchery is determined, not by the

nominal output of eggs and fry, but

by the brains put into the business.

Each species of fish, like each plant in
the garden, has its own nature and

must be met on its own ground. It is

set in its ways, and Avill not conform

to the habits of any other species.
The species of fishes affected by this

legislation are numerous, but they
can be grouped into about six types,
as represented by the herring, the

whitefish, the red salmon of the Pacific,
the black bass, the wall-eye, and the

sturgeon.
The herring is a marine fish existing

in incalculable numbers and spawning
by the million in many places on both
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shores of the North Atlantic. The
catch of herring in navigable waters is
less than a drop in the bucket, and the
fishery statutes must concern the pro
tection and regulation of the fishing
industry rather than the conservation
of the herring itself.
The whitefish is a type of a group of

fishes, part of them the helpless prey
of the predatory fishes, others as the

Lake Trout feeding freely on other

forms, but all spawning in cooling
water, mostly in November. The

eggs are large, free and easily mani

pulated, so that they can be easily
cared for by processes of artificial

propagation. By caring for these eggs
perhaps twenty or even a hundred

times as many young can be returned

to the lake as would naturally develop.
The best protection to such fishes is

that of a size limit, forbidding the

buying or selling of all which have not
reached the degree of maturity in

volved in the second appearance on

the spawning grounds. These fishes

are fit for the table while the spawn

ing process is going on. To forego
catching them for a month or so before

the spawning period, then to allow

free fishing for adult fish on the part
of those fishermen prepared to pre

serve the spawn is the best means of

maintaining and increasing fisheries

of this type. The theory is that the

grown fishes once spawned may be

removed leaving more room for the

new generation, much as the ripe trees

may be taken from a forest. In this

regard we already see every prospect
of success in the Great Lakes, as even

under present conditions, with the

present hatchery facilities, the number
of fishes of this kind is steadily increas

ing.
To another category belongs the

five species of salmon of the Pacific

Coast, the Chinook, the Red Salmon,
the Silver Salmon, the Humpback and

the Dog Salmon. All of these feed in

the sea, spavin in the rivers, ascending
the streams for the most part when

four years old, all individuals male and

female dying soon after the first

spawning. In this case the fish are

valuable only when about to leave

the sea, or in the lower courses of the

rivers. When the spawn or milt is

ripe the flesh of the fish is worthless.
Here the problem is to allow fish

enough to escape the nets and to

ascend the rivers to cover the spawn

ing grounds and to keep the hatcheries

occupied. The most valuable of these

species, in international waters, the

red salmon, spawns only in streams at
the head of lakes. In Puget Sound
the supply has been greatly depleted
by over-fishing.
Under such circumstances nothing

is gained by statutes regulating the

size of fish. The only thing to be

done is to establish seasonal or weekly
close seasons, when a certain large
number shall have opportunity to pass
up to the lakes.

The black bass is the type of still

another group of fishes. The male

bass maintains his own hatchery.
The eggs cannot be separated and

hached by artificial means. The male

fish builds a nest, the eggs are placed
in it. Then he stands guard over

them, driving away all intruders in

cluding the mother bass, until the

hatching is complete. Then he eats

some of his own young, let us hope the

least active, as a contribution to

natural selection, and the rest escape.
No artificial improvement over his

method is possible. In this case pro

tection consists in preventing the

catching of the immature fish, and the

absolute preservation of the spawning
grounds from intrusion of net or hook.

Another class contains predatory
fish like the wall-eye and perch, spaAvn

ing in spring, in warming waters but

susceptible of assistance through arti

ficial hatching. In general, these are

adequately protected by the law of the

size limit, by which the immature

fishes are kept from the markets.

Sometimes, however, nets must be

kept out of the line of their spring

migrations.
Still another class is composed of

the sturgeon, of which four species are

found in international waters. It

reaches a great size, and Avhen running
to its spawning beds in the spring, it

is an easy victim to the pot hunter.
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The vast majority of the sturgeons in

our lakes have been killed for the eggs

which are made into Caviar. The

sturgeon thus far has resisted the at

tempts at artificial propagation,by rea

son of certain peculiarities of its own.

When the fish is ripe the eggs and

milt are unripe and die without matur

ing if the fish is confined in a pond.
With these species, there is but one

method of artificial increase—to pre

vent all killing for a series of years

corresponding to the years of merciless

and unlimited slaughter.
To protect for their greatest useful

ness the varying groups of fishes, in

all the lakes, rivers and seas of our

northern boundary, is the task of the

International Fisheries Commission.

In so far as this commission is success

ful, it should extend the fisheries, in

crease the amount of available fish

food, and bring about a more har

monious relation between the United

States and Canada. Furthermore, it

should improve the lot of each indivi

dual fisherman. If the work is suc

cessful it should furnish models for the

statutes of the different states and

provinces which have like problems
and like interests.

If this international project is car
ried out satisfactorily, the same reme

dy should be applied to the difficulties

arising from the migration of fishes in

interstate waters. The conditions are
the same in Lake Michigan, controlled
bythe variant statutes of four states
as in Lake Erie with her five states and

provinces.
The problem of the Columbia with

its magnificent fisheries at the mercy
of the inadequate, greedy and variant
states of Oregon, Washington and

Idaho, is far more difficult and more

hopeless than that of the Frazer River
and Puget Sound.

Twenty-eight years ago in my re

port on the salmon fisheries of the
Columbia I called attention to the fact
that these fisheries Avould be depleted

or destroyed unless the government of

the United States could intervene be

tween Oregon and Washington. In

each state fishermen try to take all

they can get and the two legislatures
can never agree on joint action of any
kind adequate for the protection of the

species.
This has gone on from bad to worse

until the Columbia fisheries are but a

fraction of what they were in 1880.

At the present time under the referen

dum laws of Oregon, all fishing above
tide water is forbidden in Oregon, and
all gill net fishing by night below tide

water limit is also prohibited. This

practically closes all fishing on the

Oregon side, Avhile on the Washington
side and up the river in Idaho, there is
no limit of any kind. These statutes

may be set aside by the courts, one or
both of them, but meanwhile very few

fishes reach the spawning grounds, and
the fisheries four years hence will

amount to nothing. All this comes

from a struggle, carried into politics,
between the Associated (gill net) fish

ermen on the one hand, and the own

ers of the fish Avheels up the river, on

the other.

The fisheries in the other boundary
waters, Lake Michigan, the Mississippi
the Ohio, and the Potomac are all in

similar bad way. For this there is no

remedy except for the United States

to take control of all migratory ani

mals of commercial value and to con

trol and legislate for the interstate fish
eries as it does for the interstate com

merce, and for the interstate Aveather.

Matters of importance which no par
ticular state can manage must be

taken in hand by the United States.

Problems which see- sawing legislatures
find insoluble are easy enough to a

national commission. In this case

the machinery for investigation and

control, (and all control must be based
on scientific investigation) already
exists in the United States Bureau of

Fisheries.
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A FOREST SCHOOL IN WINTER QUARTERS
By Howard R.Krinbill

Student in the Biltmore Forest School, at present located at Darmstadt, Germany

A MONG the forestry schools of the The natural working field for the
world, the Biltmore Forest study of lumbering is in the Southern

School, now in winter quarters at Appalachians and the Lake States of
Darmstadt, Germany, occupies the the United States, but for the study of

unique position of being the only Sylviculture, Forest Management,
travelling school, having working Mensuration and Botany, the best
fields during twelve months of each opportunities are offered in Central

year in Germany (Winter), western Germany. Dr. C. A. Schenck, Direc-
North Carolina (Spring), Tennessee tor of the Biltmore Forest School, has
(Summer), and Wisconsin (Fall), been able to secure unusual advantages
The home of the School is the forest— at Darmstadt, the capital of the grand
the forests of the Lake States; the duchy of Hesse Darmstadt where since
forests of the Southern Appalachians, 1906 he has held the honorary rank of

the Middle Atlantic States, the North "Oberforester." The Polytechnic
Woods of Maine, and the forests of School with 1500 German students

Germany, particularly the Pineries of has opened its doors to the fifty
the Rhine Valley, the Spessart moun- Americans, affording botanical studies

tains, the Odenwald and the Black under the great botanist, Dr. Heinrich
Forest. Schenck, who controls a large
Darmstadt is surrounded by various botanical garden containing species

types of forest belonging to state, from many climes, North America

town and private individuals, each (with Mexico) being well repre-

requiring a different method of sented.

management. To the west and south, Sundays, the Americans have the

spreads the Rhine Valleywith its pine- privilege of attending Divine Services

ries and coppice growth in inundation in English at the chapel in the Grand

regions; to the southeast rises the Duke's castle. The Grand Duke of

heavily-wooded, mountain district of Hesse Darmstadt offered the Biltmore

the Odenwald, twenty-five miles in boys the use of lecture rooms in the

breadth, with stands of Oak and castle, a structure begun in the 15th

Beech; to the east, beyond the Main, century, containing a library of

stand the Spessart mountains, famous 470,000 volumes and a tower with

for primeval oak of highest quality; chimes. This splendid offer could not

farther to the south, within two or be accepted, however, as Mr. G. Merck

three hours ride, stretches the Schwar- of Darmstadt and East Orange, N. J.,
wald or Black Forest, known to the had placed his villa at the disposal of

forester for its Spruce and Silver Fir the school.

and to the world for its legends and Each morning at 8:30 the Ameri-

songs, streams and cascades, old cans assemble at the Merck villa for

castles and ruined monasteries. four hours of lectures—Conversational

Near Darmstadt on a baronial es- German, Sylviculture, Classification

tate may be seen the world's oldest and Distribution of the Forest Trees

forest plantations of American trees, of the United States. Between lee-

Many other plantations exist, notably tures, the students inspect the numer-

of White Pine, Jack Pine, Douglas Fir, ous American and European trees

Sitka Spruce, White Fir, Black Wal- growing in a botanical garden con-

nut, Red Oak and White Ash, mixed nected with the estate. This garden

with native Beech, Oak, Maple, Ash is being used for experimental nur-

and Birch. Through the famous fores- series. Seeds collected in the moun

ters Hartig, Hundeshagen and Heyer, tains of western North Carolina have

Darmstadt became the "historic birth- been planted, each student having a

place of forestry." numbered plot.
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After noons, the prospective fores

ters become familiar with practical
work by visiting saw mills, lumber

yards, A^eneer and furniture factories.

Sylvicultural lectures of the morning
are supplemented by afternoon excur
sions to nurseries and plantations.
Timber Estimating and Mensuration
occur in the forests of Oak, Beech,
Pine, Spruce and Larch. Accurate
data are secured on age, number of

specimens per acre, size of average
tree, sectional area per acre, height,
form, cords per acre, board feet per
acre, and valuation. Forests of any
desired description may be studied
from the seedlings of 1909 to trees

planted in 1780. For example, the
successive stages of Scotch Pine are

followed from the plantation of two

year olds 16,000 per acre, culminating
m 100 year old stands of 160 specimens
per acre, average diameter at breast
height, 13 inches, yielding 12,000 bd.
ft. valued at $25 per 1000 and 25 cords
offire wood worth $8 per cord. The

intermediate thinnings are studied by

co-operation with the wood cutters,

the trees being calipered ahead of the

cutters so that a form height factor

may be secured for total yield in cord-

wood, root wood and faggots. In the

State forests of Hesse Dormstadt the

thinnings yield 64 per cent and the

final clear cut 36 per cent of the total

revenue.

Conservative forestry is practiced in

Germany, because the consumer pays

the bill. Thinnings are profitable on

account of the proximity of markets

due to density of population and net

work of woods roads. The high value
of naked soil unfit for the plow, the

proper adjustment of taxes to the

productiveness of the soil, the reduc

tion of fire risk by an army of guards,
and the high stumpage prices unite to
foster Constructive forestry. The sus

tained yield of the forest is adjusted
to the needs of the home market,

thereby killing competition which

would be detrimental to Conservation.
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The; long time investments involved

are in keeping with the policy of a

community, although generally im

possible for the individual.
The total forest area of Germany

(35 million acres), gives a per capita of
less than six-tenths acre, which sup

plies about three-fourths of the con

sumption of sixty million people.
The United States with a population
of eighty-eight million has a forest

area of nearly six hundredmillion acres
or about seven acres per capita. The

area controlled by the United States

Forest Service equals five (4.8) times
the total forest area of Germany. The

demands of 200 million Germans could

be supplied if German forestry were

applied to the one hundred sixty-eight
million acres of the American National

Forests. Twenty-six per cent of Ger

many is forest area, classified as fol

lows:

State and Crown forests 33-7%
Private forests 46.5%
Communal forests 16.1%
Church, school and hospital
forests i-5%

Association forests 2.2%

In the state of Hesse Darmstadt,
the forests cover 32% of the area

(fifty-five one hundredths acre per

capita), 29% being state and Crown,

37% Communal, and 33% Private.

In Hesse Darmstadt, Baden, Alsace-

Lorraine and other small states, the

communal forests are most highly

developed.
The German states manage or dic

tate theworking plans for the majority
of the communal forests and control

30% of the private forests, mainly the

protective forests of southern and cen

tral Germany. Only 3 3% of the entire

forest area is entirely free from state

control (70% of the private forests,

including all those of Prussia and

Saxony). The states own 33% and

control 66% of the forests.

The forests of the United States

represent 30% of the land area ofwhich

the National Forests comprise more

than one-fourth. While Constructive

and Conservative forestry form the

policy of the Forest Service, Destruc
tive forestry must be practiced by the
American lumberman as long as vast

areas of merchantable timber enable

him to shift his capital from tract to

tract after clear cutting. "Forestry
is business; the best business is that

forestry Avhich pays best." The lum

berman wastes timber to save money.
The consumer wishes him to waste

money to saA^e timber. The lower

grades of lumber left in the woods to

rot will be marketed only when the

consumer is willing to pay the cost of

production and transportation. The

utilization of tree tops and roots in the
United States may be expscted when

the forest area per capita approaches
one acre instead of seA^en. No lum

berman in the United States has confi

dence enough in second growth to risk
his capital against first and over taxa

tion. Only the government, national
or state, can afford to be blind to the

compound interest tables. "Conser

vative forestry is incompatible with

low prices and high taxes, hot fires and
cold logic," high freight rates and a

low tariff on low grades.
The highly developed German fores

try system cannot be applied to the

American forests, because similar

economic conditions do not prevail.
The students of the Biltmore Forest

School are in Germany to study the

conditions which make Conservative

forestry profitable
—

more profitable
than Destructive forestry. Returning
to the United States, they will not try
to introduce any innovations but will

be content to start at the bottom in

the employ of large lumber companies.
The Americans have been welcomed

to German soil by royalty, townspeo
ple, soldiers and students, and they in

return will endeavor to strengthen the

feelings of good will and common in

terest already existing between the

Fatherland and Young America.
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THE AGRICULTURAL SITUATION

By L. H. Bailey

Extract from an address delivered January 21st before the Students of the New York State College of

Agriculture

THE interest in rural affairs is now

growing rapidly. This is the

beginning of a movement that is

bound to be world-wide and to have

permanent results. All human affairs

tend to develop irregularly, or in parts,
the public interest first attaching it

self to one phase and then to

another. The final result, however,

is the coordinated progress of the

race.

One hundred years ago all peoples
were essentially rural. With the ex

panding of manufacturing, commer

cial and transportation interests, at

tention has been directed to the up

building of trading places or cities, and

the chief attention of the race has been

directed for two or three generations
tOAvard this phase of our evolution.

The result is that rural civilization

has been relatively overlooked and

neglected. It is the unexpressed
recognition of this fact that lies at the

bottom of the present movement for

country life. It is a process of the

evening-up of our civilization. As we

measure cvilization in these latter

days, it cannot reach its highest per
fection if it is preponderatingly rural;
neither can it reach its highest efficien

cy if it is preponderatingly urban.

The movement for the betterment of

country life, while it may over-express
itself, is nevertheless fundamental.
The special interest in it is likely to

continue for a generation or more,

until the processes are measurably
coordinated.

The fundamental problem for the
human race is to feed itself. It has
been a relatively easy matter to pro
vide food and clothing thus far, be
cause the earth yet has a small popula
tion, and because there have always
been neAv lands to be brought into

requisition. The races propagate in

geometrical proportion. We shall
eliminate the plagues, and the devas
tations of war, and the population of

the earth will tremendously increase

in the centuries to come. When the

new lands have all been opened to

cultivation and when thousands of

millions of human beings occupy the

earth, the demand for food will con

stitute a problem which we scarcely
apprehend today. All this supply
must come from the thin crust of the

globe. We shall then be obliged to

develop self-sustaining methods of

maintaining the producing power of

land. We shall eliminate all wastes,
and every human being will develop a

consciousness of care for the resources

of the earth.

We think we have developed inten
sive and perfected systems of agricul
ture; but as a matter of fact, and

speaking broadly, a permanent agri
culture is yet unknown in the world.

In certain regions, as in Great Britain,
the producing-power of the land has

been increased over a long series of

years, but this has been accomplished
by the transportation of fertilizing
materials from the ends of the earth.

The fertility of England has been

drawn largely from the prairies and

plains of America, from which it has

secured its food supplies, from the

guano deposits in islands of the seas,

from the bones of men in Egypt and
the battlefields of Europe. We begin
to understand how it is possible to

maintain the producing-power of the

surface of the earth, and there are cer
tain regions in which our knowledge
has been put effectively into operation
but we have developed no conscious

plan or system in a large way for secur

ing this great result. It is the ulti

mate problem of the race, as I have

indicated, to devise a permanent sys
tem of agriculture. It is th> greatest
unsolved problem that can confr

us. These statements will £
some sense, I hope, of the im-

of the affairs that you ana

students, are now studyir
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The speaker explained the impor
tance of the meeting just completed at
Albany, called under the auspices of

the old State Agricultural Society.
This meeting resolved itself practi
cally into a "conference of rural pro

gress," such as was recommended by
the Commission on Country Life. It

will have a powerful effect in directing
public sentiment in the Empire State

and in solidifying what information

we now possess. Such conferences

are being held in other states. It

cannot be long distant when great
national conferences on country life

will be held, and when we shall have

even world-wide convocations of simi

lar character in order to converge and

crystallize the sentiment of the world.
The ultimate means of securing the

brotherhood of mankind is to come

through the discussion of the primary
fundamental problem of mankind,
which problem is the providing of the

means of subsistence.

THE STATE PLAN

There was suggested at Albany the

outline of a state plan which should

bring together and coordinate all

movements for education by means of

agriculture, with the idea that it would

be the beginning of a systematized
movement for the advancement of

rural civilization in general. A com

mittee was established to consider

these and other recommendations

during the coming year, and it will

study the situation, develop a plan

and, if it seems to be wise, propose a

law that shall outline a general plan of

action. The suggestions that brought

up this discussion are as follows:

"We must haA^e a state program for

the development of country life.

Without such a program we shall be

in danger of falling into disorder.
We

will overlap, lack vision, probably
A\:jrk at cross-purposes, and fail

miserably to accomplish the best and

the broadest results. I propose that

a general law be enacted which shall

•- the state's policy in education

s of agriculture, and which

■line methods that it proposes
■r <o that the work may be,

coordinated throughout the state and

that a definite plan may be projected.
The duties of all the classes of institu

tions should be defined and relations

should be established between them.

The people should know to what they
are committing themselves.

"This law should not, of course, be

designed to suppress the activities of

any institution or to put such institu
tion under the domination of any other

institution. The schools, colleges and
other institutions for the betterment

of agriculture should have their own

autonomy and responsibility and they
should be developed to the highest
point of efficiency in their respectiA^e
spheres. Nevertheless their functions

need to be defined and the work of all

of them coordinated. A general plan
whereby all this may be worked out

should be stated in a separate laAv that

is deA^oid of all local, sectional and

special questions.
"The fundamental consideration in

such a law should be to develop the

agriculture and advance the country
life of the state by organizing the work
of all the agencies on a systematic plan
so that an orderly development may
be secured. Such a recognized general
policy should do much to insure to

each institution in the system its

proper state support.
"The germ of such a statute already

exists in the agricultural law of the

state. This phase of the law is now

antiquated and needs re-statement

and extension.

"Now that special schools of agricul
ture are established and others are

being requested, as all institutions are

expanding greatly, and as there is

more or less confusion of ideas, it is

imperative that the state should now

outline as definite a policy as the best

wisdom and experience in the state is

able to project.
"Some of the points which I think

should be made in such a laAv are

these :

"

i . The state should define its pol

icy in the development of country life.

"2. It should name the classes of

institutions that it proposes to utilize

in the execution of this policy.
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"3. IV should" .define the functions

of the different classes of institutions.

"4. It should state the organic

relationships that should exist be-

tAveen them all.

"5. It might provide an advisory

board or coordinating executive body

to guide agricultural education in the

state. I think that the directors or

responsible heads of such institutions

established for the betterment of agri
culture throughout the state should

constitute such advisory board, to

which questions of policy and proced
ure should be referred and which, of

course, should serve without remuner

ation. This board should include also

the commissioner of agriculture and

the commissioner of education. It

might be well to have one, tAVO or

three other persons appointed by the

governor. This board Avould consti

tute a natural conference of the par

ties that are immediately responsible
for this work, just such as now exists

more or less informally between the

heads of these institutions. The idea

of such a board is to further the

coordination and to be directive,
rather than to have plenary power."

SUGGESTIONS TO STUDENTS

Dean Bailey then made some sug

gestions to the students respecting
their attitude toward their work. He

thinks that education by means of

agriculture is making a very impor
tant contribution to education in

general. At a time when there is a

tendency to refine and over-theorize

our educational processes, it is very

important that Ave keep our processes
close to the ground and that we deal

primarily with realities. It is not

desired that we slacken the emphasis
on ideals but that the ideals shall be

developed from the real as a base.
Education by means of agriculture
rests on actualities. Its primary pro
cess is to meet the needs of the people
and to develop them natively. It
fits them for their livelihood, Avhereas
much of our education tends to unfit
them for securing a livelihood. It is
also democratic to the highest degree.
The extension work in agriculture,

while yet very imperfect in its method

is nevertheless the best expression of

the modern extension movement be

cause it designs to reach the last man

and woman at their own homes and in

their own business, and to extend their

resourcefulness in life rather than

merely to entertain or inform them.

The sincerity of purpose in this Col

lege of Agriculture is very marked and
constitutes the underlying reason for

its contagious spirit. As education

becomes popular, certain youths fre

quent the institutions because it is

"the thing" to do. With no particu
lar purpose or goal they form a sort of

caste or eddy in the student body,
assuming the faddish swagger, affect

ing the cut of clothes, herding like

sheep, and developing a superficial
and supercilious air that is incompati
ble with the development of strong
individualism and with effective work

in the world. It is true that many
students of this type become useful

citizens, but this is not because of their

social attitude while in the college but
rather in spite of it. When students

begin to come to the colleges of agri
culture because it is fashionable, our

educational problems will have be

come acute.

THE YOUNG FARMER

All hope for country life rests, of

course, on the ability of the coming
generations to secure a satisfactory
living from the land. We have passed
through many years of repression of

agricultural interests, when it has

been impossible for persons to make' a

satisfying living from the land unless

they were placed in very exceptional
circumstances. The time is now be

ginning to come, however, when per
sons of good ability can make a pro
fitable business on the land. This

does not mean that all lands can pro
duce these results, for there are many
areas that should never be farmed, in
the ordinary meaning of the word.

As rapidly as it is found that good men
cannot produce a good living from

certain areas, those areas should be
devoted to other purposes. It is a

wrong economic philosophy that all
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land must necessarily be devoted to

the usual farming operations. I am

convinced that there are great areas
of hill lands in New York that ought
not to be "farmed." They should be
owned by towns and counties and de
voted to the production of timber.
No doubt many of the counties in the
State could grow forests which would

eventually pay the taxes and

He shall go out to the desert reach

Where the dead winds gather the

sands,
He shall go on where the waters breach

Far down in their weltering lands.

He shall go forth in the winter's rage
And away in the tropic fire,

And there he shall stand; nor fame nor

wage

Shall defeat him of his desire.

pRUNING is a broad subject and is
*

one of the most important fac

tors in the production of choice fruit.

It is little understood by most people,
yet all quite realize that it is necessary.
It is said to assist nature and must be

done for some special purpose.
There can be no definite rules given

for pruning. Each tree presents an

individual problem which must be

solved by the best judgment of the

orchardist. Intelligent, light and

regular pruning forms probably the

provide the improvements in the

counties.

Farms are now beginning to pay
and the movement has only begun.
It is desirable not so much that some

persons shall make more profit as

that more persons shall make some

profit. The outlook of the young man

from the farm was expressed in the

following form :

For he shall build on the good stout earth
That he takes from the hand of God,

And grip his place with a free man's

girth
Till he strike his fires from the clod.

No nature-doubts shall haunt him to

fear,
Storm and calm shall he walk with her

Together joined in their labors clear

Where elemental pulses stir.

only good general guide. The reasons

for pruning are many, but some of the
most important are mentioned as fol

lows; to form the tree according to

the growers ideal, to secure a good

strong frame work, to promote growth
or retard it, to produce fruit, to remove

crowding, diseased or broken limbs,
and to form a tree which is capable of

producing the best possible fruit.

Before Planting.
—An equilibrium

between the top and root should be

established, and this is best done at

He shall go out to the far green hills
And he shall go out to the plains,

He shall go out where the north wind

chills

And he shall go forth in the rains.

Altars shall rise on the land he smites

Visions turn with his good plow-beam,
For steadfastly on through days and ih'

nights
There shall rest on his face the Dream.

PRUNING AND TRAINING THE YOUNG APPLE

TREE

By W. H. Wicks

Institute Worker, Idaho Agricultural College
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LOW HEADED TREES. RESULT OF PROPER PRUNING.

[Courtesy of Horticultural Department.]

planting time. When trees are

moved, more or less of the roots are

lost and a pruning of the top is neces

sary to secure the correct relation.

The root system should receive special
attention at this time. Some practice
cutting the top back before planting
but this is not of prime importance.
An ideal necessary.

—Before we

prune, an ideal must be clearly in

mind. The grower must decide if he

wants an open center, central leader,
high or Ioav headed tree. The open
center is obtained by removing the
central leader and the advocates of

this method claim a more equal distri
bution of air and light. This causes

the fruit on the inside to color better
and also tends to prevent fungus
growth. This system is unnatural

and expensive. Some western

orchards prove this to be a poor

method when compared with the cen

tral leader. The desired results can

be obtained in a central leader tree if

proper pruning is given. Some peo

ple still prefer the high headed tree

but it is gratifying to learn that they
are in the minority. The main point

upon which the advocates of the high
headed tree base their argument, is

the supposed fact that it allows better

and easier cultiA^ation. The result is a

very tall trunk with a bunch of limbs

at the top. Such a tree is practically
valueless. It stands as a token of

poor training and a recommendation

for low headed trees.

The choosing of low or high headed

trees generally decides the profit or
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loss to the grower. The low headed
tree is much more easily pruned
sprayed, thinned and picked. Also
lessens the danger from sunscald, wind
falls, and can be cultivated better and
much easier than the high headed trees.
This means money saved. It must be

clearly understood that pruning is

necessary to aid the low headed tree to

grow properly, that is, the scaffold

limbs should make a strong, sturdy
growth and never be allowed to droop.
If, so they become very undesirable.
When the merits of the high and low

headed tree are compared, it is not

difficult to understand why the latter
is strongly recommended.
First Year.—Fall set trees need not

be pruned until spring. Spring plant
ed trees should be immediately pruned .

It should be borne in mind that prun

ing while the tree is still dormant en

courages wood growth which, of

course, is desirable in young trees.

The one year old tree, which is about

the size of a buggy whip, should be cut
off from thirty-six to forty inches from

the soil. This cut should be from %
to y2 inch above a good bud. Do not

injure the bud or leave an undesirable
stub.

Second year.
—Four or five well

placed limbs should be selected to

form the frame work of the tree.

These limbs are frequently termed

"Scaffold Limbs." All others should
be removed. The first limb should
be started about eighteen inches from
the soil and the others allowed to issue
in a whorl from five to eight inches

apart. Never allow the main limbs
to issue from the same point. Such a

tree will be weak and very apt to break
down when fruiting begins and the

danger increases as the tree grows
older. The selected limbs should be

pruned back from one-third to one-

half of their length. The central

leader should be left from five to eight
inches longer than the others.

Third Year.—Choose from two to

three limbs which have formed on

each branch of the frame and remove

HIGH HEADED TREES. VERY HIGH TRUNK WITH BUNCH OF LIMBS AT THE TOP.

[Courtesy of Horticultural Department.]
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"FOUR OR FIVE WELL PLACED LIMBS SHOULD

BE SELECTED TO FORM THE FRAME

WORK OF THE TREE."

TN MAY, 1908, the writer spent a
■*■

week's vacation in Alberta. Any

portion of Alberta is new ; in that part
which I visited, agricultural develop
ment was so new that hardly more

than five per cent of the prairie sod

had ever been turned by a plow.
The province of Alberta has an

average width from west to east of two

hundred and fifty miles, and it ex

tends from the United States north

ward for a distance of five hundred

miles. It is bounded on the east by
Saskatchewan, a province having the

same shape and size, a similar

topography and a somewhat similar

climate to Alberta. On the west it is

bounded by British Columbia, which,
with its great mountains, magnificent
forests, and with a climate influenced

by the Pacific Ocean, is quite dissimi
lar to Alberta.

The southern portion of Alberta is a

rolling, treeless prairie, which has been
used as a stock range for a consider
able number of years. At present,
portions are being converted into
wheat farms. About thirty or forty

all others. Cut back about the same

as the second year. One-third to one-

half is sufficient. All undesirable

limbs such as crossing, crowding and

broken ones should be removed.

Following Years.—Keep the center

properly thinned to admit plenty of

air and sun. All diseased, crossing,

crowding, broken and unnecessary

limbs must be removed, keeping in

mind that pruning should be done

lightly and regularly. Winter prun

ing induces wood growth, while heavy

pruning produces water sprouts.
Summer pruning tends to produce
fruit. All wounds should be carefully
made and immediately covered with

lead to prevent decay. Regular and

correct pruning will prevent large
wounds. The necessary pruning tools

for the young orchard are not expen

sive and few are required.

miles north of Calgary, the appear

ance of the country contiguous to the

railroad changes. The rolling prairie
becomes more hilly. The soil changes
from a light brown loam to a black

soil that increases in depth as one

traA^els northward or westward toward

the mountains. At Lacombe, a rail

road town about forty miles south of

Edmonton, I bored with a soil augur

down to a depth of eighteen inches in

rich black loam, and was told that in

many places this black surface soil

extends down to a depth of three feet.

The hills about are covered with a

growth of willow and poplar. Along
the streams there is in many places a

quite dense growth of a northern

species of spruce.
Eastward from the main line of the

Calgary and Edmonton railroad the

land becomes less hilly, and the wil

lows and poplar are found in small

groves dotted here and there over the

rolling prairie. The surface soil also

diminishes somewhat in depth as one

goes east. All through this part of

Alberta there are great numbers of

ALBERTA

By M. W. Evans, '06
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A SCENE IN ALBERTA.

small ponds and lakes, most of them

with no inlet or outlet, generally
situated in the bottom of depressions
that have evidently been formed by

glacial action. Although there are

great numbers of these ponds and

lakes, there is comparatively little

swamp land.

From Lacombe I traveled eastward

over a new branch line of the railroad

that had been in use for about eigh
teen months. The new town at its

terminus, standing where there was

no house at all ten years ago and

where only a few cattlemen and

hunters came through, now has a

population of two thousand or more

people, and serves as a distributing

point for settlers for seventy-five or

one hundred miles to the East.

There is a peculiar interest attached

to a country so new, and so far to the

north. Scattered here and there over

the prairie one can still find
numerous

skulls, and frequently some of the

other bones of buffalo. Occasionally

in driving over the prairie one would

cross an old buffalo path, which usual

ly leads to some watering place or salt

lick These paths are about ten

inches wide and are tramped down

evenly about three or four inches

below the surface of the soil. On

nearly every pond there were wild

ducks breeding. Hawks and owls are

abundant, and several other species of

the larger birds, as curlew and prairie
chicken are not uncommon.

In that portion of Alberta the even-

numbered sections of land are acquired

by homesteading. Most of the home

steads about the terminus of the new

railroad had been taken three or four

years earlier. The odd-numbered sec

tions of land are chiefly railroad,

school, or Hudson Bay Company land;
most of the odd sections are still un-

fenced and form a part of the open

range.

The homesteaders are of many dif

ferent nationalities. Americans and

people from northern Europe pre

dominate. Although there are many

women and children living in Alberta,
even at a considerable distance from

the railroads, yet perhaps fully one-

third of the houses that I saw, located

twenty miles or so from the railroad,
were one room shacks, with but a

single inhabitant. One of these

homesteader's cabin at which a com

panion and myself stopped, was about

twelve feet square. It was rough
boarded, with no plaster or paper in

side. In one corner was a small cup

board; nearby, a table, made of a

wide board nailed on four small poplar

posts. On the other side of the cup

board was a stove, and in the further

corner a bedstead made of two long
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poles supported by four posts
and held

together by a cross piece at the head

and foot. Most of the other side of

the room was occupied by a bin of

wheat. The remainder of the furni

ture consisted chiefly of two chairs.

The householder insisted on entertain

ing us at dinner. The chairs served

as seats for the two guests, while the

host improvised a seat for himself at

the table by pressing into service a tin

wash boiler. Tucked under the rafters

were several volumes by Dickens and

other English authors. The young

man homesteading this claim was

formerly cashier in a London bank.

He had been living alone on his home

stead most of the time for the past
two years, over one-half a

mile from

the nearest neighbor, who was situated

much the same as himself.

The summer days are considerably

longer than in any part of the United

States. On May twentieth one could

see fairly well until ten o'clock, and it

did not become entirely dark until

half an hour later. By June
twentieth it is possible to read

without a light until about eleven

o'clock.

One evening, at half past ten, I Avas

out on the road or trail twenty-two
miles away from the railroad. As I

wished to take the train next morning
at seven o'clock, it was necessary for

me to drive to the station during the

night. I was without any company

except the faintly glowing northern

lights and a lone coyote yelping out on
the prairie. I did not know the road

but did know the general direction

which I Avished to travel. There was

no moon, but the stars were shining

brightly. The sun did not go far

enough below the horizon for the last

blush of sunset to entirely disappear.
All night a faint gloAV was visible,

moving gradually from the northwest

to the north and then gradually becom

ing brighter as it moved farther toward

the northeast and the time for sunrise

approached. By watching the north

star and this faint reflection from the

sun I was able to choose the proper

trails to follow fairly well, and by six

o'clock on the following morning
found that I had missed my destina

tion by only about one mile.

There is something fascinating in

the tales told of the winters in the

North, with the short days and the

long nights. Northern lights can be

seen at almost any time of the year,

but it is in winter that they become

most brilliant. Almost any bright
winter day mirages may be seen at

some time. Occasionally a house

appears in the distance where no house

had stood before. Sometimes a por

tion of the landscape appears out at

the horizon, separated from the earth

by blue sky and resembling a forested

island out in the distant ocean. The

causes for these phenomena are fairly
well understood, and often it is possi
ble to tell what causes any particular
mirage.
It seems strange that the provinces

of western Canada, situated so near

our own western states, have lain

undeveloped and almost unknown for

so long a time. It will not be many

years, however, before what was an'

open prairie a short time ago, will

have been converted into a great agri
cultural region.

■+■+■+■
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CARE OF THE EYES
(continued)

By George M. Gould, M. D.

XIII. "AMBLYOPIA," OR POOR VISION IN ONE OR BOTH EYES

There are several ways of finding
out whether your eyes need spec

tacles, or not. One way is to dis

coverwhether you have a headache or

not. If you have a headache, you
will probably know it!—although
some have it so much they think it is
"natural," and incurable. Correct

glasses, correctly worn, will cure

TV-o of headaches. If you have

sickheadache or "migraine," you
need spectacles, because in no other

way can it be cured. If there are

persisting or repeated attacks of

"biliousness," "no appetite," "vomit

ing," "indigestion," "dyspepsia," con

stipation, etc., they are pretty surely
due to the eyres. If

'

'nervous troubles"

are bothering, "St. Vitus Dance,"

jerkings, "nervousness," "neuralgia,"
epilepsy, depression (or "blues"),

sleeplessness, "nervous prostration,"
"breaking-downs," dread of insanity,
and many other such morbid feelings
or habits, they are also very often due

to bad eyes, and may be cured by
glasses. If there is "bad health," ill-

defined and vague, recurring several

times, and with a harder climb up

each time, it would be well to look

carefully after the eyes. In all of

these cases, strange as it may seem,

the eyes are not suspected. There

may be no pain or even discomfort in

them, no inflammation, nothing un

usual in their appearance, and one

may believe he has perfect vision.

Indeed when the eye-difficulties and

dangers of eyestrain are felt in

other parts, the head, bowels, or

mind, the eyes seem most well.

When the eyes are hurt badly and

there is disease in them or poor

vision, then the rest of the head and

body are usually free.

But the most ignored fact is that

there may be poor vision in one or

both eyes, and still you may believe

you have the best vision. Most

everybody has a mistaken belief in

their "good eyes." I have had many

patients with only one-half, or even
with only one-quarter vision, even

with one-blind or disused eye, and yet
they were great braggers about

their
"

splendid eyesight." It is

a foolish and expensvie supersti
tion.

Because, if either eye has even a

slight dimness of visual acuteness, it is
a most serious affair. The trouble is

to find out for yourself if you have

such weak sight. In a rough way

you may learn if it is so
—

by pinning
some large letters upon the wall, of a

size you can just read from across the

room. Then cover first one eye, then

the other, and see if you can see the

letters with equal sharpness with each

eye. If both eyes are equally good,
(or bad) learn if several friends can

see them better, or farther away,
than you. If so, you have greater
need of the oculist. Any physician,
or even any optician, will make the

test for you, and tell you if you have

"amblyopia."
If you have "amblyopia," or poor

vision, in either eye alone, it is

probably due to the long-neglected
need of good spectacles. Sometimes

it may be due to diseases of the eyes

themselves, retinitis, iritis, glaucoma,
cataract, etc., or to "Bright's Dis

ease," etc., but in any case you should

call upon the physician-oculist with

out delay, and ask him just why you

don't see well, with one, or with both

eyes. One eye "losing vision" is a

very bad sign.
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February again brings

Farmers' Farmers' Week to this

Week college. During the

week of Feb. 7, some

2500 people will visit us. We bid

these visitors welcome. You came in

former years to look us over, to see if

the money which you and other tax

payers have put into this college is

being put to good use. We believe

that you also came to catch the en

thusiasm which prevails here and

which is intensified on this occasion

by the presence of so many interested

and practical men.

These two ideas were the original
excuses for Farmers' Week, but now

they are being rapidly cemented into

one main purpose, viz., to get informa

tion. The old doubt as to the prac

ticability of a college to train young
men and women in farming, is fast dis

appearing. The graduates of this col

lege have gone home and made good,
have beaten the old style farmer at his
own game and thus succeeded in

arousing a general desire throughout
the farming sections of the state for

more knowledge.
And so it is that one of the original

purposes of Farmers' Week, that of a

personal and critical inspection of this,

your institution, is fast disappearing.
So also is the novelty of, and conse

quent enthusiasm over, awell equipped

college, devoted entirely to agriculture

becoming a thing of the past. We

believe you have come here this year

for information.

It is because of this evolution of the

purpose of Farmers' Week that the

college activities on this occasion are

somewhat altered. It was the former

policy to hold classes regularly; to

have the visitors see us at work in

classroom and laboratory; and to a

large extent this policy is being con

tinued. But a conflicting idea has

had its influence. With the coming of

such numbers of practical men, the

question has arisen, "Why cannot the

student get closer in touch with the

problems of the farm, by meeting
these farmers and associating with

them for a few days by making ar

rangements for their entertainment,

by talking with them and with them

attending the numerous lectures and

demonstrations ?"

There is a strong under current of

sentiment which says, "He can."

And as a result, the regular classes for
the week are largely abolished. The

instructing staff is thus given a better

chance to exchange information with

the visitors, to give lectures and con

duct open discussions. The students

are commissioned to assist the visitors

and to become acquainted with them

and their viewpoints.

This is the ideal of the 1 9 1 o Farmers'

Week, the ideal of the exchange of

information between practice and
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theory. It must work toward the

progress of scientific knowledge and

the advancement of agricultural prac
tice.

Before the next issue of

Farewell
the CouNTRYMAN can

come out the Short-

Course men will have

left us. Consequently the Country

man takes this opportunity to say

farewell to them.

You have been here a short three

months, and in that time the faculty
have tried to give you information

which will be of daily use to you ; see

that you use it for "Knowledge with

out application is valueless." You

may have learned something here that

but very few people, if any, in your

community ever knew before. Re

member that, if you have that knowl

edge, it is not because you are so much

brighter or more intellectual than

your neighbors, but because you have

had a better chance. Remember this

and act accordingly. In this short

time you have met many new people,

you have intimately associated with

others in your course; in this contact

you must have been brought face to

face with many of the human traits

and peculiarities which go to make up

character; you must have learned to

admire some of these and to despise
others. Be careful that you have

discerned correctly; and then be sure

to apply the wisdom gained constantly
to your own personality.
You are going to be watched by all

who know you, they want to know

just what agricultural education will

do for a person. Perhaps they may

have a boy or girl who in a few years

may want to take an agricultural
course. Let them see that you have

learned something worth while and

that you are a bigger man, or more

competent woman, for having been

here. Know at all times that it is up

to you to make good. Your success

will be greater or your failure more

marked for having been here.

With these few facts, whose im

portance we have come to appreciate

in four years of such life as you have

had this winter, we would say, Fare

well. May full measure of happiness
and success be yours.
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GENERAL AGRK

Probably the most comprehensive
collection of agricultural statistics of

New York state ever published is in

cluded in Bulletin No. 9 of the State

Department of Agriculture.
In discussing the great possibilities

of agriculture in this state the report

says that in spite of the fact
that much

has been said about abandoned farms

and decrease of interest in New York

agriculture, the statistics show that

some of the most important lines of

agriculture have shoAvn marked im

provement in recent years and this
is

very noticeable in reference
to certain

of principal agricultural counties. It

is found that New York leads all other

states in the value of hay, dairy pro

ducts, potatoes, nursery products,
buckwheat, hops and several other

important crops. Only three states

exceed NeAv York in the total value of

agricultural products; these are Iowa,
Illinois and Ohio. New York excels

these three when a comparison is

made on output per acre of farm land.

As to the value of farm buildings New

York stands first with an investment

of $337,000,000, or about one-third of

the total value of agricultural property
in the state and the figures also show

that we spend more money for farm

labor than any other state. New

York has sixteen counties, each of

Avhich produces more than four million
dollars Avorth of products yearly, a

larger number of counties reporting
such gigantic productions than is

found in any other state, while five

counties in this state exceed all coun

ties in the United States in the num

ber of dairy cows; these are St.

Lawrence, Delaware, Oneida, Jeffer
son and Cattargus.
The bulletin contains a statement

upon the soils of New York in which

it is shown that these soils are strong
and fertile, and Avhere they have been

misused by continuous cropping and

improper management, productivity
can be rapidly restored. Tables are

included to show the rainfall at differ

ent points in the state, temperatures,
dates of killing frosts and other valu

able climatological data.

JLTURAL NEWS

The third Annual Convention of the

American Society of Agricultural En

gineers was held at the Iowa State

College, December 28 and 29 last.

That Agricultural Engineering has

become a profession, and that the

Society has undertaken a long needed

work and entered a hitherto neglected
field becomes more and more apparent
as the society grows older and with

precaution and wise judgment begins
to gnaw at the problems confronting
the farmer, manufacturer and teacher

relative to the mechanical side of rural

life. The papers presented at the

sessions gave much encouragement

showing conclusively that the efforts

of the society are beginning to realize

success in themany purposes for which

it was formed. Discussions on such

subjects as "Concrete Construction"

and "Gas Engines for the Farm"

proved interesting, as well as talks on

farm implements and methods of ex

perimental work. A paper recom

mending the standardization of farm

machinery by the society, led to a

lively discussion in which the manu

facturers strongly advised that such

steps be taken, claiming that the result
would be the guidance of the farmer in

purchasing implements and that a

higher quality and efficiency would

result, with benefit tomaker and user.

On the whole the Convention was a

complete success and much good
should come of it.

jJj sji :fc

A demand for tobacco extract has

lately developed in Germany. Small

supplies of the American extract have
been sent to many of the large nursery
gardens and have given what are

described as "astonishing results."

Plant pests of various species which

work both above and under the soil

have been successfully combated with
a solution of 1 to 400 parts water, the

dose A^arying according to the nature

of the plants treated. A still greater
demand may yet be created among

the vineyard owners whose vines have
been suffering without known remedy
from

' '

sauerwurm .

' '

which is a vineyard
moth related to that known in United
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States as the grape;berry moth con

cerningwhich a pamphlet was publish
ed in 1904 at Cornell University by the
late Prof. Slingerland. Various

methods had been tried before the

tobacco extract came into use, the

remedy in most cases proving to be

onlymoderately effective, and damag
ed the quality of the wine almost as

badly as the worms themselves.
* * *

For the purpose of holding a nation
al agricultural and industrial exposi
tion, which shall be in the nature of a

permanent exhibit, a company with a

$1,000,000 capital has been formed.

The exposition while not intended for

a Avorld's fair Avill present all America's

resources and handicraft before the

people, not only in the form of statis

tics but also in a permanent, real way.

Every phase of agricultural, industrial

and educational importance is to be

represented and it is hoped that from

this summary of the country's advance

in Agriculture, to exploit our resources

and draw many useful lessons for the

future.

Thirty-eight Governors have per

sonally accepted the position of vice-

president for their states, each show

ing great interest and enthusiasm in

the subject and offering their personal
assistance in whatever way possible.
A number of western and south-west

ern cities are offering inducements to

have the exposition locate with them.

The desire of those in charge of the

work, however, is to secure a location

as near the center of trade and popu

lation as possible and construction

will commence immediately upon the

selection of a suitable place. The

exposition has the endorsement of

many noted educational institutions,

scientific societies and the American

Federation of Labor.

An enormous development of the

sugar industry is expected in the

Philippines. This is due to the relief

of strained conditions which have pre
vailed there, as well as to the introduc

tion of modern methods for cultiva

tion and irrigation. The introduction

of better varieties of sugar cane has

also improved the yield considerably
each year.

«JC Jj» 5{C

The increase of $20,000,000 in flower

trade in France is said to be due large
ly to the extension of parcel-post
privileges to the shipment of cut flow
ers. Such a parcels post system in

this country would cause an even

greater increase in the mailing of all

classes of goods. It is figured that

there are some 40,000 mail wagons

running in the United States, each

with less than one-quarter of a load.

If a fair rate of postage was charged
for mail packages, these wagons would

be filled, and the loss on R. F. D.

amounting to about 28,000,000 would

be changed to profit.
* * *

The annual wool review and sheep
census for 1909 has been issued by

Secretary Winthrop Marvin of the

National Wool Grower's Association.

The number of sheep fit for shearing
is placed at 42,293,205. This is an

increase of 1,981,657 over the 1908

figures. The increase is due chiefly to

additions to the estimated stock of

Montana, Wyoming, Idaho and New

Mexico.

Montana has the largest flock of any
state in the Union, a round five mil

lion. The fleeces averaged seven

pounds each, the clip being 35,000,000

pounds. At 68 cents a pound this

brought in 9,044,000 dollars during
the year, the price of wool for 1908
was 51 cents.

■+--♦-■+■
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CAMPUS NOTES

The Founder's Day address on

January nth, was delivered by W. C.

Brown, President of the New York

Central Railroad. Mr. Brown chose

as his subject, "Agriculture and the

Nation," which he treated in an in

teresting and exceedingly convincing
manner. The address was very en

thusiastically received by an audience
of faculty and students which filled

the armory. President Brown started

his address by saying, "My Alma

Mater was a backwoods school house

and the only college yell I ever knew
was the yell caused by the master's

flogging, which yell I gave quite regu
larly." He emphasized the fact that
our population is increasing very

rapidly while our production of food

products is not keeping pace, and also
that our yearly exports are falling off
at an alarming rate, which means, if
radical improvement in our farming
is not effected, that Ave will soon be
come an importing nation. To offset
the crisis of not having enough food to
feed our own people President Brown
said that we must bring our produc
tion per acre up to the standard of
other nations. To accomplish this we
have got to educate the people in

proper methods of farming which
means more agricultural colleges, ex
periment stations and demonstrational
farms and exhibits. In speaking of
the appropriations desired from the
State by this College, President Brown
said, 'For half a million dollars spent
by this State in enlarging the New
York State College of Agriculture I
will guarantee a return of one hundred
million dollars." In closing he said

that the New York Central Railroad
had voted a sum of money to buy up
a few abandoned farms in different

parts of the State and that he was

going to call on this College for men to
run these farms. When the land had

been brought back to productivity
again they would sell the farms and

buy others in different counties.

"This is not a philanthropic move in

any sense of the word," said President

Brown, "butmerely self-preservation."
* # *

The January Assembly was held

Thursday evening, January 13th.
The program opened with Alma

Mater, followed by a selection by the

Mandolin Club and this by a selection

from the Glee Club; the Glee Club

quartette responding with an encore.

In the first part of his address Dean

Webber spoke of the large appropria
tion of $650,000 which we were asking
from the State Legislature this winter
and urged everyone to do what they
could in a quiet manner to get the

people of the State, and through them
their representatives, interested in

this matter which means so much to

the future of our College. The Dean

requested that the regulation that

there be no smoking in the buildings
of the College be strictly lived up to

and that there should be no unneces

sary noise in the corridors.
The rest of the time Dean Webber

deA-oted to telling of some of his ex

periences in Florida. Particularly in

teresting and very much enlivened by
the Dean's humor were the accounts

of cave explorations made by Dr.
Webber and two of his friends. All
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those present voted the Dean a capital
story teller.

Cheese and crackers were furnished
as refreshments during the social hour.
At this assembly the old custom of

gathering around the piano and singing
was revived.

* * *

A meeting of the Agricultural Asso
ciation was held Friday evening,
January 14th. The meeting was

called to order at 7:30 and the first

part was devoted to the transaction of

business. Next came the election of

officers for the second term. Follow

ing are the officers elected : President
H. N. Kutschbach, 10; vice-president
C. F. Ribsam, '11; secretary, Miss

Grace L. Bennet, 'n; treasurer, I. C.

Jagger, '11; member of Executive

Committee, A. L. Thompson, '11.

Following the election of officers, Pro
fessor Craig gave a short talk concern

ing the purchase of a boat for the

crews of this College and emphasized
the great advantage which this would

be towards turning out winning crews.
Professor Craig said that if the stu

dents would raise three hundred dol

lars he would guarantee the remainder

from the faculty and alumni. A com

mittee was appointed to consider this

proposition. The remainder of the

evening was devoted to an address by
John R. Boardman, Chairman of the

Committee on County Work of the

Young Men's Christian Association.

Mr. Boardman dealt with the work of

the Association in rural communities,

laying especial emphasis on "The

Duties of the College Man in the Coun

try." At the conclusion of the meet

ing the audience adjourned to the cor
ridors where refreshments, consisting
of doughnuts and coffee, were fur

nished by the Junior class of the Col

lege.
* * *

Dean L. H. Bailey who is this year
absent on sabbatical leave came east

from Los Angeles to attend the meet

ing of the New York State Agricul
tural Society held at Albany, begin
ning January 18th. Dean Bailey ar

rived in Ithaca, Sunday, January 16th,

remaining until Tuesday morning.

Dean Bailey addressed the students
of this College, Friday evening, Janu
ary 2 1 st. The Dean was welcomed
back by a tremendously enthusiastic
and long continued ovation from

faculty and students. Dr. Webber's

announcement that Dean Bailey
would resume the Directorship next

year called forth another, decidedly
joyful, burst of applause. An extract

of the Dean's address is printed in

another part of this issue.

Dean Webber during the Christmas
vacation went to Illinois, Iowa, Ne

braska, Minnesota and Wisconsin,
visiting the agricultural institutions

in each state, for the purpose of com

paring those colleges with ours. The

factors which impressed the dean were
these. First, Cornell has more long
course students than any other except
Illinois. The latter is very nearly
equal to Cornell in number of long
course students but has no short-course

students. In the case of the others,
none have anywhere near as many

long-course students as Ave have, but
Iowa and Minnesota have more short-

course men. Second, in all the insti

tutions visited, there was more floor

space per student but we have a

larger faculty than any other. There

fore, it can be said to all the students

in this college that they could make

the same trip and still be proud of

having Cornell as their Alma Mater.

The last important factor which im

pressed itself on Dean Webber was

the fact that the students in colleges
connected with universities in much

larger percentages go to purely agri
cultural work.

% >!' %

The Poultry Association at their

regular meeting of January 10, were

fortunate in having Mr. Fred Van

Patten of Syracuse with them. He

gave a very interesting talk on the

subject "From the Hatch to the

Hatchet," illustrated by 60 lantern

slides taken especially for this occa

sion. In the course of his talk

he described his OAvn successful

poultry plant including the neAv

type of
"

Round House
"

and
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many unique and original de

vices.

The regular program was followed

by the usual social hour with
refresh

ments, during which, the new pin

adopted by the Association was

shown, the neat design being admired

by all who saw it. The attendance

was 109, most of whom
were Associa

tion members.
* * *

In the first game played this season

the basketball team from the Col

lege of Agriculture defeated the team

from the Veterinary College by the

score of 14-n.
% Sfc 5fc

The first competition for the East

man prize of one hundred dollars for

speaking Avas held January ioth. The

judges were Professors Stone, Fippin,
and Mann. The following tAvelve

were chosen: P. H. Elwood, Miss

E. Genung, M. B. Goff, H. B.

Knapp, H. N. Kutschbach, S. L.

Lewis, E. M. Tuttle, H. B. Rogers, R.

D. Anthony, E. M. Johnston, V. J.
Frost, N. R. Peet.

The second competition was held

January 15th, from which six men

were selected to speak in the final

competition to he held during Farmers'
Week. Following men were selected,
Professors Stone, Warren and Fippin
acting as judges: H. B. Rogers, S. L.

Lewis, M. B. Goff, N. R. Peet, V. J.
Frost, E. M. Tuttle.

* * *

Professor A. W. Gilbert was in

Lansing, Michigan, during the Christ
mas A^acation.

sfc >£: >J;

During Farmer's Week a Potato
Show will be given and it is expected
that large numbers of potatoes grown
by the farmers of this State will be
exhibited. Over a hundred dollars
worth of potato machinery has been

presented by manufacturers of this

machinery to be given as prizes. The
Corn Show last year was a great suc
cess but it is hoped to make the Potato
Show better and bigger than that ex
hibit. The potatoes will be exhibited
in the Farm Crop laboratory. The

arrangements are almost wholly in the

hands of the students in Farm Crops
No. 1. The following chairmen were

elected the remainer of the class mak

ing up the committees: General

chairman, F. N. Darling, 'io; chair

man of Arrangements committee, A.

T. Thompson, 'n; chairman of Exhi

bition committee, W. H. Rothen

berger ; chairman of Judging commit

tee, H. W. Humphrey; chairman of

Educational committee, W. C. Funk;
chairman of Potato Products commit

tee, Miss Clara Browning.
* * *

The Thirty-Third Annual Conven

tion of the New York State Dairy
men's Association held at Watertown,
December 14-17 in the State Armory
building was formerly opened Tuesday
evening, January 14th, Professor H.

H. Wing, president of the Association

presiding. Among the addresses given
we note the following: Professor H.

E. Ross on "Cow Testing Associa

tions;" Mr. A. R. Eastman, founder

of the Eastman Stage, on the "Future

of Dairy Farming;" an address by
Commissioner Pearson and a paper by
E. H. Marshall of Ithaca, on "The

Dairy Industry." Hoards Dairyman
in commenting on the Convention

said, "The thirty-third annual con

vention, presided over ably by Prof.

H. H. Wing, was one of the most suc

cessful and helpful meetings in its

history."
sj< ^ >j<

The First Annual Banquet of the

New York State Fruit Grower's Asso

ciation was held Thursday evening,
January 8, 19 10, at The Duffy-Mcln-
nerney Co., Rochester, N. Y. On the

program w^e noted the following toasts:

"Agricultural Opportunity in the

State of New York," Hon. Raymond
A. Pearson; "The Scope of Agricul
tural Education," Dr. H. J. Webber;
"The Country and the City," Dr. Jacob
Gould Schurman.

In the Students Fruit Judging Con

test T. Bradlee, 'n, won first prize;
R. L. Williams, Sp., won second prize,
and K. B. Lewis, '10, third prize.
Theprizeswere $5.00, $3.00 and $1.00.
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On Saturday evening, January i,
Prof, and Mrs. Craig entertained the
members of the Craig Club at their
home on East Avenue. Amost enjoy
able evening was passed and the
occasion will not soon be forgotten by
those present.
We are sorry to note that Mr. Munn's

efforts to start a basket ball team have
not met with much success. Good
basket ball material is very scarce in
the Club this year.
The class picture has been taken,

pins are ordered, and we are making
the forcing house resound with

'

our

class cheers on Club nights.
# * *

FORMER STUDENTS

George C3Watson entered Cornell
the fall of 1877 with the class of '81

which numbered about 135, graduated
in 1 88 1 and received the degree of

B. Agr. and immediately returned to

his father's farm where he was engaged
in practical work for ten years. In

189 1, he returned to Cornell Univer

sity asAgriculturist in the Experiment
Station. A considerable part of his

time, however, was given to instruc

tional work. He received his Master's

degree in 1893. In the fall of 1895,
he was elected Professor of Agriculture
and Agriculturist in the Experiment
Station at the Pennsylvania State

College, and immediately took up the

work at that institution.

During the ten years of practical
work immediately following gradua
tion, he took an active part in the

Grange work and realized that the

Grange was one of the great education
al institutions of the country. Soon

after taking up the work in Pennsyl
vania, he originated and developed
the Correspondence Courses in Agri
culture that brought the farm boys in
close touch with the Agricultural Col

lege, particularly those that were con
nected with the Grange. The popu

larity of the Correspondence Courses

soon caused them to be recognized as

one of the departments of the College.
During the time that he was en

gaged in College and Experiment Sta-

GEORGE C WATSON

tion work, a number of bulletins were

prepared by him and published by the
Cornell University and the Pennsyl
vania State College Experiment Sta
tion and the Department of Agricul
ture at Washington. In 1901, he

wrote "Farm Poultry" which was pub
lished in the Rural Science Series.

In 1907, he resigned his position at

Pennsylvania State College and ac

cepted a position as General Manager
of Tully Farms at Tully, N. Y. These

farms comprise over 3000 acres of

land. The chief interest in the pro

duction of certified milk for New York

and Syracuse markets. While a part
of the farm interests is devoted to di

versified agriculture, themajor portion
is centered in a dairy of OA^er 300 cows.

'96, B.S.A., '97, M.S.A.—Leroy An

derson of the Educational Department
of the University of California, Ausited

the college during the AAreek preceeding
the Christmas vacation. Mr. Ander

son is in the East visiting the Agricul
tural schools and colleges, especially
the secondary schools.

'02, Sp.
—Harrison S. Williams, who

is now herdsman for Dr. J. C. Sharp,

Blairstown, N. J., Arisited the college

recently. Mr. Williams has charge of

a herd of seA^enty-seAren Holsteins from
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which he is producing clean milk for

the New York market. This dairy

recently secured a score of 99% from

the New York City Board of Health.

'02, B.S. A.—G. W. Hosford has

resigned his position as assistant pomo-

logist under G. Harold Powell of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture to

become manager of the San Dimas

Lemon Association at San Dimas,

California. This association handles

on a co-operative basis the lemons of

about 300 growers. During the past

year their output was about 700 cars.

The Association is a member of the

California Fruit Growers Exchange.
'06, Sp.

—R. Van Dorenwas married

June 9th, 1909, to Miss Ella Louise

Frary of Pulaski, N. Y. They are at

home with Mr. Van Doren 's parents at

Three Mile Bay, where Mr. Van Doren

is managing his father's farm.

'06, B.S.A.—H. F. Button is Direc

tor of Manassas Agricultural High
School, Manassas, Va., where he is

having great success not only in the

school but in conducting a fine series

of farmer's institutes and other exten

sion features.

'07, B.S.A.—Horace F. Prince has

gone to Clear Lake, Idaho, and will

supervise there the planting of large
orchards for the Clear Lake Orchard

Company of which he is one of the

directors and Secretary-Treasurer.
About 400 acres of landwill be set with

peach and apple trees. This ranch is

located in the Snake River Canyon
which lies about the middle of the

well known Twin Falls district in

southern Idaho. In addition to this,
Mr. Prince still retains his Grand

Junction, Colo., fruit ranch. We wish

Prince the same success in this venture

that has attended all his efforts in the

past.

'09, Sp.
—Miss W. W. Aherne while

teaching in a rural school in Daven

port, Delaware, finds time to put into

practice some of Mrs. Comstock's

nature study ideas. Miss Aherne ex

pects to be at this college for Farmers'

Week.

'09, B.S.A.—E. L. D. Seymour, Edi
tor-in-chief of the Countryman, 07-

'08, o8-'o9, recently wrote to us from

Augusta, Me.

Reproduced from a painting by L. A. Fuertes.

PIN-TAIL DUCKS.
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THE DRAINAGE SITUATION IN NEW YORK

By Elmer O. Fippin
Professor of Soils, New York State College of Agriculture, and President, New York State Drainage

Association.

'"pHE convent garden in the town of

Mauburge, valley of the river

Sombre in Northern France, was

famous during the seventeenth cen

tury for the quality and luxuriance of

its fruits, vegetables and lawn . So re

markable were its products that a sort
of divine magic was attributed to the

garden and its fame reached far

through France. Not until more

than a century and a half later did the
real secret of the success of the Monks

become known. Revolutions and war

scattered the devotees of this particu
lar institution and in 1793 the land

passed into the possession of the town

and was converted into a park. The

cutting and grading incident to this

transformation revealed the explana
tion of these achievements. It was

underdrained. Numerous lines of

four-inch pipe traversed the garden at
a depth of four feet and discharged
their water into a well. The pipes
were made by hand like ancient pot

tery. It is this bit of history, says

Elliott, which leads the French agri
culturists to claim the honor of the

discovery of the principle of under

drains. But, as he records, they also

admit their failure to be the first in

their general use, which honor went to

the English in the first part of the

nineteenth century.
About the middle of the same cen

tury a Scotch farmer, John Johnson,
wrought a transformation in his New

York farm similar to that enjoyed by
the convent garden mentioned. [So
notable were his results that a man in

that neighborhood remarked, ,T am

going to build a barn when I have my
land drained and get a few of John
Johnstons wheat crops."] Now, sixty
or seventy years later, the Johnston
form continues to give the same

generous yields which made it the

envy of farmers far and wide, and

these crops not by their occasional

occurrence but by their satisfying con

tinuity
—have made the Johnston

farm well known among New York

farms and marked an epoch in Ameri

can Agriculture.

John Johnston laid the first tile in

America about 1835, the pipes having
been imported by him from Scotland,
his native land. For seventeen years

he had worked his farm at the head of

Seneca Lake, on the east side, a farm

not materially different in character of

soil or situation from hundreds of

other farms in New York. But, he con

fesses,
' '

I nevermade anymoney, for the

land was 'cold and wet' and the yield of

crops indifferent .

"

It is said thatmore

than sixty miles of tiles drains were

constructed on his 300 acre farm.

John Johnson's experiments em

phasize two points: the importance
of thorough soil drainage and the

profit to be derived from its practice.
Like the early French but fortunately
to a less degree, we in New York have

missed the full force of the prestige
and example of John Johnston's

pioneer work. While the first state to

use underdrains, we have not kept

pace with many states to the west of

us in its application.
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A clear appreciation of the opera

tion and influence of a process always

leads to its more general and success-
t

ful applications. Perhaps we should

review some of the effects of drainage

on crop-production. Fundamentally,

drainage is the removal of the excess

or superfluous water from the soil by
means of open or underground chan

nels, either natural or artificial for its

movement. The exact type of drains

to be selected in any given situation

must depend upon its possible effi

ciency and economy.
First of all drainage of the soil by

removing the excess water renders it

more firm and avoids that mireing and

severe puddling so familiar on wet

land.

Second, wet land is usually in bad

physical condition and coincident with
the establishment of good drainage
may be broken down and becomes

more porous, friable and easy to culti

vate. An illustration of this effect is

particularly noticeable in tile draining
clay land. For the first few years
there is a progressive increase in effi

ciency of the drain. As the soil slowly
breaks down and deep cracks are

established, water moves from the

surface and from distant points into

the tile with greater ease.

Third, air is more freely admitted.
It is necessary to the life of the roots of

most cultivated plants, and it also

keeps down numerous unfavorable
conditions which are associated with

poor soil aeration.

Fourth, the roots of plants strike
more deeply in well-drained soil.
The soil is to be considered as a supply-
reservoir for a number of the food
materials required by plants. The

depth of root penetration may be
likened to the size of the outlet pipe
to the reservoir. Consequently the

deeper the roots penetrate, the larger
is the supply of moisture and food for
growth.

Fifth, food is more uniformly and

largely elaborated in moist than inwet
soil. This results from the better
temperature, equitable moisture sup
ply, aeration, and the development of

Countryman

soil organisms. The nitrogen supply
is particularly affected. In wet soil

available nitrogen is formed very

slowly and its lack in wet land is often

shown by the pale color of the foliage.
This deficiency has been particularly
noticed in corn on the hill lands of

southern New York. Under such soil

conditions manure and other forms of

organic matter give only a part of

their efficiency.
Sixth, the average soil temperature

is raised by drainage. It is noticed

that wet land is cold, as observed by
Mr. Johnston on his farm, and as all

observant farmers understand. The

difference amounts to several degrees
—

often as much as ten. Drainage ren

ders the soil earlier and to a degree
increase the length of the growing
season.

Seventh, more available water is

retained by a well-drained soil. Some

of Mr. Johnston's neighbors remarked
when he began draining, that "his crop
would be all dried up when the dry
weather came" but they remained to

be amazed at his results.

Eighth, and lastly, drainage greatly
reduces heaving, that most serious of

all difficulties attending crops which

stand through the winter. The fail

ure of clover in many quarters and the

unevenness of wheat due to so-called

winter killing may be traced to this

trouble.

These effects of drainage are suffi

cient to put clearly before one the

fundamental importance of the prac
tice in soil management. Before good
tillage, before manures and fertilizers,
before good seeds, and pedigreed
plants, stands the necessity for good
land drainage. It is antecedent to

them; basic in all phases of soil im

provement where it may be lacking.
New York has somewhat over 48,000

square miles of land area. Of this,

12,000 square miles is not included in

farms/and represents chieflymountain
ous or rough land unsuited for farming.
About 25,000 square miles is devoted
to improved farms, and is occupied by
some sort of cultivated crop. Viewed
from another angle, there are 2000
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JOHN JOHNSTON

Father of Tile Drainage in America

square miles of swamp and, at a con

servative estimate, sixty per cent of

the improved farm area or 15,000

square miles needs artificial drainage
for its best utilization.

The land in the state in need of

drainage may be divided into five

groups. There is the absolutely
swampy land which belongs in two

groups, namely tidal marshes con

fined to Long Island, over 150 square
miles in extent, and the fresh water

swamps of the inland comprising the

remaining 1850 square miles. The

fomer can only be reclaimed after

levees to keep out the daily tidal in

undation have been constructed. Its

utilization constitutes a problem such
as has been solved and applied over a

large area in Holland, and given highly
valued land upon which the production
of bulbs has been largely developed
as noted in a former issue of the

Countryman.

The fresh water swamps are of great

variety. Probably 500 square miles

consist of muck and peat swamps,

practically all of which would be pro
ductive for valuable special crops.
Such land reclaimed by drainage is

renowned for the growth of onions,
lettuce, celery, etc., at South Lima in

Livingston County, around Oneida

Lake, and in the Florida section of the

Wallkill valley in Orange county, not
to mention numerous smaller areas

which have been developed. This

land is valued at several hundred dol

lars per acre. The South Lima land

is held at from $200 to $400 per acre

and the Florida land even higher.
The remaining swamp areas range

in quality of soil from "quick sand"

to heavy clay generally rich in organic
matter. The areas are of all sizes

from the large Cicero, Montezuma,
and Conewongo swamps to the small

hill areas of a few acres extent. In

every case their condition is traceable

to defective surface drainage by which
the water from outside areas is allowed

to accumulate upon them so that the

water level is permanently at or near

HOME OF JOHN JOHNSTON, NEAR GENEVA, N. Y
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the surface and the vegetation
is of the

aquatic type. Elm, black ash and

sometimes Tamerack thrive. One ot

the difficulties involved in the larger

areas and one for which there is at

present no adequate provision
is

divided ownership and riparian rights.

The second division of the state is

the wet land which is a part of the

farm areas and is devoted to cultivated

crops. It may be divided into three

groups, viz., flat clay land, flat sandy

land and hill-land of various types,

usually heavy loam or clay loam.

These are distributed throughout the

state especially in the western half.

The clay and sandy lands occur
in the

larger stream valleys and on the lake

plains. They differ in that the first

owes its wet condition to the slowness

with which the water which falls upon

its surface is absorbed. There is some

local accumulation of water and this,

together with the large proportion of

the year when the land is absolutely

wet, keeps it continually cold and out

of condition. Surface drains are ex

tensively used, most of the land being

plowed in beds with deep "dead fur

rows" intervening. This form of

drainage is of low efficiency and be

cause of the land occupied by drains,

the inconvenience in harvesting and

the expense formaintenance, it is really

very expensive. Tile drains placed
near the surface—eighteen inches to

two and one-half feet—are much to be

preferred. The interval maybe from

40 to 100 feet, or it may be irregu
lar.

The accompanying table, derived

from a careful study of soil conditions,

gives a more accurate idea
of the rela

tive extent of the different types of

drainage conditions in representative

parts of the state.

In the several areas reported, the

clay soils aggregate from five to thirty

five per cent of the
total.

The sandy land is wet because of

some impervious substratum, some

basin-like formation, and when a

proper outlet
is established its drain

age is very easy. Its extent is rela

tively small.

It appears from
this examination of

the state that drainage is needed over

large areas. As one of the institute

conductors and a graduate of Cornell

puts it "underdrainage is the acme

of good farming.
' '

It increases yields,

reduces labor, equalizes time and con

duces to good temper. It applies to

all types of farming.
The problems which farm drainage

presents deserve careful study
and ex

pert attention. Many engineering,

legal, and practical problems are in

volved. These can be removed or

mimimized. To accomplish this m

some degree, the New York State

Drainage Association was formed a

year ago and
is taking up the investi

gation of all these problems. The

movement means co-operation, the

co-ordination of the thought and

efforts of the farmers of the state and

of the agricultural institutions in the

direction of thorough, effective and

profitable land drainage.

Per Cent and Acreage of Wet Land by Counties

Total
Area

%

Niagara. . . . 84.

Wayne .... 80.

Madison . . . 89-5

Montgomery 7J-4

Livingston . 71.2

Tompkins . . |84-3
Dutchess . .

| 43-

Area
Swamp Clay Sandy Hill land

acreage

/C acreage % acreage % acreage % acreage

394,000 1.6 5,800 34-3 120,000 4-4 I5-500 4J 7 1 53,500

327,000 11. 0 47,000 5-o 20,000 6.0 25,000 5« 0 235,000

377,000 4.6 19,000 7.0 30,000 4-5 18,600 73 4 304,000

183,700 ■7 2,000 34-5 89,500 o-5 1,300 35 7 91,000

284,000 1.8 7,000 9.4 38,000 8.0 31,000 52 0 208,000

265,000 2.6 8,IOO 14.2 44, 5°° •5 1,600 67 0 2 1 1,000

201,000 5- 25,000 2. 15,000 3-3 17,000 3° 0 149,000

Actua

%

53-5

39-5

37-1

46.5

35-2

37-4

i9-3
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF DRAINAGE

By Major J.N. Carlisle

One of the papers delivered before the First Annual Meeting of the New York State Drainage Association at

Ithaca, Feb. g, 1910.

'"pHE question of agricultural drain- ing of sewers, etc., and while no

1
age in New York State is so im- general rule has been laid down the

portant that the decision of the Court courts are pretty well agreed that if

ofAppeals in 163 N. Y. 148, declaring the question involves the health of

the last State Drainage Law of 1895 to the community, the promotion of the

be unconstitutional, has thrown the prosperity and welfare of the people,
matter into a great deal of confusion as or as a reasonable regulation for the

to justwhat kind of a law can be passed general advantages of those who are

covering this subject. treated as owners of a common

The decision of the Court of Appeals property, that then the use is a public
was based upon the sole ground that one. It is not essential that the en-

the act was unconstitutional because tire community or even any consider-

it contained provisions requiring the able portion thereof, should directly
OAvners of lands taken, to be made to enjoy or participate in it, nor is it

pay a part of the cost. necessary that to make the use a pub-
The legal objection to drainage legis- lie one that every resident of the dis-

lation is based upon the Fourteenth trict should be benefited.

Amendment to the Federal Constitu- The power also does not rest en-

tion which provides among other tirely on the ground of public health ;

things, "nor shall any State deprive this is only one of the questions that

any person of life, liberty or property, may be raised.

without due process of law" and in • The question as to drainge laws in

New York State upon that part of the different states has been a re-

Section 6, Article 1 of the State Con- peated subject of judicial decisions

stitution which provides "nor be de- both in the State courts and in the

prived of life, liberty or property, United States Supreme Court and the

without due process of law; nor shall decisions seem to be uniform in hold-

private property be taken for public ing that drainage laws can be upheld

use without just compensation." for any of the following purposes:

It was at one time contended that First.—Public health.

the Fifth Amendment to the Federal Second.—Public Use, Benefit and

Constitution also applied but the Utility.
United Supreme Court has held that Third.—Public Convenience.

this amendment only applies to acts of Fourth .—Where the productive

the Federal Government (163 U. S. capacity of the soil can be increased,

158). which will result in a benefit to the

The question that therefore arises general public by adding to the peo-

under drainage legislation is whether pies' resources and promote the pros-

the taking of land by condemnation perity and welfare of the people.

for a right of way is the taking for a Fifth.—Where property which ad-

"public use", if so the constitutional joins and in which several persons

provisions do' not apply. have a common interest cannot be

The question as to what constitutes fully and beneficially enjoyed in its

a "public use" has been the subject of existing conditions.

repeated litigations involving statutes
All law is a growth and as has been

relating to highways, irrigation plans, well stated "the question of what

water power projects, construction of constitutes a public use is a subject

levees along river banks, railroads, that does not admit of an exact

local improvements of streets, build- definition as the defined limit of today
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may not answer for
the changed condi

tions of tomorrow. From the nature

of the case there can be no precise line

and the power requires a degree of

elasticity to be capable of meeting new

conditions and improvements and the

ever increasing necessity of society."

(36 App. Div. N. Y. 500).

There is no doubt, due to the

growth of the State the congested
conditions that are now prevailing and

which are certain to increase in the

future, that it is absolutely necessary

that our state should pass at once a

drainage statute.

It has been thought by some that no

relief can be had in our State without

an amendment to the State Constitu

tion but this position has no merit as it

was expressly decided by the majority
of the Court of Appeals in passing
upon the act of 1895 as follows :

"It was the design of the recent

amendment to section 7 of article 1 of

the Constitution to authorize legisla
tion providing a workable scheme by
which to secure the drainage of tracts

of land, whether large or small, in

order to provide for their proper utili

zation, thus establishing it to be a

part of the fundamental law of the

state that such drainage constitutes a

public use, and that such section is

not in conflict with the Federal Con

stitution."

In preparing a statute I would sug

gest that two distinct methods be pro
vided for :

First.—Provisions which will per
mit municipalities such as towns, vil

lages, cities and counties, to com

mence proceedings in the name of
such municipality . No constitutional

objections can ever successfully pre
vail against this method as similar

legislation in connection with high
ways has been upheld from time im
memorial. In such class of cases

there will also be no trouble in making
all property owners benefited pay for

their share of the benefits, and in addi

tion money can undoubtedly be

raised by general taxation to assist

the project.
Second.—Provision which will per

mit persons or corporations to com

mence proceedings in their own name.

In such proceedings, however, there

should be no provision requiring the

owner of the property crossed to pay

any part of the expense, as this was

the fatal defect in the Act of 1895.
In both cases the act should care

fully provide for a hearing before a

Court of the question as to the public
use and benefits to be secured by the

drainage asked for; it should provide
for the appointment of commissioners

to assess the damages which assess

ments should be confirmed by the

Courts, and notice of all proceedings
should be given to all parties inter

ested.

With such legislation there ought
to be no question of the courts up

holding its constitutionality except in

cases where one party may want to

drain a very small portion of his land

to the great disadvantage of others,
such as for instance of a party having
a small stagnant pond which would

require a long ditch through his

neighbor's land.
Such cases will be a matter of litiga

tion between private parties as to

whether in each particular case they
should be permitted to carry out their
desires. It will be hard to draw a

line and say when the principle shall

be applied and when it shall be denied,
and, as is well stated by Mr. Justice
Miller in Davidson vs. New Orleans,

96 U. S. 104, these questions can only
be determined "by the gradual process
of judicial inclusion and exclusion as

the cases presented for decision shall

require."
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RECLAIMING FARM LANDS IN NEW YORK

STATE
By George

Foreman. E. H. Harriman

In these days, when there are few
sections of free land to be opened in
our Western states, and there is a

great cry among the poorer classes
about the cost of living, our attention
is called to the production of three

plants where one was formerly pro

duced; or it may be where none were

W. Bush

's Estate, Arden, N. Y.

there is no great area in our Eastern

states that would not be benefitted bv

drainage, not only to more quickly
carry off the surplus water in time of

excessive rain-fall, but to aid in the

aerial circulation and moisture gather
ing powers in times of extreme

drought. Realizing this fact and see-

SOME CORN RAISED ON RECLAIMED LAND. HARRIMAN ESTATE

grown. The problem of reclaiming
our areas of waste land is one not only

attracting much attention, but a very

practical one and one which was over

looked by our forefathers, so that the

most valuable soil was left idle and

unproductive for many generations
in the mad rush along lines of the least

resistance. However, with our farms

as well as with other things, foliowing-

along the lines of the least resistance

does not as a rule lead us into the high
est production.
It is said on good authority, that

ing the possibilities from this source,

the late Edward H. Harriman, exer

cising his characteristic ability, as in

the railroad world, purchased large
areas of this seemingly waste and un

productive swamp land in Orange

County and began the operations of

reclamation. This has been carried

on so successfully during the last five

years, that at present there are several

hundred acres of reclaimed land in the

dominion of the estate, easily accessi

ble and producing abundant yields of

all kinds of farm and garden crops.
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In the practical drainage operations
it was first necessary to know whether

surface water or the outcropping of

underground springs was to be cared

for. The former was comparatively

easy. However, the second was not

alwavs an easy matter and did not al

ways meet with complete success the

first or second trial. In these opera

tions, it was necessary to judge wheth

er a tile would answer the purpose or

whether an open ditch would be re

quired to care for the water at all

times.

In reclaiming the worst swamp land

it was more important to ditch in such

a manner as to cut off the feeding

In 1906 this field was swamp and wilderness

springs or streams before they reached
the place where they spread, rather
than to undertake to lead away the

water from these areas.

After sufficient main ditches had
been constructed so that men could
work to advantage, the work of cutt

ing out the roots and bogs was begun
by men with heavy grubbing hoes.
The stumps were raised with dynamite
and together the roots, stumps, and
bogs were thrown on heaps and
burned. After this, came the location
and excavation for lateral ditches
leading to the main stream or ditch.

The number of these could not usually
be determined at first, until a certain

number were tried; in case the first

system did not drain the soil quickly

enough, more were supplied from time

to time. The greater proportion of

these were filled with tile and closed,
while it was necessary to leave many

open. In finding the levels for these

ditches and tile drains, the experienced

eye could usually tell at a glance, even

if the difference between the high and

low points was only slight. In laying
the tile, care was taken of course to

keep below the level of the plow at all

times, and they were often laid as

deep as three feet, in order to get the

best levels. In the tile laying, where

several emptied into one, five-inch

tile were used in a few cases for the

main outlets. Yet, as a general rule,
three-inch unglazed tile with glazed
tile at the outlet, as a protection and

safe-guard against forst, were con

sidered more economical. Care, at

all times, was taken to see that the

tile fitted closely together on a level

bottom. In some instances, where

the water interfered too seriously,
boards were laid at the bottom, and in

all cases, sod, old hay, or straw was

put directly on top of the tile, in order

to keep the newly stirred earth from

getting into the tile and in any way

causing stoppage.
As soon as the stumps, roots,

and bogs were removed, sufficient

ditches dug, and tile laid to draw off

the surface water and protect the field

from uncropping springs and as

soon as the ditch banks had been

moved to the low places in order

to level the field and protect

against cavage, the field or former bog
was ready for the plow. This was no

easy task, as in most cases the surface

was still rough. The fall season was

found to be a good time for the plow
ing operation, as the winter frosts are

a great aid to the fitting during the

following spring. The plowing was

always done in about twelve pace
lands and back furrowed, care being
taken each time to have the back

furrow in the same place and never
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allowing a furrow to be turned in any
direction except away from the ditch.
This newly drained swampland re

quired much harrowing for the first

cropping to kill the coarse weeds and

pulverize the clods, that were always
found in the marsh. Corn was found
to be the best crop for this new land,
as it thrives better than some less

hardy plants on this rough soil and is

a great subduer, since its roots ramify
all parts of the soil. After careful

tilling and working of the corn crop,
the second plowing was easy and re

sulted in the soil being in the finest

tilth. I have seen large fields of corn

growing on this kind of soil where the

average man could scarcely reach the

ears; no fertilizer was used except a

light application of a home mixed

2-8-6 simply to liven the soil. At

the second plowing, if the soil was a

black muck, large yields of onions and

celery have been secured. When not

desirable to raise onions and celerv,
the fields were placed in the regular
rotation when they bear abundant

yields of clover and timothy. Yields

of three to four tons per acre are a

common sight. The seeding was

best done with oats, however in many
instances, rye was used with succe s.

LOADING HAY FROM SWATH. 3 //2 TONS PER ACRE IN 1909.

In 1905 a horse could not penetrate the wilderness on this field.

BENEFITS OF DRAINAGE ON THE GENERAL

FARM

By J'. D. Findlay, Salisbury Mills, N . Y.

Editor's Note—This paper was presented by the author before the Xew York State

Drainage Association, which met during Farmers Week at the New York State College
of Agriculture.

TO
me the first and greatest benefit ing and increases the fertility of the

is that you can perform your soil. It facilitates hauling larger
loads any time of the year, and to

those engaged in soiling is of inesti

mable value as cattle do not trample
out the grass as in the case ofwet land.

As cultivation is much easier weeds

are handled with less trouble. There

is no freezing out of winter grain,
caused bywater freezing in the surface

spring work, plowing and the like,

much earlier than on undrained land

and also sooner after rains, thus get

ting your crops started so much

quicker. Drainage also tends to keep

the moisture in the soil much longer in

time of drought . It makes the ground

warmer, lessens risk of surface wash-
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soil. You can spread manure on

side hills without much fear of loss,

as frozen manure is about the last

composition to yield to the sun's

rays. It carries off surface water,

which when left on the low places,

drowns out fertility by excluding the

air and heat. It prevents the soil

from becoming baked and hard, en

abling the young rootlets to pene

trate more easily and deeper into the

soil. It reduces farming from a busi

ness of uncertain and meagre profit, to

one of almost certain and lucrative

profit.
When your land is wet and cold,

roots will not go down but spread

along the surface nearest the heat.

When a dry hot period sets in this

plant must shrivel up while the deep
rooted plant continues to grow and

gives a good crop. Especially is this

true with the corn and potatoes.

Drainage marks the line between

swamp and grain fields, between swale

and grassy meadows.

The land for most part was uneven

in moisture, wet patches being found

over almost every field. In previous
years I had done little draining to re

lieve this, but now I have begun in

earnest. Beginning at my farm line

there were 28 acres in six small fields.

I put 1 2 men and four teams of horses

to work, took out stone walls, burying
all stones except the very largestwhich
were carted to the edge of the river,
and drained the land thoroughly.
Now, my practice is thorough

drainage, drains from 25 to 40 feet

apart and 3 to 4 feet deep. Don't
make a drain here and there through
your farm, but begin somewhere and
make up your mind to drain it thor

oughly. Drains 40 feet apart are

suitable for a great many farms.
Make the drains not less than 3 feet

deep. If you come to a rise and fall,
do not make your drain shallow in the

hollow, but cut through your rise. If
the latter is too great, go around, but
keep your depth. Get the water
table down in a wet time and up in a

dry time. To a large number of

farmers, the thought of draining is a

terrible proposition, and the fellow

who is afraid of himself is like a child

taking a dose of medicine. He ob

jects at first but when it is once down
he finds that the thought of swallow

ing was worse than the medicine. So

with the farmer, the thought of be

ginning is worse than the work.
In laying out a system of under

drains, one must consider two impor
tant points: the outlet, and the fall.

It is often difficult to find a proper out

let on many farms. On my farm I

have no difficulty as every field has

enough fall. A defective outlet will

surely obstruct your drains, then your
time and money spent in doing this

work is lost. Some farmers think the

best time to drain is when the land is

water soaked, so that a proper grade

may be secured. In this I do not

agree. I prefer to do the work when

my men can work clean and dry, using
the spirit-level to find the proper

grade.
To begin the work of opening, take

a good team and plow out two furrows

right and left, then reverse and plow
two more furrows just as deep as your

plow will go. Have your men shovel

this out. Then take your ditching

plow with an evener 10 or 10^ feet

long. Hitch a team of horses on each

end, and this plow will root the soil a

foot deep. Shovel out and use ditcher

again until you have acquired the

proper depth. Be sure to throw

about equal quantities of dirt on each

side of drain and then when ready to

fill, you can plow on both sides and

save time in filling. This ditcher is

made by the Wilkinson Plow Co., of

Toronto, Canada, and can be bought
for about $13 F. O. B. your station,
and will save its price in one day, as it

almost does away with picking which

is the heavy work of draining. Be

sure to level the bottom of the ditch,
and lay tile carefully. I use 3 and 4

inch tile. After laying the tile, I put
about 6 inches of small stone on the

top of the tile, then I cover this with

6 inches of cinders, and then another

foot of field stone. Then the ditch is

ready to fill again with dirt.
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If the owner does not care to do the No state in the union is as capable of
work of laying the tile, I would sug- growing such high grade crops as

gest that he be very near by, to see those produced in New York under
that the joints are properly and evenly thorough cultivation . With thorough
put together in the bottom as this work drainage I have succeeded in growing
is most important. If you cannot 16 acres of the finest alfalfa to be
readily secure cinders or small stone, found almost anywhere. This is the

get branches from the Spruce or expressed opinion of Prof. F. A.
Hemlock. Place four or six inches of Stevens, alfalfa expert of the state,
these on top of the tile before covering who has visited my farm several times
with the clay. This keeps the soil the past summer. To grow this king
away from the tile for a long time, and of all forage crops, I first drained

helps lead the water into the tile thoroughly, applied 3 tons of the best

through new channels. It also acts as lime, 40 tons manure, 500 lbs. fertil-
a filter, keeping the silt out of the tile, izer and 300 lbs. inoculated soil per

Open ditches are verymuch resorted acre, finishing up with 30 lbs. of seed,
to in Orange County on swampy, topped by complete success. The

onion land. This is a much more ex- keynote of this was thorough drainage
pensive mode of drying the land than together with plenty of good lime, and
the tile drain as they are about as an abundance of barnyard manure.

costly to open and every winter frost These three factors coupled with

partially fills them up again ; also, you thorough tillage, will raise anything
must bridge to cross from one patch to that can be grown in or near our

another. You can buy 3 -inch tile for latitude.

30 cents per rod; 4-inch tile about 35 It ismy earnest hope that the farmers
cents per rod, F. O. B. your station. of our State will open their eyes to the

If I were to get my choice of two great need and to the benefits of

things formy farm to-day ,
fertilizer or thorough drainage, and will roll up

land drained, I would take the drain, their sleeves and get to work in

We, in the Empire State, cannot afford earnest. Lets not think too much

longer to maintain poor, wet farms, about the undertaking; just get there!

THE FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE

NEW YORK STATE DRAINAGE ASSOCIA

TION

By Geo. A. Crabb, Secretary, Ithaca, N. Y.

(~\N Wednesday, February 9, 19 10, tice in the installation of drains on all

^
occurred the first annual con- kinds of soil and with all classes of

vention of the New York State Drain- crops, and by facilitating the individ-

age Association. The first session ual and co-operative practice of drain-

which began at 10 a. m., was opened age thru the removal of all hindrances

by President E. O. Fippin, who stated to its application and the establish-

in his opening address the objects of ment of adequate methods of pro-

the Association, which, as given in the cedure where necessary."

constitution, are : Acting DeanWebber then addressed

"

The promotion of better drainage the meeting on "Drainage in New

on the farms of New York State by York From the Point of View of the

the dissemination of knowledge con- College of Agriculture." He spoke

cerningits effect upon the soil, the crop, first of the physiological importance

the farmer and the community, by of water to plants and of the injurious

the encouragement of investigations effects of too much water. As exam-

which shall demonstrate the best prac- pies of the latter condition he men-
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tioned numerous orange groves that

had been irrigated but had received a

superabundance of water; and the

diseased condition of the trees result

ing from this. He also pointed out

the similar effect on all farm crops, and

the importance of drainage on our

heavy soils of New York State. As

examples of effects of draining heavy

soils he called attention to the result

shown on the University farms;

where the heavy clays were undrained,

the soils were dense, wet and compact ;

THE OLD

they warmed up very slowly in the

spring and dried slowly after heavy
rains. But where the soils were

drained, the fields could be planted
earlier in the spring and were ready for

cultivation more quickly after rains.
Dr. C. G. Elliott of the office of

Drainage Investigations, United

States Department of Agriculture,
addressed the convention as follows:

"New York was the pioneer state in

drainage. Tile drains were first in

stalled in this state over fifty years ago
by Mr. Johnston, of Geneva, and by
Mr. YeomansofWayne Co." He spoke
of the spread of the work of land

drainage to the west and especially
called attention to those level tracts of

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois where the

land was formerly poorly drained and

where a large part could
not be culti

vated for that reason. Since drain

ing, practically every
acre is cultivated

and all is productive.
Dr Elliott called to mind his

father's farm located in Illinois, where,

as a boy, he began studying drainage

conditions and results. He said in

part "I saw the corn which grew on

wet land small and yellow and that in

an adjoining field which was well

drained flourishing, no matter whether

the weather was dry or wet, on

drained land excellent crops were al

ways produced.
In examining those plants which

grew upon the wet soils I found that

THE NEW

the roots spread out near the surface,

that the soil beneath was hard and

firm and gummy, and, in the adjoining
field, I found that the soil was mellow

and the roots extended down into the

ground, two, three, or four feet.

When a heavy rain came the plants
upon the wet soil seemed to stand still

and turn yellow, while those on the

drained soil kept on growing and

flourishing."
In closing his address, Dr. Ellio,

spoke of the attitude of the United

States Department of Agricultu^
towards drainage. The o,ffi~e

Drainage Investigations n
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study of soils and soil conditions with
reference to the need of drainage. It
examines lands, making plans which
shall show the feasability of the im

provement of each project and the

probable expense involved. He ex

pressed the willingness of the Depart
ment to take up such work as fast as
funds and expert assistants were

available.

The next speaker was Dr. W. H.

Jordan of the Geneva Experiment
Station. He said there were two

BEFORE !

ways by which New York Agriculture
could be advanced. First, by improv
ing the lands possessed at present, and
second by bringing into productive
ness waste lands that, so far as agri
culture is concerned, are now useless.

He also called attention to the breadth

of the subject of fertility, that it did
not simply mean adding fertilizers to

the soil, but that the surroundings and

physical condition were at least as

important, if not more so. Drainage
will change the physical structure of

the soil and make it more suitable for

plant growth, and in that way improve
the fertility of the land. In speaking
of the waste lands of New York, Dr.

Tordan called attention to the large
a of undeveloped lands and pointed

. at the importance of their develop

ment, if necessary, by national assis-

^ce. The swamp lands of this state
-

r

f-reat importance. They are

extremely fertile and their nearness to
the large eastern markets makes it of

even greater importance that they be

developed. It is on these muck and

swamp lands that the best crops of

celery, lettuce, tomatoes and onions

are grown. Dr. Jordan closed his

address by saying that if you have

good land, waste land, it will pay to

improve it.

Mr. J. N. Carlisle of Watertown,
then addressed the meeting on the

"Legal Aspect of Drainage in New

York .

' '

His address is given elsewhere
in this issue, so a discussion of it at

this point is useless.

After discussions on the various sub

jects presented the convention ad

journed until 2 p. m.

after!

The opening address in the after

noon was given by Mr. W. W. Ware of

Batavia, N. Y., on the subject of

"Draining Muck Lands." In this

address he gave the method by which

he had cleared and drained about 50
acres of muck land near Batavia, N.Y.
He gave in detail the method of in

stalling drains, of plowing the land,
and the methods of cultivation and

kinds of fertilizer used. Mr. Ware

stated that as a whole, muck lands

responded to the use of barnyard
manure and nitrates.

After a discussion of the subject of

reclaiming muck lands, the President

made his annual address. In this he

outlined the needs, the purpose and

the organization of this association,
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and emphasized the great need of

drainage in New York State.

He said in part :
"

Next after con

sidering the needs of drainage in this

state, come methods of improving

drainage conditions. First, there is

needed a propaganda of education.

This involves the collection of exam

ples of the results which have been

achieved, such as those presented to

us by Mr. Johnston's farm, or by Mr.

Martin, or by Mr. Findlay or by Mr.

Ware, or by any of the numerous men

throughout the state who might be

mentioned. A means suggested by
which such study can be brought be

fore the association is to offer prizes to

be presented at the next annual con

vention of this association, prizes for

the best report upon methods and

results of farm drainage. The ex

pense involved and crop yields." At

this time, Mr. J. D. S. Findlay of

Salisbury Mills offered twenty-five
dollars in gold for the best paper on

actual methods and results of farm

drainage on a farm not to exceed 200

acres, such paper to include in detail

the cost, methods and actual returns

from such systems.

"Other methods of improving the

drainage conditions of the State are by
the individual farmers cooperating
with institutions of the state, this Col

lege or the Geneva Experiment Sta
tion. Other ways of improving con

ditions are for this association to

maintain committees to report annual

ly on different phases of drainage such
as committees on swamp lands, muck

lands, hill lands, etc. Another phase
of drainage conditions needing atten

tion is bettering the supply of drain

tile and some uniform method of slat

ing the price of tile by the manufac
turers and dealers in their yards."
A still further way of improving

conditions is "a study of the methods
of constructing drains, including vari
ous types of ditching machines and

plows, and the collection of informa
tion concerning their relative econ

omy."

"Lastly, there is a situation which

if we accept the fact that drainage is

needed, requires first attention. This

is the legal status of drainage. At the

present time Agricultural drainage
has no legal status in New York

State."

Following the President's address,
Mr. James D. Findlay of Salisbury
Mills, gave a paper on "Benefits of

Drainage on a General Farm." In

this paper Mr. Findlay discussed the

methods of drainage, the kind of soil

drained and the benefits derived on

the soil and on the crops grown.

Mr. Samuel Fraser of Geneseo, dis

cussed "Tile Drainage for Hill Land."

He gave the needs for drainage on

"Hill Lands" and by figures from

actual results on drained and un-

drained "hill lands" showed the bene

fits to be derived.

In the absence of Mr. T. E. Martin,
of West Rush, who was to speak on

"Benefits of Drainage on a Potato

Farm," Mr. G. W. Dunn of Webster

spoke for a few minutes giving the

methods of drain construction on Mr.

Martin's farm and the beneficial re

sults on cultivation and yields that

followed such drainage.
After the discussion of the various

subjects presented during the after

noon session, a business meeting was

called. This included the report of

the committee on legislation, resolu

tions, new business and election of

officers. The same officers that were

elected at the organization of the

association were retained for the en

suing year. Professor E. O. Fippin,
president; Mr. Geo. A. Crabb, secre

tary, both of this College ; andMr. F. E.

Gott, of Spencerport, N. Y., treasurer;
Mr. E. B. Norris, of Sodus was elected
chairman of the Advisory Board and

member of the executive committee,
at a meeting of the representatives of

Granges and Agricultural Societies

in which their organization was

effected. These representatives spoke
very favorably of the plan of local

discussion of drainage matters in their
societies and of the advisability of co

operation with the state association.
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#V M. C. Meigs

I am only a tile in an humble vocation,
Yet I greatly control your civilization.
I am very tenacious, and hard as a stone
And am like old Horatius in holding

my own.

So lay me down keeping me straight in
the ditch

And while you are sleeping I'll be mak
ing you rich.

If your land is too wet, and you're bur
dened with debt,

And encumbrance begins to accrue,
Obey Nature's Laws, by removing the

cause

Drain your farm or it will drain you.

'

Tis so foolish to plant where the goose
and the brant

Might paddle from March to Septem
ber;

You might as well sow on a November

snow

And expect it to grow in December.

Some farmers are failing and weeping
and wailing,

And blame the good Lord without

reason,

When, if they would stop sowing seed in
the slop,

They might raise a good crop every

season.

Most farmers lament the money they've
spent

For things only made to beguile,
But never as yet did a farmer lament,
The money expended for tile.

Every farmer of pride dearly loves to

provide
For the future, the son or the daugh
ter;

So give me the chance and I'll greatly
enhance

Every acre I drain of its water.

And here's my great beauty
—I'm al

ways on duty
Out of reach of the

"

Bulls and the

Bears"

When you're in your grave I'll continue
to slave

For your children—their children—

and theirs.

My habits are good, I require no food
My joints are allmadewithoutmortar,

And I always abstain when deep in the

drain,
From everything stronger than water.
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NURSERYMAN vs. PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPE

DESIGNER

"THE QUIP MODEST"

Buffalo, N. Y.

Editor, The Cornell Countryman,

My dear Sir:

The discussion commenced in your

paper relative to the practice of Land

scape Architecture ought to be valua

ble in proportion to the number of

opinions gained and the point of view

in which the various opinionists look

at the subject. Thus, it is just as

much an object to know how the nur

seryman feels about combining a pro

fessional with a commercial business

as it is for the strictly professional
man to state his feelings and position.
But, first of all, it ought to be agreed
that acrimonious controversy is to be

discouraged, and that what is desired

are plain-spoken, calm points of view,
so that each one can decide for himself

the merits of the case.

One cannot question the right of the

nurseryman to make plans for outdoor

improvements, but, in my humble

opinion, it is fair to suggest a regula
tion of the methods in which business

is secured and executed. The writer

of the first article, "Landscape Archi

tecture from the Standpoint of the

Nurseryman," does not, judging from
his own words, believe in the policy of

live and let live, nor does he compre

hend the standards and methods of

professional practice. He says,

"There is but little money in drawing
plans to sell outright." The man

who practices Landscape Architecture
in the strictest professional sense asks
a fair price for his knowledge of the

subject and for the labor of putting
his ideas on paper for presentation to

his client. The nurseryman, if the

writer of the above article rightly in

terprets his words, depends for his

profits on the nursery stock. If he is

a reliable nurseryman, he must charge
only reasonable profits on his produce.
If he is competent, or employs a com

petent landscape designer, and does

not charge a fair price for the advice

which he furnishes, he is either robbing

himself, giving something for nothing,
or is unfair to those who are strictly
confined to legitimate practice. It

arouses one's curiosity to know which

is true in the average case of trade

between the nurseryman-architect and

the buyer. If he is charging for his

nursery stock an amount over and

above what he would charge the man

for whom he makes no plans and tells

the purchaser that he is so charging to

compensate him for making the plan,
no one has cause for complaint. Does

he do it? Or does he say, "I will

make you a plan for nothing if you

will purchase the necessary plants
from me?" If he does the latter, he

is in precisely the position of the archi

tect-builder, who is, and always will

be, a menace to art and has done more

to deface the country than anyone

except the colossal thief of beauty, the

billboard man.

A perfectly fair question is here in

order. Whoever saw a building of

any kind with any claim to architec

tural merit put up by a contractor-

architect? The nurseryman who is

himself, or employs a landscape de

signer of merit, is surely entitled to

increase his business by offering
planting plans over small premises,
when he tells his patron that he will

make a fair charge for the work of

planning and selecting. If he agrees

to give something for nothing, he is

not offering a fair deal to his client or

to those who are practicing the pro

fession with no nurseries as an ad

junct. If he makes plans and speci
fications and reaps the cost of making
them by an extra charge for the plants
sold, this extra charge being in no

way apparent to the purchaser, his

method is not what might be called

ethical. Or he certainly ought to be

privileged to make suggestions for

more extensive landscape improve
ments if he has an organization for
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carrying on such work and makes a

charge for the professional work in

volved, which anyone knows cannot

be done for nothing. I say, "has an

organization," for no successful land

scape work can be done where compe
tentmen are not employed to construct
and plant and finish. As I see it,
anyone is privileged to make plans
and suggest outdoor improvements if

he is qualified by temperament and

training to do so ; but no one has the

privilege of cutting into and destroy
ing the true beauty, the nobility, I

may say, of such work as we are try
ing to do, by cheapening it with com

mercial chicanery.

F. de Peyster Townsend,

Landscape Architect.

1910 FARMERS' WEEK

1910.
As held at the New York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. 7-1.

From the moment that the con- nozzles. These demonstrations were

ductor calls out "Ithiky" and the carried on by means of a Sprayograph,
Farmers' Week guests find themselves an instrument designed last year by
in the midst of the bustle and con- Professor Riley and consisting of a

fusion of the "biggest little city," to

the time when the library tower passes
out of view as they journey home

ward, there is "some thing doing."
And that something is doing with

revolving screen with a slit in it. In

testing a nozzle it was so arranged
that the spray would fall on the screen.

When the screen was revolved so that
the slit came into the field of the

such a vengeance that a comprehensive nozzle, the spray would pass through
retrospect taken immediately after the and fall on a piece ofwhite paper. By
end of the week would be something coloring the spray the fineness of the

of [a bewildering blur. A story of particles could easily be seen and also

Farmers' Week must be mechanically the evenness of distribution could be

divided up into departments, as wras determined. Demonstrations were

the program; and it is to be hoped given of ordinary nozzles and also of

that such a classification will not chop nozzles made for a special purpose

up the description too much, but will such as for spraying potatoes. These

in fact make it more easily readable, investigationswhich have been started
are to be carried on by B. B. Robb,
who is student assistant, and C. G.

Wooster.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

On Tuesday, an event which created

great interest was the exhibition of fat

steers and fat hogs, which were

slaughtered and cut up on Thursday
afternoon. On Wednesday there was

FARM CROPS AND FARM

MANAGEMENT

The several lectures by Prof. J. L.

a cow-judging demonstration in which
Stone on different Farm Crops were

105 farmers entered and six prizes were

awarded. On the same afternoon

there was a horse-judging demonstra

tion. On Friday there was a hot

house lamb demonstration. Two lec

tures of especial interest were given

by Dr. Williams on "Abortion and

Sterility in Cattle
' '

and by Dr. Moore on

"Tuberculosis and its Control."

FARM ENGINEERING

In the department of FarmlEn-

gineering, the principle demonstra

tions were on the subject of spray

very interesting and instructive.

Prof. P. J. White in his lecture on

"How to Improve our Pastures" said,
"The pastures of our state have not

received the attention of which they
are worthy. While the products
dependent upon the pasture, such as

milk and butter, have gradually in

creased in value, the farm, pastures
have been allowed to diminish in pro

ductivity."
Prof. G. F. Warren and Mr. K. C.

Livermore in their lectures on "Farm

Management" and "Farm Records and
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Accounts," very plainly brought out

the necessity of keeping a record and

account of everything on a farm in

order that farming be made profitable.

They also gave instructions to farmers

who wished to start keeping farm

accounts.

HOME ECONOMICS

The fruit and flower exhibits were

ing dinner sets and the contrasting

types of houses, showing
the good and

bad taste in house construction.

Another feature was the model

traveling library. Other exhibits in

tended to instruct were correct food

for children, the actual meals being

shown for children of different ages up

to eight years, then there were the

home made gowns, the work of the

POTATO SHOW COMMITTEE.

Top row
—

Lipman Shimer Rothenberger Mayes Humphrey Darling Hahnel Fleming Getman

Cole Judd

Lower row—The Misses Bennett Dudley Emley Barnes Browning Humphreys Hunn

of passing interest to the farmers'

wives, but their real enthusiasm was

awakened when they came to the

"Home Economics" exhibit. Here

every thing imaginable of interest to

the housewife was shown.

The exhibit showed the result of

much thought and hard work by the

members of that department. The

exhibit seemed to have a threefold pur

pose namely, to cultivate good taste,
to instruct, and to demonstrate labor

saving devices. Under the first head

ing might be mentioned the contrast-

short-course women, and a large,
tempting exhibit of preserves.
Still another interesting exhibit

was one showing a comparison of

varying quantities of several foods,
each capable of producing 100 heat

calories. It took, for instance, a

whole bowl of cabbage to furnish the

heat equivalent of two ordinary
graham crackers. The display of

labor saving devices included a dish

washing machine, a tireless cooker and
various kitchen and household uten

sils.
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HORTICULTURE

The program of the Department of
Horticulture was arranged in three

parts, that for the Fruit Grower, the
Vegetable Grower and the Floricul
turist. In this department there
were two exhibits, a fruit ex

hibit and an exhibit of flowers. The
first contained nearly three hundred

plates, the fruit almost entirely com

ing from the North Rose Grange.
The Horticultural Union, which

was formed last year held its first
annual meeting during Farmers' Week
The organization this year is to make

out a list of all graduates of the Col

lege of Agriculture, Regulars, Specials,
and .Winter Course and to briefly
write each one up. In this way it will

be possible to ascertain what the men

are doing. The officers for the com

ing year are the same as those last

year with the exception of J. S. Allis

who replaces B. H. Crocheron on the

executive committee.

The Union closed its meeting with

a banquet at the Alhambra at which

seventy-five of its members spent a

pleasant evening swapping fruit tales.
The official story tellers who were

under the direction of Prof. John
Craig, were F. E. Rupert, E. H.

Anderson, Roy McPherson, M. G.

Kains, B. J. Case and E. M. Catch-

pole.
POTATO SHOW

Last year, in Connection with

Farmers' Week, was held a corn show

at which were exhibited varieties of

corn grown in the State of New York.

The exhibit aroused such a great in

terest among the farmers that it was

decided to continue the same kind of

work this year; but since New York

is the first state in the Union in the

production of potatoes and because

this crop surpasses corn in this state,

it was decided to have a potato ex

hibit instead.

The primary object was to learn

how to increase the yield. The

average yield per acre, in New York

1899-1908, was 85 bushels, while that

of Maine, during the same period was

171 bushels and that of Germany and

England more than twice the yield of

New York. In 1908, New York

devoted 425,000 acres to the produc
tion of potatoes, which were valued at

$26,138,000. Now how could this

same acreage have been made to

"bring in" just double that amount of

money? This is one of the problems
which were answered by some of the

exhibitors.

About 700 plates of potatoes were

exhibited. There were seven grange

exhibits, as follows: Chili, Farming-
ton, Hopewell, Lower Oswego Falls,
McLean, Ulysses and Webster, the

Oswego Falls Grange having the best

exhibit. Mr. E. F. Dibble of Honeoye
Falls exhibited 106 varieties. About

$100 worth of prizes were presented,
most of them having been donated by
manufacturers of potato machinery.
Mr. A. W. Northrup of Richfield

Springs received first prize for the

largest average yield per acre, the field

to be not less than ten acres. His

average yield was 332^3 bushels.

In connection with the exhibit was

also conducted a Potato School in

which men of experience spoke to and
discussed the subjectwith the farmers.

Among the prominent speakers were :

J. L. Stone, E. F. Dibble, H. H.

Whetzel, A. W. Gilbert, F. N. Darling,
Samuel Frazer, T. E. Martin, L. C.

Dodge and G. W. Herrick.

POULTRY INSTITUTE

The Poultry Educational Exhibit

and Institute, held during Farmers'

Week, under the auspices of the Cor

nell Poultry Association, proved to be

a decided success, notwithstanding
the fact that these functions were held

in the unfinished green houses and

away from all other attractions.

The Poultry Institute was held on

the second floor of the greenhouse, and

all seats were filled at nearly every lec
ture. Aside from the members of our

own Poultry Staff, talks were given

through the week by M. S. Gardner,
Dr. Raymond Pearl, Mrs. Geo. E.

Monroe, Henry Dana Smith, Miss M.

E. Pennington, Dr. F. S. Jones and

Miss F. E. Wheeler. Monday evening
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in the auditorium, Dr. Raymond
Pearl gave an eye-opening talk upon

"Breeding for Increased Egg Produc

tion" in which he proved that heavy

layers do not necessarily produce heavy

laying progeny, but that a special
strain must be developed, which is

capable of propagating this virtue.

Tuesday evening in the auditorium

was held the banner meeting, Dr. E.

M. Santee, presiding. There were

speeches by President J. G. Schur

man, Director H. J. Webber, Commis

sioner R. A. Pearson, Major J. N.

Carlisle and Miss M.E. Pennington of

the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Wednesday evening the meeting was

in charge of the Cornell Poultry Asso

ciation and the talks were all given by
members of the Poultry Association.

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

The Students' Association of the

New York State College of Agricul
ture has just completed a very success

ful annual meeting in connection with

the third annual Farmers' Week. A

large number of former students

were in attendance and the interest

shown in the adoption of the con

stitution and the organization of

the work was great. On Thurs

day evening a reception to former

students by faculty and under

graduates was held. The Executive

Committee has been empowered to

complete the details of the work of the

Association and to appoint such com

mittees as are necessary for carrying it

out. The movement will be started

to organize county branches, such as

already exist in one or two counties in

the state. Through these branches

the work of the Association will

largely be done. The Association is

composed of all present and former

students in the College of Agriculture.
The lifemembership fee is two dollars.

The following officers were elected :

President, Harry Mason Knox, Can

ton; first vice-president, H. N. Kutsch

bach, president of the Agricultural
Association; second vice-president,

B. D. Van Buren, Lockport; third

vice-president, Charles Osborne,
East

Hampton, Long Island; fourth vice-

president, N. R. Peet, editor of the

Cornell Countryman; secretary-

treasurer, A. R. Mann.

MISCELLANEOUS ADDRESSES

AND CONFERENCES

Probably the most important lec

ture given in connection with Horti

culture was that of Mr. F. R. Pierson,

President of the American Florists'

Association, in which he treated Com

mercial Floriculture, or the business

side of raising flowers. On Tuesday,
occurred the annual meeting of the

New York State Plant Breeders'

Association. Of great interest to the

Farmers' Week visitors were the two

lectures on Agricultural Chemistry

given by Professor G. W. Cavanaugh,
one on "The Problems of Soil Fer

tility" and the other a "Consultation

on Questions of Fertilizers and Soil

Fertility." On the same day, Dr. W.

H. Jordan, Director of the Geneva

Experimental Station gave an ad

dress in connection with the Farm

Crops Department. That night was

the occasion of several important
talks. President Schurman in his

address of welcome called the farmers

the "constituency of the Agricultural
College." He said that they wanted

to tell the College what it could do for

them and the college wanted to tell

them what they could do for it. He

said that we needed immediate funds

for enlargement and that the people of
New York State, realizing a good
thing when they saw it, would grant
these funds. Professor Jenks gave a

valuable talk on "The Increased Cost

of Living." Of great importance was
the address by J. D. Remington,
special agent of the New York Central

Lines, on "Transporation and Distri

bution" of Fresh Food Products."
At a meeting of the American Associa
tion of Agronomy, Professor Conn of

Wesleyan University delivered an

address on "The Relation of Bacteria
to Economic Problems."
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THE RAILROAD AND THE FARMER

By Vincent James Frost, iu

Editor's Note
—This article won first prize in the oratorical contest known as the

Eastman Stage, which is held annually during Farmers' Week and which this year

occurred on Feb. ii, in Sibley Dome.

DURING
the past fifty years, the

science of agriculture has ad

vanced with mighty strides. The

problems of yesterday are no longer
the problems of today. Experiment
stations have solved many of the

difficulties confronting the farmer;

the Federal Department of Agriculture
has expended millions of dollars in

improving the means of crop produc
tion ; and Agricultural Colleges galore
have trained men to demonstrate the

practicality of an agricultural educa

tion. The farmer of today does not

face his greatest problem in the pro

duction of crops. The proposition be

fore the American farmer, and,partic

ularly the agriculturist of the State

of New York is the marketing of the

crop, after it is produced.
It is probable that this question of

marketing' the product will be most

satisfactorily settled when the farmers

unite their forces in the "cooperative

society," and retain specially trained

men to keep in touch with market

conditions, and superintend the actual

sale and delivery of the goods. But it

is also true, that the great mass of

farmers at the present time are not

ready to co-operate. The leading

men of every community, those who

are eminently fitted to organize and

superintend such a co-operative

scheme, have worked out and devel

oped a special market of
their own, at

which they obtain a special or fancy

price. These men are unwilling to

unite their forces with the more
ineffi

cient man, fearing that the combined

product will bring a smaller return.

The ordinary man hesitates
because of

lack of enthusiasm or because he be

lieves that no benefit will accrue
from

the union.

Applied education and the actual

demonstration of a profitable co-opera

tive society are absolutely required

before the farmers of the State
of New

York will combine.

But what are we to do in the mean

time, while the middle men are ab

sorbing the profits of the producer,
while markets are being flooded with

material for which there is no local

demand, and while valuable produce
is being thrown away in transit to

cities and towns already liberally sup

pliedwith that same article ? We may
still continue to trust in the wily com

mission merchant, who, although
honest and conscientious for the most

part, is subject nevertheless to human

temptation. Or we may sell our pro

duce to local shippers and dealers and

allow them to assume the necessary

risk in its sale; and incidentally as

sume the necessary profit. Or, if

possessed with sufficient wit, we may
manufacture a market of our own, and

reap the benefits thereof.

All these methods of marketing our

crop are proper and correct, as far as

they go, but they do not allow for the

full return from the consumer's dollar,
or the rapid advancement of the

farmer as a class. I would propose a

simple little expedient from which the

farmer might derive the benefits of

co-operation, without the formality of

organization. This expedient is a

system of co-operation, the "co

operation of the railroad and the

farmer."

We are all more or less acquainted
with the history of railroad construc

tion, how the first roads were engi
neered by public enterprise, later to be

taken over by private companies.
We are familiar with the Granger
troubles of the MiddleWest, the fight
of the grain farmer to obtain reason

able service and transportation for his

crop at a reasonable rate; the un

sympathetic and unyielding character
of the railroad's policy, and the wide

spread feeling of animosity and sus

picion that was developed by the

farmer against railroads in general.
Those days of outward animosity
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have been left behind, but the general

feeling of suspicion has remained.

This feeling as been fostered in many

sections, it is true, by a pecularily un

fair treatment of the farmer. Every

act of the railroad, however, has been

looked at with suspicion. If the rate

on a certain article was lowered, every

farmer affected "smelled a rat." If

cars were provided quickly, the rail

road was assigned some deep far

fetched scheme of "doing the farmer"

out of his profits.
All this is wrong. The railroad,

like the farmer and every other man,

is not in business "for his health."

But the railroads have come to realize

that suspicion and ill-feeling do not

breed trade. 'They know that in

creased crops mean increased demand

for transportation. It is time that

the farmer, who has been perenially

kicking the railroad, should wake up

and kick himself.
One great fundamental truth should

be clearly understood by both the

railroad and the farmer. The Railroad

cannot do business without the Farmer

who produces the goods; and the

Farmer cannot do business without

the Railroad that transports the goods
to market. The one depends upon
the other.

The railroad, through its many

branches, has an opportunity to

obtain first hand information at all

the important markets. Freight
agents are personally acquainted with
market conditions. They know that

New York is demanding baled hay
at a certain time of the year. They
know when New York has enough
baled hay, and when the surplus
should be shipped to Philadelphia
where there is a strong de
mand.

Freight agents know the psychologi
cal moment that a market is supplied
with a certain commodity. Within a

single day's time, prices may drop 20

per cent. The papers cannot get this
information to the farmer in time to

prevent carload after corload of
valuable produce being despatched
thither, all of which must be sold at a

loss. For instance, Jefferson County
found in New York City a fine market

for hay. One fall, carload after car

load of baled hay was sent down . The

supply finally exceeded the demand,
but the cars still continued to pour in,
until the yards were lined for miles

with cars of baled hay, for which

there was no sale.

The Railroads have been looking at

these facts and considering them.

They have come to realize that in

creased profits from proper knowledge
of market conditions mean increased

working capital for the farmer. In

creased working capital means greater

crops. Greater crops mean increased

transports for the Railroad. Their

psychology, while eminently selfish at

the best, nevertheless coincides with

that of the farmer. Both Railroad

and Farmer are thus working for the

same end.

The Railroad is willing to co

operate with the Farmer in every way.
This is typically illustrated by the

"Agricultural Specials" run under the
direction of the N. Y. Central, the

Erie, and the Lehigh. The N. Y.

Central at the present time is con

templating the formation of another

department, whose function is the

maintenance of experimental farms
along the lines of the N. Y. Central

to demonstrate advanced methods of
farming. The Railroads have come

to realize where their best interests

lie. They come before the Farmer

of the State of New York and say:
"We realize that our interests are

common. Let us co-operate." It is

time that the tiller of the soil lay aside
his ancient prejudices and suspicions
of the Railroad, that he place confi

dence in their sincerity, and benefit by
their advice and information.
Some day, when the farmers of the

Empire State realize that the best
interests of all lie in combination, we
will co-operate. But before that time

comes, wemust form another combina

tion, that will make New York the

Empire State in truth, and that com
bination is "The Railroad and the
Farmer."
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FIELD LABORATORY REMINISCENCES

By M. F. Barrus

Assistant in Department of Plant Pathology, N. Y. State College of Agriculture

ONE
of the unique features of the

Department of Plant Pathology
s the field laboratory work carried on

Dy members of the Department. The

irst field laboratory was established

lear Romulus, N. Y., in 1907, for the

study of black-rot of grapes. Last

year six such laboratories were in

operation for the study of various

diseases of crops in different parts of

the State, and this coming summer

there will be at least ten of these

laboratories from this Department.

This rapid increase in number is due

to the energy and persistence of Pro

fessor H. H. Whetzel in presenting the

plan of operation to the growers who

have so far shown a decided willing

ness to cooperate with the Depart

ment. The plan is simply this : The

Department furnishes
men and equip

ment for the investigation of the

diseases of any crop,
and the grower for

his part furnishes
a building or a room

for a laboratory on the farm and pro

vides the salary and expenses for the

investigator. The investigation is

then carefully conducted in the grow

ers' own field, orchard, vineyard,

garden, or green-house, as the case

maybe.
In 1908, Professor Whetzel made

arrangements with the Burt Olney

Canning Co., of Oneida, N. Y., to

establish a field laboratory on their

farm and carry on an investigation of

the diseases of beans, for which pur

pose the writer was put on the job.

It was an embarrassingmoment for me

when I was transplanted fresh from

- an Indiana College to a 1,000 acre

3 farm, superintended by an Irish man,

) and told to get busy. Just what I

- was to do was not exactly clear to me,

- although I knew I was there to inves-

3 tigate bean disease. Beans, there

- were all around me, acres and acres of

3 them, and no doubt they had diseases,

r but my knowledge of plant diseases

1 was rather limited and my experience
- in dealing with them still more so. I

s felt that I was to conduct an impor-

EVEKYBODY WORKED WHEN PICKING TIME CAME
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tant investigation, but my plans of

operations were somewhat indefinite.

The farm owned by the company is

made up of a number of separate farms

purchased from time to time, and for

the most part adjoining one another.

These have been carefully surveyed
and laid out into lots. Land levels

have been determined and an exten

sive system of drainage planned.
More than 125 miles of tile have been

laid and the work is still going on.

The ditches are dug with a ditching
machine, and a man expert in tile

laying has charge of the work.

Beans are not the only crop grown
but are a part of the four year system
of rotation which included two culti

vated crops, grain or peas and clover.

Rye is grown for green manure be

tween the two cultivated crops. The

average yield of wheat was 35 bu. to

an acre, (see frontispiece), 20 bu. of

rye, 2% tons of clover, 2% tons of

corn and 5 tons of beets, so it can be

readily seen that the land is in a good
state of fertility. In addition to

beans there are grown limas, peas,
sweet corn, beets, squash and pump
kins for canning purposes. The pea
vines and corn husks and stalks are

made into ensilage which is fed to

cattle fatted on the farm during the

winter.

The factory itself is located at

Oneida, N. Y., a distance of one and

one-half miles from the nearest point
on the farm. There, another large
force of laborers are employed, and
the farm help is not called upon to

assist execpt in case of necessity.
I was not born distinguished like

rome people nor have I ever acquired
rlistinction from anything I have done,
but for once in my life I had distinc
tion thrust upon me. The knowledge
that I came from a big university to
doctor the beans, the sight of so many
bottles filled with strong and evil

smelling substances, which I had tact
fully allowed to be smelled, and the
fact that I livedwith the boss gave me
a position in their estimation which
was flattering to me and very agree
able while it lasted. To them I was

the "profess" a title which I jointly
shared with an old Italian who had

once taught school in Italy.
In addition to mycological appara

tus, I had a thermograph and a rain

gauge kindly loaned me by the Cornell
Weather Bureau and a careful record

of the weather was kept in order to

note its relation to the prevalence of

disease.

One does not expect to live in man-

MY LABORATORY WAS CALLED A DRUG

STORE

sions at summer resorts and the shel
ter provided my neighbors certainly
lacked elegance of detail in structure.

Yet they were commodious enough as

a house 20x40 ft. held only eight fami
lies. Such neighborliness had its ad

vantages for it stimulated a frequent
interchange of domestic courtesies.
The 600 people did their cooking in
the nine or ten cooking shanties, each
opened on one side and containing
two stoves. This arrangement
diminished the danger of fire and also

prevented the odor of cooking from

permeating the wholesome air of the

living quarters. The people usually
ate out-of-doors and sometimes all the
members of a family dined around a

common table. The boys and men

were especially fond of sports and

nearly every evening, even after a dav
of work, boxing, wrestling, fencing
running races and football games'
were the order of the day.
In one respect we might consider
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the women more industrious than the

proverbial Dutch house wives, for
often during the summer the weekly
wash was out a day earlier than the

customary time. This was usually
necessary if done at all, as during bean
picking every week day and sometimes
every day was devoted to that occupa
tion. Some of the women, true to

their native instincts, did their wash

ing at the creek, rubbing the clothes
over flat stones and rinsing them in

the turbid stream.

Bean picking season was the great
money making time of the year.

Everybody picked except the babies

dred pounds per day was as much as

one could pick. One season a Sicilian

and his family saved $800 during the

season, but this was exceptional. As

the people came up to the scales they
took their turn in the line, which at

the close of the day or at the approach
of a shower assumed a length that

would rival the "line-up" for registra
tion here at the beginning of the year.

My first work after getting settled

and looking over the place was to over
see the spraying. Wewished to deter

mine the efficiency of spraying for the

control of Bean Anthracnose and

in order to do this fifteen rows were

A FEW STEPS IN ANY DIRECTION BROUGHT ME TO A NEIGHBORING BUILDING.

CENTRAL STRUCTURE IS THE LABORATORY.

THE

and the little children who were dele

gated to care for them. Sometimes

the babies were taken to the field and

left lying at the end of the row while

their mothers were picking. Two

scales with four men at each scales

were stationed at one side of the field

and as fast as the beans were picked

they were weighed up, dumped in

barrels and hauled to the factory.
The picker received a check in ex

change, one cent per pound being paid
for picking. Sometimes a good
picker, while the picking was good,
would earn as much as two or three

dollars a day, but ordinarily one hun-

left unsprayed through the center of

each bean field for comparison with the

sprayed rowrs. There is no doubt that

Bordeaux mixture will prevent Bean

Anthracnose if properly applied to the

plant, but unfortunately the pods and

the underside of the leaves, which arc

the particular points of attack by the

disease, are so protected by the leaves

themselves that it is very difficult if

not impossible to apply the mixture

to these places with the ordinary field

sprayer. But with the Niagara Gas

Sprayer used and the mixture de

livered at 100 lbs. pressure from the

side near the ground it was hoped this
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might be done. Every bean field,

totaling more than 200 acres, was

sprayed five times during the season,

the spraying beginning as soon as the

beans were well out of the ground and

continuing every ten days or two

weeks until after picking had begun.

Two and sometimes three machines

were kept busy during the spraying
season. The mixture was made at

spraying stations which were so con

structed as to render the preparation
of the mixture and its delivering to

the machine convenient and rapid.
Two men were required to attend to

this work. It cost $100 to construct

and equip one of these stations.

There were five at various places on

the farm usually located near the bank

of a creek where water was abundant

and yet as convenient as possible to

the fields to be sprayed. One thou

sand dollars was expended last year

by the company for bean spraying
alone. So the spraying question is of

sufficient importance to have its value

demonstrated. This can be done by

determining the amount of disease and

the yield of pods on sprayed and un

sprayed rows. There were many

difficulties encountered in the spray

ing operations yet the real pinch came

in determining the yield on the special
rows. Space forbidsmore than a mere

outline of the plan finally adopted.
The weights of beans on the middle

three unsprayed rows and of the three

adjoining sprayed rows only were used
in the experiment. Blue flags were

staked along the center row of the

three sprayed and red flags along the

corresponding row of the unsprayed.
These stakes were in position before

picking on that field began; young-
men

'

and women were selected as

pickers for the special rows, twelve for
the red rows and twelve for the blue.

There were given ribbons to wear in

color corresponding with the color of

the flags in the special rows in which

they were picking. These pickers
were known as the "ribbon gang." A

row boss wras selected whose special
business was to see that these pickers
were where they belonged and that no

one else picked in the special rows, a,

duty which required particular vigi

lance at times. Sometimes two of us,

walking up and down the rows con

stantly^ ere unable to keep the other

pickers' off. Care had to be taken

that the pods down to a certain size

were picked clean at each picking and

that the beans were correctly weighed

at the scales. There a boy was sta

tioned whose business w7as to record all

the weights of the beans picked on the

special rows as soon as they were

brought to the scales. A careful

estimate was made of the percentage

of disease on pods of sprayed and un

sprayed rows. There is no doubt

that mistakes were occasionally made,
but it seemed when all the pickings

throughout the season from all the

fields were taken into account, the

results ought to be definite enough to

enable one to draw some conclusions.

Yet the results from the past two

seasons have shown practically no in

crease in yield nor greater freedom

from disease on the sprayed than has

been realized on the unsprayed rows.

The weather conditions, however,

during the past two years have been

unfavorable for the development and

spread of anthracnose, and this disease

has been so little in evidence that it is

inadvisable to base conclusions on the

results from the spraying that has

been done. It is necessary, therefore,
to continue the operation another

year, or until a season does come that

is wet enough to permit anthracnose
to be an epidemic before satisfactory
conclusions can be reached.

In addition to the above mentioned

investigation a careful study of the

life history of the organism has been in

progress and work on other bean

diseases have been undertaken. In

conclusion the writer wishes to state

his appreciation of the kindly attitude
of the company toward his work.

Every request has been complied with
and every expense bill presented paid
without question and without hesita
tion. It is to be regretted that under
such favorable auspices more satis

factory results could not be obtained.
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CARE OF THE EYES

[continued]

By George M. Gould, M.D.

XIV. HEADACHES.

The commonest of all diseases is

headache. Great textbooks of medi

cine enumerate dozens of kinds of

headache all ascribed to dozens of

diseases of the body. Many of these

books fail even to mention that faulty
eyes may cause headache. The truth

is that there are but few of the millions

of headaches daily endured by our peo
ple which are not the result of such

ill-shaped eyes.

Usually headaches are located over

or about the eyes,
—in the forehead,

or temples; they are the simplest,
one might say, the least complicated
with other kinds or with other

diseases. These frequently are they
which usher in the life of suffering, in
the head, and elsewhere throughout
the body. They are almost always
due to eyes working at a dis

advantage. They are generally
more upon one side than upon the

other, and for ages these kinds have

been called "hemicrania," or half-

headedness. The next most frequent
headaches are located in the back part
of the head, while those at the top of

the head are the most rare. Quite
often headaches are not definitely
localized, but are "general," the entire

brain being affected.

The kinds of headaches are also

described by hundreds of words, such

as ''hereditary," "blind," "nervous,"

"bilious,"
"

stomach," "rush-of-blood

to-the-head," etc., or as "sick," "dull,'

"dizzy," "sharp," "boreing," "iron-

band-about-the-head," "sore," "tired"

and the rest.

Every patient has his theory as to

to the cause of his own headache, a

theory which has usually been handed

down in the family, or authorized by
Dr. So-and-So. All are vague, self-

contradictory, and when asked what

causes the "sickheadache," the "ner

vous", or the "inherited" kind or the

"indigestion," or the "rush-of-blood-

10-the-head," there is no reason to be

found. It used to be a custom to

bore holes in the skull to let out the

evil spirit which made such pain in

side, but why he got in, and why he

could not get free without the hole—

this was equally difficult to explain.
Headache seems of easy explana

tion:—In all the past, accurate and

perfect vision has been necessary to

every act, word, and thought. Im

perfect, distorted, and poor vision

cannot be used by the brain and

mind, controlling the body and nerves

without excessive and deranged, or

morbid action of the organs inside the

skull. Headache is thus the hurt and

complaint of the brain that the eyes

are not working as they should. It is

the cry of pain to the eyes to send up

better pictures, or materials to work

with, better facts concerning the world

outside, so that the whole person may
do things more accurately, with less

danger, and with less labor to all

parts.
The question is often asked, why we

have so much headache, and why so

manymust wear spectacles nowadays?
It is because in all past times the

most important and most constant use

of the eyes was to see the best at a

distance. But within the last years,

especially since printing was invented,
millions of people must see accurately
and too constantly within 14 inches,

—

that is, in reading, writing, sewing,

handicrafts, etc. There is no mechan

ism in the eyes adapted for such con

stant "near-work." Consequently
most modern eye-work is abnormal

and hurtful.

Millions of sufferers have .been

relieved of headache in the past, and

thousands are being cured every day ,

by scientific spectacles. You, also,

may end this sort of suffering in

the same way. Anyone who says

it is not so is not the person you should

consult or pay. His spectacles

surely will not cure your headache.
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With a first place in

cross country, a

Intercollege ,
.

,

.

to
second m soccer, and

Athletics ,,v , u
sl rattling good bas

ketball team, the In

tercollege series look very good to the

"Ags."
But as ever the times of success are

more dangerous than those of failure.

The basketball series is far from being

completed, and there still remain un

touched baseball, track and crew. So

let us "keep hammering." Let the

triumphs already earned give us not a

temptation toward contentment, but

rather a more complete realization of

what is expected of us. We have

succeeded, now we shall be expected to

give a good account of ourselves.

It is to the crew series, that the

Countryman wishes to focus particu
lar attention. The work will start

probably a little before this issue ap

pears; it is not too late for more men

to get started but it soon will be; and

our College cannot turn out a winning

crew without a large bunch of candi

dates any more than the University
can.

There are several reasons why a

larger number should register for this

sport than ever before. In the first

place there are more students in the

College, and in the second place there

are more inducements. There is now

an Intercollege boat house provided

with showers, lockers, etc. We will

have a new gig, and one all our own.

Several combinations from each col

lege will be allowed on the water in

stead of just one as formerly. And

lastly, there are good prospects that

the Intercollege race will be pulled off

on Decoration Day, same day as the

varsity race and under similar inspira

tions, i. e., the observation train and

accompanying incentives.

We have the tools, the spirit and the

ability. All that is necessary is

application. If applied by a big

bunch of enthusiastic candidates,

nothing can stop us. Let's "goto it!"

The Future

in Agriculture

There is sure to come

in the case of each

one of us, a time

when we must de

cide upon what we

are going to do for a living. For some

of our readers that time has just come.

For others, it may have passed and

instead they may be confronted with

grave doubts as to whether or not they
have chosen the right course.

Both of these classes are in need of

the same thing
—enthusiasm. Espec

ially is this true of those who are in

clined toward agriculture, or are al

ready engaged in its practice. There

is not a wealth of enthusiasm in most

country districts, due no doubt to the

scattered character of the population.
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And so it may be well to pause and Another change which has already
consider some of the things which are started to make future agriculture
revolutionizing modern agriculture more attractive is the availability of

andmaking it very attractive. modern home conveniences as well as

We are hearing a good deal about the practicability of farm machinery.
the so-called "railroad farms." They The future farm house will not be

are attracting a good deal of attention dingy with smoking kerosene lamps
because they are novel, but the sig- but will be well lighted by gas or elec-

nificant fact about them is that they in- tricity. Hot and cold water system
dicate the attitude of monied inter- are just as adaptable in country homes

ests, not alone railroad interests, as in city flats. Steam or hot water

toward agriculture. The big men of will as readily heat a farm house as it

the country, those who are financially will warm an apartment. And as to

powerful, have recognized the neces- farm tools, the day of the scythe and

sity of food producers and the desir- cradle have been replaced long since

ability of a wide awake, intelligent by the mowingmachine and harvester.

farm vote. Their influence is rapidly Even the day of the pitchfork is gone.

making it decidedly unpopular to There are lots of other reasons why

ridicule the farmer, to dub him "hay- we should be enthusiastic about farm-

seed." And the way these men go at ing. Let us not lose courage or be-

it is bound to succeed for their method lief. Look around and see the fellows

is to make the farmer believe in him- in the city and then take another look

self. And when such men get behind at your neighbors in the country.

a proposition, it is bound to move. The Countryman

The future agriculture will be a busi-
A , , ,

wishes to take this

,,-,,• Acknowledg- . .

ness in which the world will be inter-
°

opportunity to thank

ested. Prof. W. C. Baker,

And then, too, farming pays. The for his willing assist-

present agitation over high cost of liv- ance and advice in connection with

ing has something more to it than an competition for artistic editor of the

attack on the food trusts. It is the Countryman which is now running.

revelation of a big demand for food. He has been very pains-taking in his

The trusts could not put the price of suggestions and very patient about

food stuffs up so high if there were an impressing the necessity of certain

abundance of supply. The trusts do details that have been essential in

not control the supply, they manipu- some of the drawings and designs at-

late the scarcity. And last year was tempted. All this has been rendered

not one of poor crops either.
A more freely, together with the idea which

direct evidence that farming pays is has been worked out as cover for this

the prosperity of the farmers them- issue; our readers will recall the

selves. The income of some of the sketch which illustrated Dean Bailey's

fruit growers, truck gardeners, grain Poem, in the February, 1909, issue.

farmers, dairymen, and even poultry- The Countryman appreciates these

men may well be the envy
of the Kings things and desires that good deeds

of finance on Wall St. should not go unacknowledged.
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

At present there is a bill before the

Xew York legislature to regulate the

produce commission business. It

proposes to compel commission mer

chants to take out licenses. In order

to obtain such a license which would

be issued by the State comptroller at a

yearly cost of $2.00, the merchant

must give a suitable bond for $10,000

and as a part of the bond must also

agree to make full and just account of

all produce received and sold by him

besides making full net returns within

10 days after the sale. Any commis

sion merchant found guilty of violat

ing the proposed law would under the

provision lose his licnese and be fined

$500.00.
|** In Minnesota a commission has

charge of bonding and licensing, In

that state a consigner who does not

receive a settlement from a merchant

may file a complaint with the commis
sion and sue on the bond. The pro

posed law in New York will probably
meet with a good deal of opposition
from the commission men but it

should work no harsdhip to the honest
and dependable firms if it could be

passed and honestly enforced while it

would drive the swindlers out of the

business. It stands to reason that

when a commission merchant handles

$150.00 worth of a farmer's produce
it is the same as handling so much of

his cash and should be controlled and

supervised as though it were in a bank.
* * *

Every farmer, fruit grower and

trucker is interested in the bill now

before Congress providing for the

control of the purity of insecticides

and fungicides, so far as they enter

interstate commerce by the U. S.Dept.
of Agriculture. The measure has the

endorsement of all the leading national

organizations representing the farm
ers such as the National Grange, the
National Apple Growers' Congress,
the National Horticultural Congress,
the American Pomological Society,
the Association of Economic Entomol

ogists, etc., and also has the hearty

endorsement and support of practi

cally all the manufacturers. The use

of insecticides and fungicides has in

creased so rapidly in the last few years

that the manufacturers realize that it

is of the utmost importance that stand

ards be adopted in order that the use

of the manufactured products may be

on an equiable and scientific basis.

There is a very general appreciation
of the need of federal legislative con

trol due to many low grade and some

evidently fraudulent insecticides and

fungicides, so that no further argu

ment for the passage of the measure

would seem to be necessary. The

measure is one of those many meri

torious ones, which come before Con

gress, the passing of which will depend

largely upon whether Congress feels

that there is any real need or popular
demand for it.

* * *

The trustees of the Carnegie Insti

tute have decided to withdraw their

$10,000, a year contribution to the

work of Luther Burbank, the plant
wizard of Santa Rosa. The commer

cialism which, it is alleged has been a

feature of the experiments of Luther
• Burbank, is given as the cause of the

withdrawal of the institutes' support.
JjC 5jC 5jC

In suits brought to recover damages
for substituted trees the Michigan
courts have laid down this rule :

' '

The

measure of damages is the value that

would have been added to the premises
if the trees had been of the varieties

ordered." In order to protect them

selves from unscrupulous dealers in

these "substituted tree cases, the N.Y.

State Fruit Growers' Association, at
the last meeting proposed that a fund
of ten cents out of every membership
fee paid in after Jan. ist, 19 10, be set
aside to push "substituted tree" cases.
If any member of this association has
trees delivered to him which are

reasonably untrue to name the nur

seryman or dealer who sold them will
be prosecuted with money taken from
this fund.
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This is another attempt at business
co-operation and it is expected that
the executive committee will approve
of the plan.

* * *

An important step taken by the
National Corn Growers' Association
at the Corn show held at Omaha was

that of incorporation, a step highly
commendable. Heretofore the asso

ciation was informal and the avowed

object was the holding of corn shows
and the distribution of information

concerning the best means of increas

ing, the quality and quantity of

America's great crop. With the in

corporation of this institution, comes
a responsibility which the members

and officers have heretofore not felt.

That the effect will be wholesome is

certain . The association now assumes

a dignity that will certainly be bene

ficial ; what it says will be authorita

tive, and on the whole the action is

one a movement in the right direction.

* * *

A recent bulletin issued by the

United States Department of Agricul
ture, entitled "Replanning a Farm for

Profit," deals with principles that are

vital to successful farming in the corn

belt. Few farmers realize the differ

ence in income that may be produced
on their farms by the systematic in

troduction and rotation of clover or

other leguminous crops over the entire

area of their tillable land. The plan

ning of rotations to meet certain feed

requirements and to grow crops which

shall be the greatest income producers
under given conditions is a problem
that is not easily solved by all the till

ers of the soil. Farmers' Bulletin 370

assists the farmer in solving many

difficulties. It discusses a run-down

farm in Illinois, and plans six different

types of farming that may be substi

tuted for the usual one of corn and

oats now practiced, so as to raise the

income all the way from two to five

times as much as that commonly re

ceived, and at the same time increase

the fertility of the soil. A copy of this

bulletin may be had free, on applica
tion to a member of Congress or the

Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C.

* * *

The New York Central has started

its work of giving practical assistance
to the reviving of Agriculture in New

York State by its purchase of a so-

called "run-down" farm at West

Bergen, Monroe County. This is the

first of three farms which the railroad

intends to purchase and by which it

hopes to show by practical example
how the farm, with a reasonable ex

penditure, by fertilization and intelli

gent cultivation, can be made to yield
a good living to a man and his family.
Of the other two farms, one will be

located in the Mohawk Valley, and

another on the western slope of the

Adirondacks . The railroad has chosen

as its Farm Superintendent, Mr. T. E.

Martin, of West Rush, N. Y. Mr.

Martin is a practical farmer in the,
fullest sense of the word. Experi
ments will be conducted with and

without fertilizers and spraying. The

results of these experiments will be

carefully watched and tabulated, and

it is the expectation of the railroad

that the West Bergen station will

show, by August, a maximum result

for a minimum expenditure.
As was noted in a preceding issue,

the Pennsylvania Railroad has also

bought a farm of this nature in

Virginia, on which it intends to carry

out similar demonstrations.

The Railroad Company is particu

larly anxious that they shall not be

regarded as faddish or extravagant in

any sense of the word. The expendit
ure made on each farm will be within

reach of the average farmer. Each is

to point out the way to the farmers of

the particular section in which it is

located.
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CAMPUS NOTES

The regular monthly meeting of the

Agricultural Association was held

Tuesday evening, February 15th.
The meeting opened with music by the
Mandolin Club followed by a short

business meeting presided over by
President H. N. Kutschbach, '10.

After the business meeting Professor

Reis of the Geology Department gave
an exceedingly interesting and instruc
tive lecture on "Mexico .

' '

The lecture

was very freely illustrated by lantern

slides from photographs taken by
Professor Reis during his tours in

Mexico.
* * *

The committee appointed to collect

subscriptions from the students for a

fund to purchase a gig for the agricul
tural crew reports a very successful

canvass up to date. It is hoped that
the contract for the construction of

this gig may soon be awarded. The

Inter-College boat-house is nearly
completed and some real crew races

may be expected this spring.
* * *

A Poultry Show was held in

Mechanic's Hall, Boston, Mass., from
January 1 1 to 1 5 . The various eastern

Agricultural Colleges exhibited birds
and they were all exceedingly fine

specimens. One of the chief features
of the show was the educational ex
hibit staged by Cornell University.
Several teams, representing eastern

Agricultural Colleges entered into the

judging contest which was open only
to students. W. M. Anderson and
R. L. Williams represented Cornell
and won the silver cup offered by the

management. Rhode Island
"

was

second.

A representative from the Agricul
tural College has been appointed to go

to Rochester for a conference with

officials of the Pennsylvania lines in

regard to running a farm special over
some of their roads. The Buffalo,
Rochester and Pittsburg, the Lehigh,
the Lackawanna, and the Mohawk

and Oneonta, also are ready to offer

their lines for the purpose of running
these specials.
Two of the railroads wish to distrib

ute free literature on agriculture to

the farmers along the line of these

trains. * * *

Mr. C. N. Jensen, formerly assistant
in the Department of Plant Pathology,
has been appointed to the position of

graduate assistant in the Department
of Plant Pathology at the State Col

lege of Agriculture at Berkeley, Cali
fornia. Mr. Jensen will carry on an

investigation on the diseases of oranges
under the direction of Professor R. E.

Smith, Pathologist of the California

Experiment Station. The work will
be conducted in the research labora

tory at Whittier. Mr. Jensen expects
to complete there the work for his
Doctor's Degree for which he was

registered when he left this institution.
He receives a salary of a thousand

dollars, an increase of S500.00 over

what he was receiving here and with
the same opportunities for graduate
work which he had in this institution.
He was married shortly before he left
Ithaca to Miss Marion Choate of

Romulus, N. Y. Mr. Jensen's place
will be taken by Mr. H. L Rees a

graduate of Wabash College,' Indiana
Mr.

_

Rees completed his work there at
Christmas time.
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At a meeting of the members of the

Agricultural soccer team, W. C. Funk,
'ii, was elected captain for 1910-1911

and W. deS. Wilson, '13, was elected

manager.
* * *

Professor E.J. Bailey of the English

Department resumed his readings
before the students of the College of

Agriculture, on Tuesday, February
1 5th, and will continue them on Tues-

Wednesday evening, January 26th,
a farmers' meeting was held at Danby
under the direction of the Extension

Department. The meeting was ar

ranged through Amos Barnes of

Danby, a former student in this Col

lege. The Glee Club quartet, Messrs.

Shepard, Rogers, Laue and Emmons,
furnished music. F. N. Darling, '10,

spoke on "Potatoes" and Professor

P. J. White on "Corn Breeding."

THE IQOQ-IO AGRICULTURAL CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM— INTERCOLLEGE CHAMPIONS.

Stevenson, (Capt.), Haselton, Welker, Hahnel, Kraker, Shaw.

days and Thursdays throughout the

winter in room 152 of the Agronomy

building. Professor Bailey is an ex

ceptionally interesting reader and the

Countryman urges the students of

this College to avail themselves of

this opportunity to hear good litera

ture well read.
* * *

A meeting of Synapsis, the Plant

Breeders' Club, was held in the office

of the Plant Breeding Department,

Wednesday, February 1 6th. The sub

ject discussed was "Scientific Photog

raphy."

About fifty students in Poultry

Husbandry attended the International

Poultry Show held in the Broadway

Arsenal, Buffalo, N. Y., January 25-

29, 1 910. This show was very suc

cessful and it was estimated that up

wards of 20,000 people visited the

Arsenal which housed over 4000 birds.

One feature of the show was the Edu

cational Exhibit of the Department of

Poultry Husbandry of the New York

State College of Agriculture. This

exhibit consisted of upwards of fifty

displays, including models of laying

and brooder houses, trap nests,
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methods of feeding, various feeds and

photographic enlargements showing
methods of instruction in Poultry

Husbandry at Cornell University.
Some cages of birds were also exhib

ited showing experiments in cross

breeding.
The students competed in the

poultry judging contests. The Short-

Course team composed of Messrs.

Steer, Clery and Kazmeier won the

silver cup offered to Short-Course

teams by the Buffalo Poultry, Pigeon
and Pet Stock Association, while the

team of regular and special students,

consisting of Messrs. Anderson,
Schreiner and Allis, received a similar

cup from the same donors. The

Department of Poultry Husbandry
presented gold, silver and bronze

Gillepsie fobs to the students showing
the greatest excellence in judging.
These were distributed as follows:

W. M. Anderson, gold; R.T.Williams

and R. M. Steer, silver; H. K. Clery,
F. W. Mazmier, T. Schreiner and C. D.

Allis, bronze.
In the picking contest, open only to

students, F. E. Mixa won first prize, a

gold medal, and A. S. Chapin, second

prize, a silver medal.
* * *

The basketball team representing
the College of Agriculture added

another game to their list by the

Architect's forfeiting their game. On

February 15th, our team suffered a

reverse being defeated by the team

from the College of Arts and Sciences

by the score of 10-18.
* * *

The New York State Butter and

Cheese Makers' Association held
their annual convention at the NewT
York State College of Agriculture,
Feb. 15-17, in joint session with the
Cornell Dairy Students Association.
The convention was formally

opened by the address of P. P. Hub

bard, Perry, N. Y., President of the
Association. On the program were

several lectures by members of the
staff of the Department of Dairy In

dustry, Professors Stocking and Pub

low, Messrs. Ayres, Guthrie and

Griffith, and Professor Wing of the

Department of Animal Husbandrv

Director Webber delivered an ad -

dress of welcome to the Dairy Stu

dents Association on the afternoon of

Feb. 15, while the feature of the even

ingwas an address by Commissioner R.

A. Pearson. Wednesday evening a

banquet was held at the College after

which the evening was devoted to

an informal discussion, "The Future

of Our Association and the Best

Methods of Building It Up."
Wednesday, February 16, was

"Buttermaker's Day" and Thursday,

February 17th, "Cheesemaker's Day."
The election of officers and business

meeting was held Thursday afternoon.
* * *

At a regular meeting of the R. R.

Poultry Club which is composed of

Winter-Course students in the New

York State College of Agriculture, at
Cornell University, held on Tuesday
evening, January 18th, 19 10, the fol

lowing resolutions were presented and

unanimously adopted :

Whereas, we, the Winter-Course

students in Poultry Husbandry in the
New York State College of Agriculture
at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.,

realizing the necessity of education

in the development of the art and

science of poultry husbandry and the

importance of the thorough investiga
tion carried on and instruction given
at Cornell, and

Whereas, the Poultry Department
has so greatly outgrown its facilities

that the Director of the College of

Agriculture has said in his annual

report "Enlarged quarters and facili

ties for the Department of Poultry
Husbandry is probably the most im

perative departmental need at pre

sent," and

Whereas, the buildings and equip
ment are positively inadequate to

provide instruction to all those who

have applied, and have caused the

turning away of many and limiting
the range of the courses offered, and
whereas it is imperative, if the Depart
ment of Poultry Husbandry in the

New York State College of Agriculture
is to live up to the purpose for which
it was originally intended, that suit
able buildings be provided. There
fore be it
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Resolved that this organization do

respectfully beg the Legislature of the

State of New York to make an appro

priation sufficient to provide a build

ing large enough for class rooms,

laboratories, offices, etc. And further

be it

Resolved that each member of this

organization be requested to write

personal letters to the legislation
representing the Assembly and Sene-

torial districts in which they reside

and that the Secretary of the organiza
tion be instructed to transmit a copy
of these resolutions to the Director of

the College of Agriculture, the Presi

dent of the University, the Governor

of the State, Commissioner of Agricul
ture, Members of the State Legisla
ture, The Cornell Countryman and

the press generally and to others

throughout the state, necessary to

accomplish the purpose of this resolu

tion.

The Tenth Annual Banquet of the

College of Agriculture was held in

the Armory, Monday evening, Febru

ary 2 1 st. About 375 of the faculty
and students attended this affair,
which was a credit to the committee

and the college. A. R. Mann, '04,

secretary of the College, acted as toast

master, H. N. Kutschbach, '10, spoke
for the regular students, G. H.

Sprague for the short course. Pro

fessor Tuck and acting Dean Webber

also delivered very interesting addres

ses. During the evening several selec

tions were rendered by the glee and

mandolin clubs.

THE 1910 AGRICULTURAL CREW.
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FORMER STUDENTS

'99, Sp.
—

Edgar Salinger visited the

College a few days, recently. He is

now in charge of the Anson Phelps
Stokes estates at Norton, Conn., and

Lenox, Mass.

'00, B. S. A.—C. W. Stephens is

manager of the Spring Cottage Farm,

Hebron, 0.

'03, B. S. A.
—W. J. Hard is forester

for the Brookings Lumber and Box

Co., of Highland, Cal. He is located

at Gold Beach, Ore.

'05, B. S. A.—G. Wendell Bush has

been elected a director in the company

which operates a large portion of the

Agricultural lands in the towns of

Tuxedo and Woodbury, Orange Co.,
N. Y.

'05, B. S. A.—Hayes C. Taylor is

principal of the Berwyn, Pa., high
school.

'07, B. S. A.
—Wm. J. Morse is now

living at 121 V St., N. W. Washington,
D. C. He is scientific assistant in the

Bureau of Plant Industry; ,

'07, B. S. A.—Edward W. Cleeves

and Miss Clara B. Duppatedt of the

University of Ohio were married on

Wednesday, January twelfth, 19 10.

Mr. Cleeves is at present manager of

Glade Royal Farms at Somerset, Pa.

'08, B. S. A.—The address of E. C.

Ewing is 1926 I Street, N. W. Wash

ington, D. C.

'08, B. S. A.—George Tandy Cook is

running his own farm near Ghent, Ky.
'08, W. A.—H. N. Wells is now

located in Albany where he is acting
as secretary to Senator Geo. H.Witter

'08, W. A.—R. C. Baynard was

married on December the twentieth,
1909, and wTith Mrs. Baynard he is now
occupyingmis own farm at Carmichall
Md.

'08, W. D.—M. V. Wilkenson is

managing a dairy farm for Mr. C. B.

Rogers at Clinton, N. Y.

'09, B. S. A.—Rolla C. Lawry is

manager of the Yesterlaid Egg Farms
at Pacific, Mo.

'09, B. S. A.—E. H. Thompson is

with the Bureau of Farm Management
U. S. Department of Agriculture and

as a representative of this department
has been making a farm survey of

three New Hampshire townships, in

co-operation with the State Agricul
tural Experiment Station at Durham,
N. H.

'09, B. S. A.—David H. Fullerton is

attending lectures in agriculture and

philosophy at the University of Berlin.

'09, B. S. A.
—I. Safro is located in

Dallas, Texas, where he is agent and

expert for the Bureau of Entomology,
U. S. Department Agriculture.

'09, B. S. A.—M. A. Travis, since

June, has been superintendent on the

dairy farm of Mr. Bellhover at Irving-
ton, N. Y. The herd is made up of 45

fancy bred Jerseys used principally
for breeding purposes. The barns are

modern and thoroughly sanitary
methods prevail, including milking
machines and vacuum cleaners.

'09, B. S. A.—W. H. Stark, since

June, has been working in the Stark

Bros.' nurseries in Louisiana, Mo.

'09, B. S. A.—E. G. McClosky is

running his home farm at Hamburg,
N.Y.

'09,, B. S. A.—G. C. Manroe is in

charge of the country estate of Wm.

Childs, Jr., at Bernardsville, N. J.
The farm consists of 325 acres and

general farming is practiced with

timothy hay and peaches as minor

specialties. Manroe says he is "get
ting along first rate and likes the

work."

'09, B. S. A.—S. P. Hollister is in

charge of gardens and orchard at the

Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.,
where he is teaching horticulture.

'09, B. S. A.—G. W. Myer is running
his home farm at Ovid, N. Y. He has
been elected lecturer of the local

grange.

'09, B. S. A.—Marvin Jack was re

cently married and is now located on

his 100 acre dairy and fruit farm at

Lewiston, N. Y.
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BREEDING OF HORSES BY THE U. S.

GOVERNMENT

By G. Arthur Bell

Senior Animal Husbandman, Bureau of Animal industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture

^HE breeding of carriage
horses by the United

States Department of

Agriculture in coopera

tion with the Colorado

Agricultural Experi
ment Station was begun
in December 1904 by

the purchase of six mares from a

Wyoming breeder. In February 1905

the second purchase was made con

sisting of the Standard-bred stallion

Carmon (formerly shown as Glorious

Thundercloud), and twelve mares.

Since then six mares have been

purchased in Kentucky.
The object of the work in Colorado

is to evolve a breed of carriage horses

from American material. The attain

ment of this object is considered

highly probable because of the large

number of American bred carriage

horses which win at the National and

other horse shows in this country.
As

examples, may be mentioned the

remarkable show records of such

horses as Lord Brilliant, Glorious Red

Cloud Lord Baltimore, Nala, and

Avondale. Nala won the gig cup at

the National Horse Show at Madison

Square Garden three years in
succes

sion, winning in 1907, 1908, and again

in 1009, which record, I believe, has

never been equaled by any other
horse

in the gig class at that show. In

xr-o Nala, with his stable mate

dale (^oth trotting-bred carriage

s) T first at the National

> c the best tandem classes

lis country.

It has been said that the production
of horses like those mentioned was an

accident. In many cases this is true

in that such horses were not bred for

the market or show ring as carriage

horses, but were bred for the race

track. Not having enough speed to

be profitable on the track, but possess

ing the necessary requisites for car

riage purposes, they were sold to be

developed as carriage horses. The

frequency, however, with which the

production of high class carriage

horses4has occurred, indicates that it is

possible to produce horses in abun

dance from our native stock having

the requisite conformation, quality,

style, and action, providing a systema
tic effort is made to do so. Until the

Department undertook this work no

consistent, systematic, and long con

tinued effort had ever been made.

Our trotting horse breeders have for

the most part selected for speed and

for speed alone, neglecting such

characteristics as are essential in the

carriage horse. This has resulted in

a breed of horses of great stamina and

endurance, but as a class lacking in

beauty, high action, and conforma

tion.

In order to meet the demand for

horses possessing these characteristics,

large importations of foreign carriage
and coach breeds such as the Hackney,
French and German coach have been

made. None of these, except the

Hackney, has gained any considerable

foothold in this country. While the

Hackney has been bred for generations
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for carriage purposes, the
American

horse has been able to compete

successfully with this breed m the

show ring. This has not been done,

however, except at a great cost
to the

horse breeding industry. Some of

the very best young stallions and

mares, not being appreciated by the

owners who were breeding solely for

speed, have been sold and developed

for the market and show ring without

having had an opportunity to demon

strate their value in the stud. It is

hoped that the Department's work

will have a tendency to counteract

this sacrifice by bringing to the

minds of our horse breeders the fact

that our native stock possesses other

qualities which are just as valuable,

if not more so, than speed.
The development of the American

carriage horse must come largely (for
the present at least), from the selec

tion of horses having the qualities
desired, rather than from the selection

according to breeding, because at

present only a part of the blood lines

which produce the desired type are

definitely known. Therefore, the De

partment in making the original
selections and in culling the progeny,

has given more consideration to

individuality than to breeding. It is

expected that it will take several

years to establish a breed that will

breed reasonably true to type, but I

believe that eventually the horse

breeders of this country will be pro

ducing carriage horses from native

stock that will be vastly superior,
especially in speed and endurance, to

any of the imported breeds, and at a

much smaller outlay than is now

necessary in the importation of horses

from Europe.
Carmon, the stallion at the head of

the carriage horse stud, is a beautiful

bay in color, 16 hands in height, and

weighs about 1200 pounds. Most of
the mares are either bay or brown in

color, and range in height from about

15 -.2 to 16 hands, and in weight about
1050 or 1200 pounds. The stud is

located on the Colorado Station

property at Fort Collins, and at

present consists of the stallion Car

mon, 2 four-year-old stallions, 1

three-year-old stallion, 2 two-year-old

stallions, 21 broodmares, 7 four-year-
old mares, 5 three-year-old fillies, 6

two-year-old fillies, and 14 foals of

1909; a total of 59 animals.

MORGAN HORSE BREEDING

The breeding of Morgan horses in

cooperation with the Vermont Agri
cultural Experiment Station, was

started in June 1906, when seven

mares and two fillies were purchased
in Vermont. A few months later

two mares were purchased in Ken

tucky. In July 1907, General Gates

was purchased. Since then four

mares have been added to the stud.

The object of the Vermont work is

to preserve the Morgan type at its

best, including the conformation, en

durance, and ruggedness for which

they have been noted. These quali
ties have been largely overlooked by
our light horse breeders in the desire

to produce horses possessing extreme

speed.
In making the original selections

and in culling the progeny, careful

attention has been given not only to

type, but also to that of action and

trueness of gait, no animals being
retained which have any tendency to

pace or to mix gaits. An effort is also

being made to increase the size, but

type will not be sacrificed for size. I

see no reason, however, why it is not

possible to retain the Morgan type
and produce a horse standing 15:2,
if careful selections are made.

The Morgan stud is located at

Middlebury, Vermont, on a 400 acre

farm which was presented to the

Department in 1907 by Mr. Joseph
Battell of Middlebury. General Gates,
the stallion at the head of the

stud, is a black horse standing
14:2^ hands in height, and weighing
about 1000 pounds. He was pur
chased not alone on individuality but
also on his proved ability as a sire of

the desired type, for he has stood for

several years in Addison County, and
mated to mares of various tvpes, he
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has sired foals of outstanding excel

lence. The mares are either bay,
brown, or chestnut in color, ranging
in height from about 15 to 15 -.2 hands
and averaging 1000 to 11 00 pounds.
At present the stud consists of General

Gates, 1 four-year-old stallion, 1 two-

year-old stallion, 13 brood mares, 2

four-year-old fillies, 3 three-year-old
fillies, 2 two-year-old fillies, and n

foals of 1909; a total of 34 animals.

The horse breeding work of the

Department has not been in opera

tion long enough to show much in the

way of direct results. The interest,
however, which is being taken in this

work all over the country, and the

number of persons who have tak n

up the breeding of carriage and

Morgan horses in the last few years, is

very gratifying. It is also encourag

ing to note that some fifteen state

fairs in 1909 offered substantial prizes
for American carriage horses. In

order to be eligible to compete for

these prizes it was necessary that the

animals should be registered or eligible
to registration in either the American

Trotting Register, in the American

Morgan Register, or in the American

Saddle Horse Register. In most in

stances the exhibits were very satis

factory and in many cases were much

better than had been anticioated.

CARMON 32917, STANDARD BRED CARRIAGE STALLION AT THE

HEAD OF THE GOVERNMENT STUD AT FORT COLLINS,

COLO.
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BREEDING HUNTERS ON THE FARM

By Carl W. Gay

Professor of Animal Industry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pa.

TT IS an accepted fact, not easily
^

disputed, that, generally speaking,
the horse for the farmer to breed is

the drafter. However, exceptions

prove all rules and there are, no

doubt, some farmers so situated that

they could, with advantage produce
some other type.
The horse markets show a variation

in the classes of horses demanded,

from time to time, which makes it

necessary to possess an intimate

knowledge of present requirements,
with foresight as to their continuance,
in order to be able to plan and follow

out a particular line of breeding,
which will be profitable. Present

indications of the sentiment of horse

users seems to favor, for some time to

come, the saddle horse, and, more

particularly, the sub-type of the

saddle group, termed the hunter.

Fox hunting, like horse racing, is

usually tabooed as altogether foreign
to the farmers' interests, and yet,
some of the reasons given for assigning
to the draft horse premier position in

the farmer's estimation, hold good for

the hunter as well.

In the first place, let it be under

stood that the prices paid for green

horses suitable to make hunters are in

excess of those paid for draft horses of

corresponding merit. Furthermore,
the hunter most generally in demand

at the present time is characterized

by size and substance which must be

derived from the dams, in most

instances, since the majority of hunter

sires are thoroughbred, and clean

thoroughbred hunters, while prefer
red by many, are not, as a rule, up
to heavy weight. Therefore, the

stamp of mare most suitable for the

production of a high class of hunters

is such as permits of her being capable
of work and useful about the farm

also. Then, again, if an intelligent
line of breeding is followed there is

probably a greater likelihood of

securing a marketable product, or m

other words, a better chance for suc

cess in breeding the hunter type,

than in the case of any other type

except the drafter. For instance, if a

reasonable price is paid for a horse,

which, on account of his type, con

formation and breeding, gives promise
of becoming a hunter, and with

proper schooling takes kindly to the

jumps and eventually qualifies, he

may realize a very generous margin
of profit for his purchaser. If, how

ever, he fails to meet the jumping

requirements, but develops good
manners and an ability to carry

weight well, he will make a very

satisfactory road hack, or a walk-

trot-canter saddle horse. Finally,

failing in all these, there is still the

chance left that he will make a

road horse, to go in harness, for which

a material advance over his original
cost can be secured. With these

greater possibilities making the in

vestment a safer one, the producer of

such a prospect will find the buyer
more liberal than in the case of a road

or heavy harness horse, in which the

element of pace uncertaintyis much

greater.

Conceding then, that the hunter is

a fair business proposition for some

especially favored farmers, it becomes

important to know what sort of a

horse it is and how it is best produced,
in order that each one may solve the

problem of whether or not it is the

horse for him to breed.

The performance required of the

hunter is to carry weight, safely, over

any ordinary hunting country, at a

pace determined by that of the hounds
and for a distance limited only by the
termination of the chase. Such exact

ing requirements can be met only by
the horse which possesses size and

substance, good conformation, a cour

ageous but cool head, ability to jump
at least four rails, to gallop fast, and
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to stay through all kinds of going and
for all day, perhaps. In fact, the
race horse is not subjected to a more

severe endurance test than is the
hunter and the latter's performance
is the

_

more trying because more

varied in nature.

The importance of size in the
hunter is being emphasized more and

more by those who create the demand
for this type of horse, and other things
being equal, the big hunter com

mands the larger price, and meets

with a more ready sale, at that.

There are three very good reasons for

favoring the large horse. First:

Many of the men who hunt ride at a

weight over one hundred and sixty-
five pounds, which is the maximum

limit of light weight requirements;
therefore, it requires a horse of size

to be "up to weight," notwithstand

ing the fact that size alone is not the

only essential to weight carrying

ability. Second: As a rule, a five

foot jump is six inches easier for a 16.2

hand horse than for one which stands

but 15 hands. Third: The heavy

horse is safer over timber for the

simple, physical reason that his mo

mentum is greater, thereby causing
the rail or fence to give, or break, and

allowing him to go through without a

fall, while the resistance offered by
the same rail to a lighter horse would
be sufficient to trip him and bring
him down. The one objection to

too much size is that such a horse

may not be as fast as the lighter,
more racy made individual, but as a

rule he is fast enough for any but the

most open country. In England
and Ireland, where a distinct type
has been established, fast galloping
is secondary to size, stamina and safe

negotiation of ordinary obstacles.

Nor is high jumping a factor to

satisfactory performance after hounds.
The horse which can consistently
clear four feet six, hunts better than
the erratic jumper which will, under

compulsion, get over six or seven feet

but at another time goes crashing
through an ordinary four bar gate.
The temperament and disposition

of the hunter are such as to commend

A TYPICAL HUNT

M. F. H. (Master of Fox Hounds) , Huntsman, First and Second

Whips with Pack and Mascot.
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him, over the race horse, for the

average man to handle. While it

requires the greatest amount of cour

age in a horse to meet the require
ments of the hunting field, yet a cool,

level head and a high degree of intelli

gence are fundamental to the safe

and comfortable conveyance of the

huntsman. He must "take hold"

just enough to inspire confidence in

the rider, stand for "company" when

running the fox, submit to frequent
"checks" as occasion may demand,
take his jumps philosophically, rating
them accurately, and with all, finally

bring his rider in at the "kill" or the

"hole" in good order.

In England and Ireland they have

evolved what might be called a breed

of hunters, the type being fixed and

transmitted with fair uniformity. In

this country, on the other hand,
most of our hunters are produced by a

system of cross breeding, with the

Thoroughbred almost invariably used

as the top cross. Virginia is the

great hunter producing state, in the

same way that Kentucky stands pre

eminent as a source of the best of our

park saddle and light harness horses.

In the Eastern and New England
States the measure of a horse's

excellence is generally one of speed,
while in the Middle West the recom

mendation which seems to mean most

is that a pair of horses weigh three

thousand pounds or more; but in

Virginia the universal question of the

prospective buyer seems to be "How

much can he jump?". The mating,
from which these Virginia hunters are

produced, is of a big boned, stout

made, good tempered Thoroughbred
stallion, with large, strong, sound

mares ranging in breeding, from part
to full Thoroughbred, or the biggest
trotting bred mares, to some with a

predominance of draft blood, but of
the lighter, more active sort. Many
a good, grade Percheron mare, in

Virginia, is bred to a Thoroughbred
horse, of the stamp already described,
with the view of producing a heavy
weight hunter, if the best prospects
are realized, or a salable market

horse, of the expresser type,
in case

these prospects fall short of full

realization. It is claimed that a

most useful cross country horse is

produced in Britain by a Thorough
bred sire out of small, good going

Clydesdale dams.

It would be most unwise, of course,

to recommend the mating of good
draft mares to Thoroughbred stallions

under any consideration, but there

are a certain class of off type mares

of some draft blood, which, experience
has shown, will give better results

from the Thoroughbred cross than by

going to the other extreme and using
the big, massive, ton stallion. The

point that mares of this class, to

gether with large, well made, grade

trotting mares, may be used in the

production of hunters, is made to

illustrate the fact that the mares,

from which it is possible to produce

good hunter material, are entitled to

more of a place on the farm than the

dams of any other type of market

horse, save the drafter. As a matter

of fact, there are many farms in the

Eastern States, within the territory
covered by buyers of hunters, to the

working of which the active, handy
1 200 to 1400 pound horse is better

adapted than is the 1600 or 1800

pound drafter. Here, from the farm

horses, if they be mares of the right
sort, a class of colts can be produced
for which there is the strongest de

mand, at most satisfactor}^ prices.
In some of these localities, too, the

class of Thoroughbred stallions, avail
able to the mare owners, is superior
to that of the draft stallions whose

services are at their command. To

these the breeding of hunters may be

recommended.

There is also another, less material

light in which to view the practicabi
lity of breeding hunters on the farm.

Commissions on country life and

students of rural economics are agreed
that one of the most urgent needs of
the majority of our agricultural
population is more time devoted to

recreation. Can there be a more

normal or appropriate form of recrea-
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tion for those to whom it is possible
than fox hunting? A great many of
the more prosperous farmers of Chest
er and Delaware Counties in Penn

sylvania, for instance, ride regularly
to the hounds of the different hunt
clubs about Philadelphia and regard
each season's hunt breakfast, held

especially in their honor, as a most

important social event. Others main
tain and hunt packs of their own, as is
done extensively in Great Britain and

Australia. Furthermore, the horses
which they ride do not require to be

carried through the interim between

seasons at a dead loss but make very
useful hack-about road horses for

either riding or driving. Indulgence
in the sport by the breeder himself

HPHE horses in America owe their
A

qualities, good, bad or indif

ferent, to the horses of Europe, for

they are all the descendants of ani

mals imported from that country.
The first importations were made by
the Spaniards. The wild horses of

the west—the so-called Indian ponies
—

are the degenerated descendants

of those early importations.

During the early centuries of our

history, horses were imported only
for service, for the work that they
could do, and that work was mostly
under saddle. Reproduction was a

secondary consideration. The soil

was fertile ; it did not require thorough
cultivation. Time was not an object
and the ox did the work. The first

importations for the improvement of

the horses were made only about a

century ago. They were made to

improve the speed qualities of the

horses. This was done persistently
until today we have the fastest

trotters in the world.

The first importations for the im

provement of the draft qualities in

our horses were made within the

also makes possible the schooling and

finishing of his own raw material, as
it were, which, in itself, is an addi

tional source of a very substantial

profit.
It may, therefore, be concluded,

that, to those who cannot find a place
in their farm, work for mares big
enough to be the dams of high class

draft geldings and who have the

proper type of Thoroughbred stal

lions within reach, the hunter may be

commended as a horse, the production
of which offers a most attractive and

profitable line of breeding; but in so

doing the draft horse is not in the least
discounted as the best, all round

proposition in the line of horse breed

ing for the average farmer.

memories of men living today. In

fact, it has practically all been done

in the past forty years.

With as persistent effort in draft

lines as we have used in producing
trotters, we should be able to astonish

the world with our draft horses.

The first importations of draft

stallions, which created a furor in

this country because of the excellence

of their produce, came from France.

The farmers, especially of the

middle west, saw at once the great

utility of the half blood produce of

these stallions. They found out not

only the great economy that they

gave them in their motive power, but

that they could more thoroughly
cultivate their heavy lands with these

big horses. The haulers of heavy
loads in the cities found that they
could transport twice as much with

the big horses as with the small

horses that they had been using and

were eager to pay double the price
for the big horses.

Speaking the English language,
our breeders naturally sought the

draft breeds of Great Britain on

THE IMPORTATION OF HORSES

By James B. McLaughlin

Columbus, O.
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account of the fact that they could

purchase them in that country with
out the intervention of an inter

preter.
WThether on account of our climate,

or because the British horse does not
cross so well with our native mares,
the fact remains today that the

Percheron is the best liked and most

sought after draft horse in America.
The Percheron has been bred to all

sorts of mares from Maine to Cali

fornia and from Minnesota to Texas.

His progeny are so much sought
after that the importers can not find

enough good stallions to meet the

demands.

The Percheron is bred in his purity
in the little district of La Perche, in

North Western France. It is with

out question the most famous horse

breeding section in the world, and,

owing to its breed of horses, is un

doubtedly the most prosperous agri
cultural section in the world.

Nogent-le-Rotrou, an old town of

about 10,000 inhabitants, is located

about 100 miles south west of Paris.

It is the ancient capital of La Perche

and is the most important town with

in its borders. It is located in about

the middle of the Percheron district,
which is about eighty miles long by
about fifty in width. In order to be

recorded in the Percheron Stud Book

of France, animals must be foaled in

this district. The produce of pure

bred Percheron mares sired by pure

bred Percheron stallions, dropped in

any other section of France, cannot

be recorded.

AMERICA
is a horse loving nation

and the Americans have learned

to substitute brute for human energy

to a greater extent than any other

people. In the United States the

horse population is one-fourth that of

the human population, or there is one

horse for every four
inhabitants . This

is two and one-half times as great as the

The Percheron breeders claim that

the Percheron can only be bred in his

highest estate within this limited

section. We must acknowledge that
there is a great deal of truth in their

contention. For many years Per

cheron stallions have been used to

improve the draft breeds of the other

sections of France. Percheron mares

have been taken to these sections as

well. Yet, at the present time, we do
not find in any other section of France

horses the equal of those bred in the

Percheron district, either in size,
bone or quality.
While we can successfully raise

draft horses in almost every state in

the Union, yet I believe it will always
be necessary for us to get fresh blood

from the Percheron district in order

to keep up the size and bone of our

American bred horses.

Unfortunately, the Percheron dis

trict does not breed enough horses to

supply the demands made upon it.

On account of the fact that almost

none of the American importers
speak French, they were at the mercy

of the interpreters, who either take

them outside the Percheron district,

or,, through connivance with some-

party living in the Percheron district,
show them horses that resemble some

what the true Percheron and sell

them these imitation Percherons as

pure specimens of the breed.

This is being carried on to such an

alarming extent at the present time

that a large number of the animals now

being imported from France as Per

cherons are not pure bred Percherons.

proportion of horses to men in France;
three times greater than in Germany,
and six times greater than in England.
Americans were very early taught
that human muscle was the dearest

material from which to secure energy,
even if the person was a slave. A

horse properly directed is equal in

productive energy to ten men, and it

OUTLOOK FOR HORSE INDUSTRY EAST

By M. W. Harper

Assistant Professor of Animal Husbandry, New York State College of Agriculture
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will cost about half as much to keep
him as it will one man. Therefore, a

horse intelligently handled may be

made to cheapen labor twenty fold

over the old hand method. Here lies

the secret of success in America.

Human muscle, however cheap, can

never successfully compete with im

proved implements operated by well

bred horses, adapted to their work,

and directed by intelligent workmen.

On examining the statistics to learn

the distribution of our horses, one is

particularly impressed with the small

number of horses in the east as com

pared with the increased percentage

of our population. The State of New

York, ior example, contains about one
tenth of the human population of the

country and only about one-twentieth
of the horse population. Further

more, when we study the type and size
of horses east and west we note quite
a difference. East of Ohio there are

few draft horses in the rural com

munities. They seem to be mostly of

trotting blood and occasionally one of

Morgan type. West we note the pon
derous drafter. It would be interest

ing to know, if it were possible, the in
fluences which have led the eastern

farmer to stick largely to the lighter
type of horse . It would be interesting
to know whether this was due to the
fact that the lighter horses became

established in the east before the in

troduction of the draft horse into the

United States, which occurred about

fifty years ago, or whether the en

vironment is more suited for smaller

horses. Whatever may be the reason,

one thing seems certain, that the

phenomenal development of the cen

tral west has been in a large measure

related to the application of more

efficient horse power in the production
and marketing of farm crops. The

draft horse has been a factor in this

development. In the west the effi

ciency of the horse as a motive power

has been raised to such an extent as to

reduce the number of men as well as

the number of horses required to do a

given amount of work: thus giving a

larger production per unit of human

effort and per acre of land, which

makes labor more valuable and raises
the value of the land.

From the statistics it is noted that
the United States must raise eight
colts from each 100 horses in order

that the supply keep pace with the
demand. In other words if the
United States, as a whole, does not

produce eight colts for each 100 horses
the horse population of the country
must decrease. We note from the
same statistics that the eastern states,
New England, New York and Penn

sylvania fall far short of producing the

A PURE BRED PERCHERON MARE-PRINCESS, AND FOUR OF HER GET.
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eight colts, and that these eastern

states only produce about 3.5 colts for
each 100 horses. From these figures,
we must draw two conclusions; either
the east is not consuming as many
horses as the Union at large, or horses
are being purchased in the' west and
shipped east for consumption. We
know that the latter conclusion is true

because of the many large horse

markets in the east. The exact num

ber of horses shipped from the west to

the east for consumption can not be

estimated with any degree of accuracy,
because a good many of the horses

sold on our eastern markets are

shipped south and abroad. Last year

there were five carloads of horses

shipped into Ithaca, N. Y., and sold,
most of them going to farmers. The

money paid for these horses was dis

tributed among the railroads, for trans

portation, the horse salesmen for com

mission, and the western farmer for

breeding and rearing the horses. The

special point to which I wish to direct

your attention is that the money was

taken off the eastern farm and put on
the western. The east pays tribute

to the west.

Now we have the facts squarely
before us. The east for some reason,

which is not clear, has not taken up
with the heavier horses but has

retained the lighter and more active

type. Again, we note the east is not

breeding horses to any extent but is

buying a large part of the horses con

sumed. From this there can be no

other conclusion but that the east can

buy horses from the west cheaper than

it can raise them. When we analyze
this conclusion we note two peculiar
circumstances. First, we note that

these horses are raised on land which

is comparatively high priced and con

sumed in land comparatively low

priced. This is the reverse of what

should be,and adds one more difficulty
to the situation. The second circum

stance proves more fruitful. We

have already noted that there are few

,V»: E:JE

A WELL PROPORTIONED AND PLEASING DRAFT HEAD.
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heavy horses east and that this
is the

sort of horse the west is raising.
Now

we are face to face with a condition

from which there can be no escape.

The east is raising a few light horses

and buying many heavy ones from

the west. The east is attempting to

raise one class and is buying another.

This is the exact key to the situation.

At best it is expensive to raise animals

for which there is no need.

There is an old adage which runs "it

is a long road that has no turning"
and

ours is not a long one. The east is at

last beginning to realize that it is

trying to produce a type of horse for

which there is no need and is taking

much interest in the production of

heavier horses. Any change of this

nature must of necessity be slow as

there is no heavy breeding
stock in the

country and it will take some time to

get stocked with heavy breeding

animals. While there are many diffi

culties being encountered yet, a new

day is dawning and there are many

heavy animals making their appear

ance throughout the country. Heavy

horse production is soon to become a

fixed industry in the east.
_

From this

there can be no escape. Circumstan

ces alter case. In the east circum

stances have arisen which makes the

heavy drafter imperative.

THE FOUR-YEAR OLD PERCHERON STALLION RECENTLY PURCHASED BY THE

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.
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BREEDING THE TROTTER

By L. B. Gable, '06
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As the American Standard Bred is
the only breed of horses so far pro
duced on this continent, the only breed
whose present excellence is due wholly
to the American breeder, it is quite
natural that they have entered more

largely into the pleasures and uses of

the American people than any other
class of horses.

of the trotter is one of the best business

propositions on the farm. The large
Kentucky Trotting Studs head all

other classes of horse or live-stock

breeding establishments from the

point of interest on investment.

Every farmer should have at least

one team of well bred, standard bred,

mares, which, iftrotting rightly

Permission secured by Author,

ARION 2.07 1-4, WHO SOLD FOR $125,000 AS A TWO-YEAR-OLD

Just at present the trotter occupies
a position about equally divided be

tween utility and pleasure and is

rapidly gaining popularity, especially
in the former class.

Under the present demand for high-
class horses, the breeding and raising

handled, will make him more money

than any other class of horses. If

properly selected and intelligently
handled they will do more farm work

than a team of any of the draft breeds.

First, you want good, big, sound,
record mares, good headed, good
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AXTELL 2.12, WHO SOLD FOR $105,OOO AS

A THREE-YEAR-OLD.

gaited, and with plenty of nerve force,

mares who come from the colt-trotting
families and whose pedigrees can be

traced to their 6th or 8th dams.

Breed these mares with a fashionably
bred horse, a colt-race winner and a

proven sire. I don't believe in be

coming "wedded" to any particula

theory or any particular set of blooc

lines, except that to get the best, yoi
must of necessity breed to the best.

Colts bred right will always be ii

demand as weanlings and yearling-
and at a much better price than the

best specimens of finished drafter;

will bring at four or five years. The

Walnut Hall Farms recently sole

forty-seven unbroken two-year-olds
at auction for an average of $650.60
Looks pretty good, doesn't it?

The breaking of the weanlings and

handling of the yearlings (which
comes in the fall) fits in well with

other farm work. If you have a light
cart and a quarter of good road you

can tell how well they are going to

"step along" before they are eighteen
months old. If you don't think your

colt will make a race horse you can

still command the high dollar as he

will be well grown, broken and man

nered. If he is a "trotter," develop
him and a high class one may come

Permission secured by Author

ABBIE STRATHMORE—2.07 I -4 AND LADY KNAPP, 2.09 1-4, DOING ORDINARY FARM

WORK EVERY DAY ON THF FARM OF MR. M. W. JOHNSON, ASSUMPTION, ILL.
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UHLAN, 2.02 1-4. WORLD'S FAMOUS CHAMPION TROTTING RACE GELDING.

HE SOLD FOR $35,000.

your way that will sell
from $2,000 to

$20,000.

Space forbids statistics or it could

be shown how some fortunes have

been made breeding trotters.

Arion sold for $125,000, as a two-

year old.

Axtell sold for $105,000 as a three-

year old, and is said by good authori

ties to have earned nearly double that

amount in stud fees.

Dan Patch sold for $60,000 and

earned just four times that amount in

exhibitions. We have an old mare

here who has produced over $30,000
worth of colts and she is only one of

hundreds. It would have taken close

to a million to have bought all the

colts from such mares as Beautiful

Bells, and Lady Bunker.

Another bright feature is that the

export-trade is rapidly growing and

the foreigners are willing to pay

fabulous prices if they "get the

goods."
The trotter has shaken off the

gamblers and is rapidly getting into

the hands of the best people in the

land. The interest given them by
such men as Mr. W. E. D. Stokes, Mr.

Harkness, Mr. Allen, Mr. Schultz, Mr.

Simpson, Mr. M. W. Johnston, proves
their worth.

After all the success of any business

depends on the man. There never

was a great business establishment

thatwas not a monument to some big,

strong character behind it. My ad

vice to every young farmer is to

handle a few trotters along honorable

business lines and if you should "get

away bad," just remember that as dear

old Professor Roberts has said
—"the

school of experience demands a big
tuition and the University of Hard-

knocks is not supported by the state."
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THE ARMY MULE

Captain E. L. Phillips
13th U. S. Cavalry

THE Army Mule has a reputation.
So has the war horse. But their

reputations are different. The horse

has ever been famous in story and

song. He has been depicted on

canvas and in marble and bronze.

He is the neighing, animated, pranc

ing steed, hurrying his rider on to

victory; or the straining, bounding,

giant-muscled animal of the artillery,

rushing the heavy guns into action.

But the poor Army Mule! To the

popular mind his name suggests but

one idea,—that of a battering ram,

whose "danger space" is of wonderful

extent, and a peril alike to friend and

foe. Nevertheless the work of the

Army Mule is of such extent and im

portance that he is entitled to a fair

share of credit, and to a reputation
far more glorious than he at present

enjoys. His task is to provide for the

others. The attainments of both

soldiers and horses in warfare are

dependent upon proper supplies of

food and munitions of war; without

these they are worse than powerless.
Whenever the system of supply fails,
demoralization and retreat become in

evitable. The railroad of course

generally forms the basis of the

system, and serves to bring the sup

plies into the theatre of operations;
but with the vast numbers, wide dis

persion and rapid movement of the

units of the modern army, it is still a

vast problem to distribute the sup

plies from the railroad centers to the

armies in the field; for they must be

delivered to the men and horses in

their positions or wherever their work
has called them. Again, in many
cases the operations extend into wild

or mountainous regions where rail

roads do not exist ; and often, indeed,
where not even wagons can go, and

the pack mule becomes the only
possibility.
Mention is made of the use of the

mule in warfare in very early times.

In the conquest of Grenada during
the reign of Queen Isabella II, the

mule and the burro were used almost

exclusively for the supply of the

Spanish army, there being one of

these animals engaged for every three

or four soldiers. It is interesting to

note that in General Grant's Wilder

ness campaign, though wagons were

used, the number of draft mules num

bered one for every five soldiers. In

the numerous campaigns of the British

in India, Africa and elsewhere, the

mule has played a conspicuous part,
and has done his full share in the

building of the great British Empire.
In the history of our own country the

accomplishments of the Army Mule

may fairly be said to eclipse all pre

vious records of army service. He

has played no small part in the con

quest of the Indian, in the pushing of

the frontier to the westward, in the

preservation of the Union in the great
War of the Secession, in the defeat of

Spain, and in the restoration of order

in the Philippines. In some countries

where distances are short, roads are

numerous and excellent, and the mule

is little known, the horse is favored for

the wheel transport of the army. But

where the work is trying and the

strong qualities of the mule have been

discovered, he has steadily grown in

favor. In our own country he has

long since displaced the horse almost

completely in all the heavy and diffi

cult fields of army transportation
service. Only with ambulances and

light passenger vehicles does the horse
find a permanent place.
The work of the Army Mule is of two

distinct kinds, the wheel transport
and the pack transport. Wagon
transportation predominates,of course,
under all circumstances that admit of
its use. In the early and Civil W^ar

periods, and during the Indian cam-
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paigns on the frontier, the wheel trans
portation was represented largely by
the six-mule wagon. It was a heavily
constructed wagon capable of carry
ing a heavy cargo over any road that a
wagon could traverse. The sides
were high, and wooden bows over the

top supported the canvas cover that

protected the load from rain and

weather. No cargo space was sacri

ficed to provide a seat for the driver,
for his place was on the back of one of

the mules of the team. The six mules
were arranged according to size, the
smallest pair being in front as "lead

ers" and the largest were on the wagon
pole as "wheelers." The near wheel

mule carried the driver's saddle, and
from this position he guided and con

trolled the team. This was accom

plished by means of a single long strap
called the "jerk line," running to the

lead mules. A steady pull, or a suc

cession of jerks, served to indicate to

the leaders which direction to take,
and the others had to follow as a mat

ter of course. The "jerk line," how

ever, was supplemented by the "mule

skinner's" long whip, and by a most

wonderful vocabulary of profanity.
In case of need the wagon break was

operated by another strap attached to
the break lever.

The old six-mule wagon, formerly
so much in evidence in the Army and

on the frontier, is now but seldom

seen. With more railroads and better

wagon roads and a desire for greater

celerity of movement, the former type
has been largely replaced with the so-

called "escort wagon." This is a

vehicle similar in general construction,
but somewhat smaller and lighter, and

using a team of four mules only; for

light garrison service sometimes but

two. The driver occupies a seat on

the wagon in the usual way, and con

trols the team by means of the ordi

nary double driving reins of the four-

in-hand. The whip remains, but with

the passing of the rugged character

who was the "jerk line" mule driver of

the old frontier days the vocabulary
has lost much of its picturesqueness
and vigor.
The other phase of the mule's work

in warfare is that of the pack animal.

From the earliest times the horse and

the ass have been used for transport
ing burdens placed directly upon the

animal's back. For this service, how

ever, the horse has never been very

satisfactory. For such work a smaller,
hardier, sure-footed and patient
animal is demanded. The ideal pack
animal is the small or medium sized

mule. Possessing most of the desir

able qualities of his sire, the ass, he is

larger and stronger, and can carry a

greater load.

In early times, and in some coun

tries to the present day, the pack ani

mal carries his load in two baskets

suspended one on either side. For

very light loads this primitive method
serves verywell, but for general freight
service some type of pack saddle is a

necessity. The pack saddle that has

been of so much value in our service

is the Spanish aparejo (pronounced,
ap-pa-ray-ho) . It is believed to have

originated among the Arabs. At any
rate it was introduced into Spain by
the Moors at the time of their invasion

By the Spaniards it was taken to the

New World, where it played a most

vital part in the conquest of the native

races inhabiting the roadless and un

developed regions of Mexico and

South America. Our own army ac

quired the aparejo and the packer's
art from the Mexicans, by way of the

"greasers" and frontiersmen of the

southwest. The pack service reached

its highest development in the days of

the Indian campaigns before and after

the Civil War. The splendid civilian

pack service organized out ofMexicans

and frontiersmen could keep up with

the troops when following the trail,
and could go wherever cavalry could

go. Without this service it would

hove been impossible to hunt the

Indians down or follow them into

their mountain fastnesses.

With the cessation of Indian fight

ing the pack service was allowed to

decline. In 1898, the Cuban, Porto-

Rican and Philippine campaigns again
created a demand for this kind of

transport. The few trains that had

been kept up were wholly inadequate
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to meet the requirements, and many

new ones had to be organized. This

proved somewhat difficult, owing to

the scarcity of the old time packer, and

many new men had to be trained to

the work, which requires much skill

and experience in handling mules.

There is an auxiliary branch of the

pack service that is steadily growing
in importance. This is the use of the

pack mule in mountain gun batteries

and machine gun companies. The

guns are taken apart and carrieo on

the backs of the animals by means of

specially designed pack saddles; but

in an incredibly short space of time

the guns can be removed and assem

bled ready for action. And the pack
mule is also becoming an important
factor in the distribution of ammuni

tion to troops during the engagement.
The regular pack transportation

service for freight is organized into

pack trains. A train consists of four

teen men, including the packmaster,
cargador, blacksmith and cook; four

teen saddle mules, fifty pack mules,
and one "bell mare." WhereA^er the

latter is lead all the mules will follow.

As each pack mule can carry 250

pounds, such a pack train can trans

port about six tons twenty-five or

thirty miles per day.
The qualities which have given the

mule his preeminence in the military
transport service are along the lines of

efficiency, durability and economy.

He shows superior endurance,especial

ly under hard and severe conditions

and short forage. He is patient under

heavy burdens, surefooted
on danger

ous and difficult roads, and the hard

serviceable hoof which he inherits from

the ass stands the wear and tear of

service to a remarkable degree. Not

withstanding the rougher usage the

records show that the average period
of service of the mule exceeds that of

the horse in our array by two years.

And he performs his harder work on a

forage ration that is materially less;
for while both get fourteen pounds of

hay per day, the mule draws but nine

pounds of oats while the ration of the

horse is twelve pounds. At the pres

ent price of oats this item alone means

a saving of about twenty dollars per

year per animal.

In certain parts of the country, par

ticularly the middle west, the farmers
have come to recognize the value of

the mule, and he is used extensively in
farm work. That he is not more

generally used is believed to be due

partly to prejudice, and a reputation
to which he is not fairly entitled. It

has happened that the Army Mule has

generally fallen into the hands of

rough men, while the training of the

army horse has been under the guid
ance of expert horsemen who have

insisted upon kind and rational treat-

THE ESCORT WAGON, NOW IN GENERAL USE.
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ment and handling. Had the army
mute been always subjected to like
conditions it is possible that he would
now enjoy a better reputation for

tractability and kindliness toward

mankind.

The best mules are bred in the mid

dle west, from which region the army
draws its chief supply, the State of

Missouri, I believe, furnishing the

larger number. For its mules the

government pays a price at least equal
to, and oftentimes higher than is paid
for a good horse of equal size and

weight. For the four-mule teams the

government specifications call for a

mule from 15 hands 1 inch to 16 hands

high and weighing from 1050 to 1200

pounds. For the pack service a

smaller type is used, weighing from

850 to 1,000 pounds, and measuring
from 13 hands 3 inch to 15 hands, the

mountain batteries and machine gun

companies using the larger sizes. For

the Army Mule the government is now

paying from $219.00 to $233.77, ac

cording to size, for draft animals, and

$202.45 for pack mules.

A GOOD PACK MULE.
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THE NEED OF HORSE BREEDING LAWS IN

NEW YORK STATE.

By Hobart C. Young, 'io

jf^L NE thing is certain, that

Jm fk, a ^ew western states

Mi ll raise by far the largest
ml W\ Per cent, of draft

■ I mm
norses (the type most

%\-^y profitable for the gen-

^m0*^ eral farmer to raise)
that go on sale in the

large city markets of New York

State. Why is it that so few native

bred horses are found upon these

markets and why is it that those few

which do find their way there are

knocked down at a lower figure than
the western horses? These are ques
tions concerning which the farmer in

New York State who is at all inter

ested in horse production may well

ponder. It is a question not contested

by anyone who has given the matter

any study that the breeding of large
draft horses of good quality for which

such high prices are paid is a profitable
business. There is no reason why the
New York farmer should not reap the

profits of this business as well as his

western neighbor.
I am familiar with conditions as

found in the western part of this

state and a somewhat smaller

region in the center of the state.

These regions are supposed to be
and are good farming communities

inhabited by an intelligent class of

farmers, nevertheless I have seen men
with reputations as first-class farmers
and stock-feeders breed a well-formed,
sound, grade mare of the percheron
type, weighing perhaps 1300 to

1500 lbs. to a trotting or Morgan stal
lion with the idea foremost in their
mind that they are going to get as a

result of this cross a horse that is a

medium between the two types repre
sented in the parent stock. They are

looking for what they term a general
purpose horse. This may work in
some instances but never with any
degree of certainty.

I have also seen men of this class

breed an old mare whose vitality is

nearly spent, saying that she is of not

much use to work but that she ought
to raise a good colt. Such a mare

cannot raise as good a colt as one

which has not lost her strength.
Later, I have seen these same men

after having made a failure of breed

ing say with much firmness that there

is no money in horse-breeding. I say

there is money in horse-breeding.
There surely is a place on the eastern

farm for good grade or pure-bred draft
mares that can be utilized for both

work and breeding purposes. But in

order to insure success the breeders

must select good mares and mate them
with pure bred stallions of the same

type. Then he must give to the mare

during the period of gestation a rea

sonable amount of care and feed and

handle the resulting colt with a

reasonable amount of common sense.

Now I do not wish it understood

that I believe in only draft horse

breeding in this state because I think

that there is money in the breeding of

other types, for the general farmer;
however, the draft type is undoubtedly
the best venture. What I do wish to

urge is that more attention be paid to
the mating together of horses of the

same type.

Throughout the great horse-produc
ing states of the west including Wis

consin, Iowa, Kansas, Montana, Neb

raska, and the Dakotas may be found

efficient laws relating to stallions kept
for public service within their bounda
ries. These laws have all been enacted
within a comparatively few y ears. In

many respects they are founded on

the same principles as the legislation
that has been prevalent with such suc

cess in some of the greatest horse-

producing countries of Europe. Wis
consin was the first of the above men
tioned states to pass a set of these
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laws; their laws are the result of care

ful study of their conditions and have

proven to be very successful.

The Wisconsin law deprives no man

of the right to stand any sound stallion

for public service. What it does en

force, however, is that any stallion

owner in order to stand his horse or

jack for service must keep posted dur

ing the entire breeding season copies
of the license certificate of such stallion

or jack containing a full account of his

breeding etc., in a conspicuous place

Bone spavin; ringbone; sidebone;
navicular disease.

Bog spavin, curb, with curby forma

tion of hock.

Glanders, farcy; maladie du coit;

urethreal gleet; mange; melanosis.

The licenses given out are for the

following classes of horses.

First—Pure bred, for a stallion both

of whose parents are pure bred and

recorded in a stud-book recognized by
the government and himself duly
recorded in such a stud book. The

"corporal'

A good type of Perch

both within and on the outside of

every building where such stallion or

jack is kept for service.

Some of the main ideas of the Wis

consin law might not be out of place

here.

The presence of any one of the fol

lowing named diseases shall disqualify
a stallion or jack for public service;

Cataract; amaurosis (glass eye):

periodic opthalmia (moon blindness)
.

Laryngeal hemiplegia (roaring or

whistling) .

Pulmonary emphysema (heaves,

broken wind) .

Chorea (St. Vitus' dance, crampi-

ness, shivering, springhalt).

AT WOODLAND.

eron for farmers to use.

owner submits the registry certificate

in applying for a license.

Second—Cross-bred, for a stallion

whose sire is pure bred and recorded,

of one breed and whose dam is pure

bred and recorded, but of a different

breed.

Third—Grade, for stallion one of

whose parents is pure bred and re

corded.

Fourth—Non-standard bred for a

stallion that is recorded as non stand

ard bred and not eligible to register as

standard bred.

Fifth—Mongrel or Scrub for a stal

lion neither out of a pure bred dam or

by a pure bred sire.
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SOMETHING MORE THAN A MERE THEORIST'

As I have mentioned above the

results obtained from these laws have

been very encouraging. Since the

enactment of the law in January, 1906
more than 100 unsound stallions have

been retired from service to the

knowledge of the department, while

hundreds of others have been shipped
out of the state, possibly into New

York State for service; who

knows.

I see no reason why a similar set of

laws would not be successful in this

state. The general effect of them

could not but be most helpful. It

would direct the minds of the breeders

to the improvement of their stock,
while the grade and scrub stallions

that are so prevalent in this state

would receive less and less patronage.
When breeders wake up to the fact

that a set of similar laws to those in

Wisconsin would do more to further

the interests of better horsebreeding
in this state than any thing that has
come to pass in many years we may

expect to see something definite

accomplished along this line.

A TOKEN OF LOYALTY AND ESTEEM.

We print herewith a reproduction
of the scroll presented to Dr. Webber

on the evening of March 17th, by the

members of Synapsis.
The scroll was voted immediately

after the announcement that Dr.

Webber would return next year to his

work in the department of which he is

professor.
The "Synapsis" club is made up of

the plant breeding staff and graduate
students taking major or minor work
in the department of plant breeding.
The scroll therefore betokens the

sentiments of those men who have
been in closest touch with Dr. Webber
in his work since he came to Cornell

University. It shows that Dr. Web

ber is missed in his department not

only because he is the executive head

but also because he is the great
source of encouragement and enthu

siasm to all those who associate with

him.

We extend congratulations to our

acting Dean on receiving this scroll.

We congratulate him that having
managed our college through a strenu

ous and prosperous year during Dean

Bailey's leave of absence, he will go
back to his department to find a staff

and a corps of students whose loyalty
and enthusiasm are thus so well
shown.
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CARE OF THE EYES

[continued]

By George M. Gould, M.D.

XV. STOMACH TROUBLES, BILIOUSNESS, DYSPEPSIA, VOMITING,

SICK-HEADACHES, ETC.

Since time began men have been

charging up to their good stomachs

most of their sicknesses and sins.

Whenever one has a headache—he

says: "It is due to biliousness";
whenever he vomits, he says: "My

indigestion!" WheneA^er his appetite
fails or his conscience troubles him, he

says: "I have so much dyspepsia!"
To all of this nonsense the doctors

have too often said ,

'

Amen !
' '

Neither

they nor their poor patients have

noticed that before our new civiliza

tion began the stomach and intestines

of every animal and man have been

given the duty of making nourishing
food out of the worst sort of materials

which inattention, poverty and acci

dent could put into them, and yet
the stomach kept pretty good al

though war, misery, and recklessness

continued to abuse it. We have now

an infinitely better, more nutritious,

cleaner, and more constant supply of

food, more properly eaten too, than

ever before in the world, and still it is

said, the bad stomachs and bowels,
and livers are the poorest organs of the

body!
When anyone hints such stupidi

ties, tell him you have good proof
that it is simply nonsense. There are

few organic or structural diseases of

the stomach, and most of them are

caused by neglected, easily-cured,
functional diseases. It is the com

mon testimony of one of the greatest
teachers and most experienced of

physicians (Professor Stockton of

Buffalo, N. Y.) that most of the
diseases of digestion are functional,
that is temporary, curable, not struc
tural, not surgical, not incurable.
Bad food and bad habits account for
some of the troubles but don't let the
foolish befuddle you into believing
that the great majority of stomachal

and digestional diseases are due to

not chewing food sufficiently, to ill-

chosen diet, and all that.

What then is the cause of these

very common complaints supposedly
of the stomach? For over twenty

years it has been proved that they are

for the greater part due to eyestrain.
Everybody sneered in silence. At

last the conservative Professors of

Medicine in the conservative Medical

College of Buffalo, and University of

Pennsylvania, officially and authorita

tively admit the truth. But it will

be twice twenty years more before the

truth will be accepted and before the

vomitings, indigestions, and lack of

appetite, the sick-headaches of your

selves, your children, and especially
those of your wives and mothers, will
be cured by correct glasses.
All through the land great numbers

of children are vomiting, have poor

appetites, have constipation, etc., be
cause they have eyes which need

glasses to make the brain, the stomach
and the liver work healthily. No

amount of "dieting" or chewing the

food a long time will help much if the

child has unsymmetrical astigmatism.
Get good spectacles and at once the

vomiting, etc. will stop. This is

especially true as regards what is

called sickheadache, or "migraine."
Many millions of Americans have

this disease and it is the cause of

more suffering and tragedy than any
disease in the world. It is the great
cause of invalidism, and it weakens
the system so pitifully that the in

fectious and organic diseases get an

easy hold of the patient. Sickhead
ache is caused by eyestrain and is

always curable in the young by
scientific spectacles. Even in the old,
after a life of suffering, great allevia
tion is at least sure, or the cure is
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daises wdl cS ^n ^T^7^ P6rfeCt pr°°f that the COrrect sPec"

tW ZctrZ :
that *° CUre ln tacles have n°t been secured.

those under forty years of age is a

XVI. NERVOUS, MENTAL AND MORAL DISEASES

If we admit, as we must, that "invalidism," "neurasthenia, "-people
inaccurately-shaped eyes make a with these complaints usually need
badly-acting bram, then it neces- proper spectacles to save them. Most
sanly follows that diseases of the of these could still be cured bv a
nervous system the bram, and the competent oculist. There area thou-
mind are caused by eyestrain. If a sand sanitariums, and asylums homes,
correct pair ot spectacles will cure etc., where there might be but few if
headache, sickheadache, and stomach every inmate had had correction of
troubles, then they may cure other lifelong eyestrain
morbid conditions of the head and of There are also manymental troubles
the mind. When a child for example due to eyestrain. Nothing is more

has little lapses of consciousness, common than despondency, "the

"stops for a few seconds" or faints blues," etc., in people who need

away, rt is usually because the bad glasses. Hundreds of students and

eyes disturb the brain so much that intellectual people complain of dull-

they have to "stop a bit to catchup." ness, inattention, loss of memory
The stoppings and faintings may be- inability to understand and hold
come more frequent and severe or things in the mind, of lack of con-

longer; or they may turn into jerk- centration, and all that, who would

ings, twitchings, etc., of the hands, be as bright and studious as others if

face, arms, or even of the legs and they had good glasses. Slowly and

feet. These things have been called in time such persons find their mental

"chorea," "St. Vitus Dance," "petit sicknesses grow, they get into strange,
mal," etc. They may all be usually morbid, and peculiar ways of acting,
cured by good spectacles. The "fall- or feeling, or thinking, and finally
ing sickness," or epilepsy, is a more real insanity results. Glasses, if of

intense form of the same disease, and the right kind, might have prevented
in the young, before it has become too many people from going insane.

habitual and pronounced, may often Thousands of harassed sick people
be cured by glasses. Sometimes it is commit suicide every year because of

more due to lateral curvature of the eyestrain.
spine, and then glasses and also Perhaps you think it nonsense to

peculiar physical gymnastics are both speak of "moral disease" as being due

needed. Almost all persons who have to faulty ewes, but it is not. Avast

eyestrain and are much in need of number of criminals began their crim-

glasses complain (or friends complain inal life because they could not study
for them!) of "nervousness." This is at school, could not work at handi-

because the nervous system is literally crafts, etc., and the real reason was

irritated and upset by the impossible that they could not see to do such

endeavor to see correctly. "Nervous- things. They needed glasses tomake

ness" is one of the most common of all them see well and without hurting

complaints. Make "nervousness" in- their eyes and brain. The reform-

tense and constant and it develops atories are filled with young people
into many kinds of diseases of the who should not be there, and who

brain and of the nerves of the body, would not be there if they had been

Sleeplessness is another and frequent outfitted with spectacles for their

indication of a badly-acting pair of studies and work. The boys play

eyes and of the brain. "Hysteria," truant, often because they can-

nervous prostration," nervous break- not study at school, and truancy

down, "gone-to-pieces," "no-good," often leads to crime.
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The Appro

priations

Before the next issue

of the Countryman

appears, the Honor

able Conger and

Allds will have settled their dispute

(probably) and the State Legislature

will have commenced to get something

done. We hope that they will have

done something decisive on the ap

propriation bill so that we can begin

to lay definite plans for our new Col

lege ; or if for any reason the necessary

money is not forthcoming, to start

another campaign of education and

belief in the work being done here so

that we may get it next year. The

money will have to come sometime,
there is no doubt of that, the work is

too big and too grand for any other

fate; the most serious problem is to

know just which Legislature wants

the honor of appropriating it the

most.

Perhaps it might be well at this

point to briefly review the status of

the appropriations; what has been

asked for and why. The bill, which

has been introduced into each house

of the present Legislature
and which

at the time of present writing has been

referred to the Committee, provides

for an appropriation of $652,000 to be

used as follows :

$50,000 for a central heating plant.

$13,000 for a class room, laboratory

building, which shall also include an

auditorium.

$90,000 for a Poultry Husbandry

building.

$245,000 for a Plant Industry build

ing.

$154,000 for a Home Economics

building.

The overcrowded state of the

present buildings is the predominating

impression that everyone, who knows

anything about us, has of our College.

This feeling has now become so com

pelling, that it seems as though we

must have the new buildings this year.

If we are to have any of them, we

should have the heating plant. The

capacity of the present one is taxed to

its utmost and its enlargement is as

much out of the question as its presence
is a nuisance and a danger; and be

sides, the room it now occupies is

needed for instructional purposes.

Another plant is necessary, and a cen

tral one seems advisable
,
for separate

ones in each of the new buildings
would be expensive to install and

costly to maintain.

The proposed auditorium is a prac

tical necessity. The one in present

use is piteously inadequate ; it will not

seat two-thirds of the staff and stu

dents (including the Short Course

m en) who are at present registered in

the College. During Farmers' Week

and similar occasions there is absolute

ly no place to give the visitors, who

are by the way the supporters of the

College, the accommodations they
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expect. This new auditorium build

ing would provide classrooms and

laboratories for use by the Winter-
Course students, and during the fall
and springwould provide conveniences
for advanced research work; the work
which marks the real advance in agri
culture.

The Poultry Husbandry building
must come. At present the Poultry
Department has no office of its own;

it is temporarily squatted in rooms

borrowed from the Dairy Depart
ment, and which they need badly.
There are no Poultry classrooms ex

cept a small, borrowed, made-over-

attic room. How they would expand
if they could !

The proposed Plant Industry build

ing will house the departments of

Plant Breeding, Plant Pathology,
Plant Physiology, and Plant Morphol

ogy. All these are now crowded into

two or three rooms in the Agronomy

building. At present the Plant Breed

ing department is in about the same

fix in which the Poultry department
finds itself. The Department of Plant

Pathology is packed into a made-over-

attic, and to "add injury to insult" the

Departments of Farm Crops and Farm

Management are justly clamoring for

the room now occupied by all these

departments.

The Home Economics dpeartment

is the only one exclusively for women

in the University, and at present it

has no adequate facilities, not even a

classroom. The number of students

accommodated is of necessity very

limited. It is proposed in the new

building to include a small dormitory

merely for instructional purposes. It

also makes provision for a small cafe-

taria where the hungry students may
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refresh themselves at the rate of three

cents per.

Besides the appropriation for the

new buildings, the College is asking
for $250,000 for running expenses, an

item which will, if granted, be in

cluded in the general Maintenance

Bill. Last year the College received

$185,000 in this bill and the almost

frantic condition of all the depart
ments—who haven't been able to

complete their experiments, publish
their bulletins, or carry on their ex

tension work—and the big increase in

the number of students to be taken care

of, has justified the demand for this

increase of $65,000.

This then is the financial situation

at our College; it is a mere statement

of fact. It may be very ordinary

reading; its excuse is its burden of

truth. We hope that the Legislature
will see the seriousness of the situation

and do all in their power to relieve it.

We feel confident that there is a wide

spread sentiment throughout the state

which will not only back up the sup

porters of the bill, but which will com

pel serious consideration on the part

of those who may not be entirely

familiar with conditions here. We

feel justified in expecting to see both

houses pass the bills.

Of all the College

The Agricul- activities, probably

turalMandolin the most deserving

Club of notice is our Man

dolin Club .

They have been on hand at every As

sembly, Associationmeeting, and other

College functions ; they come cheerful

ly to play before small audiences as
well

as large ones. They do not come just a

few at a time; a goodly number are

always on hand, and they play too.
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We have sometimes wondered how

they have attained such excellence:

it is seldom achieved by a club of one

College in a University. Indeed, we

do not know that any other College in

Cornell even claims to have a musical

club. But if one should happen up to

the buildings about twice a week at or

after seven o'clock, then he would

know why the Agricultural Mandolin

Club has succeeded. They have prac

ticed ; practiced faithfully and to good

purpose.

We are as proud of our Mandolin

Club as we are of our athletic teams;

and they deserve our admiration just
as much, for do they not work even

longer and give us pleasure on more

occasions? At present the members

of the club do not receive any official

recognition. They don't even receive

a shingle. Maybe some day we will

wake up to the fact that those medals

represent a reward of success and

should go where success has been at

tained. When that time comes, we

will cease to present them as pay

ment for "coming-out-for-the-team."
Doubtless there are two sides to the

medal question, but in absence of

other token we congratulate you, the

Agricultural Mandolin Club, on your

success. May good deeds be, in

part at least, their own reward.

The Librarian of the

Agricultural College
Back Issues would like to secure

copies of theCornell

Countryman—Vo 1.

3, No. 4, (Jan. '06), Vol. 3> No. 5, (Feb.
'06), and Vol. 3, No. 7, (April, '06).

Anyone who has any or all of these

issues will confer a favor as well as

receive full value by sending them to

above party.

BOOK REVIEWS

The Training of Farmers, by

Liberty H. Bailey, Director of the

College of Agriculture at Cornell

University. Published by the

Century Company at $1.00 net.

The problems of rural life today
are many, real, and pressing. The

most important of them are in

corporated in The Training of

Farmers. Just as Burke in his

speech on "The Conciliation with the

American Colonies" goes to the

causes, so Bailey goes to the causes

of these agricultural problems and in

his suggestions for the solutions of

these problems, he may be said to

rival Burke for sound reasoning, in

sight, and practicability.
The nature of the problem is first

touched on, and the need of training
for a farmer pointed out. Secondly,
the agencies are named being princi
pally rural and state governments,

public demonstration farms, circulat

ing libraries and organization. In

connection with the latter he states

that the farmer is apt to consider

his neighbor more in the nature of a

rival than a co-operator.
Various colleges and schools are

considered at length in their relation

to agriculture and the question of

what a college education in agri
culture means in dollars and cents is

graphically worked out. In con

clusion the author says "The com

mercial and social isolation of the

farm is passing
* * * The far_

mer is rapidly becoming a citizen of

the world. All his problems must

have a larger treatment than they
have ever had before."
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STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

By H . M. Knox, 'oi, President

T WANT to bear just a word to

present and former students con

cerning the work of the Students'
Association of the New York State

College of Agriculture . As mentioned
in the March issue of The Countryman,
our accepted official organ, the organi
zation of the Association was perfected
during the recent Farmers' Week.

We are ready to go to work and we

solicit the cooperation of all present
and former students. Under the

constitution, the present students

and staff in the College constitute the
Resident Division, with our first

vice-president, who is the president
of the Agricultural Association, Mr.

Kutschbach, as the responsible officer.
The function of the Resident Division

is "to stimulate student initiative and

cooperation, and the spirit of unity
and loyalty ; to create and maintain a

high standard of student life and

activity; to advance the standing of

the College among the other Colleges
of Cornell University and among

the other Colleges of Agriculture;
and such other duties as may come

upon it in its relation to the College
or that may be assigned to it by the

Association." The Non-Resident Di

vision is composed of all former stu

dents of the College. Its special

responsibility is "to bring the benefits

of the College to the people of the

State by example and other means;

to make suggestions looking to in

creased effectiveness of the work of

the College; to support such move

ments to promote the welfare of the

College and of country life interests at

large as the Association may initiate

or may determine to aid."

Our first task is to be the organiza
tion of county associations or chapters
such as already exist in two or three

counties, and through these chapters

to carry on the work of the non

resident division. The organization
of our forces outside of the state has

not yet been arranged for. But it is

the purpose of the Association to

hold together all present and former

students no matter where they may

be. Through our county chapters we

hope to encourage the formation of

reading clubs; and more especially
to bring influence to bear on com

munity activities, such as the local

fair for example. The Association

will be on the lookout for specially
useful publications to distribute to its

members ; will send letters of informa

tion concerning the College to all

members of the Non-Resident Divi

sion; will act as an employment

agency for its members; will plan for

reunions of former students of the

College. As the work of the Associa

tion takes shape it is anticipated
that it will find a large field of use

fulness, as there are certain lines

of effort which such an association

can conduct better than any

other.

Much of the success of the Students'

Association will depend on the loyal

support of its constituency. It came

up spontaneously out of a gathering
of resident and former students a

year ago, and expressed the desire of

these men for organization and associa

tion. We want it to become a strong

factor in our college and business life,

and in country life affairs. The

Executive Committee invites a volun

tary expression of support from all

who are or ever have been students in

the College of Agriculture at Cornell

University. The life membership fee

is $2.00. A. R. Mann, Ithaca, is the

secretary-treasurer, to whom fees and

applications for membership should

be sent.
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

In a letter from "an inhabitant of

the Ozarks" a few whacks are taken at

the express companies and their ilk.

It looks to him as if the whole outfit

at Washington from President Taft

down, were trying to discredit the

Post Office Department. He says in

part : "How long could an individual

or a corporation do business with

40,000 mail wagons, losing $40,000
a day, and how long would it take a

corporation to hustle for more freight
to carry in those wagons? I once

asked a Congressman why he was

opposed to parcels post. His reply
was that it would destroy our towns

and small cities. If that would hold

good, Europe must be without any

towns now, for they have enjoyed the

blessings of a parcels post for, lo, these

many years. Let us keep after them

until we get it."
*t* <* *fi

The International Conference which

met in Rome in June, 1905, authorized
the organization of the International

Institute of Agriculture. The sec

ond number of the Bulletin of

Agricultural Statistics, the official

organ of the Institute, shows just
what sort of work is being done.

Only those statistics of agricultural
products which are furnished by
governments or under government

supervision are used. Thus the in

formation is as reliable as possible.
Differences as to definitions and of

pressing information has often caused

great diversity and it is the aim of

the Institute to secure greater uni

formity between the agricultural
statistics of countries and to make

them ofmore real value.

It has been found necessary that
some countries modify or adapt their
statistical services to the plan adopted
by the Institute and these countries
have been instructed by showing
them how information is compiled
by other nations. Of course, partic
ular conditions in a country may
require particular methods.

The statistical tables furnished by
the bulletin are fairly complete.

They consist of comparative state

ments of the agricultural areas, condi

tion and production of wheat, rye,

barley, oats and maize for the years

1908 and 1909 and a comparison of

the year 1909 with the years 1899-

1908, in practically all the countries

producing these foodstuffs.

With the right sort of co-operation,
the Institute should be able to do a

great work for the development. of the

food producing areas of the world

and thus in a large measure tend to

reduce the cost of living. It should

occupy much the same place in the

world as does the Department of

Agriculture in this country. From

the statistics compiled, it should be

possible to determine what each area

of the world is best suited to produce.
The endorsements published by the

Institute in the bulletin show that the

value of the work is becoming widely
appreciated.

* *

Little objection is being raised to

the issuance of $30,000,000 federal

bonds to supply capital for completing
the irrigation works projected by the

national government and congress
will probably authorize it.

This is the second step in the new

governmental policy toward the land.
The first step was when Congress set
aside the proceeds from the sale of

public lands to pay for the irrigation
works that were to reclaim public
lands. In both cases settlers are to

pay back the loans over a period of

years. The next step may be direct

loans upon any good land to encourage
better farming There seems to be

no good reason why national or state
aid should be given to irrigated agri
culture and not to farmers who have
to work against uncertain climate
or depleted soil.

When you remember that the cost

of a single battleship is a sum which
if loaned on farm securities would
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establish thousands of thrifty families
on self-supporting homesteads or if
devoted to education would introduce
into the public schools the instruction
in agriculture and domestic science

that it needs so badly, it doesn't look
as though the farmer is getting a

square deal.
* * *

The co-operation of the railroad

and the farmer has cropped out in a

new form in the state of Missouri.

Out there the railroads have come

to believe that anyone receiving
instruction in Agriculture and settling
along their lines is an economic asset.

To this end the Frisco Railroad has

offered forty-five scholarships at the

State Agricultural College each schol

arship being valued at $100.00. One

scholarship will be awarded in each

county through which the railroad

passes in Missouri and will be given to

the young man over 16 years of age

who grows and exhibits the best ten

ears of corn this coming season.

This corn will be grown under the

direction of the college of agriculture
and finally judged by an expert at a

county corn show to be held in the

fall.
* * *

The time has come when no man

should buy a large quantity of

galvanized wire except on a chemist's

guarantee that the galvanizing carries

the proper amount of zinc.
There is

a chemical test which manufacturers

and large consumers use known as the

copper sulphate dip test, consisting
in

dipping the wire in a solution of

copper sulphate of a certain known

strength. This test involves a knowl

edge "of chemistry and metals which

puts it out of the reach of a farmer but

the test is not expensive and there are

many commercial chemists who could

take half a dozen samples of wire and

in a short time tell how much zinc

they carried without : charging the

farmer an exorbitant price.
* * *

"Outlines of Agriculture for Rural

Schools" by Prof. C. M. Evans of

Lenox College, Iowa, tells just how to

go about teaching the principles of

Agriculture to the children from the

farm. The book is very practical
having many illustrations. It does

not plan to spend much of the regular
school time to this sort of work, one
afternoon a week being thought
sufficient, but the course is made as

attractive as possible.
The great objection to the intro

duction of this work in the rural

schools has been the difficulty of

getting competent teachers. Most

of the teachers in the country are

graduates of city high schools and

they could hardly be expected to

have practical information to offer

children on the farm. The plan out

lined means to draw upon the knowl

edge of the children's parents for the

real facts and thus supplement what
the youngsters learn at home.

The Bulletins of the experiment
stations would be used as text books

and the materials for study would be

found on a surrounding farm.
* * *

The wart disease is a new enemy of

the potato crop which is attracting

great attention in Europe, and which

is liable to be introduced into the

United States at any time. It affects

the tubers, forming large, rough, un

sightly warts, and, in severe attacks,

completely destroys the crop. Once

the fungus gets into the soil, it is im

possible to grow a crop of potatoes on

the land for several years.

The fungus which causes this disease

was discovered in 1896 in potatoes

grown in Hungary. It is now preva

lent in many places in England and

there is great danger that it may

spread to Ireland. It is also found in

Germany and some other European
countries. It has been carried to

Newfoundland, but has not yet ap

peared in the United States.

It is spread by using affected

potatoes for seed, and, as this country

imports considerable quantities of

potatoes every year, there is danger

that it may be introduced.

The U. S. Department of Agri
culture has recently issued a circular

(for free distribution) giving a brief

account of this disease.
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CAMPUS NOTES

The regular Assembly of the College
of Agriculture was held on March 3.

The meeting was opened by the sing
ing of the Alma Mater, followed by
several enjoyable selections by the

Glee Club and Orchestra. The prin
cipal address was given by Dean

Albert W. Smith of Sibley College.
After tracing the relation between

Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,
he advocated the furtherance of

Inter-College activities, as a branch

of sports which give opportunity for

the great majority of students to

participate in. He ended by bring
ing a message of good-will and co

operation from Sibley College. Mr.

Peck then rendered a vocal solo,
accompanied by Miss Egbert at the

piano. The next number was a very

interesting lecture on Plant Life in

Florida from the personal experiences
of acting Dean Webber. The As

sembly was closed by the singing of

the Evening Song, followed by a

social hour and refreshments.
* *

An athletic rally of the students in
the College was held on Tuesday,
March 8, and what was lacking in

numbers was made up for in en

thusiasm. The meeting was opened
by the singing of the Alma Mater.
The Glee Club and Orchestra then
rendered several selections. These
were followed by a talk on Inter

college Athletics "by Professor Craig,
a talk on track by H. C. Young, '10

(Captain Varsity' Track team)5,' on

Crew by F. B. Kelley, '10, who rowed

No. 3 on the victorious '09 Varsity
eight, on Soccer by A. C Towers, '10,

(Captain Varsity Soccer Team), and
an address by Coach Coogan (Coach
Varsity Baseball team). These

were followed by the presentation of

medals to the teams of last year and

this year by Acting Dean Webber.

The Evening Song concluded the

meeting.
* * *

At a meeting of the Cornell Country
man Association held before the mass

meeting on Tuesday, March 8, K. B.

Lewis, and L. E. Johnson, '10, were
elected members of the nominating
committee for the Cornell Countryman
Board.

^ -!' *!'

Agriculture has 32 men out for
crew. M. E. and C. E. are ahead with

50 men each. The crews will have
two whole months on the water this

year, in contrast to the week which

they have had in years past.

In the Short Course Debate series
on the question—Resolved, that the
state will receive more benefit from

money expended in experimental
forms than they would in education in

secondary schools—
, Poultry defeated

General Agriculture; Dairy defeated

Horticulture; Poultry defeated Horti
culture. Poultry thus won the series.

A ten days short course was held

by the Department of Dairy Industry
from March 1 to March 1 1 . Twenty-
eightmen ,

all being factory and cream-
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ery managers who had been in charge
of factories, attended. There were two
lectures each morning, with laboratory
practice in testing, butter making,
cheese making, and bacteriology in
the afternoon. The purpose of the
course was to enable men from the

factories to get the latest information

concerning development in dairywork.
These twenty-eight men have formed

a club with regular officers, and are

going to adopt a uniform system of

factory accounts. These accounts

Farmers' Institute at Morrisville on

Wednesday and Thursday, March 9

and 10. Professor Mann attended a

Farmers' Institute meeting at Hamil

ton on March 8.

Dean Webber attended a Board

meeting of the new school of Agri
culture at Morrisville on March 12.

A meeting to form a bacteriological

society was held on March 11. H. W.

Redfield of the chemistry department

OUR MANDOLIN CLUB

will be sent to members for com

parison..
;'< ;!< >'<

On Wednesday, March 16th, the

Poultry Association held a meeting in

the Horticultural lecture room. Mrs.

George Manroe of Cortland, who is a

State Lecturer, gave a very interesting

address on Farm Sanitation, followed

by an informal discussion of the sub

ject. The Mandolin Club gave several

selections. Refreshments were served

at the close of the meeting.

Miss Van Rennsalear and Professor

Mann attended the close of the

was elected president, H. J. Conn

was chosen treasurer and secretary,

with Dr. Boynton as vice-president.
The next meeting was fixed as March

18, with two meetings a month there

after, every second and fourth Friday.
■% % %.

The basketball team ended its

season in second place among the

colleges. This puts the Agricultural

College on a tie with C. E. for the

inter-college championship .

* * *

Prof. H. H. Whetzel, of the Depart

ment of Plant Pathology spent the

week of March 7th to 12th at Kent,
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Ohio. He gave a series of six lectures

there before the students of the

Davey School of Practical Forestry.
This school is maintained for a period
of four months during the winter for

the instruction of young men em

ployed by the Davey Tree Expert Co.

The lectures were along the lines of

the diseases of shade and forest trees.

The botany and plant pathology work
in this school is in charge of Mr. W. H.

Rankin, of Wabash College, Craw-

fordsville, Indiana, who completed
his work in that institution January
first. Mr. Rankin was special assis
tant in the Department of Plant

Pathology here last summer being
employed on the ginseng investiga
tion work. Mr. Rankin will return to

CHAS. F. SHAW

'06, B. S. A.—Charles Frederick
Shaw was born in West Henrietta
New York, in 188 1. He prepared for

college at Starkey Seminary, Lake-
mont, New York, and entered Cornell
in 1902 graduating with the class of

;s Cornell at the close of the work at

e Kent, April first, to take up graduate
T. work in the Department of Plant

d Pathology. He expects to under-

r take investigation along the line of

heart rots of shade and forest trees.

>.

r *i» 'I- -fa

5. On Tuesday, March 15th, 19 10,

k Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Savage, 802

'.. University Ave., Ithaca, were honored
with a caller who has come to stay,

i and they have decided to call her

/ Ruth Cecilia.

We congratulate Mr. and Mrs.

t Savage most heartily.
I Mr. Savage has been connected

with the Department of Animal

3 Husbandry for three years.

1 906. He completed his college course
in three and one-half years, and in

February, 1906, entered the employ
of the U. S. Department of Agri
culture as a Scientific Assistant in

the Bureau of Soils. He assisted in
the survey of soil areas in Louisiana,
Arkansas, and Texas until January
1907, when he was assigned to

special duty as instructor in soils at
the Pennsylvania State College, for
three months. During the summer

of 1907 he carried on a survey of the
Center County area, Pa., and in

September of that year took up work
at the Pennsylvania State College as

Instructor in Agronomy, in charge of
instruction in Soils. In June 1909
he was promoted to the rank of
Assistant Professor of Agronomy, a

position which he now holds.

During four mounths of the year
—

June to October, he is in the employ
of the U. S. Department of Agri
culture as Soil Scientist, and during
the summers of 1908 and 1909 has
assisted in the making of a recon-

noissance soil map of the State of

Pennsylvania. During the coming
summer he will be in charge of the
reconnoissance work. In this work
only the major soil differences—the

FORMER STUDENTS
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series—are shown, and large areas of
the state are covered each season
In this way Mr. Shaw has gained an

intimate knowledge of the soil and
crop conditions over a large part of
the state.

He has been active in Farmers
Institute work and is one of the
lecturers on the Agricultural Special
Trains that have been run throughout
the state.

'88, B. S. A.—Milo F. Webster

formerly of Victor, N. Y. is now

secretary of the Tompkins County
Co-operative Fire Insurance Company.
His address is 3 1 5 East State Street

Ithaca, N. Y.

'06, B. S. A.—Ora Lee, Jr., having
completed a very satisfactory "post
graduate" course of four years in the
Bureau of Soils, U. S. Department
Agriculture, resigned from that De

partment on March first in order to

assume the management of his father's
farm located at Albion, N. Y. Mr.

Lee was business manager of the

Countryman for '05-06.
'06, B. S. A.—Ernest Kelly now

Deputy State Dairy Inspector of

Washington, with an office at 414

Mehlhorn Building, Seattle, Wash.,

was recently married to Miss Dorrace
of Maryland. He recently declined a

position in the Dairy Division of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
'08, B. S. A.—A. W. McKay who is

engaged in field investigations in

pomology for the federal bureau of

plant industry is now located in Los

Angeles, Cal. His address is in care

of the Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C.

'08, B. S. A.—J. Vincent Jacoby is

now located at Bernardsville, N. J.
where he is assistant to the manager
of the 300 acre farm of Mr. William

Chann, Jr.
'08, B. S. A.—Mrs. Hueston Mc

Cormick of Berkeley, California, an

nounces the engagement of her dangh-
ter, Miss Jessie Sevier McCormick, to
Chester J. Hunn of Ithaca, N. Y.

Miss McCormick is a graduate of the

University of California, B.L., 1908,
and is at present teaching music and

literature at the Kawaiahao Seminary
at Honolulu, Hawaii. Mr. Hunn is

Assistant Horticulturist at the Hawaii

Federal Experiment Station. The

wedding will take place in Honolulu

in the latter part of June.
Congratulations to "Chet."
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What Do You Know About

Modern, Up-to-Date

Vernacular?
You are missing the rarest, richest humor of

contemporary literature if you fail to read the

TORCHY
AND

McCABE

Stories

by
Sewell Ford

In the Artistic Magazine
of The Buffalo Sunday Courier

"Torchy" is a red-headed office boy who is a deep philosopher and ap
preciates all the foibles of human nature. He's keen as a razor and
bright as ,a diamond. His speech sparkles with every new word
coined from the crucible of modern slang. George Ade at his best was
not superior to "Torchy." These stories Ire easily the best of the kind
ever written m English.

• M+lCabTeT (."Shorty") is older than "Torchy," mellowed by an experience

Lte, University
of

"

Hard-Knocks
"

a graduate of the Coneg ol
Modern-Shams and Smug Hypocrisy. He speaks with the wisdSm of
Jipictetus in the vernacular of extreme modernism.

These stories are a mental cocktail.

Read them in the Magazine of

1 he Sunday Courier
ALL DEALERS, 5 CENTS

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Co UNTRYMAN.
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AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS OR AGRICUL

TURAL COURSES, WHICH?

By Eugene Davenport
Dean of the Illinois Agricultural College, Urbana, 111.

rpVERY intelligent student of mod-
•^

ern educational progress must be

convinced of the fact that secondary
education in agriculture is greatly
needed not only for the benefit of

vast numbers of individuals who will

never reach college but for the de

velopment of the practice of agricul
ture and the improvement of the

standards of country life. The ra

pidity with which this conviction has

forced itself forward is startling to

those of us who remember the tardy
and even grudging recognition given
to the work of the Colleges of Agri
culture. For thirty years this work

hung in the balance and now within a

decade of the first recognition of its

success comes an overwhelming de

mand for its duplication on secondary

levels. The only question in any

body's mind, I think, these days is

whether this duplication should be in

separated schools or whether it should

be introduced as a part of the educa

tional system in existing high schools.

Without a doubt, the easiest way to

solve the question is to repeat among

secondary schools the history of the

collegiate education, namely, start
off

on a separated plan. This was neces

sary a generation ago when existing

colleges not only ignored the problem
of industrial education but looked

upon it with indifference, and even

antipathy. These conditions
_

are

changed in modern days and agricul
ture now flourishes best in institutions

of the widest scope, and nearly all

educators have come to understand

that the education of a great people is
a broad effort to educate along many
lines, industrial as well as non-

industrial.

It might be necessary to maintain

separate schools for agriculture and

other industrial subjects if any in

herent antagonism existed between

agriculture and other subjects. For

tunately, no such antagonism exists,
but quite to the surprise of everybody
it is found upon experiment that agri
culture and other subjects are mutu

ally helpful and each is the richer for

the presence of the other.

About one-third of all of our people
will ultimately inhabit the land and

be farmers, and 90 to 95 per cent of

our total population will be industrial

in some capacity. If our public
school system will expand itself even

a little and add elective vocational

courses to occupy approximately one-

fourth of the student's time, then the

following good effects will ensue :

1. Each student will be educated

both vocationally and non-vocation

ally.
2. Each individual can select his

vocation at the age when such selec

tion should be made and without

leaving his school.

3. Men of various occupations will

be educated side by side with much

that is in common, all of which will

tend to the formation of a bond of

sympathy among the industries on

the one hand and between the indus

trial and the non-industrial on the

other.
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4. Such specialized instruction can

be given much cheaper than in

separated schools because it will
avoid

the duplication of sciences and the

humanities which are needed for all

classes.

5. It will make fewer educational

centers. The schools, therefore, can

be larger and much more rapidly
reached by the young people, gener

ally without the necessity of leaving

home except for the day.

If, on the contrary, the existing

schools ignore industrial problems

agricultural and otherwise, then the

establishment of separated schools

will be both inevitable and advisable.

The unfortunate consequences of such

separation would be briefly outlined

as follows :

1. Each group of people live in its

own peculiar atmosphere, growing
less and less sympathetic with other

people of other interests and occupa

tions.

2. Very much needless duplication
of non-technical work.

3. Inevitably an inferior grade of

schools for industrial purposes from

sheer inability to supply the proper

amount and quality of non-industrial

training.

Many persons do not believe that a

laborer needs education. Men used

to say that reading and writing were

not necessary for a laborer. Now we

grant him a common school course

but doubt the value of high school

work. Not long ago President Taft

made a speech in which he voiced the

sentiment that we would always need
a great class of laboring people who

would not need a high school educa

tion. I do not believe he had

seriously considered the subject. I

4. Widely separated schools com

pelling the children at an immature

age to leave home as if they were go

ing to college.

5. The necessity of choosing early

in life or having the choice made for

them a profession, around which all

of their education and experience will

range with very little opportunity for

change after the choice is once made.

For these and other equally good

considerationswhichmight be enumer

ated were space available, the separa

ted agricultural high school is an

institution to be favored only in a

last extremity and in case the existing

high school should persist in ignoring
the needs of industrial people and the

necessity for industrial development
in this country. If it can be accomp

lished in no other way, then by all

means let us have a separated school,

but if it can be accomplished by a

broad educational effort which will

function along the line of all im

portant activities, by all means let it

come this way. Educators generally,
I believe, see the problem in this

broader vision, and I can but be con

vinced that the state which develops

along the broader line will ultimately
be the better for it.

think he merely voiced the common

sentiment that men who work with

their hands do not need to know much.

Such an attitude cannot stand the

tests of statistics. The economy of

educating men can never be measured

by their occupations. There is no

occupation that does not offer un

limited opportunity for the use of

brains. The only limit to education

should be the capacity of the indivi

dual, not his proposed occupa

tion.

AGRICULTURE FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

By G. F. Warren

Professor of Farm Management and Farm Crops, Cornell University

Extract from an address delivered at the Second Annual Conference on Agricultural
Science, at Amherst, Mass., July, 1909.

HOW MUCH EDUCATION DOES A LABORER NEED?
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Last week I rode a few miles on a

canal-boat load of coal that was going
to Washington and talked with the
4

'Captain." He had been driving a

canal-boat some fourteen years as

near as he could "reckon," and was

yet a boy. All this time he had been

going over the same 180 miles and has
seen the canal-boat business decreas

ing year by year. He had a good
mind but no schooling. I asked him
what the charge was per ton for haul

ing. He did not know. What did
the railroad with which he competed
charge? He did not know. His

interest was in changing the mules and
in seeing the old landmarks as he

passed.
I contrast this with a boy who had

taken a short winter course in agricul
ture and whom I had just seen on a

farm. When he sows oats he is think

ing of the variety, the rate of seeding,
the depth of seeding and how the

plant readjusts itself if sown too

deeply, the amount of fertilizer that is

being put on, how much it cost, how

much is saved by home mixing, how
much the labor of sowing is worth.

He is alert and happy because he is

living. To think is to live.

In our farm-management investiga
tions at Cornell University we have

incidentally secured some very em

phatic figures on the value of high
school education for farmers. In this

work we have visited all the farms in a

number of townships and have se

cured figures that give the farmer's

labor income. By this we mean the

amount that he earned as a result of

his year s labor. If we subtract the

business expenses from the receipts
and correct for any change in inven

tory, we secure what we call the

farm income. But the farmer and his

capital were both employed, therefore,
we subtract interest on his capital at

5 per cent, in order to see what the

farmer made. If more than one

member of the family worked, the

value of the additional unpaid laborer

is also subtracted. We then have the

amount that the farmer made as a

result of his own labor. The primary

purpose of this work is to study the

effect of methods of farming and other
factors on profits. Incidentally we

ask each farmer the highest school

that he had attended. When these

results were compared in four town

ships, we find:1

Number of farmers who have attended

district school only, 622

Number who have attended a high
school or equivalent , 223

Number who have attended a college
or university, 1 4

We secure figures that enable us to
calculate the labor income for 573 of

these men. The results are as follows :

Number Average
of labor

farmers, income.

Attended district school

only, 398 $318
Attended high school or

equivalent, 165 622

Attended college or uni

versity, 10 847
The question at once arises as to

whether the high school men did not

have better farm opportunities. To

eliminate any such differences the

farms were arranged in equal capital

groups.

Capital

income of

farmers with

district

school

education.

income of

farmers with

more than

district school

education.

2000 and under 187 286

2001 to $4000 24I 275

4001 to 6000 398 466
6001 to 8000 395 709

8001 to IOOOO 618 796
10001 to 15000 525 IO9I

over 15000 1054 I272

From this table we see that in every

group the men with the better
educa

tion were able to use their capital
more effectively. From the first table

we see that there is a difference of $304

per year greater wages, or labor in

come, for the men who have attended

high schools. A high school educa

tion is worth more to these farmers

than an endowment of $6000 in 5 per

cent, bonds.

iK. C. Livermore, Thesis in Cornell University

Library. The results will be published in a bulletin

in the near future.
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THE CHIEF PURPOSE OF TEACHING AGRICULTURE IN HIGH SCHOOLS IS NOT

TO KEEP THE BOYS ON THE FARM

We are told that we must teach

agriculture in order to keep the boys

on the farms. At the same time we

are told that farming does not pay.

If the laws of economics apply we

must have too many farmers,
—if

farming does not pay. During the

past generation we have certainly

had toomany farmers to
allow farmers

to make reasonable wages. Now the

proportion of farmers is very much

less and farming is beginning to pay.

The real reason for this teaching is to

train men to farm better and live

better. The better we farm the fewer

farmers we need.

In the times of our forefathers when

farming was very poorly done, all

men were farmers because one man

could not raise more food than his

family required. When men began

to farm better one farmer raised

enough to keep two families, so one

family could move to town, to make

machinery, clothing, pianos and auto

mobiles for the remaining farmer.

Large cities are the result of good

farming. If we so train our farmers

that one man can raise as much food

as four men now raise then we will be

sending men to the cities—not keep

ing them on the farms, and they will

be needed in the cities to make the

numerous articles that the more intel

ligent farmers demand.

During the past thirty years the

area farmed per male worker has

increased one-third, and the crop

yields per acre have also increased.1

As farmers become better educated

there will be an increasing tendency
for the less efficient to move to cities

where they can work in factories under

direction. The factories can give
such close supervision that they can

use men who are not qualified to make

good farmers. The natural road to

advancement for the rural laborer is

as it should be, first a renter, then a

farm owner. The man who is to be a

hired laborer all his days is best off in
the city, where the closer supervision

IElements of Agriculture, pg. 416, 417, 419.

can get the most out of his smaller

talent, and in return the city pays

him better wages than he can secure

on the farm. You have doubtless

seen the failures of the numerous

efforts to colonize the inefficient of

the cities on farms. These efforts can

rarely succeed. The farm is not the

best place for the inefficient.

To those who are not familiar with

the nature of agriculture teaching, it

may seem like a trade subject. But

it is not primarily a trade subject.

Only about half of our population is

engaged in agricultural work. But

the interest in agriculture includes

nearly all the population. A very

large part of our city population,

particularly of the larger cities, is

coming to take the keenest interest in

agricultural questions. The number

of agricultural inquiries that have

come to the Cornell Experiment Sta

tion from New York City within the

past few years is very remarkable, but

no more so than the movement for

the ownership and management of

farms by city men. Nearly every

one is interested in growing plants and

animals, and there are some funda

mental principles of this growth that

every boy and girl should have an

opportunity to learn, if they so

desire,—not that they may become

farmers or farmers' wives, but for the

educational training and intelligent
interest in life that this knowledge

brings. This training is often as

desirable for those who are to live in

cities as for those who are to live on

farms. We can never wholly separate
our interests from the soil on which we

walk, and the plants and animals on

which our life depends.
It is not desirable that a teacher

try to make farmers of farmers' sons,

or lawyers of lawyers' sons. This

thing that distinguishes America from
the Old World is the nobility of its

society. Each man may do what he

likes, and become what his energy
will make him. While it is not

desirable to try to make farmers, it
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"some fundamental principles that

every boy should have an oppor

tunity to learn."

does seem desirable to stop unmaking
them. The present trend of all our

education is cityward. We have been

living in a city-making epoch. The

bright farm boy, as he has attended

PLACE OF AGRICULTURE IN

One or more years of agriculture
can be taught in a high school just as

algebra is now taught. It will natu

rally replace foreign language. I

know that this sentence will arouse

the fury of some of our live teachers

of the dead languages, but I beg them

to remember that this does not mean

fewer students in language but means

that many bright boys who refuse to

take the present course will be held

in school. I know of a teacher of

Greek in a great University who says

that there are only seventy real Uni

versity students in the institution

because only seventy take Greek. He

forgets that if all the students were
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the village high school has been taught
much that would naturally interest

him in city occupations. The teacher

has become interested in him, and has

encouraged him to "make something
of himself.

' '

This usually means that
he become a lawyer, a doctor or per

haps an engineer. The nature of his

books, and the advice of his friends

have led him to believe that these are

the lines in which mental ability will

bring the greatest returns. If he did

become a farmer, he frequently felt

that by doing so he lost his real op

portunities. In the past, this may
have been so ; but to-day, law, medi

cine, and the ministry are not the only
learned professions. The practice of

agriculture now offers as great a field

for scientific study as is offered by the

practice of medicine. It is drudgery
to raise 100 bushels of potatoes but it

is not drudgery to raise 300 bushels

per acre,
—it is applied science.

The teaching of agriculture will

make better farmers, who will make

more money. It will lead more boys
to choose farming as a profession be

cause it will open up a field for intel

lectual life whose existence they never

suspected. But the great reason for

this work is that it is one of the best

means of training a student's mind,
and is one of the best means because

he studies the things that come

within his experience
—the things with

which and by which he lives.

THE HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

required to take Greek there would

probably not be seventy in the

institution.

Biology and chemistry ought to

precede or accompany agriculture.
It is possible to teach agriculture and

combine a few lessons in chemistry
with it, but a good course in chemistry

ought to be given in every high
school.

A certain high school with four

teachers now offers the following
course :

—

First Year :
—

English
Latin or modern language
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Algebra
Civics (one-half), physical geogra

phy (one-half)

Second Year :
—

Latin ormodern language

History.
Algebra and plane geometry

Botany

Third Year :
—

Latin or modern language

Geometry
Chemistry
Elective

Fourth Year :—

Latin or modern language

English

Physics
Elective

Those who elect agriculture in such

a school might take it as the elective

subject during the last two years.

One of the last two years of language
might also be replaced by arithmetic

and book-keeping.
If a school desires to offer a very

strong course in agriculture it might
give the following. Such a school

will usually have one teacher who is

well prepared in agriculture.

SPECIAL COURSE IN AGRICULTURE

The special schools of agriculture
and domestic science can develop
much more elaborate courses. But

many of the regular high schools can

give more attention to agriculture.
Such a course as the following could

be followed without much alteration
in present courses in many schools.

First Year :—

English
Botany (Give considerable atten

tion to agricultural

plants and plant dis

eases.)

Algebra
Physical geography (one-half year) .

(Give special attention

to soils and soil forma

tion, and to the weath

er.)

Zoology with special reference to

insects and economic

forms (one-half year.)
Second Year :—

Latin, modern language or elective.

History
Algebra and Geometry
Chemistry (Give special attention
to plant food and animal foods.)

Third Year :
—

Physics (Use as many illustra

tions from every day
life as possible.)

Latin, modern language or elective.

Geometry (one-half year), business
and farm arithmetic

(one-half year.)
Agriculture

Fourth Year :—

English
Civics (one-half year)
Book-keeping and farm accounts

(one-half year)
Commercial geography (one-half

year)
Physiology of man and domestic

animals (one-half year)
Agriculture.



AGRICULTURE IN A VILLAGE HIGH SCHOOL

By F. A. Woodward

Principal of Fairport High School

HTHE standard in education is today of this paper to consider one of them;
considerably higher than it was namely, agriculture.

thirty or forty years ago Parents L Why chosen. Agriculture was
who m their youth thought them- chosen be^ause (a) it 0|ered a means

selves liberally educated when they for appiying the knowledge gained in
had completed the elementary school the regular science courses; (b) farm-

au^ ?
n0t cont(rnt tl!1 their

ing is regarded in this community as

children have received at least the
by no means the least desirable occupa-

traming offered m the high school. tion because the country about Fair-

Only twenty per cent of the parents of portj Monroe county, supports a

the members of the present senior
highiy prosperous farming people;

class in Fairport High School received
(c) the natUre study movement had

a high school education or its equiva- helped to prepare the way; (d) the
lent-

movement from city to country is

Secondary schools doing work of
helping to make the study of agricul-

high school grade were originally ture a popular one.
established, organized and maintained TT

. .

solely as college preparatory schools.
"• Mm- The course is not planned

But only a small per cent of high
to be extensive enough to give any-

school pupils are now entering higher *W llke * thorough training m the

institutions of learning. It is a ^eory
and practice of agriculture.

recognized fact that the high school
But the work does give the same

does not now exist for the sake of
™e"tal discipline received by the

preparing boys and girls for college, f\^
of
^

c°urse

1,nfscie"Ce'
lt

1Sa
In fact that is only a small part of its f«U7 as interesting and furthermore

a

1 r xi.
•

■+ r u-~u „«-u~«i desire may be created in some pupil
work, for the majority of high school ?

. .

,
,

rtrv„- „i

•1 j j.
■

u I + ™nrt,™ to ro farther m the study ol agncul-
pupils do not wish to go to college ^

&
, ,

.

, -\r
°

n

,

F K -ii + 11^^ \ktu*t ture and become an intelligent and
and never will go to college. Why

_____ farmer and trms a con-

then, should the course of study be prosperous larmer and thus a con

1 111 n j- „„:~n tented citizen.
bounded by college entrance require

ments? Why not give the pupils a III. Content of the course. The Re

course in English designed to teach gents 1905 syllabus in agriculture is

them how to speak and write the used as a guide except that more

English language correctly and to weight is given to the plant side than

give them an appreciation of good to the study of animals since the

books? Why not make the subject farming about Fairport consists most-

matter of the course in mathematics ly in the production of crops and in

and science applicable to the ordinary fruit growing. The class studies the

affairs of life instead of requiring the environment of the plant such as

pupil to lay a foundation for the light, heat, air, soil, moisture, plant

work of the college when he intends food, repressive and noxious agencies.

never to erect the super-structure? The leading crops of the community

The writer has been for some time are studied, particular attention being

seeking to find a way to offer to his given this year to the study of corn.

high school pupils subjects that have In the study of fruit-growing such

immediate connection with the earn- topics were treated as reasons for

ing of a livelihood. In September spraying, includingmethods employed

1909 arrangements were made for and preparation of the spraying

organizing classes in two or three new mixtures; pests and conditions menac-

subjects not taught before and voca- ing the welfare of the plant and the

tional in character. It is the purpose principles of grafting. Some atten-
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tion is also given to farm schemes and

management.

IV. The class of pupils electing the

course. The class is composed of ten

boys and two girls nearly all of whom

are second year high school pupils.
Six of the boys live in the country

and are nonresident pupils. Four of

the boys and the two girls, or half of

the class, live in the village of Fair-

port.

V. Methods employed. The class

meets twice a week for laboratory
work and twice a week for recitations.

A regular text-book in agriculture is

used and several works on agriculture
in the school library are used for

reference by the class. The labora

tory work consists of individual

experimentation in the science labora

tory of the school together with field

work.

VI. Equipment for the course. The

science laboratory with the apparatus
used in the regular science courses has
been adequate for the work thus far

attempted. A special teacher is not

employed, as the teacher in charge of

the science, work in the school is well

grounded in science, and although
equipped with no special training in

agriculture, except a lively interest in

it, has very successfully handled the

work.

VII. Difficulties encountered. Pupils
were at first diffident about entering
the class in "farming" and the student

body seemed inclined not to take the

new course seriously. We expe
rienced the same difficulties that

'

'book

farming" has always encountered

when first brought to the attention of

the farmers.

VIII. Results and conclusions. Al

though the work has been under way
but a short time we are able to note

results and draw conclusions. The
members of the class themselves have

become earnest and interested in the

work so that now the course in agri
culture has won a place for itself in

the school. Two or three pupils have

already expressed a desire to enter

the State College of Agriculture at

Ithaca. We also find that the village
bred boys are interested in the work

as well as the boys from the farms.

We are, therefore, in some degree

turning back to the country the tide

that has been for so long flowing city
wards.

In the light of our experience with

this class it would seem that the quick
est and best way to bring instruction

in agriculture to the boys and girls of

high school age would be to introduce

the subject into every village high
school in the state. According to the

report of the New York State Educa

tion Department for 1909, over nine

thousand pupils from rural school

districts were last year instructed in

the high schools of the state under the

free tuition act. Eighty-eight per

cent of these pupils attended village
high schools. Furthermore, if agricul
ture is taught in the high schools not

only will the boys from the country
be turned back to the farms but some

village boys will be interested and be
come intelligent farmers, thus adding
to the rural population.
The village high schools cannot

offer the thorough course given at the

secondary schools of agriculture that
the state has already established or

may hereafter establish. But these

special schools can reach only those

persons who are seeking instruction in

agriculture, while the village high
schools are already filled with boys
and girls from the country. Many of

these would not go to an agricultural
school but some of them can be

interested in a course in agriculture
given in connection with the regular
high school course.
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GOVERNMENT POLICY IN AGRICULTURAL

EDUCATION

By An Interested Authority

THE
federal government of the

United States has never control

led to any great extent public educa

tion. It is true that grants of land

were given almost from the beginning
to foster education in all grades in the

new states. The outcome of this

policy has been varied, some states

having little to show while other

states, such as Minnesota have gained
much. To this general policy the

federal government added in the

darkest days of the Civil War a more

specific policy by providing for a new

type of education which the agencies
then available either could not or

would not provide. The history of

education shows everywhere the strug

gle of the sciences to enter the institu

tions of learning. The value of the

arts in education was early recog

nized in the United States and in the

second quarter of last century the

sciences began to find their way into

the curricula of the colleges. The

application of these sciences to every

day life was the next step in educa

tional development. Before i860 a

few private and state experiments
were made in this new field with vary

ing success. It was at this juncture
that the federal government stepped
in and by legislation, now considered

epoch making, laid the foundations

for our magnificent system of state

agricultural and mechanical colleges.
Justin Smith Morrill, representative
and senator in Congress from Ver

mont introduced on the 14th of

December, 1857, ..is first bill for the

creation of such conges. The diffi

culties encounter; A by this new idea

are not easily understood in this day
but the farsightedness, skill and

tenacity of purpose finally, in 1862,
led to federal aid for this new type of

education. The bill was approved by
President Lincoln on the second of

July and it is of interest to recall that
in this same year, 1862, the home

stead law was enacted which was of

such great influence in settling the

central west. In brief, federal aid

was given by "donating public lands

to the several States and Territories

which may provide colleges for the

benefit of agriculture and the me

chanic arts." Thirty thousand acres

for each senator and representative in

Congress gave New York nine hun

dred and ninety thousand acres. To

such States which did not have

enough public land for the purposes

of the act of Congress there was

issued land scrip* which was sold by
such states and the proceeds applied
to the purposes of the act. The land

scrip sold by New York produced

$688,572.12. The states accepting
the provisions of this so called Morrill

Act of 1862 or the Land Grant Act,
entered into a contract to make the

new type of college a part of the

system of public education. In some

states separate agricultural and me

chanical colleges were organized, in

others the new branches were made

parts of the curriculum of the State

university. Many states thus round

ed out their educational system. A

new problem arose in some states on

account of having two institutions of

higher education under the state

control.

In the state of New York the land

scrip was sold to Ezra Cornell who

proposed to unite his private means

with those received from the land

grant and "found an institution

where any person can find instruction

in any study." The narrower aim of

the Land Grant Act was thus included

in the larger ideal of Ezra Cornell.

The state of New York now pays
Cornell University five per cent on the

amount of the land scrip fund. The

Board of Trustees of Cornell Uni

versity through its Land Committee

♦Government certificates entitling the holder to
public lands.
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so handled the selection, care and sale
of the lands in the West resulting
from the ownership of the land scrip
that the endowment resulting known
as the Cornell Endowment Fund
amounts to more than four million
dollars and this was declared by the
New York Court of Appeals and the
United States Supreme Court the
absolute property of Cornell Uni

versity.
A final provision of the charter of

Cornell University provided that it
should "annually receive students,
one from each assembly district of the
State—free of any tuition fee—in

consideration of their superior ability,
and as a reward for superior scholar

ship in the academies and public
schools of this State." No tuition

fee has been demanded of students in

agriculture.
The difficulties which this instruc

tion in agriculture and the mechanic

arts had to cope with were numerous.

In the course of time mechanic arts

worked out its problems long before

agriculture and it was not until the

early nineties that the agricultural
side awakened to new life and activity.
That some of this backwardness was

due to the negative attitude of those

in administrative control is well

known but in the nineties the tide set

in which forced these men and boards

of control to heed the demand for

agricultural education as good and

sound as education in the mechanic

arts or any other branches.

This impetus to agricultural educa

tion was helped by the so-called

Second Morrill Act or Congressional
Industrial Fund. This legislation ap

proved by President Harrison in 1890

provided that from the proceeds of

the sale of public lands there should

be given to the colleges established

under the Morrill Act of 1862, for

their better endowment and support

the sum of fifteen thousand dollars a

year with an annual increase of one

thousand dollars a year for ten years,

and the annual amount to be paid

thereafter to be twenty-five thousand

dollars "to be applied only to instruc

tion in agriculture, the mechanic arts,

the English language and the various

branches of mathematical, physical,
natural and economic science, with

special reference to their application
in the industries of life." This stimu

lus and the ever increasing demand for

agricultural instruction led many

states particularly those of the Central
West to enter upon far reaching plans
of development and the special appro
priations provided by legislatures in

such states as Illinois, Iowa, Wiscon

sin and others are commensurate with

the needs of agricultural instruction
and the agricultural industry. The

States of the East long lagged behind
and Cornell University suffered with

others.

It is a magnificent fact that

practically no money from private
sources has been available for agri
cultural instruction in this country.
Millions have been given for mechanic

arts but very little to agriculture.
It seems to be the general view that

the State should support such instruc

tion. This is the history of our great

agricultural states where millions

have been expended to provide in

each state one institution of high

grade to teach agriculture and to en

large and perfect the knowledge of

the fundamentals on which agricul
ture is based. The State of New

York was a long time coming to this

conclusion and the beginning was

finally made with the establishment

of the New York State College of

Agriculture at Cornell University by
act of the legislature approved by
Governor Odell May 9, 1904. By
this act the former College of Agricul
ture (one of the coordinate colleges of

Cornell University) became a State

institution placed in the charge of

Cornell University cor administra

tion. This act provided for new

buildings and equipn ant at a cost of

two hundred and fifty thousand dollars .

The administratio 1 act which defined

the relations of the State and the

University was signed by Governor

Higgins April 12, 1906. By this act

the College is charged with the duty
"to improve the agricultural methods

of the State; to develop the agricul-
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tural resources of the State in the

production of crops of all kinds, in the

rearing and breeding of live-stock, in

the manufacture of dairy and other

products, in determining better meth

ods of handling and marketing such

products, and in other ways; and to

increase intelligence and elevate the

standards of living in the rural

districts. For the attainment of these

objects the college is authorized to

give instruction in the sciences, arts

and practices relating thereto, in such

courses and in such manner as shall

best serve the interests of the State;
to conduct extension work in dis

seminating agricultural knowledge
throughout the State by means of

experiments and demonstrations on

farms and gardens, investigations of

the economic and social status of

agriculture, lectures, publication of

bulletins and reports, and in such

other ways as may be deemed advis

able in the furtherance of the afore

said objects; to make researches in

the physical, chemical, biological and
other problems of agriculture, the

application of such investigations to

the agriculture of New York, and the

publication of the results thereof."

At the same session of the Legislature
a clause of the appropriation act

provided for a maintenance fund for

the next year of one hundred thou

sand dollars.

sure sign of spring.



THE AGRICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOL, A NEW
GRIP ON THE RURAL PROBLEM

By B.H. Crocheron, '08
Principal of the Agricultural High School of Baltimore County, Maryland

T scho^^.r^f'Tii11^ high comPetent teacher to be procured

rrouns TW I ^
faU mto tW0 unless a higher salary is paid than

f^to^WhS°?1? int°,Which that to which the school has been
agriculture has been introduced as an accustomed. The result has been

ttflZt 0i™Wl^^y subject that, in general, the teaching of

Sl2TmSvS0ll ^'^i ar6 a^lcult-e in th-e old-line schools
created primarily to teach agriculture has been poor and perfunctory The
but which with it give a general young teacher fired with the en-
eaucation

thusiasm of his profession ultimately
I he school into which agriculture bows to the school system of which he

has been introduced as an additional is a part or else gets out to make
or supplementary subject is usually room for someone else who will
one which has been m existence for adjust himself to mildewed rules and
some time as a typical old-line high- extinct theories. The school teaches
school of the small town or county- agriculture because there is a demand
seat. The school has not exactly for it but the teaching is usually of low
filled its mission as shown by the fact grade.
that late in its existence it changes its

°

The agricultural teacher asks for a
curriculum to introduce a new sub- continuous heating of the building
ject, agriculture, in order to meet a throughout the winter in order that
demand. The teaching of agriculture his plants may not freeze. He is told
is urged because the people want it or that as a matter of "administrative
because some person or persons in policy" it will have to be very care-

authority want it. The school de- fully considered. The request is
cides to install a course of one or more buried in some committee and the

years in agriculture and there the plants die. He asks that the building
difficulties begin. be lighted and open for evening meet-
The old-line school finds itself ings of farmers and is told that he is

hampered by the old ideas and ideals part of a system of several dozen

of the school. It is not prepared to state high schools. To light and

shift its entire view-point but merely equip each one for evening meetings
to introduce a new subject on the is a grave matter which would cost an

same status as Greek or Latin. But, immense sum. However, they will

to make this old school a real vital consider the matter. They do, and
force in the rural community requires the request is turned down. He asks

not only the introduction of a new to take the students on field trips,
fund of subjectmatter but a new spirit excursions to experiment stations,
in the whole work of the school. It and visits to other institutions. The

has been used to the old ways of authorities tell him they detest junket-
teaching and the old methods of work. ings. He asks for some microscopes,
It finds difficulty in adjusting itself to some brass soil tubes, and running
a subject which to be well taught water. They tell him they aren't

requires more space, more time and conducting a college.
more money than any of the old-line The writer is in touch with some of

studies. There is usually no sufficient those who are bravely trying to

place for laboratories. The authori- make these old schools into agricul-
ties receive a shock to their well tural institutions. The impression
regulated system when they find how received from them and from a visit

much it costs to equip a good labora- to their schools is, that the problem is

tory, and that there is no really tremendously complicated and rend-
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ered more difficult by the age and

authority of the system which they
must combat. Our feeling of sym

pathy with the well-meaning men

who are teaching agriculture in these

old schools is only exceeded by our

regret at their lack of results.

Agriculture is more than a subject
of instruction : it is also a spirit, an

ideal, a point of view that must per

vade all the work. It is hard to

teach an old dog new tricks.

* * *

The special agricultural school is a

new creation. It is free from tradi

tions, systems and precedents; hence

free to grow in any direction. This

great freedom means much success if

development is in the right direction
—and a failure equally great if the

school starts wrong. The success

with which it is attended will depend
upon the persons who are responsible
for its conduct.

The central idea of the agricultural

high school is that it shall meet the

needs of a rural society. Unless a

rural school prepares men and women

to take their places in a country

community it does not succeed. Be

cause not more than four per cent of

those who enter high school ever enter

college or any higher institution, the

agricultural high school is designed
rather for those who need it as a

finishing school than those to

whom it is a preparatory school. The

agricultural high school is intended to

meet the needs of the 96 per cent who
will never go to college.
The agricultural high school is thus

really a vocational school. It does

not fit into the middle of any educa

tional system; it merely articulates

with the lower school and leads up
ward as far as it can take its students

in preparation for country life.

The school does not teach foreign
languages because it believes that the
country boy or girl cannot afford the

time to study them. Instead it

offers agriculture, domestic science,
manual training and allied practical
subjects in an attempt to prepare
students for the world where they
must work. In the best type of

agricultural school no subject is

taught merely for the sake of mental

discipline. Unless the subject has a

vocational, cultural or practical effect

on the life of the pupil it is not

taught. The folks for whom the

agricultural high school is designed
cannot afford to spend their time

merely stretching their mentality.

They must make a living and want to

know how.

The best type of school doesn't

abandon its pupils in the middle of the

afternoon but tries so to influence

them that the influence lasts all the

year round. It tries to teach them

to work right, to eat right and to play
right. It tries to get them to live

right, to sleep right and to die right.
It cares less about books and black

boards than it does about people and
land.

But the agricultural high school

doesn't content itself with five or six

hours a day of teaching nor does it

restrict its labors to "persons between
the ages of six and twenty-one." It

even reaches out and draws in people
who haven't gone to school in a

generation. It usually becomes a

community center so that the men

and women get to look upon it as

their own place of gathering and as a

stimulus toward a better life such as

not even the rural church affords.

All this does not mean of necessity,
a specially created state school. The

writer knows of a little high school

maintained entirely from county
school funds where a force of but

four teachers maintain a school along
these lines. Although the school has

been in existence less than a year the

community already look upon it as

their dearest possession. The farmers

meet at the school to talk on crop-

raising. A series of ten evening
lectures on soils had an average atten

dance of a hundred and twenty-five
per lecture. A hundred persons each

exhibited ten ears of corn at a corn

congress and almost a thousand came

to hear the lectures given for two

days and evenings by twelve experts
from the state college and the depart
ment of agriculture. A hundred of
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the farm women meet at the school

one Saturday afternoon each month

to get instruction in cooking, home

crafts and carpentry ; most of all they
meet to get acquainted. About a

hundred of the young men and wo

men, too old to go to school, are

members paying dues of a literary
society which meets one evening
every two weeks. The county teach

ers of the one-room rural schools

meet to spend a whole day together
at the school once a month. There

are a hundred and fifty pupils in the

school, including both elementary
and high school grades. All of these

study agriculture.
The agricultural high school has

come to stay but it will not be an old-

line high school with agriculture tied

on the end like a tin can on the tail of

a dog.

NATURE STUDY IN THE GRADE OR DISTRICT SCHOOL GETS THE CHILDREN

INTERESTED AND KEEPS THEM BUSY.

FEEDING COLOR-AN AID IN STUDYING

PHYSIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

By C. A

Assistant Professor of Poultry Husbandry, New

THE coloring of animal tissues with

Sudan III was known as early

as 1896 by an Italian Scientist, Daddi.

Dr. Oscar Riddle of Chicago Univer

sity was one of the first to continue

with color work. It was through the

incentive of an address by him before

the zoological meeting at Chicago,

1907-8 that the feeding of color dyes

was begun at Cornell University
.

Dr.

. Rogers
York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca, N. Y.

Gage, Professor of Histology and Em

bryology, with the Department of

Poultry Husbandry in co-operation,
started several experiments of feeding
Sudan III to hens.* The work has

since been continued by the writer, us

ing other dyes in addition to Sudan III .

*Science 1908, N. S., Vol, XXV11I, No. 719, p. 494,
"Sudan III Deposited in the Egg and Transmitted

to the Chick."
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THE NATURE AND ACTION OF THE DYES

Sudan III is a common aniline dye,
a compound from Amidoazobenzene

and B—Napthol. It is soluble in

alcohol, ether, benzene, petroleum

ether, oils and fats. When fed to

fowls it apparently colors the fat

deposits only. In the experiments
with Sudan III, 25 m. g. of the dye

were fed to a mature fowl per day.

Although smaller amounts produced

color, it was not sufficiently intense.

Larger amounts might be fed without

injuring the fowl. Dr. Riddle, how

ever, has shown that excessive

amounts produced fault-bars in the

growing feathers of Barred Plymouth
Rocks.f
Another aniline dye that produces

striking results is Rhodamine Red.

It is fed in doses of roo m. g. to a

mature fowl per day. It colors the

body muscles, the feathers which are

being grown when the dye is in the

blood, and the shell and albumen of

the egg.
It should be borne in mind that

Sudan III colors the yolk of the egg

only, while Rhodamine Red colors the

albumen strongly and the yolk slightly.
The other dyes used were Auramine

Yellow and Saffranine Red. These

act in much the same way as the

Rhodamine Red.

There have been no injurious results
noticed except in one instance. The

fowl fed Auramine Yellow steadily
grew poorer, but regained weight as

soon as the dye waswithheld. Where

as the fowl fed Saffranine Red steadily
put on weight as long as the dye was

given.

THE EGG

The eggs from the fowls fed Sudan

III had as before stated, yolks of a

bright red color (Plate I, C). The

density ot this color, however, varied
with the amounts fed and the fre

quency of the feedings. Daily feeds

produced concentric layers of red

alternating with yellow yolk. Even

tBiological Bui. No. 6, May 1908, Vol. XIV, "The
Genesis of Fault Bars in Feathers and the Cause of
Alternation of Light and Dark Fundamental Bars."

with the dye in all the food no uni

formly colored yolks were produced.
The eggs laid soon after the first feed

ing of dye were banded near the outer

part only. These two facts show that

the yolk is built up by successive lay
ers of fat deposited on the surface of

the material already present and not

made by any intermingling of the

material of present with previous
manufacture.

When the color was fed at stated

intervals, the rate of growth within

the yolk was obtained. It is not only

possible, in this way, to calculate the

number of days required to completely
develop the yolk, but also to study the

relative amount of material added

during the stages of its formation.

We find that the deposition of yolk
material is very slow at first but ex

ceedingly rapid at the end, the outer

bands being much broader as well as

greater in circumference. With the

particular fowl observed it required
fourteen days for the yolk to be fully
formed. This observation was taken

during the heavy laying season.

It was apparent that the color bands

were much thinner than the yellow
bands of yolk when the dye was fed

daily. This would indicate that the

colored food from each feeding re

mained in the blood less than one half

day
—about eight hours, according

to the relative thickness of the bands.

Even when all of the food was colored,
the yolk deposits varied in density of

color. An explanation of this condi

tion might be that the rate of deposi
tion of the fat and albumen vary dur

ing the day and night and that while
one is being deposited heavily, the

other is less abundant.

The germ disc, albuminous center

and connecting tube were left un-

colored, showing that either they
contain little or no fat or were a part
of the ovary before the dye was fed.

Plate I, C indicates the position of the
white yolk center, the germinal disc
and the white connecting tube. It
can be observed also that the yolk
layers do not break evenly at the tube
but have an upward bend toward the
germinal disc.
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The Rhodamine Red dye colors the

albumen of the egg principally. There

is not enough protein in the yolk to

make the color show very distinctly in

contrast to the yellow. The albumen

is colored uniformly throughout Plate

I, A, but the density of the color often

varies from day to day, depending

apparently, upon the state of develop
ment of the egg when the dye is fed.

After two days of incubation the

fertile eggs colored with Sudan III

undergo a change. The outer bands

of color break up and intermingle with

the yellow bands of the yolk. By the
fifth day of incubation, the yolk is

quite well mixed so that only a faint

resemblance of the banded condition

remains. By this time, also, the al

bumen near the developing embryo

We have already seen, in the con

centric layers of Sudan III colored

yolk, that Sudan III colored fat does
not stain previous deposits in which

there is no circulation or communica

tion. Now, since this albumen was

white before being influenced by incu
bation, how can its fat be colored un

less circulation between it and the

yolk is begun when the egg is incu

bated? Also the fact that there still

remains practically as much fat in the

yolk after twelve days of incubation
as when fresh, and that it still has the
same approximate size and moisture
content would tend to indicate that
the fat in the albumen did not come

wholly or even in small part from the

yolk itself. The natural explanation
of this unexpected condition is that the
fat is changed from the protein in the
albumen. Attention is also called to

has turned pink. The bulk of the

albumen, however, is still white.

(Plate I, D). Upon boiling the egg,

which is necessary in order to make

this study, the white albumen becomes

quite like rubber, while the pink
albumen remains very soft; in fact,

on the third and fourth, and often on

the fifth day of incubation it was im

possible to get the pink albumen to

coagulate. The amount of the pink
albumen upon which the embryo, to

all appearances, directly feeds, remains

quite constant. The white albumen

gradually decreases until entirely
softened and used up.

The presence of color in the albumen

leads one to suspect fat, since Sudan

III colors fat only. Analysis does

show its presence in a large percentage.

the presence of the small amount of

protein in the albumen fed upon by the

embryo. This leads us to question
whether the bulk of nourishment pro
vided the embryo is in the form of

protein or fat.

An opposite result pointing to the

same conclusion occurs when incu

bating the Rhodamine Colored eggs.
In this instance the soft albumen no

longer retains the pink color of the fresh

egg but becomes a light yellow, resem

bling the yolk in appearance, only
being fine grained. (Plate I, B) . As

the colored protein is changed by the

influence of incubation it loses its color

entirely.
The infertile egg does not change in

color or composition. The bands of

color in the yolk remain as in the fresh

egg even after five days of incuba

tion.

Analyses of the Yolks and Albumen of Fresh and Incubated Eggs

Fresh egg
—Albumen

Yolk
*Sudan III fWhite Albumen

egg incubated I Pink
five days I Yolk
*Sudan III JWhite Albumen

egg incubated < Pink

twelve days [Yolk
Day old chick yolk

% Protein in

Dry Matter
% Fat in

Dry Matter % Moisture

84-5 0.52 90.23

29-43 65.21 43 67
86.75 ■25 69 54

26.31 65-50 95 3«
30.44 65.67 57 5o

89.19 0.1 7 62 °3

25.06 69.71 76 36
29.87 65.24 5i 31

48.50 43.10 47 00

*(Note—The analytical work was done by Mr. L. J. Cross of the Department of Agricultural Chemistry
at Cornell University.)
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THE CHICK

The feeding of these dyes does not

impair the hatching power of the

eggs. The chickshatched from Sudan

III colored eggs were colored wherever

their bodies contained fat, especially
along the breast and abdomen, just
underneath the skin. (Plate I, E).
The yolk in the day old chick still con
tained color, indicating that some fat
remained. In one chick, twenty-four
hours old, the colored contents of the

yolk was gathered around the outer

portion of the yolk sacwhere it could be
most easily digested and assimilated.*

Analysis shows that there is a good

percentage of fat remaining. Except
for a slight increase in the percentage
of protein and a decrease in the per

centage of fat, the proportion of each

remains about constant while the yolk
is being absorbed. The moisture con

tent, also, remains practically con

stant.

Upon withholding food from Sudan

III colored chicks till four days of age
the fat tissues in the body were used

up in developing energy and heat.

Consequently, the color was passed

away and lost.

Since the color leaves the albumen

of the Rhodamine Red colored egg

as it is digested for the use of the

embryo, there would naturally be no

expectation of seeing color appear

conspicuously in the chick. This is

true except for a. very slight tint of

pink, which shows in the down.

THE FLESH

Sudan III was also fed to fattening
fowls. The exact extent and amount

of the fat deposits was shown by the

pink color. The color did not show up

♦Frank R. Lillie explains in "The Development of

the Chick" page 225 the feasibility of the contents

of the unabsorbed yolk in the day old chick being

digested and assimilated by a special glandular and

absorbing epithelium surrounding the yolk sac.

in layers as in the egg, but one dose

served to color all previous deposits
of fat due, presumably, to the circula

tion within the fat tissues.

The same condition was true with

Rhodamine Red. It colored all of the

muscle tissues a bright pink whether

deposited before or during the time of

feeding.

THE FEATHER

After noting the appearance of the

pink tint in the chick down, the dye
was fed daily to young chicks just
growing their first feathers. The

result was a decided flesh pink color

in the plumage. The red did not

stain those parts of the feather already
grown but only that portion grown

while Rhodamine Red was being fed.

When the chickens were about four

weeks old the dye was withheld for

seven days. After this the new feather

growth showed no color until the dye
was again fed. The result was a re

appearance of color at the base of the

growing feather. A broad white band,

indicating the growth for the days dur

ing which the dye was withheld, separ
ated the two areas of color. It also

shows by the unevennessof the white

band, that different feathers have

different rates of growth . (Plate I , F) .

When fed to mature fowls while

molting, the new feathers were tinted

with pink, varying in density with the

amount and regularity of Lthe color

feeding.
The Auramine Yellow dye produced

a slight yellow tint in growing plumage
when fed daily to a molting fowl in

100 m. g. doses.

The work here described is but the

beginning of this study. It is hoped,

however, that it may serve to illus

trate the numerous and varied fields

in which color dyes can be employed
in the study of physiological develop
ment.



CARE OF THE EYES

[continued]

By Geo. M. Gould, M.D.

XVII. BACKSTRAIN

Next to eyestrain the greatest cause

of suffering is backstrain. This word

means that there is a great strain of

the back and a weakening and injury
of vital power from the constant

efforts to keep the body straight (or

partially straight) when the backbone

has become crooked. By crooked or

curved back is not meant humpback.

Humpback is a secondary result of

side-curves of the back. The lateral

or side-curves come first and hump
back is a result of them. There is no

strain or hurt in humpback, there is

only distortion without illness. The

side curves begin in children, the

humpback follows in later life. But

the crooking of the backbone sideways
is a terrible and frequent cause of

weakness, disease and suffering. If

the upright steel beams of a high

building are even an inch or two out

of plumb, the whole building is in

danger of wreckage. A greater strain

is put on them than they can bear.

So when the backbone is nc*t straight
from side to side, the human building-
is endangered, or at least is held up

right only by the waste of nervous

force. To stand and to do work de

mands expensive energy. Certain

muscles and ligaments are made over-

strong on one side, while others are

weakened. All such people are lop
sided, aivkward, ungainly, walk un

evenly, wear out their shoes in odd

ways, and all that. The loss of force

and the irritation upsets the nervous

system, many diseases and weak

nesses arise, and the 3>mmg are

greatly handicapped in life. Resis

tance to other diseases is often so

weakened that invalidism or death
comes. Epilepsy is often one of the
results of backstrain.

Now the strange thing is that this
lateral curvature of the spine is
caused by eyestrain. There are fre

quently such peculiar axes of astig

matism that the child cannot see

correctly and easily except by tilting
the head to one side. This constant

holding the head on one side causes

the backbone to become crooked side-

wa\s. Another way in which the

eyes cause curvature of the spine is

the bad writing posture taught or al

lowed in the schools and at home.

The right handed children skew their

bodies to one side, and tilt their heads

to the left, in order to see the point of
the pen or pencil and what is being
written, and the backbone is thus

curved to one side. The remedy for

this is never to allow the body to be

bent sideways in writing. This can

be done by two things:
—

i. By
placing the paper opposite the right
shoulder when facing the desk square
ly; 2. By slanting the leaf of the

desk about thirty degrees. Never

allow a child to write on a flat table

or desk, but on one always well

inclined. The seat and desk should

be of such a proper height that when
the body and head are erect (not
bent forwards or sideways) the paper

(or book) shall not be less than

twelve inches from the eyes.
The enormous importance of lateral

spinal curvature may be seen when

one remembers that fully three-

fourths of all our young people have

the disease. Probably fifty millions

of Americans are afflicted with this

crippling distortion. In the fresh

man class of a great university num

bering about 1 200, over 900, upon

examination, were found to have

lateral curvature of the spinal
column.

In the lefthanded, the paper in

writing must of course be placed op

posite the left shoulder. Never, under

any circumstances, never, even with

any amount of advice, allow or compel
a child who is lefthanded, to be

trained to write with the right hand.
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litvV11!0™' by d°ing so' in Hfe by such fooli^ advice or corn-

many ways, and may rum its whole pulsion.

XVIII. REMEMBER THESE THINGS.

™w Jf°+LeSt^-ate righ^ly the real I0- A11 e7es are either astigmatic,

ou ma h6 y°U °r that °r differ from each other: ^° not
y may ave.

get ienses tne same for both eyes, or
2 une ol the most valuable things that do not correct the astigmatism.

you have or have not, is a good pair of n. Most every person over 45
eyes, that is, perfect vision. needs bifocal spectacles, and many

3. Une ot the greatest blunders of young people need them
most every person is that he has such 12. Do not wear eyeglasses or

good eyes and vision. "nose-pinchers" ; wear spectacles.
4. Another equally foolish super- Your health and your eyes are more

stition is that the eyes do not need important than your vanity or your
any care or attention, and that "at handsomeness. Most eyeglasses final-
least I do not need spectacles." Iy spoil what good looks you may
Perhaps you do not need them, but have.

probably you do.
I3. The correct adjustment of

5. Correct glasses are not always glasses to your face is almost as im-
or generally those which give the portant as the right prescription of

sharpest vision of distant or across- the lenses themselves. Accurate astig-
the-room things. Such glasses may, matic lenses, improperly fitted, do

and often do, ruin the eyes. more harm than good.
6. No optician, jeweler, or spec- 14. Never read lying down; with

tacle-peddler can ever supply you the book in the lap; with the light
with correct glasses. It is only a in front; too long at a time—not over

physician oculist who can do this. an hour at most, without stopping
7. But the physician oculist may awhile; never with dirty lenses or

be as incompetent as the optician, with poor light.
Ask the advice of your family physi- 15. Never write with the head or

cian how to get the best glasses. Be body bent to one side; never on a flat

sure, in any case, that you have table or desk; never with the head

chosen a conscientious, kindhearted, bent downward and forward and the

and well-educated man as your family chest cramped. Place the paper op-

physician, posite the shoulder of the writing-
8. Do not consult an oculist who hand, 14 inches from the eyes. Do

will not say that he can usually cure not skew your paper.

headache, sickheadache, and many 16. Your children's backs are

gastric and nervous disorders, by probably crooked; don't trust any-

glasses. one who says, "It doesn't matter," or

9. Consult none who says, "no "It will come straight." It does

drops," or "poison drops," ("mydri- matter enormously, and they'll never

atics"), are needed in pepole under "straighten themselves," without

45 in order to prescribe perfect good advice and the proper care and

glasses. training.
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Again it is time

Countryman for the Country-

Elections man Board to shift.

With this issue the

present Board, as a unit, severs its

intimate connection with the publica
tion and assumes a position in regard
to it, not more passive we hope, but

merely less active. Because of this

withdrawal of the Old Board (how

lately we were the New Board!) we

are given a task which we perform
with a very tangled feeling of pleasure,
fond hope, best wishes, and withal a

desire to linger, almost an antipathy
to relinquish our position.
It is always a pleasure to have a

part in rewarding meritorious deeds,
and surely there never was a more

deserving board of editors and busi

ness managers than the one we have

the pleasure of announcing. We can

not help the feeling of fond hope : one

cannot be connected with the

Countryman for a year without

absorbing a protecting pride in it

and solicitude for its welfare.

The best wishes are more than a

conventional courtesy. After being

responsible for the paper for a year

we can foresee the probability of many

difficulties: it is our most earnest

wish that the new board may success

fully surmount them. There will be

.the problems to solve, the vexations

and annoyances to be patient with;

and above all, there will be the suc

cesses to be borne seemly. We would

have our best wishes carry a tremen

dous amount of sympathy as well as

good will.

We feel reluctant to go because we

have secured an immense amount of

pleasure in the work on those nine

issues. We are averse to going be

cause we realize the failures we would

like to atone for, we see the unde

veloped plans which we would like

to complete.
But time rolls on and history must

repeat itself. We must go and the

others take our place. The new

board, as elected just before the

Easter recess is: S. G. Judd, '11,

Editor-in-chief; W. G. Stephenson,

'ii, Alumni Editor; A. M. Kruse, '11,
Artistic Editor; W. H. Fries, '11,
D. G. Woolf, '12, A. H. White, '12,
M. H. McClew, '13, Associate Editors;
C. F. Ribsam, '11, Business Manager;
G. M. Butler, '12, B. P. Jones, '13, W.

de S. Wilson, '13, Assistant Business

Managers.

May the success, which the

Countryman deserves, and which

they are capable of securing for it,
obtain !

With the remark-

An Educa- able advance of

tional Number interest in agricul

ture, there is com

ing an ever increasing, insistent

demand fo:* education in agriculture.
The crusade of modern urban con

veniences into the rural districts is
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making the country home alluring
and the life on the farm attractive.

The change in the attitude of influen

tial business men toward the farmer

is giving the business of farming a

reputation as a respectable profession
and one capable of dignity.
These things are appealing to the

young people, and they are asking for
education along agricultural lines.

The demand is so widespread and is

increasing so fast, that some new

national or at least some state

educational policy must be created.

To this end a committee was recently

appointed by the New York State

Agricultural Society for the purpose

of looking into the matter and

recommending some state policy.
Doubtless this committee knows

what it is doing, but the Countryman

sincerely feels that this whole idea of

agricultural education is so new and

the problems connected with it so

numerous that the public in general,

have very few if any settled ideas on

the subject. And so we have seen fit

to devote a good share of our columns

in this issue to that subject. We

earnestly hope that some ideas may

be brought forward which will help

some of us to a proper appreciation

of the seriousness of the subject and a

better classified conception of the

matter.

In a recent issue

A Difference °f the Educational

of Opinion Gazette, the editor

discusses the pro

posed establishment of an agricul

tural school entirely apart from a

university or college.

It had been suggested that this

school would have a very unfortunate

location isolated as it will be from

a university. Evidently the editor

doesn't believe that the location will

be so unfortunate, but the arguments
with which he backs up his belief are

too flagrant to pass over without

rebuke.

He recognizes the advantages of

the use of libraries and laboratories

belonging to the university and the

aid of general reputation hovering
over the name: "And there," he

declares, "the advantages of the

union end."

He claims that "the rural boy finds

it to his advantage to conceal and to

forget that he has any interest or

relation to the farm, and that if he

were there for the avowed study of

farming itself, he might as well

abandon all thought of social equality
with the general body of students."

Wouldn't that make any self-

respecting agricultural student boil?

The idea of putting the business, for

which a student is making such

strenuous efforts to fit himself, on a

lower social level than the "learned

professions" or the "atmosphere of

Horace and Virgil" is enough to

make any prospective farmer rise up

in righteous wrath and not merely

denounce, but forever silence the

author of such a statement. What

must such a man think of those who

are already in agricultural colleges

connected with universities? Can he

believe our morals are so low that we

are cowardly trying to hide the fact

that we came from and are going back

to the farm?

What kind of a man must he be, if

he believes that such is the situation,

to allow young men to continue

making such liars of themselves ? We

should think he would be using his

editorial pen to abolish such a situa

tion.
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We can scarcely believe that an

ordinary, "learned professional" man,

much less an editor, would be so un

acquainted with the conditions that

prevail at a connected agricultural

college and with the attitude toward

farmers that pervades even the musty

"atmosphere of Horace and Virgil,"

as to utter such a statement as this.

If this Mr. Editor will come to

Cornell we might prevail upon a

generous-hearted freshman to show

him around: to point out to him

agricultural students in fraternities of

highest social rank,' agricultural stu

dents on the University publications,

agricultural students on "Varsity"

teams : to let him see the envy in the

eyes of students of other Colleges

when an agricultural student tells

them that he is going back to the

farm.

The Nature-Study Idea, by L. H.

Bailey. 5^x8 inches. The Mac

millan Co .

,
New York . Price

, $ 1 . 2 5

net.

If a book merely presents a new idea

or food for some original thought, it is

worthy of note. If that book has

combined with the new idea a beauti

ful flow of language, the outpourings
of the soul of a naturalist, and the

thoughts of a great genius, it is certain
that that book will live. Such a one

is Dean Bailey's new work.

Without doubt, the majority of peo

ple who read "The Nature-Study Idea"
will disagree with the author and criti
cize him for expressing wild ideas. It

is very easy to understand why this

will happen. This book presents an

entirely different conception ofNature-

Study from that in common vogue

today. It destroys its position as a

science and tears down the fine tech

nical framework, which grammar
school teachers, high-school instruc
tors, and college professors have con

structed around this study. It des-

"

There is a presumption against a

man on account of his attire or per

sonal appearance." We deny that

there is any more than there should

be. S^ch a student soon learns that

he can and should dress and look like

other students : and we beg to state

that this is a big, big advantage of a

connected agricultural college, one

that is responsible for the present

respect of things agricultural, of

which, Mr. Editor, you seem entirely

oblivious.

This College is turning out men, not

peculiarly dressed, or freakish appear

ing hayseeds. Most of these men are

going back to the farm, but perhaps

theremay be enoughMen left over to

make a few editors.

troys the erratic idea that everything
must have a use. It gives a chance

for each person to develop from early
childhood to the spirit of a naturalist.
It will open the eyes of each reader

to the beauties—the concealed beau

ties—of Nature and to the wonderful

personality of the author.

The last part of the book is devoted

to questions and answers. In this

part, every possible objection is met.

Read and be convinced.

Business Organization, by Samuel

F. Sparling, Assistant Professor in

University of Wisconsin. The

Macmillan Co. $1.25 net.
The author has undertaken to re

view in a general way the principles
underlying business organization.
The subject naturally divides itself

into the groups of the farmer, the

manufacturer and distributor and

the treatment here complies with

this arrangement.
As part of the introduction, we

find a chapter on the legal aspects of

BOOK REVIEWS
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organization which is decidedly well
done.

The farm and its organization
problems are fully discussed and
form a very valuable part of this
book. Conditions in the East, South
and West are contrasted and the
labor problems of each discussed.
The failures due to the lax business

methods of the old-school agricul

turist are forcibly dwelt upon, a

condition of affairs which the up-to-
date agricultural school bids fair to
abolish altogether. The factory
manager and the seller's problems
including advertising and credit are

treated at some length. The volume
is non-technical throughout and will

repay careful study.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

The fourth session of the Graduate
School of Agriculture under the

auspices of Association of American

Agricultural Colleges and Experiment
Stations will be held at the Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa, July 4-29,

Agriculture, Iowa State College; Dr.
H. P. Armsby, chairman of the Com
mittee on Graduate Study, Associa
tion of American Agricultural Col

leges and Experiment Stations, and
Dr. A. C. True, Director of Office of

1910. The new Hall of Agriculture, Experiment Stations and Dean of the
erected and equipped at a cost of Graduate School of Agriculture.
$375,000, will be the seat of activity
during the session but the other

buildings and laboratories of the

Departments will be available for

instruction.

Attendance at the sessions of this

school is limited to persons, who have

completed a college course and have

taken a bachelor's degree, except to
non-graduates who are recommended

The purpose of the Graduate School by the faculty of the college with
of Agriculture is to give advanced which they are associated as properly
instruction in the Science of Agricul- qualified to take advanced work in
ture with special references to the Agriculture.
methods of investigating agricultural The prospectus of the fourth ses-

problems and teaching agricultural sion is now ready for distribution.

subjects.
Instruction will be given in eight

main lines,—Agronomy, Plant Pathol

ogy and Physiology, Animal Hus-

This takes up the detail of the

courses offered and instructors se

cured for each course.

All correspondence relating to mem-

bandry, Poultry, Horticulture, Dairy- bership in this school should be ad-

ing, Rural Engineering, Rural Eco- dressed to Professor W. H. Pew,
nomics and Sociology. The faculty Registrar Graduate School of Agri-
secured is especially strong, consisting culture, Ames, Iowa.

of many of the most eminent special
ists of this and foreign countries.
The work of Extension Depart

ments, such as Organization and

* *

During the past decade a serious

potatomalady has been rapidly spread-
Function, Agricultural Journalism and ing into European countries, and dur-

Conservation of our Natural Resources ing the past season was found for the

will be discussed at sessions parti- first time on this side of the Atlantic.

cularly arranged for such. It was reported from a locality in

At the opening exercises to be held Newfoundland, and the Canadian De-

July 6th addresses will be given by partment of Agriculture is taking
Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of prompt steps to put the growers on

Agriculture; Dr. A. B. Storms, Presi- their guard against it. The disease is

dent of Iowa State College; Dr. W. O. known as potato canker, black scab,
Thompson, President of Ohio State warty disease, or cauliflower disease of

University; Dr. C. F. Curtiss, Dean of potatoes. It is caused by a fungus
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technically known as Chrysuphlyctis
enbobiotica.

The surest way to avoid the disease

is to select sound potatoes for cultiva

tion and strictly reject any that appear

by close inspection to be infested.

Specimens of diseased potatoes pre

served in alcohol are being sent to

different agricultural institutions and

colleges by the dominion authorities

for the purpose of having type speci
mens for reference ; officials have also

published a bulletin regarding it. .

* * *

It is possible that the Canadian

Government will this year, by means

of Legislation, set a standard for

cream. This will be a direct result of

the knowledge gained regarding the

standard of the cream now being sold

by many of the milk dealers of Canada

through the analysis of 64 samples
made by the chief analyst of the

Dominion, Mr. McGill. In these 64

samples a variation of 42 percent to
11 percent of Butterfat was found.

Not only was leanness one of the

undesirable characteristics found but

adulterants were used and frauds

practiced. Mr. McGill has formulated

a definition of cream embodying
several points regarding the percent
of butterfat, prohibition of preserva
tives and coloring matters, gelatine,
sucrate of lime, etc. These sug

gestions will no doubt be acted upon
this year by the Dominion Parliament.
Mr. McGill recommends that the
standard of butterfat be 18 percent
as is the United States standard. The
Province of Ontario has appointed a

Commission through its Legislature to
look into Dairy affairs, especially the
milk supply. This Commission has
visited many of the larger cities of
New York State, and collected facts
and figures regarding the working out
of the milk supply in these cities.
Cornell University was also visited.

»J» T» 2p

On the large farms of the Great
Plains and the ranches of California
traction engines—both steam and
gasoline—are used to an increasing

extent in farming operations, especial

ly in plowing land. The makeshift

outfits formerly used for this purpose

have been largely replaced by heavier

and stronger engines and gang plows

especially designed for this use.

The advantages of traction plowing
are: that the work can be rushed

when conditions are favorable; that

the work can be done with a smaller

force of hands, and fewer horses have

to be kept; in hot, dry weather en

gines can be used when horses could

not stand the work ; with an engine it
is possible to plow very difficult soils,
and also to plow deeper than with

horses; and under favorable condi

tions, the cost of traction plowing has
been brought lower than that of

plowing with horses.
The steam engines weigh from 7 to

20 tons, range from 20 to 25 horse

power, cost from $1,500 to $6,000,
and will plow from 15 to 50 acres a

day. '4

A traction plowing outfit consists of
an engine; the plows or disks ar

ranged in gangs; and miscellaneous

conveniences for carrying supplies,
making repairs, etc. The size and

cost of the outfit and the amount of

work it will do depend largely on the

number of plows operated.
In a recent bulletin of the United

States Department of Agriculture,
much general information is given in

regard to traction plowing, and its

economy and practicability are dis
cussed.

* * *

Conservation of the fauna including
the game birds of the United States

requires the strict enforcement of
laws intended to control the shooting
and marketing of wild birds, and

necessarily limits both the period
during which they may be hunted
and the number available to supply
the increasing demands of those who
desire those table luxuries.
This lack may be remedied by the

product of aviaries, preserves, and

private parks, devoted to rearing of
domesticated game, the marketing of
which under suitable safeguards is

already permitted in several of the
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States indicating that American mar- senting actual conditions, at the
kets will open more and more to these Illinois State Game Farm, the New
domesticated substitutes to the fast Jersey Preserve and the Preserve on

disappearing wild game. Long Island
f
besides showing pictures

in order to call the attention of the of ten species, and photographs of
larmers and the suburban population coops, rearing fields, breeding pens,
to this subject the U. S. Department and run ways
of Agriculture issued some time ago a ■

"

* * *
-

bulletin on "Deer Farming in the tv
•

. ,,-

'

United States" (Farmers' Bulletin
Discussion of the increasing cost of

No. 330), and is about to issue the
^mg has brought to light quite

results of recent investigations of
Senerally that

}£ cheaper cuts of

Pheasant Raising in the United States Tat ^
m°re dlf?cult to prepare for

(Farmers' Bulletin No. ?qo)

'""""

the table than the more expensive

A^ t A.
.

'

„ portions of the carcass, due to a lack
At present there is no lack of de- of kn0wledge of how they may be

mand for pheasants for various pur- made appetizing and palatable.
poses. Owners of private preserves With a view to providing the house-
and state game officials pay profitable keepers of the country with practical
prices for certain species for stocking suggestions along this line, the U. S.
their covers, Zoological and city Department of Agriculture has pre-
parks and owners of private aviaries

pared a manuai 0f economy in meat

are ready purchasers of the rarer and cooking that contains much valuable
more beautiful species, and large information, which will be issued
numbers of dead pheasants are an- free It is known as "Economic Use

nually imported from Europe to be of Meats in the Home," and may be

sold for several times the price they nad by addressing a request to the

bring in European countries^ The
Secretary of Agriculture, Washing-

demand for pheasants is increasing. ^on tj q

In response to numerous inquiries , ,
^

for information on pheasant raising
the present bulletin was prepared by Announcement has been made of

Prof. Henry Oldys of the Biological the next annual National Dairy

Survey, and contains a chapter on the
Show to be held October 14th to 23d

Diseases of Pheasants by Dr. George in Milwaukee. Prof. H. E. Van Nor-

Byron Morse of the Bureau of Animal man will again manage the exhibi-

Industry. It presents a clear and tion. The growth of the National

concise account of methods used by Dairy Show has been so great and the

successful pheasant raisers, and gives interest in all branches of the dairy

practical information to those now industry has developed so rapidly

engaged in or contemplating entering that the time is not far away when

this comparatively new but rapidly this great dairy exposition will require

growing industry, in methods of prop- the construction of buildings partic-

agation, care of young pheasants, ularly adapted to its needs.

protection from enemies, housing, The display of the latest develop-

feeding and marketing, both in field ments in the machinery required in

and covert. It takes up in detail the dairy work, recognition of the breed-

question of species suited to various ers' work and the maker of yearly

purposes, game and exhibition stock, performance records, together with

how to obtain stock, mating and the educational features of this year s

hatching, and the proper requisite Exposition will be the purpose of the

provision for the successful rearing management.

of these valuable and interesting The threatened contest between the

additions to the food supply of the milk producers and the milk distribu-

nation. ters is on. This contest interests the

The seventeen illustrations make whole dairy industry of the country,

very clear the descriptive text, pre- but is particularly interesting in
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Chicago and vicinity, where the battle

is being fought.
If the milk producers carry out their

plans, as outlined by the Milk Produ

cer's Association, several thousand

dairymen will refuse to contract their

milk to the bottlers, and a large por
tion of this supply will go into butter

and cheese. The producers' associa

tion have previously announced that

they have secured options on various

plants where they will make a market

for milk for their members who do not

sign the contracts for the bottlers for

the sixmonths, beginning April 1 .

Bottlers are claiming that enough

dairymen signed their contracts on

March 15 to give them the desired

supply, while the officers of the pro

ducers' association deny the state

ment, claiming the association men

did not sign, and they control 65 per

cent, of the milk supply that goes to

the bottlers. Contracts entered into

last October run until April 1, so the

full strength of the producers will not

develop until this time.

The producers ask for an average

price of $1,375 per hundred pounds of

milk, or 2 7-8 cents per quart. The

bottlers offer $1,266 per hundred, or

2 3-8 cents per quart, for the six

months, beginning April 1.

campus notes

The Department of Extension

Teaching and the Department of Poul

try Husbandry of Cornell co-opera

ted with the State Agricultural De

partment at Albany and the Em

pire Poultry Association of Long
Island in holding a series of eight
poultry meetings in widely separated

parts of Long Island, March 1 7-1 8-1 9.

Trip was made by automobile through
the courtesy of Robert Seamon of

Jericho, N. Y. one of the officers of

the Empire Poultry Association-. The

speakers were Dr. E. M. Santee,
Cortland, N. Y., Mr. W. H. Card of

Manchester, Ct., and Professor James
E. Rice from Cornell. The trip
covered 218 miles and each speaker
spoke three times each day address

ing 479 poultrymen in all. Two

hundred and eighty-two people gave
their names and address to receive

Cornell bulletins.

The Department of Poultry Hus

bandry has received through the

courtesy of Dr. C. B. Davenport,
Carnegie Institute, Cold Spring Har

bor, three fowls including one Silky,
one Rumples, and one Wild Jungle
Fowl (Galus Bankiva) the species
from which it is supposed that the
various breeds of fowls of today
have descended.

* * *

On Monday, Tuesday and Wednes

day April 18, 19, and 20 a farm train

consisting of three or four coaches
and two exhibition coaches went out

along the B. R. and P. Railroad
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Among its equipment were two dairv
cows, a poultry exhibit, and a spray
ing outfit. A diner and sleeper were
attached for the convenience of pas
sengers. On May 10 and n another
farm tram is to be run over the New
York Central lines.

* * *

On March 10, 1910, Mr. E. R.
Minns of the Farm Practice Depart
ment became the father of a boy.
A daughter was born to C. E.

Leighty of the Plant Breeding De

partment on March 19, 1 910.

* * *

On Thursday April 21, the Poultry
Association held a meeting. The
Glee Club rendered selections. A

partnership with his father in the

nursery business at Webster, N. Y.

T. J. Mclnerney has accepted an

assistant instructorship in the Dairy
Department for the year 191 0-1 1 .

W. L. Skoglund has accepted a

position in landscape work in Taylor-
ville, Illinois.
R. D. Anthony and V. J. Frost are

engaged in experimental work for the

American Steel and Wire Co., testing
the value of iron sulphate as a spray.

They start in Florida, coming towards
the north as far as Trumansburg,
conducting experiments along the

route. They then return the same

way, watching the results of the

experiments.
M. C. Oldham is working at Pots-

1910 hebs-sa; senior agricultural honorary society.

debate was then held on the question,
Resolved that the colony system of

brooding chicks is better than the

pipe brooder system. Schriener and

Jacoby supported the affirmative side

of the question while Benedict and

Rogers spoke for the negative. The

meeting was followed by refreshments

and a social hour.

* * *

The following seniors have secured

appointments :

F. B. Kelly has accepted a position

as superintendent of a peach farm

located at Covert, N. Y. and owned

by Dr. Sumner Hayward.

N. R. Peet left college shortly

after the Easter vacation to go into

dam for the Phoenix Cheese Company
of New York.

G. P. Scoville is teaching agri
culture in the Professional Public

Schools in California.

L. E. Johnson is managing a 1200

acre farm in the Connecticut valley.

* * *

On the evening of April 14, was

held the regular April Assembly
which had been postponed from the

preceding week on account of the

absence of Dr. Webber. The meet

ing was opened with the singing of the

Alma Mater, followed by several

enjoyable selections by the Glee and

Mandolin Clubs. Dean C. H. Hull
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then delivered an address on "Inter

college Relationship." This was fol

lowed by a solo rendered by Miss C. W.

Browning, '12, accompanied by Miss

M. S. Avery, '12, at the piano. Act

ing Director H. J. Webber then gave

his talk to the students. After selec

tions by the Mandolin and Glee Clubs,

the meeting adjourned for the usual

social hour.

* # *

About twenty members of the

class in Animal Husbandry, accom

panied by Mr. Savage, made a trip of

inspection to some of the large dairy
farms in the vicinity of Syracuse on

March 24th and 25th. The party left

Ithaca at 7:30 Thursday morning

arriving in Syracuse about 10:30.

The first farm visited was that of E. A.

Powell, who was one of the first

breeders of Holstein cattle in this

country. Mr. Powell very cordially
received the students and showed

them all his stock, carefully outlining
the breeding of his families of Hol

steins. The next move was to Fayet-
teville where the large Guernsey herd

of Mr. Tallmans was inspected. Some

of the best cattle were led out giving
an opportunity for judging. The

Holstein farm of Mr. Hunt, also of

Fayetteville, was visited this same

afternoon.

Friday morning the party went to

Liverpool and looked over the herd of

Stevens Bros. They were very pleas

antly received and conducted through
the stables by Messrs. Ward and

Ralph Stevens. Here was seen a

wonderfully fine herd of Holstein

cattle. The large herd bull, King of

the Pontiacs, was led out for the

inspection of the students.

The members of the class then

walked to "Moyerdale" where is

located the famous Moyer Holstein

herd. Here was seen another ex

ceptional Holstein herd, including

many record breakers. One cow had

just finished a world's record for

thirty days of 140 pounds of butter.

Here also was seen the promising

bull, King Segis. The class was

most cordially received by Mr. Gil

lette, Superintendent of the Farm.

Friday afternoon Mr. Hazard's

herd at Solvay was visited. The class

expected to see Brown Swiss cattle

here but found only one Brown Swiss

cow and a bull. There was instead

quite a large herd of Holsteins.

This completed the itinerary and the

party broke up. All voted it a most

profitable and enjoyable experience
and expressed the wish that other

similar trips could be taken.

* * *

Professor W. J. Spillman of the

Office of Farm Management, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, visited

this College in April. Professor Spill
man gave a very interesting lecture to
the class in Farm Management, treat

ing of the types of farming which are

typical of the different sections of the
United States. He laid great empha
sis on the gradual and inevitable

evolution of American farming from

the "exploitive stage" to a "con

servative" type of farming and out

lined the types of farming that we

might expect in this country in the

future.

* * *

Professors W. A. Stocking and C. A.

Publow, both of the Department of

Dairy Industry, recently delivered

lectures before the class in Sanitary
Science and Public Health. Both

lectures dealt with the relation of

clean milk to public health.
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FORMER STUDENTS

PROFESSOR L. C. CORBETT, '90.

Cornell Horticultural training has

made itself felt not only in the various

state institutions but in the United

States Department of Agriculture at

Washington as well. Prof. L. C. Cor

bett,now in charge of theArlington Ex

perimental Farm and of Horticultural

Investigations of the United States De

partment of Agriculture, belongs to

that group of students who received

their inspiration from that notable

faculty in Agriculture consisting of

Roberts, Bailey, Caldwell, Prentess,

Law, and Comstock. Graduatingwith

the class of '90, Mr.Corbettwas recalled

to the University as Assistant to Prof.

Bailey, in the autumn of 1891. He

served in this capacity, the spring of

1893, when he went to South Dakota

as Professor of Horticulture and

Forestry. The responsibilities of this

position were shared by Miss Evelyn

Northrup who accompanied him to

the new field as mistress of the house

of Corbett.

In the autumn of 1895, Prof. Cor

bett was made Professor of Horticul

ture and Forestry in the University of

West Virginia, and Horticulturist of

the West Virginia Agricultural Ex

periment Station. In addition to

contributions to the station litera

ture on fruits and vegetables notable

investigations on the influence of

Incandescent Gas-light on Plant

Growth were conducted, and the

Corbett auxanometer and transpira
tion apparatus were perfected.
In the spring of 1901, he went to

Washington and began the work of

organizing and equipping the Arling
ton Experimental Farm. This place,
which comprises about five hundred

*

acres is now provided with houses,
barns, laboratories, and greenhouses.
The place forms the field laboratory
for the investigators of the Depart
ment. Beside developing the Arling
ton Farm, Prof. Corbett has brought
together in the Bureau of Plant

Industry a group of men who are

directing their attention to the solu

tion of the cultural and market

problems of the truck farmers of the

United States. The titles of his

publications on horticulture and for

estry exceed sixty in number.

'09, B. S. A.—R. C. Lawry is

manager of the Yesterlaid Egg Farms

Co. of Pacific, Mo., where they are

doing things on a large scale. P. W.

Kimball, '00, is with him and they are

doing all engineering, architectural

and contracting work in expectation
of carrying some 5,000 hens by next

fall.

'09, B. S. A.—E. L. D. Seymour
has a position of foreman on the

Turner Hill Farm, owned by C. G.

Rice, at Ipswich, Mass. This farm is

of some 1200 acres, chiefly devoted

to fruit, hay and grain.

'09-10, W. H.—R. Sprague also has

a position on this farm.

'02, Sp.
—H. S. Williams is farm

superintendent at the Lincoln Agri
cultural School, Lincolndale, West

chester Co., New York.

'06, B. S. A.
—H. C. Pierce assistant

professor of poultry at Ames, la. is

now employed by the U. S. Govern

ment in field work in connection with
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the cold storage problem dealing with

the dressed poultry and eggs.

'08, W. P.—W. A. Lippencott is

now in charge of poultry work at

Ames, la.

'09, B. S. A.—L. B. Cook and Miss

Ora L. Crandall were married on

March 22nd at the home of the bride's

parents Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Crandall,

316 South Aurora St., this city. Mr.

Cook is an instructor in the Depart
ment of dairy industry. After May

first, Mr. and Mrs. Cook will meet

their friends in their new home on

Dryden Road.

'09, B. S. A.—C. F. Boehler is

landscape designer with Stone and

Wellington, the largest nursery firm

in Canada. His address is 73 Robert

Street, Toronto, Ont.

'09, B. S. A.
—R. L. Rossman is on

the home farm at Martindale, N. Y.
'

'until further notice .

' '

Says he is not
married and has not distinguished
himself in any line yet.

'09, B. S. A.—Miss E. M. Jenkins is
on the home farm at Walton. It

consists of some 220 acres, and is

devoted to fruit raising and Holstein

dairying
>o9> sp.

—C. C. Neal when last heard

from was overseeing the work in the

milk room of the Philadelphia plant
of Supplees Alderney Dairy. His

work included also a good deal of

laboratory investigation.
'10, W. A., '08, W. P.—J. B. Wilson

is superintendent of the Dover Egg
Farm, Dover, N. J. He is incubating
a large number of eggs this spring.
'10, W. P.—Frank E. Mixa who won

the E. M. Santee Prize of $5 for the

student having the best general

standing in Winter Poultry course is

now connected with the Poultry De

partment at Ames, Iowa.

'10, W. P.—A. E. Boicourt has just

accepted a position as superintendent
on the general farm of Mrs. Frances

Pope, associate editor of the Womans

Home Companion.
'10, W. P.—F. T. French and

George Martin are now employed in

the poultry department.
'10, W. P.—Wm. J. Hunt is superin

tendent for Mr. Wm. Foster on his

farm at East View near New York City.
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THE CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE

By G. F. Warren

Professor of Farm Management and Farm Crops, Cornell University.

Editor's Note—Professor Warren was appointed by Director Durand of the

Bureau of the Census as one of a Committee of four to revise the agricultural schedules.

AGRICULTURAL
statistics of the final estimates are made. These are

United States are gathered by published in the Crop Reporter and in

two agencies ; the Bureau of the Cen- the Yearbook of the United States

sus of the Department of Commerce Department of Agriculture.

and Labor and the Bureau of Statis- Every ten years there is a chance to

tics of the Department of Agriculture, check the estimates by comparison

The work of these two bureaus is so with the Census returns. A compari-

commonly confused, that we will first son of the estimates given in the Year-

consider the difference between them book with the results of the last

before taking up the Census of Agri

culture.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN

AND THE BUREAU OF

THE CENSUS

STATISTICS

The two bureaus are entirely inde

pendent, and as stated above, are in

different departments. Perhaps the

Census for the crop acreage and

yields in 1899 will show wide dis

crepancy in some cases. These seem

to be greater where there has been the

greatest change in crops.

Most of the reports are made on the

basis of a "full normal" crop as 100

per cent. It seems to the writer that

countrv would be better served if the this is an unsatisfactory way of report

work were combined or much more

closely correlated. The Census se

cures detailed information on many

subjects by personal visitation to

every farm, but it secures this
infor

mation only once in ten years. The

country desires estimates of impor

tant crops for each year
and wishes to

know the probable crop long before it

ing crops and that the estimates

would be much more accurate if made

on the basis of estimated acres and

bushels rather than in percentages

with so elusive a basis as a "full nor

mal." The Census secures the names

and addresses of all the farm operators

in the United States. There will be

about seven millions of them in 1910.

is harvested. To answer this demand ^0f^^^XS^Z^oi
the Bureau of Statistics prepares erop ^J^^J^^

yield and value of each crop grown by

the farmer the previous year. By

comparing the average of these with

the census returns on the same farms,

a good estimate could be
made. This

method would not have been feasible

pcf-i yx~\ 3 tes

The Bureau of Statistics has three

independent agencies for gathering

statistics; travelling agents, state

agents and volunteer reporters.
Lacn

travelling agent makes crop
estimates

for the states over which he travels.

Each state agent gathers estimates

from an independent set of volunteer

reporters
and prepares his estimates.

In addition a considerable number of

farmers report directly
to the Bureau.

After considering
all these reports the

before the country was settled, but

now that free land is practically ex

hausted, it becomes practical and

would probably give much more

accurate results than the method used

by the Bureau of Statistics.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENSUS OF

AGRICULTURE

The first Census of Agriculture was

taken in 1850. It secured the area

and value of land, value of machinery,

number of live stock, and the produc

tion of crops and animal products for

the preceding year. The schedules

for i860 and 1870 were practically the

same but with a little more detailed

classification. In 1880, the scope was

increased, areas of each crop were

given, land was classified by tenure,

statistics of labor were secured. The

schedule for 1890 was a little more de

tailed but followed the same general

plan. In 1900, the plan was greatly

broadened, a separate sheet was made

for each farm. The tabulation was

also much more carefully worked out.

Farms were classified by color of

farmer, tenure, size of farm, chief

source of income and by amount of in

come. Any facts can therefore be

secured in their relationship to any of

these fine classifications as well as in

total.

SCHEDULE FOR I9IO

The 1 910 schedule is designed to

secure :

1 . An inventory of farms and farm

property.
a. Number and acreage of farms.

b. The tenure of farm land includ

ing mortgaged indebtedness of owners.

c. Use and value of all farm land.

d. Value of buildings and imple
ments.

e. Number and value of all animals.

2. A year's production.
a. Area, production and value of

crops and amount and value sold.

b. Number of animals born on the

farm in 1909.

c. Number and value of animals

purchased, sold and slaughtered.
d. Quantity and value of animal

products and amount and value sold.

3. Miscellaneous. Some of the

many other important points secured
are : Important expenses such as

amount spent for feed, for labor and

for fertilizers; age, years of occupancy,
color and nationality of the farmer.

Countryman

In addition there is a special sched

ule for cities that secures the number

of animals of each kind, except poul

try, bees, etc. It would be desirable

to include poultry but this would add

much to the expense as each place

enumerated costs ten cents. The

present law does not appear to pro

vide for such enumeration.

COMPARISON OF THE SCHEDULES FOR

1900 AND 1910

The following are a few of the many

new facts and correlations that the

present schedule will give and that

were not given in 1900:

The age of the farm operator is

given on the agricultural schedule.

This will make it possible to correlate

the age with tenure and to
see to what

extent tenancy represents a transition

stage from hired man to owner and to

what extent a permanent tenant class

is developing. The years of occu

pancy can also be related to age of the

farmer and to tenure. This question
will also throw some light on the

accuracy of the Census as those farm

ers who have lived on the farm less

than a year will usually know little

about the products of the preceding

year.
The amount ofmortgaged indebted

ness and the number of mortgaged
farms gives a further light on the ques
tion of tenure.

The extent to which the farmer is

also a landlord will be secured by a

question relating to land owned but

not operated by the farmer.

To farm expenses has been added

the question as to amount spent for

feed. This is a very important ques
tion in the Eastern States.

By making a few calculations it will

be possible to give a more complete
presentation of the use that is being
made of farm land, by area in crops,

pasture, woodland pasture, andwoods.

The importance of this will be seen

when we realize that the last Census

reported one-third of the land in New

York farms as being unimproved and

gave no further facts about it. Of

the improved area over one-third had
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no crop reported. The use made of
over half of the farm land was un

known. Probably most of this area

is m trees and pasture.
The number of animals born on the

farm in 1909 will be secured.
The number and breed of pure-bred

animals is obtained. The number
without breed was asked in 1900 but
the results were never published. So
few animals were found that the re

sults were in doubt. The writer is of
the opinion that too many were ex

pected and that the results were not

far wrong.

Perhaps the most important change
in the schedule is the enumeration of

the number and value of animals sold,
purchased and slaughtered on the

farm. This will make it possible to

tell the net sales or purchases for each
state. It will show, for instance, how

many horses New York State farmers

consume per year and what the net

cost is, also the net receipts above

purchases for the horse producing
states. In those states that feed

animals it will show the net sales. At

first thought, one is likely to fail to see

how these facts will be secured, but on

second thought it will be seen that so

long as an animal stays on a farm it

makes no difference how many times

it is sold, there will always be a pur

chase to offset the sale. Only when it

leaves the farm or the region does it

count. The net sales can, therefore,

be secured for the farms of each coun

ty, for each state and for the United

States. The latter figure will show

the number that have gone to the

cities or to other countries.

The new poultry schedule will be

more satisfactory to poultrymen, al

though poultrymen are never satis

fied. It gives the value as well as the

number of each class of poultry, gives
not only the number of fowls and eggs

produced but the number sold and

amount received. Thus making a

much more complete schedule than

previous ones.

The number of crops and vegeta
bles is greater than formerly. The

amount and value of sales is given for

those crops that are largely fed. For

other crops the total production wil

approximately represent the sales and
seed.

The prospective orchardist will be

pleased to know that the number of

trees and vines not of bearing age is to

be secured. It will then be possible
to make a better estimate as to

whether there is any danger of the

over-production that some persons
fear.

DATE OF THE CENSUS

Formerly the Census was taken on

June 15. Owing to the fact that city
inhabitants are more likely to be at

home at an earlier date, the time was

changed to April 15. This is all right
for population but unsatisfactory for

agriculture. It is in the midst of the

breeding season so that statistics of

stock cannot be comparable with

former censuses. On June 15th, an

animal that is one year old and under

two is usually a little over a year old.

When the date is changed to April
15th, half of these might be classed as

under one year so that the year's crop
of animals is split into two ages. This

made it necessary to classify animals

by the calendar year, the youngest

group being those born in 19 10.

The confusion of dates is quite
serious. Former censuses were taken

as of June 15th, the present census is

April 15th, the Department of Agri
culture reports for December 1, the

recent census law provides for a Cen

sus of Agriculture on October 1, 191 5.

December 1 or January 1 would be the

best date for agriculture. Good farm

ers could more readily be secured for

enumerators at that season of the

year. The road question does not

seem to be serious as the rural mail

carriers work all winter. If statistics

are gathered soon after the crops are

harvested persons will remember
bet

ter. More important still, many per

sons leave their farms in the winter

and spring so that accurate figures

from these farms are hard to secure.

IS THE CENSUS ACCURATE?

This question naturally arises when

a person sees that many farmers do
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not know their exact acreage or pro

duction. A farmer may say that his

oats yielded 40 bushels when the true

figure was 50 bushels. He will cer

tainly not know how many eggs were

laid. How then can the Census be of

any use? A concrete answer will

probably be better than mathematical

theory. Slips of paper each with a

line 0.72 of an inch long were given
out to a class of nineteen graduate
students. Each one guessed as to its

length. The guesses varied from half

an inch to an inch but the average

was 0.76, which is nearly correct. If

there had been a hundred in the class

the result would probably have been

still better. One who makes such a

test is nearly always surprised at the

accuracy of the average when the in

dividual estimates are so inaccurate.

There is very little doubt of the

accuracy of the results for all the im

portant crops. So long as the ques

tion is one on which the farmer is quali
fied to guess, the law of averages

applies. But for minor crops and un

important questions the results are

less reliable. If a crop is of infrequent

occurrence the enumerator is likely to

stop asking about it. The accuracy

of the Census depends much more on

the enumerator than on the farmer.

A skillful enumerator can nearly al

ways get the facts. The form of the

schedule is of great importance in

securing reliable data. The growth
of the schedule has been largely in the

direction of breaking up questions
into separate parts. For instance,

the total value of all animals slaugh
tered cannot be so accurately answered

as can the number and value of each

kind of animals. The larger number

of questions is easier to answer more

accurate and the statistics are much

more useful. In general the farmer

or enumerator should not be required
to add a number of miscellaneous

things and give the total. It is easier

and quicker to tell the acreage of each

crop than it is to tell the total area of

all crops. Much can still be done in

the simplification of the schedule at

the same time that more valuable in

formation is secured.

We will eagerly await the new figures
to tell us what progress we aremaking.

H
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GIRLS RACE AT ANNUAL PICNIC FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN OF TOMPKINS COUNTY.



TREE SURGERY

ByW.H. Rankin

'TTIE profession of tree surgery is a

recent addition to the several
means of Plant Disease control. The

increasing value of our shade and
ornamental trees has led to the neces

sity of caring for their diseases, and
that these diseases might be intelli-

cluded in this profession. His is a

destructive mercenary business sanc

tioned by the ignorant public. Yet

such men succeed in inducing large
numbers of shade tree owners each

summer that their trees should be

topped so they will branch out and

Courtesy Davey Tree Expert Co.

IGNORANT WORK OF A TREE BUTCHERER.

gently attended to and controlled,
several men have set themselves to

work to become tree surgeons. In

this day when the public is beginning
to awaken to the fact that the diseases

of their crops must be attended to, just
as intelligently as the diseases of their

horses and cattle, it is not strange that

the "tree doctor" finds ready employ
ment.

The ever present "tree butcherer"

or "top slasher" is by no means in-

make better shade trees. If the

topping were done at the proper age

and the wounds cared for, a better

formed tree might have been induced

than otherwise it would produce

naturally. But to slash out the top

of an almost mature tree, leaving the

cut end of the branches exposed to the

entrance of decay, is nonsensical. It

is moreover a matter of some doubt if

pruning for shape is ever necessary for

shade trees. The most of them pro-
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duce a very pleasing and desirable top

if simply left to their natural growth.
The work which the tree surgeon, or

tree doctor attempts, is to remove

decay from any part of the tree
where

found and to so treat that tree that its

life will be lengthened and its useful

ness and beauty prolonged.
As the problem of the tree surgeon

is a biological one the uneducated

man with a mallet and chisel is not

one competent to do the work. An

the inner tissues of the tree
have been

exposed to air and moisture. In this

condition the spores of the common

wood destroying fungi alighting on

their unprotected tissues germinate

and enter the heart wood of the tree.

The fungi causing these decays are

plants just as much as the tree is a

plant. As the tree has roots, grows

and reproduces its kind by seed, so

does the minute fungus plant. The

numerous long threaddike branches
of

Courtesy Davey Tree Expert Co.

A COMPLETED CAVITY JOB,

understanding of the life of the tree

and the nature and mode of life of the

organisms causing the decay is neces

sary to make an intelligent tree doctor.
This is a thing that at present some
tree doctors have failed to recognize
and much harm is being done to a

requisite occupation by these men.

The problem which the tree doctor

faces is this, either through the rub

bing of branches, cracking and split
ting of crotches or reckless pruning,

mycelium ramify through the heart

wood of the tree, secreting ferments

which dissolve the substance of the

wood fibers and makes it readily avail
able as food for its own growth. The

food thus obtained is stored up in large
quantities in the fungus threads.

After a time, however, the growth
becomes centralized and a mass of

these threads growing together push
their way out through a wound and

form on the side of the tree a bracket
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THE NATURAL HEALING PROCESS GRAD

UALLY COVERING UP THE CEMENT

FILLING.

or shelf-like body. This bracket is

the fruiting stage of the fungus plant
and in it are produced millions of

spores. These spores dust out through
the small pores on the bottom side of

the bracket and as they are so ex

tremely small and buoyant they are

carried for some distance by the wind.

When we know that from each bracket

are discharged millions of these spores

each day for a period of perhaps

twenty days it is easy to see how surely

unprotected wounds are going to be

infected.

An intelligent tree surgeon must

also understand the life of a tree, its

root system, its unique fibro-vascular

system in the trunk which carries up

the necessary food and water from the

soil and the delicate cambium struct

ures upon which he must depend for

nature's natural healing process.
If we follow a competent tree sur

geon on a job we will find he has two

general classes of work to do. One

gang of workmen sent into the tops
and another to work on the cavities in

the trunks and roots.

The men in the tops first prune out

all interfering and dead limbs, being
careful to disinfect and paint each cut

with a substance which will keep out

decay. One company uses zinc caps

securely fastened over the cut end,
which it is held, furnish further protec
tion. The men at work on the trunks

examine them for decay and where

any is found it is removed with mallet

and chisel. This decayed wood must

all be removed and the shell left clean

and sound. It is then given a good
coat of some adhesive waterproofing
and filled with cement. If the shell is

very thin and there is some question
about the tree being able to with

stand twisting and bending by the

wind the tree doctor's knowledge of

"stresses and strains" is exercised and

he improvises a system of bracing.
The different devices, such as bolts,
steel strips and braces are unique and

characteristic of the ingenuity of the

workman. The cement filling properly
done must come just flush with the

wood of the tree and not out even with

the bark. Then the natural healing

process of the cambium pushes a cal

lous over the cement and if the tree be

healthy it may in time completely
cover up the filling leaving it hidden as

a monument to tree surgery to be

found by future generations.
When limbs and crotches are liable

to split, a system of chains are often

improvised, located so that the strain

is removed from the crotch and each

limb helps support its neighbor. Long

pole braces are also installed in excep

tional cases.

At present the work of the majority
of the tree surgeons is confined to

pruning, bracing and cavity treatment

in shade, ornamental and fruit trees.

Many ignorant men are advertising

and getting work to do, imposing their

ignorance on the unsuspecting public.
But there are companies and parties
in the business who employ competent

men who do careful and beneficial

work. There are so many points in

the profession that require a careful

workman that it is an absolute waste

ofmoney and trees to employ
'

'fakers .

' '

There is no doubt that the profes

sion has come to stay. It fills a place

along with our other conservation

policies. The sane care and treat

ment of the diseases of shade trees and

ornamentals is a thing that will add

much to the comfort and pleasure of

mankind, especially so, as our trees

become more valuable and harder to
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obtain. The profession as it exists

today is only embryonic and its growth
into kindred undeveloped side lines is

only a matter of time. Within the

next ten years the leaf and canker

diseases as well as • more effectual

means of the combating of decay,
will be the problem of the tree

doctor.

There is little doubt that the profes
sion offers a good occupation for the

growing American youth. It is a

healthy, well paid and interesting and

not dangerous if proper care is taken.

The demand within a few years for

TT IS interesting to note that there
^ is a positive relation in the

advance of veterinary medicine to

that of agriculture. One does not

need to be a Methuselah to remember

when veterinary medicine was prac

ticed in this country almost exclu

sively by the charlatan, but as the

value of domestic animals increased

and their worth became more and

more appreciated, attentionwas slowly
turned to guarding their health and to

adding to their comfort and usefulness.
Prior to the establishment of a

Veterinary College in New York City
in 1864, our graduated veterinarians

were of necessity those from foreign
shores. They were few in number

and the treatment of livestock was

largely in the hands of blacksmiths or

other laymen who, in some cases, pro
fessed to be endowed with super
natural knowledge of animals and

their diseases. However, it was for

tunate at this period that there were

some men with good judgment and

sincere purpose who took an intelligent
interest in the study of anatomy,
physiology and materia medica and to
this class of men we owe much, as they
honestly attempted to relieve the

suffering of the dumb brutes,- and if

foresters, tree doctors, and landscape

gardeners on private estates, in cities,

parks, and states will furnish employ
ment for many more men than will

probably prepare themselves for this

line of work. The only school at the

present time giving a course in tree

surgery is that conducted by the

Davey Tree Expert Co., at Kent, Ohio.

This school at present accommodates

about fifty students each winter, but

as yet only regular employees of the

company are admitted. It is only a

matter of time, however, until they
will open the school to the public.

their efforts were of but little avail,

they served a purpose by indirectly

pointing out to the owners of livestock

the advantage of even a little accurate

knowledge in the prevention and treat

ment of diseases.

After the establishment of our

Veterinary Colleges in this country,
the value of graduated veterinarians

who were scientifically trained in the

treatment of domestic animals, as

physicians were in the treatment of

human diseases, soon became ap

parent, and I believe it can be truth

fully said that no profession ever made

greater strides than has the veterinary
profession during the last quarter of a

century. This has been made possi
ble by the establishment of properly
equipped veterinary colleges where

the fundamental principles of ana

tomy, physiology, pathology, bac

teriology, chemistry, botany and

materia medica, and like subjects, are

properly taught. Another very im

portant factor in the advancement of

veterinary science has been the enact

ment of state laws seeking to prevent
the empirical practicing of the past.
Without such laws this state would be

infested with armies of unprincipled
impostors who would prey upon the

RELATION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE TO

AGRICULTURE

By J. F. DeVine

Chief Veterinarian, Department of Agriculture, Albany, N. Y.
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public which would not at all times be
aoie to differentiate between the
regularly licensed and qualified men
and the

unscrupulous, dishonest and
ignorant fakirs. These laws not only
protect the public directly but in

directly make the profession more in

viting for men of higher moral and
intellectual qualifications.
To practice veterinary medicine in

this state one must now register in the
county in which they wish to practice.
In order to be eligible for such regis
tration it is necessary that the appli
cant successfully pass the State Board
of Regents. To be qualified to enter

into such an examination one must be

the possessor of a diploma conferred

by a recognized veterinary college, the
full course of which must cover three

periods of at least six months each.

The entrance requirements of such a

college is an academic diploma or its

equivalent.
The veterinarian of today, we have

said, should be a man who can give
valuable advice in regard to the care

and health of animals and in addition

he should be a man who is capable of

coping with sanitary questions that

might involve great loss to our enor

mous investments in the livestock of

our state, or possibly be transmitted

to the human family.
In reminiscing I well remember

when a boy on the farm how I looked

with boyish terror to the occurrence

with regular frequency in our herd of

hollow horn and wolf in the tail. This

was equally true of the cows that lost

their cuds. Today, as most of our

animals are dehorned, the fellow with

the gimlet and turpentine has lost his

job but I believe there is still occasion

ally a cow that is affected with wolf in

the tail, particularly if you go into the

extreme rural district where there is a

chap with a sharp knife and some pep

per and salt handy, with nothing
much else to do.

I remember vividly when I first

began the practice
of veterinary medi

cine that I was called one day to stop a

hemorrhage which had been caused by
a family pet horse stepping on one of

its extremities with a sharp heel calk.

After I had stopped the bleeding and

dressed the wound, the owner was

very grateful. "Young man," he

said. "I wish to tell you something
that I feel will be of use to you all your
life. You know cows sometimes lose

their cuds." (I knew very well that

they did not. However, I did not

feel justified in stopping him in the

midst of his friendly advice.) He

then told me of a sure cure and it was

this. "When you get a cow that has

lost her cud and if you can find a year

ling near by that is chewing hers,
reach into the yearling's mouth, grab
her cud and give it to the old cow, and

she will be cured immediately." I

then asked him if it were a fact that

cows lost their cuds, where would the

yearling get another. It seems that

this argument had never occurred to

him.

We know today from our knowledge
of physiology and anatomy that

ruminant animals do not thoroughly
masticate their food, when they first

eat it, but they swallow it hurriedly
and it goes down into the first stomach

or paunch and later they regurgitate it

(draw it up) to be re-masticated at lei

sure and it then passes into the second,

third and fourth stomachs for diges

tion, absorption and assimilation.

Therefore, one of the first symptoms
of any ailment in a cow, let it be what

it may, is quite apt to be cessation of

regurgitation, or chewing her cud as it

is called. It is therefore classified as a

symptom only, which is equally true

of a cow with cold horns or extremities

or a flacid tail. We all know very

well that oft times simple ailments

such as a cold or the Grippe will cause

our extremities, hands and feet, to

become cold; in fact this is one of the

first symptoms; giving evidence of

disturbed circulation. These symp

toms mean nothing definite in them

selves, but are to be taken into con

sideration with other clinical condi

tions by one whose training and

observations find significance in their

presence or absence.

The first thing usually sought for by
the scientists is a correct knowledge of

things as they are in the normal, so to
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speak. By the knowledge of the nor

mal we get a starting point from which

to trace the abnormal. This is equally
as true in the art of medicine and

veterinary medicine and points out to

us the harm in many ways that may

result from the empirical dosing of

animals. There is no question in my

mind but that many a valuable equine
animal has met an early death due to

the over zealous dosing of aconite, the

treatment destroying the only chance

that nature might have had in over

coming the ailment.

Again, how often has the rural

practitioner been called to treat the

pride of the dairy and finds her down

with what is commonly called milk

fever. (This is a misnomer, since

this is not a febrile condition.) He

secures the animal on her side, proper

lyVERY man, someone has said, is
•L'

endowed with the ability to do

some one thing a little better than

anyone else.

Likewise each locality has character
istics peculiar to itself, which render it

capable of producing something, or of

meeting some demand, a little better
than any other locality. It is for us

to get in harmony with our endow

ment, our location and the demand of

the times, and engage in that occupa

tion, for which they have best fitted

us.

New York City is demanding daily
a large supply of milk. The demand

is increasing; New York is reaching
out farther and farther into the sur

rounding states for her supply of milk.

Moreover, it is a stable demand, one
that will maintain for years. The

country around New York City is bet

ter adapted by its location, the kind of

ly disinfects the udder and surround

ing parts and with a sterile apparatus

and with all possible care to guard

against infection, proceeds to adminis

ter the oxygen treatment. During
this time he has probably been advised

that some well intended but badly
informed individual has administered

the sure cure drench, which, owing to

the paralysis of the throat and inability
to swallow, has been poured directly
into the larynx, the trachea and lungs.
The animal makes a gratifying re

covery from milk fever and dies in due

time from mechanical pneumonia.
Moral. Do not drench your ani

mals unless you are positive that you
are doing so intelligently. If you are

guessing, let nature take a hand. She

will beat you nine times out of

ten.

farming in which its people are engaged
and its transportation facilities, to

supply New York with milk than any

other part of the United States.

It is for us to studv the demand and
J

set about meeting it, providing the

requirements are reasonable, and the

price paid for milk is adequate.
What does New York require as to

her milk supply? Clean, wholesome

milk; milk as good and wholesome

when placed upon the table in New

York City, as we can have upon our

own table, one hour after milking,
yes, even better. In the country we

are surrounded by nature, with an

everchanging supply of pure, fresh air

and we have facilities for keeping milk
cool in summer— ice or a refrigerator.
Hundreds of families in New York live

in rooms into which the sun never

shines, which must be lighted at noon

by artificial means. They have no

HOW CLEAN AND WHOLESOME MILK MAY

BE PRODUCED AT LEAST COST FOR

THE NEW YORK MARKET

By Raymond Sponenbergh

Editor's Note—This essay was awarded second prize in a contest conducted by
the Board of Health of New York City.
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cellars and many cannot afford ice;
milk does not keep well under such

conditions. Children raised in such

places, with no place to play in the

open air, except perhaps the pave
ment or the roof, are more susceptible
to disease than those reared in the

country.
Milk to keep sweet and wholesome

as a food for little children from twelve

to twenty-four hours after its arrival
in New York, under such conditions

must receive better care than it has

been necessary to give it when kept on
the farm or delivered at a cheese fac

tory, or a creamery.

It is a special demand.
He who

meets it becomes a specialist; this is

the age of specialism. Dairying is to

be our specialty, our business. The

work and study which it involves
must

not be crowded aside by other work.

"This one thing I do," says Paul. He

who does this thing does well. This

does not mean that
the dairyman can

do nothing else but tend his cows, but

he should so manage that whatever

else he does, will not keep him from

his business.

The study of demand must be con

tinued from the delivery of milk in

New York to the supplying of the kind

of food which a cow needs.

What causes the undesirable changes
and conditions of milk and how can

we control them ?

Certain minute forms of life-germs
or bacteria, find in milk just the

medium they desire, in which to mul

tiply. They increase by the millions

within a few hours. They remain

dormant at low temperature, and we

may hold them in check by cooling
the milk. The thing to do, however,

is to keep them out.

Where do the bacteria come from

and how do they get into the world?

The dust from the hay-mow when

feeding, the dust and dirt falling from

the cows sides and udder when milk

ing, are so many vehicles conveying
countless numbers of these bacteria.

Courtesy of Department of Dairy Industry,
Cornell University.

INTERIOR OF A MODERN SANITARY STABLE.
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They fall into the milk pail and the

bacteria are introduced into the milk.

We can control them by feeding no

hay or grain within an hour before

milking, by grooming the cow with

curry-comb and brush and by wiping
her sides, flanks and udder, with a

damp cloth just before milking. The

clothing of the milkers should be clean

and the hands washed just before

milking each cow. The opportunities
for the bacteria to get into the milk

may be still further reduced by using
a milk pail with a small top. The

milk should be removed from the

stable immediately after milking to a

milk house, apart from the stable, pro
vided with plenty of fresh air and light
and the milk strained and cooled im

mediately to a temperature of 60 de

grees, Fahrenheit, or lower, by running
over ice cooled aerators and kept at

the low temperature until delivered.

Other bacteria may get into the

milk, from unclean utensils. Pails,
strainers and aerator should be washed

in hot water and then scalded with

boiling water or steam, to destroy any
bacteria that might adhere to them,
and then put out doors in the sunlight.
Diseased cows may produce milk

containing disease germs. Such cows

should be removed from the herd to a

place of quarantine by themselves,
and a veterinarian called if the trouble

is beyond the knowledge and skill of

the dairyman, and the milk not used

until they have recovered.
The stables should be whitewashed

and otherwise kept clean and free from

odors; they should be provided with

plenty of windows for light and well

ventilated.

All these things take time and

thought and study and they cost

something. If we succeed we shall

have to reduce the cost of production
•to a minimum.

First, we shall have to use more

economical methods of feeding our

dairy cows. The time has passed
when we can take a can of milk to the

station and return with a sack of grain
from the mill. The pioneer Swift had
this maxim : "It is folly for any part
of the country to pay freight on that

which it does not need." He shipped

his beef dressed. The wheat bran and

middlings we have been buying were

raised somewhere on some farm.

Why pay someone for raising, pay

freight and a profit to two or three

middlemen on that which we can raise

on our own farm ?

The cow yields her largest flow of

milk in the spring and early summer,

when the grass is fresh and the days

pleasant. To produce winter milk

cheaply we must duplicate these con

ditions as far as possible. We must

make her comfortable in warm stables,

well lighted and well ventilated. We

must feed her something to take the

place of green pastures. The cow

does not do well unless she has a daily

feeding of some succulent food, a root

crop or corn ensilage. Nothing gives
better results for this purpose or is

more satisfying to the cow than corn

ensilage, when properly prepared.

Probably in no way can money be so

profitably expended on a dairy farm at

the present time, as in the construc

tion of a silo.

Now, if the ration is lacking in any

thing, it will be protein. With the

foods we now have, we can go into the

market and buy protein in its cheap
est and most concentrated forms, lin

seed-oil-meal, cotton-seed meal, gluten
meal or buckwheat middlings and mix
with the corn and oats.

Next in importance of milk produc
tion, comes the breeding of better

cows. This can be done by purchas
ing a thoroughbred sire from a strain

producing a large flow of milk, rich in

butter-fat.

Then comes the weeding out of un

profitable individuals by the use of the
scales and the Babcock test. It costs

but little more to feed a cow producing
8000 pounds of milk of four per cent

butter-fat than one producing 4000

pounds of four per cent butter-fat.

She will require one-half the stable

room, one-half the time to feed and

keep clean and she will graze over

about one-half as much pasturage as

two cows of the 4000 pound capacity.
She is worth more than both the other

two put together. Moreover, there is
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to be had from ass°-

W^ Tth a g00d cow that b^ets a

b™" '^^ her kmd> a love not to
be measured m dollars and cents in its
value in

maintaining an interest in the
business and m changing what may
formerly have been irksome duties
into pleasant tasks.
Then comes the keeping of a set of

records telling just what each cow has
done. A few figures showing actual
results will give stability and firmness
to the business. They tell you just
where you stand, where you are weak
and where you are strong.
All these things directly or indirectly

make for cheapness of production and

for success. Of no little importance
is the association with others of like

profession that we may compare notes
and keep in touch with the best

thought and the best experience of the

day.
To extend the range of experience,

every dairyman should take a dairy
man's paper, one making a specialty
of dairying.
Specialism ! This is the keynote of

the age. If a man can write a better

book, preach a better sermon or make

a better mouse-trap than his neighbor,
though he build his house in the

woods, the world will make a beaten

path to his door.

DEPARTMENT PLANS FOR SUMMER WORK

THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANT

PATHOLOGY

HpHE work of the Department of
■■• Plant Pathology for the coming
summer will center largely about the

work in the field laboratories. Eight
of these field laboratories are already

assured,with good prospects of at least

two or three more. At least fifteen

men will be engaged in investigation
and demonstration work. More than

twenty-five distinct diseases of the

cultivated crops will thus be under

study. The work to be done in these

field laboratories will be very largely
in financial cooperation with the

growlers themselves.

Dr. Reddick will continue in charge
of the Grape Disease investigation.
He will be located at Fredonia, in the

Chautauqua Experimental Vineyard,
where by a cooperative arrangement

with the State Experiment Station he

has charge of the pathological work.

Mr. McMurran, an assistant in the

Experiment Station has been detailed

to work with Dr. Reddick. Mr. Chas.

Gregory will take up some special in

vestigations on the Black Rot and will

be in charge of the work at Romulus

under Dr. Reddick's, direction.

There will be two field laboratories

at Oneida this season on the farms of

the Burt Olney Canning Co. Mr-

Barrus will be in charge of these. He

will continue his investigation on the

diseases of beans and will this season

institute extensive experiments in the

growing of bean seed free from An

thracnose. Mr. H. L. Rees will be in

the other field laboratory at this

place. He will have in hand the

spraying operations on two hundred

or more acres of beans, continuing the

experiments conducted by Mr. Barrus

for the past two seasons on spraying to

control Bean Anthracnose. Mr. Rees

will begin a special study of the

diseases of peas, several hundred acres

of which are annually grown by this

company.

Mr. Wallace who is conducting the

investigations on Lime-Sulphur as a

fungicide, has already gone to Sodus,

New York, where his field laboratory
is located for this season. The work

is being done in the orchards of B. J.

Case, President of the New York State

Fruit Growers' Association, Mr. Bax

ter and other growers in the immediate

neighborhood. This work this season

includes extensive experiments on the

control of Pear Scab, Apple Scab,

New York Apple Tree Canker and

Peach Diseases. Mr. Wallace will be

assisted in this work by Mr. Hessler of

Wabash College, Indiana.
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Mr. V. B. Stewart will continue the

investigations on the diseases of nur

sery stock, in the nurseries of C. W.

Stuart & Co., Newark, New York.

He will again give special attention to

a study of fire blight, but will begin

work on other nursery diseases. He

will have direct supervision of all

spraying operations on this large nur

sery.

Mr. I. C. Jagger will begin work on

the diseases and improvement of pota
toes in a new field laboratory to be

established on the Chemung County

Fairgrounds near Elmira. This field

laboratory is to be conducted jointly
with the Department of Plant Breed

ing. The work is being done in co

operation with the Chemung County
Fair Association. Between five and

ten acres of potatoes will be grown on

the fair grounds. Numerous experi
ments in spraying, variety tests and

hill selection will be made.

The Ginseng growers of the State

have again decided to continue the

cooperation on the diseases of that

crop and have raised a sum of over

$250 for the summer's work. The

growers will hold a two days' meeting
and Ginseng show at the College in

November.

A new line of investigation is to be

started this season by Mr. W. H. Ran

kin, who was special assistant on the

Ginseng disease work last year. He

will begin a thorough study of the

Heart Rots of Shade and Forest Trees.

Work is also to be instituted this

summer on the general subject of soil

fungi that produce diseases of plants
in their relation to sulphur as a soil

fungicide. Two men will be engaged
on this problem. Mr. C. N. Jensen
will have direct charge of this work

Mr. F. M. Blodgett will be the other

man on the work.

Department of Soil Technology

CTUDY of the fertilizer requirements
^ of muck soil will be continued by
the growth of onions on 54 acres of

muck land in Orange County. Owing
to a change in conditions from previous
years this area is now under the

immediate management of the depart

ment. Fifty-four plots constitute
the

series.

The soil survey will be continued m

Ontario, Monroe and Jefferson coun

ties, two or more men being assigned

to co-operate with the United States

Department of Agriculture. Mr.

Crabb will probably be in charge of

the work in one county. Recon

naissance soil survey of the State will

be continued by Professor Fippin,

particularly in the western half of the

State and special study will be made

of the soils of Alleghany County in

co-operation with Director Morgan of

the Alfred School of Agriculture.
This is a part of the preparation of a

report on the general soil conditions

and development of the entire

state.

Dairy Industry

During the summer, the Depart
ment of Dairy Industry will carry on

experiments connected with the fac

tors which influence the successful

operation of separators.
At the same time a series of experi

ments will be carried on in connection

with the study of the factors related to

the yield and quality of butter. All

of these experiments will be made here

at the College.
Throughout the summer, the differ

ent members of the Department will

make trips through the state, visiting
old students, and inspecting dairy
plants.

Poultry Husbandry

Professors Rice and Rogers of this

Department will be at Ames, Iowa,

during the session of the Graduate

Summer School and also attend there

the annual meeting of the National

Association of Instructors and Investi

gators. From there they will go to St.

Louis to attend the meeting of the

American Poultry Association.

A number of appointments for out
side lectures have been made during
which time the speakers will visit

former WTnter Poultry Course stu

dents and inspect their work as candi

dates for a certificate.
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ment wfl?T* ChlCk feeding exPeri-

mLl\V,amed on from the

Coulll U WhlCh bulletms an^ ReadingCourse lessons will be prepared.

Department of Plant-Breeding
The work of the Plant-Breeding

Department consists of two quite dis
tinct types, namely, the scientific in
vestigations carried on under the
Adams fund and the work of more or

less practical nature dealing with
methods, etc., pursued under the
Hatch fund.

Scientific Investigations.—Timothy
breeding. The work with timothy
will be conducted again this season

along practically the same lines as

have been pursued for the last three or
four years, namely a study of the bio-

types of timothy and their transmis
sion. Last year small plats of dis

tinct types of timothy were sown in

the midst of fields of rye so that they
could be more or less isolated, and

this season a careful study of these

types will be made.

Artificial production of variations

by means of the application of varying
amounts of plant food, chemical in

jections, heat and cold, injury, etc.

Study of Mendel's law of inheritance

of characters, and its application to

such plants as corn, oats, wheat, pep
pers, tomatoes, beans, peas, phlox,
nasturtiums, etc.

Cytology of hybrids.
Variation and correlation in Vitis.

Studies of the inheritance of fluct

uations. Some of our own data and

also the investigations of DeVries,

Pearl, Jennings and others, seem to

indicate that we do not have in all

cases a cumulative action of selection.

This problem will be tested carefully
this summer with such plants as corn,

wheat, oats, peas and cowpeas.

Bud variation. Another subject
which is under investigation is that of

determining the range of bud varia

tion and the uses to which this type of

variation can be put in practical
breeding. This problem is being car

ried on primarily with potatoes.
Quite a number of the common varie

ties of potatoes have been planted and
also a large number of seedling pota
toes are under observation in order to

get some light on this problem.
Correlation of characters in corn.

Biometrical study of variation,
natural and induced in Silene nocti-

flora.

Study of mutations. In connec

tion with this problem some investiga
tions have been conducted with dan

delions, plantains, daisies, buttercups
and silenes. The most important
study being conducted on this subject,
however, is in connection with the

timothy investigations . A large num
ber of distinct types of timothy have

been found and the transmission of

these types will be continued again
this summer.

Practical Investigations.—The De

partment is also carrying on a series of

investigations of a less scientific

nature on methods of breeding the

following crops: timothy, wheat,
oats, corn, potatoes, tomatoes and

carnations.

Corn breeding. The Department
will continue the investigations in

corn breeding on plats in different

parts of the State as has been done for

the last two years. Plats are under

way at Utica, Ballston Lake, and

Aurora, also on the University Farm.
Potato breeding. The Department

will have quite extensive plats trying
out different methods of breeding
potatoes on the University Farm and

also on the Fair Grounds at Elmira.
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This year, Dean Bailey

An Appre- nas taken a well-earned

ciation rest from the strenuous

labor of directing a

constantly growing College of Agri

culture. In choosing a man to act as

Director during his absence he dis

played that keen insight and knowl

edge of men which characterizes him.

To say that Dr. Webber has done well

as Acting Director does not do him

full justice.
In the words of Dean Bailey, "Dr.

Webber is the best plant breeder in

the country." This, is the work for

which he has prepared himself and it

was at no little sacrifice that he

abandoned his scientific investigations
for a year to take up a line of work

which was entirely new to him.

The problems that confronted the

Dean this year were difficult. The

College had reached the limit of its

capacity and to do efficient work must

secure additional appropriations from

the State. Dean Webber has worked

untiringly at this task and as the

result, bills have now passed the State

Legislature providing an appropria

tion for the erection of three new

buildings. The farmers of the state

owe the Acting Director a big debt for

his part in securing these much needed

facilities for the education of their

sons and daughters.

Dean Webber has given his whole

hearted support to all worthy student

activities and the students have al

ways felt sure of his co-operation. In

the monthly assemblies we have en

joyed his sound, fatherly advice as

well as those good stories told only as

Dr. Webber can tell them. The

Cornell Countryman takes great

pleasure in expressing this word of

appreciation from the undergraduates

of the kindly and efficient service Dr.

Webber has rendered as Director.

Keep in

Touch

Each year an increas

ing number of students

leave this College and

go out to take their

place in the world. Our former stu

dents are scattered over the globe,

engaged in a great variety of agricul

tural and other occupations. Some

of these students because of the

character of their work keep in touch

with the University, but by far the

larger number cut off all connections

with their Alma Mater when they

complete their course and are either

unheard of thereafter, or only in

directly through their friends, or only
when they achieve some notable suc

cess. These latter students wholly
overlook their responsibility to the

institution where they have been fitted

for their life work.

The number of persons desiring to

study agriculture is rapidly increasing
and to meet the demands for instruc

tion the equipment and staff of the

College of Agriculture must be con-
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with each other. In the first duty we

feel we have done our part, and we

have tried to accomplish the latter by
our "Former Students" columns. We

are not wholly satisfied with the

results and it is the desire of the new

board to devote more space to the

"Former Students" department. To

stantly enlarged in proportion. To
secure these facilities the requests of
the College to the State Legislature
must be supported by the people of
the state. The men and women who
have been privileged to study at the

College and have caught the spirit of
the institution are thoroughly con

vinced of the good work it is doing and do this we must have strong support
are its greatest asset before the from the former students themselves'

To stimulate interest among those

who have gone out from this College
we will try to publish each month one

or more pictures taken on the farms of

former students. We have launched

this idea in the current issue. Get

behind us alumni, send in your write-

ups and pictures and make the

"Former Students" the best part of

the Countryman.

and the legis-people of the state

lators.

To further this spirit of co-opera
tion between the former students and

their Alma Mater a Students Associa

tion was formed during Farmers'Week,

1909, consisting of all former and

present students of the College of

Agriculture. The secretary, A. R.

Mann, who is also secretary of the

College of Agriculture, invites corres

pondence from all former students.

In the interest of co-operation a

reunion will be held at the College each

year during Farmers' Week.

We urge that each student who

Hon. Frederick C. Ste

vens, Superintendent of

Public Works of the

State of New York, and

a State trustee of Cornell University,

A Generous

Gift

leaves the College this year firmly recently presented the College of Agri-

resolve to keep in touch with his Alma culture with the valuable two year old

Mater so that he may be of service to Hackney stallion, Volunteer, sired by

her when she needs him to put his the famous Langton Performer, and a

shoulder to the wheel. While this

will be a great help to the College and

a small return for the benefits received,

it will be an equally great gain for her

sons that are loyal.

A New

Departure

One of the purposes

for which the Cornell

Countryman was

product of Mr. Steven's large Hackney

farm at Attica, N.Y.

Volunteer is a very important addi

tion to the livestock owned by this

institution and will give students of

Animal Husbandry an opportunity to

study an animal representing a very

high type of carriage horse.

This generous gift of Mr. Stevens,

founded was to keep merits the hearty appreciation of the

the former students in touch with the faculty and students of the College of

affairs of the College and also in touch Agriculture.
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campus notes

Professor Bernhard Boeggild, the

noted Danish authority on Dairying,
is making a tour of this country

delivering lectures on Dairying as

carried on in Denmark. Professor

Boeggild reached Ithaca, Sunday,
May 8th, accompanied by his wife.

On May 9th, at 12:00 m. he delivered

his first address in the Auditorium of

the College of Agriculture on "Dairy
Laws in Denmark." Tuesday even

ing, May ioth, he delivered an illus

trated address on "The Milk Supply
of Copenhagen" and on Wednesday at
12:00 m., he gave his final lecture,
"Denmark's Butter Production and

Butter Export."
* * *

The gold medal offered for the best

yell submitted to be used as the yell
for the College of Agriculture was

awarded by the committee to G. M.

Butler, '12. The yell goes as follows:
Cornell—Cornell—Cornell—Cornell—

Cornell—Ag
—Cornell—Culture

Cornell—I yell
—

Agriculture.
* * *

Robert T. Morris of New York City,
delivered a special lecture on "Nut

Culture," at the College, Saturday,
May 23d, at 12 :oo m.

* * *

On the program of the Lazy Club
for Monday evening, May 9th, was an
address by Professor Herrick and

"The News" by Misses Boas and

Whitely.
* * *

The baseball team representing the
College of Agriculture this year has

played three games on its schedule.

The game with M.E. resulted in a 7-1

score in favor of M.E. Two games

were played with the team from the

Veterinary college, the first one result

ing in a tie ^,-t, and the second was

won by the Veterinary students in the
last inning by score of 3-2. Agricul
ture defeated Law 13-0.

* * *

The new barns built by the State

for the use of the State College of

Agriculture at a cost of $23,000 were

officially opened Monday evening,
May 16, by a "Barn Warming" given
under the auspices of the Department
of Animal Husbandry and the Round-

Up-Club. The arrangements and en

tertainment were in the hands of the

members of the Round-Up club. One

wing was decorated with electric lights
and bunting and dancing was enjoyed,
old-fashioned square dances being
a feature of the program. Music was

furnished by Happy Bill Daniels and

his orchestra. Besides a general in
vitation to the Faculty and students

of the College about two hundred

special invitations were sent out. The

entire barn was lighted and visitors
were shown through the building by
members of the Round-Up-Club . The

dairy herd of the college stood in their
new stables and proved of considerable
interest to the visitors. Light refresh
ments were provided by the hosts of
the evening.

* * *

On Friday evening, May 13th, the
last Assembly of the college year was
held. This was a special meeting to

commemorate the founding of the
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New York State College of Agricul
ture at Cornell University. Addresses
were given by Hon. Geo. E. Monroe
and Hon. E. C. Stewart, who intro
duced the bills, providing for a State
College of Agriculture at Cornell Uni
versity, into the Assembly and Senate,
respectively, in 1 904. Addresses were
also given by President Schurman and
Dean Webber. The attendance was

large and enthusiastic. The usual

social hour followed the program.

* * *

Mr. H. R. Cox of the office of Farm

Management, Bureau of Plant Indus

try, spent May 9th, in Ithaca, on his

way to New England. He is studying
the question of weed eradication.

* * *

About twenty-five members of the

Junior class held a feed at the Senate,
Saturday evening, April 23d. An ex

cellent beefsteak dinner was enjoyed
after which came some impromptu
talks and stories. Everyone enjoyed
themselves to the fullest and felt sorry
for those who had stayed away.

* * *

The following members of the class

of 191 1 in the College of Agriculture
were elected to Hebs-sa, the College
Senior honorary society: F. W. Bell,
T. Bradlee, W. C. Funk, F. H. Hahnel,
H. N. Humphrey, I. C. Jagger, S. G.

Judd, A. M. Kruse, J. G. Retick, C. F.

Ribsam, L. H. Schwartz, W. G.

Stephenson, A. L. Thompson, H. C.

Wheaton.
* * *

Of the two undergraduates to be

honored with election to Sigma Xi this

spring one was Harold N. Kutschbach,

'io, the President of the Agricultural
Association.

* * *

The class in Farm Management will

take a two or three days' trip during

the month of May to Livingston

County and perhaps some of the

neighboring counties. This trip will

very likely be taken
so as to unite with
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the contemplated excursion of the

class in Animal Husbandry to the

Buffalo stock yards.
* * *

One of the features of "Spring Day"
which took place on May 21st, was the

Agricultural Show, "Gosh all Hem

lock." Among the special attrac

tions, the "Human Incubator," by its
intricate mechanism, secured the "Sun
and Widow." But this act was

climaxed by their unexpected "coup
ling together" to co-operate and les

sen the "High Cost of Living."
The success of former Agricultural

shows was more than equalled by
"Gosh All Hemlock."

* * *

B. F. W. Thorpe, who has been

taking special work here this winter

has accepted a position as associate

editor of Farm and Fireside in

Springfield, Ohio. Mr. Thorpe was

formerly editor of Maine Farmer.

* * *

On Monday, May 9, a farm train left

Ithaca and went via the Lehigh R. R.

to Auburn. From Auburn it went

via the Central stopping on Tuesday
at Utica, Boonville,. Lyons Falls,

Lowville, Carthage, Sackets' Harbor,
Cape Vincent, and Chaumont; on

Wednesday at Watertown, Antwerp,
Gouverneur, DeKalb Jet., Massena

Springs, Potsdam, and Canton; on

Thursday at Lisbon, Madrid, Nor

wood, Winthrop, North Lawrence,

Moira, Bangor, and Malone; on Fri

day at Burke, Chateaugay, Cheru-

busco, Ellenburg, Altona, Mooers,

Junction and Champlain; on Satur

day to Canastota and from there back

to Ithaca via the Lehigh R. R.

On the train were Prof. Stone, Mr.

Van Wagenen and Mr. Cook; Prof.

Wing and two assistants; Prof. Stock

ing; Prof. Warren and an assistant;
Prof. Rogers and an assistant; Uncle

John and an assistant. The students

on the train were W. W. Fisk, '10, R.

E. Deuel, '10, F. S. Jacoby, '10, and

H. N. Kutschbach, '10.
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'89, B.S.A. Mr. E. Tarbell has

lately become managing partner of

the "Red Gate Stock Farm" at Earl-

ville, N. Y., engaged in the production
of Certified Milk for New York City.
The accompanying cut shows the

Certified barn which is 36x110 feet

with a 55 foot extension. Although
about 77 cows are kept on the farm

only the best and freshest stock is kept
in the Certified barn the balance being
held in reserve. In this way a uni

form amount of milk is produced at all

seasons. After this summer it is

planned to keep at least 55 milking
cows throughout the year.

'09, Ph.D. Dr. J. H. Squires has

been promoted to a full professorship
in Agronomy in the New Mexico Agri
cultural College. Mr. H. H. Shutz,

B.S.A., '07, is an assistant in the De

partment. Dr. Squires took his grad
uate work in soils and field crops.

B.S.A., '06. Mr. H. F. Dutton,
Director of the Manassas Agricultural

High School, Manassas, W. Va.,

writes that his high school work is

moving along splendidly. There is a

strong organization of farmers sup

porting the Institution which is con

ducting farmers' institutes and field

meetings, besides the regular work of

instruction. The school has organized
a Corn Club and has some co-operative

experiments under way. There is

also a small experiment station in

connection with the school and a few

head of fine stock.

'02, W.D. Mr. Theo. Van Der

Meulen is now dairyman for John D.

Rockefeller and has changed his ad

dress to Fairmont, P. O., Cleveland

Heights, Cleveland, Ohio.
Ex. '10. Mr. A. W. Peters is now

located in Hood River, Oregon, on an

80 acre orchard tract. Mr. Peters

traveled to Oregon merely for the

experience of summer work on a farm

but became so interested that he

bought the orchard.
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CERTIFIED MILK BARN AT RED GATE STOCK FARM.



BOOK REVIEWS
Manual of Gardening. L. H. Bailey

MacMillan Company, New York
$2.00 net.

m

As Professor Bailey states in the
introduction to this new book, it is a
combination of his two well-known
works, "Garden Making" and "Practi
cal Garden Book." The addition,
however, of many more years of ex

perience, together with the conven

ience of having all the information in
one volume, makes this manual an

ideal "receipt-book" for the gardener
who is seeking not a scientific treatise
but rather a readable, interesting
book.

The first part of the book is devoted

to the fundamentals of Agriculture,
that is first the maintenance of the

landscape gardening on a farm;

second, the handling of the land,

covering drainage, trenching, weed

ing, conservation of the moisture, and
the addition of fertilizers; third, the

handling of the plants, covering the

sowing of the seeds, transplanting the

seedlings, pruning, grafting, and forc

ing plants; fourth, the protection of

plants against enemies by the use of

insecticides and fungicides.
The last and most important part of

the book covers the growing of the

ornamental plants, the fruit plants,
and the vegetable plants, taking up

each important member of each group
in detail.

The author closes with a chapter
which he calls Seasonal Reminders,
which completes a book answering
best the demands of truck gardeners
for a practical manual.

?|C ^fC *j*

"Turkeys, Their Care and Manage

ment for Exhibition or for Market."

96 pages, 9x12 inches, published by

the Reliable Poultry Journal Co.,

Quincy, 111., U. S. A.

This attractive book contains arti

cles by several authorities on all

phases of the subject of turkeys.
The introduction tells how the turkey
was discovered by the Pilgrims and

eaten at the first Thanksgiving dinner,
giving rise to the custom of serving
turkey at our present Thanksgiving
dinners. Other articles follow on:

"How the Turkey Got its Name",

"Description of the Seven Standard

Varieties", "The Care of Breeding
Stock", "Mating the Breeders",

"Hatching the Eggs", "Coops and

Houses", and "Remedies for Turkey
diseases". All who are interested in

keeping turkeys, whether on a large
or small scale, will be pleased and

interested with this book which

contains "turkey meat in a nut

shell."
* * *

The Goulds Mfg. Co., of Seneca

Falls, N. Y., have just issued a book

entitled, "Water Supply for the

Home."

Any country dweller who has in

view the increasing of home con

venience and consequent improve
ment of his property through a more

efficient system of water supply, will

do well to send for this book. It con

tains a mine of practical information,

presented so clearly that anybody can

grasp it, and is nothing less than a

masterpiece, from the viewpoint of

pleasing, effective illustration and

good presswork. Anybody may have

a copy free, postage prepaid, upon

written request.
As the edition is somewhat limited

and the demand is likely to be quite

large, it will be well to file your request

without delay.



CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE Ph.D., 1910

C BRADLEY.

Mr. Harding was born in Ocono-

mowoc, Wis., Nov. 28, 1871. He pre

pared at Wisconsin Public Schools,
attended the University of Wisconsin,
where he received his B.S. in 1896, and

his M.S., in 1898. He intends to keep
on "chasing bacteria." Sigma Xi.

Mr. Bradley was born at West

Chester, Chester Co., Pennsylvania,

February 11, 1884. West Chester

Friends' (Hicksite) School. Cornell

University A.B. '06. University of

California M.S. '07. Gamma Alpha ;

Sigma Xi. Assistant in Entomology,
Cornell University, 'o5-'o6, 'o7-'o9;
Fellow in Entomology,Cornell '09-10;

special assistant Entomologist to the

State of Georgia, summer of '09,
Fellow Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science;

member Phila. Acad. Nat. Sciences;

American Society Naturalists;

Deutsche Entomologische Gesell-

schaft ;

H. A. HARDING.

LEONARD HASEMAN.

Mr. Haseman was born in 1884, at

Linton, Indiana. He received A.B.

degree from Indiana University, 1905,
and A.M., in 1907; Assistant in

Entomology in Florida University,
i905-'o6; Assistant in Entomology in

Missouri University, i9o6-'o8; Assist
ant in Entomology and graduate stu
dent in Cornell University, 1908-19 10;
member of American Association for

Advancement of Science and Ento

mological Society of America; mem

ber of Sigma Xi and Gamma Alpha
fraternities.
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Mr. Humbert was born in 1881 at

U>rning, Iowa, and received his early
training m the public schools of that
city. B.S.A. from the Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa, 1906. Instruc
tor in Farm Crops Iowa State College,
06-07; M.S. in Agriculture, Cornell!
I9°8; Assistant in Plant Breeding,'
Cornell Experiment Station, '08-09;
co-operative breeding work for the
U. S. Department of Agriculture as

special agent 'oo-Feb./io. Appointed
Plant Physiologist U. S. Department
of Agriculture, March, 1910. Presi

dent of the American Society of

Agronomy (Cornell Section), and the

Plant Breeding club, ("Synapsis"),
1909-1910. Sigma Xi.

E. P. HUMBERT.

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF M. S.

IN AGR., 1910

L

M. C BURRITT.

Mr. Cowgill was born at Sterling,

Kansas, in 1880. He graduated from

Topeka High School, Topeka, Kansas,

in 1900, and from Washburn College

in 1905. He spent a year in the edi

torial office of the Kansas Farmer,
and

one season at the Dry Land Experi

ment Station, Akron, Colorado. He

entered the Graduate school at Cor

nell University in 1909, specializing in

Plant Breeding and Agronomy.

Mr. Burritt was born at Hilton,
N. Y., February 4, 1883, and was

educated at the Hilton High School

and at Genesee Wesleyan Seminary.
After two years of farming he entered

Cornell, and in 1908, was graduated
with the degree of B.S. in Agr. While

in college he was president of the

Agricultural Association for one term ;

alumni editor of the Countryman in

his senior year; a member of Hebs-sa,
and of Cayuga.

1
f

p,

H. B. COWGILL.
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M. J. DORSE Y.

Mr. Fung was born in Nan-hai,

Kwang-tung, China, and was edu

cated in Queen's College, Hong Kong,
and Provincial College, Kwang-tung,
where he received his B.S.A. He in

tends to continue research work in the

College of Agriculture.

Mr. Dorsey was born at Dresden,

Ohio. Received early training in

district school, Dresden High School

and Ohio Northern University. Grad

uated from Michigan Agricultural Col

lege in 1906. Horticulturist at Uni

versity of Maine, 'o6-'o7; Assistant

Horticulturist at New York State

Experiment Station, 1907 ; member of

Alpha Zeta, Gamma Alpha, Sigma Xi.

GUTHRIE.

H. K FUNG.

Mr. Guthrie was born December

28, 1880, on a farm near Coin, Iowa,
where he lived until entering Amity
College, which he attended for one

year. Four years later he graduated
from the Iowa State College at Ames,
Iowa, with the class of '05, receiving
the degree B.S.A. For three years

following Mr. Guthrie was instructor
in Butter-Making in Ohio State Uni

versity and was secretary of the Ohio
State Dairymen's Association for a

year and a half. He has been instruc
tor in the Department of Dairy Indus
try at Cornell University for the last
two years.
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Mr. Vincent was" bornTat Sher
wood, Oregon, in 1884. He received
his B.S.A. in 1907 and his M.S. in

1909, both from the Oregon Agricul
tural College. He was assistant in
Horticulture for two years, under the
Adams Investigation. He was joint
author with Prof. Lewis of two bulle
tins : Orchard Survey of Jackson Co. ;

Oregon ; Pollination of the Apple.

C. C. VINCENT

SENIORS IN AGRICULTURE, 1910

R. D. ANTHONY.

Mr. Becker was born in Baltimore,

Md., Feb. 2, 1889. He received his

early education in Baltimore after

which he entered the Maryland Agri

cultural College, graduating from that

institution in 1908. He entered the

Junior class at Cornell the following

fall. Becker's specialty seems to be

Entomology. Cornell Masque, '09-

'10.

Mr. Anthony came to Cornell from

the University of Rochester. While

here he has specialized in Horticulture

being a student assistant in Pomology
in his senior year. Psi Upsilon; Phi

Beta Kappa; Hebs-sa; associate edi

tor Cornell Countryman; Agricul
tural Cross Country team; Agricul
tural Honor System committee.

G. G. BECKER.
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S. L. BEEBE.

Mr. Boyle was born Sept. ii, 1885,
at Murray, Utah. Attended the Uni

versity of Utah Preparatory School.

Entered Cornell as a Shorthorn in

PoultryHusbandry in 1905. Hefound

his work to be so interesting, that he

entered as a regular student the fol

lowing year, and will take a degree of

B.S.A. this June. Then he returns to

the great Far West, where farming will

eventually be his work. President of

the University Poultry Association

during 1908-09.

Mr. Beebe was born near the vil

lage of Alpine, Schuyler County,
N.Y.,

on August 24, 1875. He received his

early education in the district school

attending high school later. He grad
uated from Cortland Normal School

with highest honors and entered Cor

nell with the class of 19 10. Mr. Beebe

expects to either continue teaching or

take up Farm Management Work.

BOYLE.

Mr. Coors was born at Golden,
Colorado. He prepared for college at
Cascadilla School. Beta Theta Pi;
Undine; Mummy Club; Bench and

Board; Sunday Night Club ; Hebs-sa.

He intends to enter business in

Colorado.

GROVER COORS.
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Mr. Darling was born at Conders-
Port, Pa., August 12, 1885. He pre
pared at Atlanta High School and
Danville High School. He entered
the University of Illinois in 1906 and
came to Cornell later. Agricultural
Debate Stage; Congress Oratorical
Mages; Inter-class Debates (2) (?)•
Charles K. Adams Debate club; Presi
dent of Congress; Ivy Orator; C. U.
C. A.; Chairman Potato Show Agri
cultural Baseball (2), (3); Agricul
tural Soccer team (2), (3). He will
work for the Auburn-Ithaca Electric
Railroad as industrial agent.

3*5

R. E. DEUEL.

Mr. Elwood was born at Fort

Plains, N. Y., Dec. 7, 1884. He

attended Michigan Agricultural Col

lege. He is a member of Kappa Psi;
Glee Club (2), (3), (4); Quartette
(4) ; Savage Club ; Cosmopolitan
Club; Alt Hiedelburg; Agricultural
Stage; Deutscher Verein; Advanced

Choir; Festival Chorus (3), (4); '86

Memorial Stage.

F. N DARLING.

Mr. Deuel, was born at Chitten-

ango, N. Y. He graduated from
Yates High School in 1909. Since

entering Cornell, he has special
ized in Animal Husbandry, and ex

pects to follow that line of work in the
future on the farm. Alpha Zeta;
Stock Judging Team (4) ; Manager of
Agricultural Track Team (3) ; Agricul
tural Spring Day Committee (2), (3).

P. H. ELWOOD.
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W. W. FISK

Mr. Fleming was born in Ogden,
Utah, September 21, 1889. He ob

tained his preliminary education in

the Logan City schools and in The

New Jersey Academy, Logan. En

tered Utah Agricultural College in

1903, receiving degree of B.S. in 1909.

He was prominent in student affairs,

being a member of the baseball team;

manager of the college football team,
and a member of the staff of the col

lege weekly; R E A fraternity. Spent
the year, 1909-10 at Cornell. Ex

pects to remain here and do graduate
work in Farm Crops and Plant Breed

ing.

Mr. Fisk was born at Oswego Cen

ter, New York, January 1, 1888.

Prepared for college at Oswego High

School. Hebs-sa; Honor System
Committee (3-4) ; Vice-president Agri
cultural Association (4); He has ac

cepted a position as Assistant in the

Department of Dairy Industry.

C. E. FLEMING.

Mr. Friedman was born in New

York City, July 8, 1888. Prepared at
Towsend Harris Hall, New York City,
entering Cornell in 1906. Zeta Beta

Tau; Class Debate Teams (1-2);
Agricultural Mandolin Club (3); Agri
cultural Soccer Team (3-4) .

EUGENE FRIEDMAN.
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Mr. Gilbert was born on April 16

1885, at Rodman, N. Y. He prepared
lour years at Union Academy, Bell-
ville, N. Y., and one year at Water-
town, N. Y. He entered Cornell with
the class of 19 10 and has since been

working industriously for the degree
of Bachelor of the Science of Agricul
ture. Future work not yet deter
mined.

C T. GREGORY

Mr. Jacoby was born January 10,

1889, in Bethlehem, Pa. Prepared
for college at Ithaca High School.

Cayuga, Hebs-sa; President Poultry

Association, 1909-10; Student Assist

ant in Poultry Husbandry, 1909-10.

Countryman 317

B. D. GILBERT.

Mr. Gregory was born in 1887 at

Ithaca, where he has lived since. He

entered the Ithaca High School in

1 90 1. Graduated in 1905, took a post

graduate course at Ithaca High School

in 1906, entering Cornell in 1906,
where he has specialized in Horticul

ture and Plant Pathology. He ex

pects to do graduate v/ork in Plant

Pathology.

F. S. JACOBY.
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E. M. JOHNSTON.

Mr. Kelley was born at Newark,

N. Y., Feb. 24, 1888. He graduated
from Newark High School in 1905

Alpha Zeta; Sphinx Head; Hebs-sa

Freshman crew; Varsity Four (2)

Junior Varsity (3) ; Varsity Eight (3)

Flag Rush (2) ; President Sophomore

Agricultural Class (2) ; Agricultural
Glee and Mandolin Clubs (2), (3);
Chairman Fruit Exhibit (4) ; Chair

man Farmers' Week Committee (4) ;

General Committee (3).

Mr. Johnston was born in 1885.

He prepared at the Caldwell High

School, Caldwell, Kansas. He

graduated from the Kansas State

Agricultural College in 1908, Lazy

Club.

B. KELLEY.

Miss Kephart was born in New

Haven, Conn., in 1888, but the family
soon moved to St. Louis and lived

there about twelve years: Since that

time they have lived in Ithaca and

Miss Kephart graduated from the

Ithaca High School. In the Lmiver-

sity she has specialized in Entomology
and hopes to get a position in some

experiment station. Vice-president
Frigga Fylga (2-3); President (4);

Secretary Agricultural Association (4) ;

Vice-president 19 10 Class in Agricul
ture (4) ; member Sage Dramatic Club.

CORNELIA F. KEPHART.
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Mr. Kutschbach was born at Sher
burne, N. Y., Sept. 29, 1887. He pre
pared at Sherburne High School.
While in college he was President of
theAgricultural Association (4) ; Treas
urer (3), (4); President of Class in

Agriculture (4); Secretary (2); First

Vice-president Agricultural Students'
Association (4); College Mandolin

Club; Hebs-sa; Sigma Xi. He in

tends to carry on farming at home.

B. D. LAMPHEAR.

Miss Leonard was born April 13,

1886, in Cayuga County, New York

State. She prepared at Auburn High

School, entered Cornell in 1905, gradu
ated in February, 19 10. She special
ized in Landscape Architecture and is

now in the office of Ferruccio Vitale,

New York City. Wayside; After

math.

H. N. KUTSCHBACH.

Mr. LAMPHEARwas born in Sharpes-

ville, Penn., in 1885. His early

schooling was obtained in several

schools in NewYork and Pennsylvania,
and preparation for college was at

Fort Plain High School from which he

was graduated in 1903. He entered

St. Lawrence University from which

he received the degree of A.B. in 1908.

Inclining toward agriculture he en

tered the College of Agriculture at

Cornell. He intends to put his

knowledge into practical application
on the home farm near Rome, N. Y.

ELIZABETH LEONARD.
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K. B. LEWIS.

Mr. McInerney was born in East

Elmira, Apr. 13, 1885. He prepared
for College at the Elmira Free Aca

demy entering Cornell in fall of 1906.
Agricultural Mandolin club (1-2-3-4) ;

leader (4) ; Hebs-sa. Mr. McInerney
will be an Assistant in Dairy Industry
next year.

Mr. Lewis was born at Annandale,

Dutchess Co., N. Y. He received his

preparatory training at Riverview

Academy, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and

then attended St. Stephen's College,

Annandale, N. Y., for two years. He

entered Cornell in the fall of 1907 and

has been specializing in Horticulture.

He expects to go into fruit growing.

%-

Mr. Marcussen was born at Ho-

boken, N. J. He received his pre

paratory education at Hoboken High
School and entered Cornell with the
class of 1 910. He has specialized in

Dairy Industry and his work in the
future will be along this line although
the exact nature has not been decided.

W. H. MARCUSSEN.
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Mr. Marsh was born at New Mil-
ford, Conn., on September 22, 1889
He prepared at New Milford High
School graduating with the class of

1907. From high school Mr. Marsh
entered the Connecticut Agricultural
College where he received his degree
in 1908. He entered Cornell as a Junior
in the fall of 1908 and after receiving
the degree of B.S.A., he will return to

the home farm at New Milford, Conn.

F. W. MESSING.

Mr. Peet was born in 1889, in

Rochester, N. Y., and prepared at the

East High School of that city. He

entered the College of Agriculture in

1906, and has specialized in Horticul

ture. Alpha Zeta; Hebs-sa; Class

Track Team (2), (3); Captain Agricul
tural Cross Country Team (2); Agri
cultural Tax Committee (3); Stu

dents' Extension Committee (3) ; Mar

vin Memorial Committee (4) ; Alumni

Pledges Committee (4) ; General Spring

Day Committee (4) ; Senior Class

book (4); Eastman Stage (14); Cor

nell Countryman (3), (4); Editor-

in-chief Cornell Countryman (4).

H. E. MARSH.

Mr. Messing was born at North

Tonawanda, New York. He gradu
ated from North Tonawanda High
School in 1905. Entered Cornell in

1906 as a regular student in Agricul
ture. He has specialized in Dairy
and his future work will be along this

line.

N. R. PEET.
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K. G PERRY.

Mr. Root was born in Jamestown,
New York, March 15, 1884. Pre

pared at Jamestown High School,

graduating with the class of 1905.

Entered Cornell University Septem
ber, 1906, taking the regular four-year
course in Rural Art. He will enter

Harvard next September to take one

or two years' special work in Landscape
Architecture. After this he will take

up Landscape work as a profession.

Coiuitrynian

Mr. Perry was born at Factory-

ville, Pa., April 26, 1887. He pre

pared at Brighton High School and

Allen School. He received his A.B.

at Harvard in 1908, and entered Cor

nell, October, 1908. Lieut. C.C.C.U.,

1909-10. He intends to pursue work

in stock farming in West Virginia.

R. R. ROOT.

Mr. Rumsey was born in December,

1885, on a farm near Goshen, X. Y.

His earl)- education began in the dis

trict school and was continued in the

Goshen High School from which he

graduated in 1904. He entered Cor

nell with the class of 19 10 and has

been on the Countryman board two

years. During his college course he

has specialized in Dairy Industry and

Animal Husbandry.

W. Y. RUMSEY.
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Mr. Rutherford was born Septem
ber 26, 1886, at Stillwater, Minn. He
graduated from Norwood, N. Y Hio-h
School in 1906. Alpha Zeta; Gemel
Kharm; Captain Flag Rush (2)-
Freshman Cap Burning Committee;
Sophomore Smoker Committee ; Junior
Smoker Committee; Sophomore Base
ball and Football; Junior Football;
Varsity Baseball (3-4); Captain Agri
cultural Basketball (3); Chairman
Senior Agricultural Banquet; Chair
man Agricultural Banquet, 19 10.

W. A. SALISBURY

Mr. Sanford was born in Ithaca,

August 6, 1S83. He prepared at

Ithaca High School. He intends to

take up work along the lines of seed

testing and Botany.

J. H. RUTHERFORD.

Mr. Salisbury was born in 1883 on

a farm near Holley, N.Y. He attended

district school in Manning, and later

Holley High School. Graduated from

Rochester Business Institute in 1905.

After a year in business, he entered

Cornell with the class of 19 10, where

he has specialized in Horticulture.

Agricultural Glee Club (1); Chairman

Arrangements Committee (2); Fruit

Exhibit (2); Farmer'sWeek Commit

tee (2) ; Agricultural Athletic Council

(3), (4); Agricultural crew (2); Cap
tain (3), (4); Intercollege B oat-House

Committee (4) ; Mr. Salisbury is going
into experiment station work.

H. L. SAX FORI)
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G. P. SCOVILLE.

Mr. Shepard was born at Batavia,

N. Y., Feb. 5th, 1886. Prepared for

College at Batavia High School.

Alpha Zeta; speaker at the hearing of

the Country Life Commission ; winner

Eastman Stage (3) ; President Junior
class in Agriculture ; Agricultural Glee

Club (2), (3); Leader (3); President

Agricultural Musical clubs (3) ; Spring

Day Committee (2), (3), (4) ; Cornell

Countryman Board (3); Business

Manager Cornell Countryman (4);

Farmer's Week Committees (2), (3);
Annnal Fruit Exhibit Committee

(2), (3); Hebs-sa; President Agri
cultural Association (4); Assistant

in Extension (4).

Mr. Scoville was born at Varys-

burg N. Y., preparing for college at

Attica High School. He was on the

Agricultural Stage in his Junior year.

Having completed his work m seven

terms, he accepted a position teaching

agriculture at Fresno, Cal. Hebs-sa.

R. J. SHEPARD.

Mr. Skoglund was born at Red

Wing, Minnesota, March 7, 1887.

Prepared at Red Wing High School

and then spent two years at Univer

sity of Minnesota. Attended night
school at Chicago Art Institute. En

tered Cornell in fall -of 1908, specializ
ing in Rural Art. Alpha Zeta. Is

now with Jens Jensen, Landscape
Architect, Chicago, Illinois, and is in

charge of a country estate at Taylor-
ville, 111.

W. L. SKOGLUND.
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Mr. Snyder was born at Pittstown,
N. J., Nov. 26, 1884. He entered

Reading Academy, Flemington, N. J.,
in 1902, graduated 1905. He entered

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in 1 906 coming to Cornell in 1907. His

future work will be on the home farm.

C. E. SNYDER.

Mr. Wadsworth was born in the

town of Northborough, Mass., where

he attended high school for two years

until entering the Worcester Classical

School, graduating in 1905. He then

entered the Massachusetts Agricul
tural College in the fall of 1906 staying
but a half year. The following fall he

entered the Connecticut Agricultural

College graduating from that institu

tion in 1908. He came to Cornell as

a Junior the fall of that year. Member

of Agricultural College Track Team

(3); Varsity Track Squad (4).

R. E. WADSWORTH

Mr. de Ycaza was born at Manila,

P. I., in July 11, 1887. He entered

with the class of 191 1. His prepara

tory education was secured at the

Jesuits College, "Ateneo de Manila,"

where he received the following

degrees: A.B., M.P., Agr. P., and

B.P.; expects to get this year at

Cornell the B.S. in Agr., and enter in

C.E. next year to try to complete

half a dozen degrees. Member of the

Graduate Club of Cornell University.

M DE YCAZA.
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H. C. YOUNG.

Mr. Blodgett was born (1885),
near Brocton, N. Y., later moving
near Stockton, he entered the high
school there in the fall of 1900,

graduating in spring of '03. That

same fall he entered the Fredonia

Normal School graduating in '05.
The following year was spent teaching.
He entered Cornell in fall of 1906 as

regular student in Agriculture and is

completing that course, specializing in

Plant Pathology.

*Because of an error in composition Mr. Blodgett's
name appears out of alphabetical order.

Mr> Young was born at Batavia,

N. Y.,'and prepared at the Batavia

High School, entering Cornell with the

class of 1 910. Alpha Zeta; Sphinx

Head; "Scarab Club;" GemelKharm;

Hebs-sa; Aleph Samach; Dunstan;

Chairman General Committee (3);

General Committee (4) ; Varsity Cross

Country Team (2); Captain (3-4);

Varsity Track Team (2); Captain (4).

F. M. BLODGETT.

The Countryman regrets that it was unable to procure in time for publi
cation, photographs and write-ups of the following:

Ph.D.

Miss H. M. Martin

O. Butler

C. J. Triggerson

M. S. A.

A. Dutt

J. W. Hungate
R. L. Latzer

L. K. Liang
P. E. Smith

Seniors

C. L. Devitt

C. L. De Guzman

V. J. Frost
L. E. Graves

G. I. Hartley
R. W. Hitchcock

L. E. Johnson
N. M. McGinnis

M. C. Oldham

D. M. Segovia
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